Sale No. 695 - Public Auction Sale
To be held at our office:
4 Finance Drive, Danbury, Connecticut 06810

Tuesday, November 29, 2016 - 10:00 AM
Session 1
Lots 2001 - 2841
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 - 10:00 AM
Session 2
Lots 2842 - 3637
Thursday, December 1, 2016 - 10:00 AM
Session 3
Lots 3638 - 4521

featuring
Pensacola Collection of Quality United States Singles
St. David’s Collection of Rare United States Singles
Ozeran Trust Collection of United States
Connell Collection of United States, Specialized Postal History
Erickson Collection of Elusive Worldwide
Terry Pizzala Exhibition Collection of Germany Pioneer Airmail “Rhein-Main Flight”
Walter P. Vetter Collection of United States Revenues
Beechwood Collection of Advertising Covers & Postal History

Viewing
Schedule

Nov. 21 - 25

Connecticut Office By Appointment Only

Nov. 28
Nov. 29 - Dec. 1

Connecticut Office 9 AM - 6 PM
Connecticut Office for lots that have not sold.

kelleherauctions.com

Bidding also available on stampauctionnetwork.com
4 Finance Drive, Suite 100
Danbury, CT 06810
Phone 203-297-6056 Fax: 203-297-6059
Toll Free 877-316-2895
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Session 1: British and Foreign
Tuesday, November 29, 2016, at 10:00 AM
British Commonwealth
Great Britain . . . . . . . . . .
Aitutaki . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Anguilla . . . . . . . . . . . .
Australia and States . . . . . .
Bahamas. . . . . . . . . . . .
Bangkok . . . . . . . . . . . .
Barbados. . . . . . . . . . . .
Basutoland . . . . . . . . . . .
Bermuda . . . . . . . . . . . .
British Central Africa . . . . . .
Burma . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Canadian Provinces . . . . . .
Canada . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cook Islands . . . . . . . . . .
Falkland Islands . . . . . . . .
Gibraltar . . . . . . . . . . . .
Grenada . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hong Kong . . . . . . . . . . .
India and States . . . . . . . .
Ireland . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika .
Kuwait . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Madagascar . . . . . . . . . .
Malaysia Area . . . . . . . . .
New Guinea . . . . . . . . . .
New Hebrides . . . . . . . . .
New Zealand. . . . . . . . . .
North Borneo. . . . . . . . . .
Northern Rhodesia. . . . . . .
Oman . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Palestine . . . . . . . . . . . .
Penrhyn Island . . . . . . . . .
St. Helena . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Kitts-Nevis . . . . . . . . .
South African States . . . . . .
Tonga . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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.2001-2066
. . . . .
.2067-2068
. . . . .
. . . .2069
. .
.2070-2089
. . . . .
.2090-2091
. . . . .
. . . .2092
. .
. . . .2093
. .
. . . .2094
. .
.2095-2097
. . . . .
. . . .2098
. .
.2099-2100
. . . . .
.2101-2155
. . . . .
.2156-2267
. . . . .
.2268-2275
. . . . .
. . . .2276
. .
.2277-2278
. . . . .
. . . .2279
. .
. . . .2280
. .
.2281-2294
. . . . .
.2295-2297
. . . . .
.2298-2300
. . . . .
. . . .2301
. .
.2302-2303
. . . . .
.2304-2328
. . . . .
.2329-2330
. . . . .
. . . .2331
. .
.2332-2335
. . . . .
.2336-2338
. . . . .
. . . .2339
. .
. . . .2340
. .
.2341-2343
. . . . .
. . . .2344
. .
. . . .2345
. .
. . . .2346
. .
.2347-2354
. . . . .
.2355-2358
. . . . .
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. . . .2359
. .
.2360-2365
. . . . .
.2366-2370
. . . . .
.2371-2404
. . . . .
.2405-2431
. . . . .

Europe and Colonies
Austria . . . . . . . . . . . .
Belgium and Colonies . . . .
Bulgaria . . . . . . . . . . .
France . . . . . . . . . . . .
French Offices and Colonies

.
.
.
.
.

German Area
Greece . . . .
Hungary . . .
Italian Area. .
Latvia . . . .
Liechtenstein.
Luxembourg .
Monaco . . .
Netherlands .
Poland . . . .
Romania . . .
Russia . . . .
Scandinavia .
Spain . . . . .
Switzerland .
Vatican . . . .
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.

.2432-2537
. . . . .
.2538-2550
. . . . .
.2551-2553
. . . . .
.2554-2591
. . . . .
.2592-2593
. . . . .
.2594-2600
. . . . .
. . . .2601
. .
.2602-2606
. . . . .
.2607-2609
. . . . .
.2610-2613
. . . . .
. . . .2614
. .
.2615-2640
. . . . .
.2641-2662
. . . . .
.2663-2667
. . . . .
.2668-2679
. . . . .
.2680-2683
. . . . .

Asia, Middle East and Africa
China. . . . .
Egypt . . . . .
Indonesia . .
Israel . . . . .
Japan . . . .
Jordan . . . .
Korea . . . .
Libya . . . . .
Macao . . . .
Mongolia . . .
Pakistan . . .
Saudi Arabia .
Tibet . . . . .
Turkey . . . .
Viet Nam . . .
Yemen . . . .
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.2684-2687
. . . . .
.2688-2689
. . . . .
. . . .2690
. .
.2691-2716
. . . . .
.2717-2721
. . . . .
.2722-2728
. . . . .
.2729-2774
. . . . .
. . . .2775
. .
. . . .2776
. .
.2777-2782
. . . . .
. . . .2783
. .
.2784-2813
. . . . .
. . . .2814
. .
.2815-2818
. . . . .
.2819-2821
. . . . .
.2822-2823
. . . . .
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. . . .2824
. .
.2825-2826
. . . . .
. . . .2827
. .
.2828-2829
. . . . .
.2830-2834
. . . . .
.2835-2836
. . . . .
.2837-2839
. . . . .

Latin America
Argentina. .
Brazil . . . .
Ecuador . .
Guatemala .
Mexico . . .
Nicaragua .
Uruguay . .
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.
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Worldwide
Stamps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2840
. .
Philatelic Literature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2841
. .
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Session 2: U.S. Part 1

Session 3: U.S. Part 2

Wednesday, November 30, 2016, at 10:00 AM

Thursday, December 1, 2016, at 10:00 AM

U.S. Postal History

U.S. Stamps

Autographs and Free Franks . .
Postmarks by State . . . . . . .
Railroad Covers . . . . . . . . .
Advertising/Illustrated Covers . .
Exposition Covers . . . . . . . .
Civil War Postal History . . . . .
Patriotic Covers . . . . . . . . .
Misc. Documents & Ephemera .
Foreign Mail by Issue . . . . . .
Domestic Usages by Issue . . .
Airmail . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other Back-of-the-Book Covers .
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.2842-2846
. . . . .
.2847-2851
. . . . .
.2852-2854
. . . . .
.2855-2917
. . . . .
.2918-2943
. . . . .
. . . .2944
. .
.2945-2958
. . . . .
.2959-2964
. . . . .
.2965-2976
. . . . .
.2977-3013
. . . . .
.3014-3038
. . . . .
.3039-3050
. . . . .

Postmasters’ Provisionals . . . . . . . . . . .
1847 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1851 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1857 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1875 Reprints of the 1857 Issue. . . . . . . .
1861-1866 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1867 Grilled Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1875 Re-issue of the 1861-1866 Issues. . . .
1869 Pictorial Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1875 Re-issue of the 1869 Pictorial Issue . . .
1870-1871 National Bank Note Co. Issues . .
1873-1875 Continental Bank Note Co. Issues
1879-1888 American Bank Note Co. Issues .
1890 Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1893 Columbian Issue . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1894-1898 Bureau Issues . . . . . . . . . . .
1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue . . . . . . . . .

.3051-3064
. . . . .
.3065-3087
. . . . .
.3088-3123
. . . . .
.3124-3180
. . . . .
.3181-3184
. . . . .
.3185-3244
. . . . .
.3245-3297
. . . . .
.3298-3312
. . . . .
.3313-3351
. . . . .
.3352-3365
. . . . .
.3366-3390
. . . . .
.3391-3408
. . . . .
.3409-3446
. . . . .
.3447-3464
. . . . .
.3465-3531
. . . . .
.3532-3606
. . . . .
.3607-3637
. . . . .

U.S. Stamps

1901 Pan-American Issue . . . . . . . . . . .
1902-1908 Regular & Commemorative Issues
1908-1910 Washington-Franklins, DL Wmk. .
1909 Bluish Paper Issue. . . . . . . . . . . .
1909 Commemorative Issues . . . . . . . . .
1910-1911 Washington-Franklins, SL Wmk . .
1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue . . . . . . .
1912-1916 Washington-Franklin Issues . . . .
1917-1919 Washington-Franklins, Perf. 11 . .
1918-1923 Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1922-1925 Regular Issue . . . . . . . . . . .
1923-1992 Issues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Airmail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Special Delivery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Postage Due . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Offices in China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Officials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Newspaper Stamps . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Parcel Post. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Carriers and Locals . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Booklets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Postal Cards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Revenues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Duck Stamps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Savings Stamps and Other Back-of-the-Book.
Confederate States . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.3638-3650
. . . . .
.3651-3696
. . . . .
.3697-3727
. . . . .
.3728-3740
. . . . .
.3741-3749
. . . . .
.3750-3773
. . . . .
.3774-3790
. . . . .
.3791-3884
. . . . .
.3885-3910
. . . . .
.3911-3963
. . . . .
.3964-3980
. . . . .
.3981-4073
. . . . .
.4074-4118
. . . . .
.4119-4145
. . . . .
.4146-4209
. . . . .
.4210-4233
. . . . .
.4234-4265
. . . . .
.4266-4304
. . . . .
.4305-4314
. . . . .
.4315-4326
. . . . .
.4327-4328
. . . . .
.4329-4337
. . . . .
.4338-4410
. . . . .
.4411-4475
. . . . .
.4476-4481
. . . . .
.4482-4490
. . . . .

U.S. Possessions and U.N.
Canal Zone . .
Cuba . . . . . .
Guam . . . . .
Hawaii . . . . .
Philippines . . .
Ryukyus . . . .
United Nations .
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. . . .4491
. .
. . . .4492
. .
. . . .4493
. .
.4494-4512
. . . . .
.4513-4516
. . . . .
. . . .4517
. .
.4518-4521
. . . . .

Bidding Increments:

Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $50.00; increase by $5.00				
Over $50 to $200; increase by $10				
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25				
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50				
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100			
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Frank Mandel		
Charles E. Cwiakala
P.O. Box 157 		
1527 S. Fairview Avenue
New York, NY 10014
Park Ridge, IL 60068-5211
Tel: 212-675-0819		
Tel./Fax: 847-823-8747
Fax: 212-366-6462		
CECwiakala@aol.com
busybird1@me.com				

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by 5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.

Purser and Associates, LLC		
P.O. Box 369			
Bronxville, NY 10708		
Tel: 857-928-5140		
Fax: 781-658-2567		
info@pursers.com		

Giacomo Bottacchi		
Via Filii Bronzetti 21
Milano 20129 Italy		
Tel: 02-718-023		
Fax: 02-738-4439		
gbstamps@iol.it

Trevor Chinery BA
United Kingdom
Tel: 01205-330026
Fax: 01572-813226
trevortrilogy@aol.com

Jochen Heddergott		
Jean Lancaster		
Lorenz Kirchheim GBR		
Nick Martin
Bauerstrasse 9 D-8000
United Kingdom		
Op de Höh 21			
LoveAuctions
Miinchen 40 Germany
Tel: 020-8547-1220		
D - 22395 Hamburg 		
United Kingdom
Tel: 089-272-1683		
Fax: 020-8547-3739
Tel: 040-645-322-41		
Tel: 01-20546-0968
Fax: 089-272-1685		
jean.lancaster@lineone.net
lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de		
Cell: 0770 376-6477
mail@philagent.com								nick@loveauctions.co.uk

										

Covers & Cancels

Minor imperfections, including but not limited to: nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th century envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include light
cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist in most 19th century covers and are
not always described and therefore not grounds for return.

Catalogue Values

Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalogue values (2016 editions) are quoted in dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as provided.

Session 1
Tuesday, November 29, 2016
Beginning at 10:00 A.M.
At our offices in Danbury, CT

Lots 2001-2841
British Commonwealth
Europe and Colonies
Asia, Middle East and Africa
Latin America
Worldwide

1

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain

British Commonwealth
GREAT BRITAIN

2001 )
Great Britain, 1840, Hume’s Tourist Envelope No. 1 “50 Miles Round Edinburgh & Leith”, marvelous allover illustrated envelope franked with a three-margin Penny Black (plate 5) tied by a neat red Maltese Cross
cancel, sent from Edinburgh to Dublin and postmarked on reverse 20 & 22 Nov 1840 with nearly intact small gold
paper seal inscribed “Such is Life”; remarkably well preserved and opened out for display. Truly spectacular.; with
1990 B.P.A. certificate.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
One of only three examples recorded by Bodily, Jarvis & Hahn, only two of which bear adhesives.

2

info@kelleherauctions.com

Sale 695 - Nov. 29, 2016

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain

2002

2003

2002 m
Great Britain, 1840, Mulready Envelope, 1d black (U1), Stereo A156, used from Davenham to Dublin
with red Maltese cross and (on reverse) undated Davenham rimless circle, red “NORWICH/ JU 3/ 1840” c.d.s. and
red Dublin diamond “2E/ JU 4/ 40”; minor wax seal damage on reverse, Very Fine, Scott $525. S.G. Spec. ME2;
£500 ($620).
Estimate $250 - 350
2003 H)
Great Britain, 1840, Mulready, 1d black, 2d blue Envelopes and 2d blue Letter Sheet (U1-U2, U4),
unused; light toning/soiling, minor flaws, otherwise Fine, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $250 - 350

2004 )
Great Britain, 1840, Mulready Envelope, 1d black (U1), stereo A178, cancelled with red Maltese cross,
addressed to Dunham University, red “LIVERPOOL MY 6 1840 F” First Day postmark on reverse; entire with minor
age wrinkling, otherwise a Very Fine usage, an extremely scarce example of the One-Penny Mulready used on the
First Day of Issue, S.G. Spec. £18,000 ($22,500). S.G. Spec. ME2.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2005
2005 H)

2006

Great Britain, 1840, Mulready Envelope, 2d blue (U2), Stereo A199, F.-V.F., Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

2006 m
Great Britain, 1840, Mulready Letter Sheet, 1d black (U3), Stereo A34, used within London from
Moorgate Street to City Road with red Maltese cross and light straightline “TP/ MoorgateSt”, bold red octagonal
“PD, MY 15, 1840, 6EV” on reverse; no contents, slight internal wax seal damage and mounting damage on back,
F.-V.F., a scarce mid-May usage, Scott $500+. S.G. Spec. ME1; £1,200+ ($1,500).
Estimate $500 - 750
www.kelleherauctions.com
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2007

2008

2007 P
Great Britain, 1840s, Queen Victoria, engraved portrait of the young Queen, die-sunk on
114 x 209 mm card, “Toppan Carpenter & Co.” in pencil at bottom of card; light foxing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2008 E
Great Britain, ca. 1840, multicolor surface printed “engine-turned” design, elaborate design in four
different color combinations on white wove paper, each an overall 255 x 122 mm, pencil-numbered 1-4 (we cannot
say when), F.-V.F., would make a most attractive display.
Estimate $500 - 750

2009 )
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria 1st Issue, 1d intense black, experimental black Maltese cross
cancel usage (SG 1), plate 4, RJ, large margins all around, tied by experimental Maltese Cross in black on
folded letter from Perth to Arbroath (both Scotland), postmarked clear boxed “PERTH/ OC 4/ 1840” [the black Maltese Cross did not go into general use until Feb 1841]; additionally, Oct 4 was a Sunday; stamp with tiny scissors cut in lower left corner, clear of design, Very Fine, the letter concerns a proposed railway line between Crief
and Perth.; with 2016 R.P.S.L. certificate. Scott 1a. S.G. Spec. A1um; £9,000 ($11,250).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2010

2011

2010 m
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria 1st Issue, 1d black (SG 2), plate 1A, red Maltese cross cancels,
large balanced margins, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott 1; $320.
Estimate $300 - 400
2011 m
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria 1st Issue, 2d deep full blue (SG 4), plate 2, QD, neat Maltese
cross cancel, 3+ large margins, just clear at lower right; tiny vertical scissor cut at upper left right at frame line, otherwise F.-V.F., SG £1,150 ($1,440). Scott 2b; $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

2012

2013

2012 )
Great Britain, 1841, Queen Victoria line-engraved, 1d red brown (SG 8), three large margins, in at
left, tied by two strikes distinctive Manchester Maltese Cross on folded letter from Manchester to Oxford, clear red
Manchester circular datestamp, 8 Apr 1841 on reverse, along with Oxford receiver the next day; Maltese Cross is
clearly identifiable, though neither strike is complete, F.-V.F. Scott 3. S.G. Spec. £1,100 ($1,380).
Estimate $200 - 300
2013 )
Great Britain, 1841, Queen Victoria line-engraved, 1d red brown (SG 8), three margins, well in at top,
tied by excellent upright strike “12” in Maltese Cross on folded letter from London to Oxford, clear brown London
“F” circular datestamp, 1 Aug 1843, on reverse, along with Oxford receiver the next day; sealed filing pin tear above
address, otherwise Very Fine. Scott 3. S.G. Spec. £1,100 ($1,380).
Estimate $200 - 300

2014 H
Great Britain, 1858, Queen Victoria line-engraved, 2d blue, letters in all four corners, “thick lines”
(SG 45), plate 12, PF, o.g., wonderfully fresh, incredibly deep color, about Fine, a very nice mint example from the
rarest of the four plates used, SG £3,000 ($3,750). Scott 29; $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2015

2016

2015 )
Great Britain, 1854, Queen Victoria (embossed), 6d mauve (SG 58), two 2-margin singles tied by Liverpool “166” duplexes, 9 May 1856, on folded letter to Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, red manuscript “1d” and “Registered”, endorsed “Per [steamer] Canada” with Halifax exchange office oval (20 May) on front and red Yarmouth
receiver (23 May) on reverse; light vertical file fold slightly affects right stamp, otherwise Very Fine, SG £2,900
($3,620). Scott 7c; $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
2016 )
Great Britain, 1856, Queen Victoria, 1s green, Emblems watermark (28), a Fine horizontal pair tied by
Folkestone “303” duplexes, 1 Sep 1864, on folded letter to Valparaiso, Chile; British Panama transit c.d.s. (23 Sep)
on front, red London (2 Sep) on reverse, Very Fine, DeVoss. SG 72.
Estimate $200 - 300

2017 (H)
Great Britain, 1867, Queen Victoria, 5s pale rose, Maltese Cross watermark (SG 127), plate 2,
regummed, lovely fresh color, F.-V.F., a very nice example of this rare unused high value; with 2016 P.F. certificate,
SG £18,000 ($22,500). Scott 57a; $17,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

2018 (H)
Great Britain, 1878, Queen Victoria, 10s greenish gray, Official reproduction (74 var.), imperforate
on unwatermarked paper, Very Fine. SG 128 var.
Estimate $500 - 750
Gibbons Specialised states that “An official reproduction was made of this stamp”.
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2019 m
Great Britain, 1882, Queen Victoria, £5 orange on white paper (SG 137), perfectly struck Derby c.d.s.,
24 Nov 1899, bright, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine. The Gibbons catalog value includes their suggest premium of 75% for “well-centered, lightly used” examples, SG £8,300 ($10,380). Scott 93; $5,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
As fine a used example of this iconic British high value as we can recall seeing.

2020 m
Great Britain, 1882, Queen Victoria, £5 orange on white paper (SG 137), canceled neat “High
Holborn W.C./ D.O.” c.d.s. (7 Sep 1889) and boxed “C.H.R./ G.P.O.” telegraph cancel with usual blue crayon mark,
bright, fresh and well centered, Very Fine, an exceptional example of this highly sought-after high value, SG £4,750
($5,940). Scott 93; $5,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2021

2022

2023

2024

2021 (H)
Great Britain, 1880, Queen Victoria, 1s orange brown, Spray of Rose watermark (SG 151),
regummed, exceptional color, F.-V.F., SG £4,750 for o.g. ($5,940). Scott 65; $4,750 for o.g.
Estimate $500 - 750
2022 SHH
Great Britain, 1877, Queen Victoria, 4d sage green, imperforate overprinted “Specimen” type 9
(SG 153 var.), plate 15, o.g., never hinged, large even margins and bright fresh color, Very Fine. Scott 70 var. S.G.
Spec. J64s; £575 ($720).
Estimate $300 - 400
2023 H
Great Britain, 1880, Queen Victoria, 4d gray brown, Large Garter watermark (SG 154), large part
o.g., fresh, Fine, SG £2,800 ($3,500). Scott 71; $2,750.
Estimate $400 - 600
2024 (H)
Great Britain, 1881, Queen Victoria, 1d deep purple, Die II (16 dots), bluish paper (SG 173g), unused
without gum; small removed corner stain at bottom right, otherwise F.-V.F., unpriced by Gibbons; with 2016 P.F.
certificate. Scott 89d; $4,750 for o.g.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2025 S
Great Britain, 1883, Queen Victoria, 2s6d lilac on bluish paper, Anchor watermark, type 9
“SPECIMEN” overprint (SG 175s), regummed, fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine. Scott 96aS.
S.G. Spec. K9s; £500 (2008) ($620).
Estimate $150 - 200
2026 H
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 10s ultramarine on bluish paper, Anchor watermark, type 9
“SPECIMEN” overprint (SG 177s), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott 109bS. S.G.
Spec. K13s; £2,200 (2008) ($2,750).
Estimate $600 - 800
2027 (H)
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 10s ultramarine on bluish paper, Anchor watermark, type 9
“SPECIMEN” overprint (SG 177s), regummed, fresh and well centered, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Scott 109bS. S.G. Spec. K13t; £3,500 (2008) ($4,380).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2028 H
Great Britain, 1883, Queen Victoria, 2s6d deep lilac on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG 179),
o.g., virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, SG £825 ($1,030). Scott 96 var.
Estimate $250 - 350
2029 m
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, 10s ultramarine on white paper, Anchor watermark (SG 183),
an extraordinary used single, canceled neat Registered/ Liverpool oval, 2 Feb 1900, fresh and beautifully centered,
Extremely Fine. The Gibbons catalog value includes their suggest premium of 50% for “well-centered, lightly used”
examples, SG £788 ($980). Scott 109; $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

2030 m
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, £1 brown lilac, Imperial Crowns watermark (SG 185), canceled
bold “Chalk Farm Rd. B.O./ N.W.” c.d.s. (9 Nov 1888) and boxed “C.H.R./ G.P.O.” telegraph cancel, rich color, fresh
and well centered, Very Fine, SG £2,800 ($3,500). Scott 110; $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2031 m
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, £1 brown lilac, Imperial Crowns watermark (SG 185), canceled
light “Lincolns-Inn/ Serle St. W.C.” c.d.s., 15 Jul 1888 (year date actually reads “78”, six years before issue), and
partial boxed telegraph cancel; short perfs and light creases, otherwise Fine, SG £2,800 ($3,500). Scott 110;
$3,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2032

2033

2034

2032 m
Great Britain, 1888, Queen Victoria, £1 brown lilac, Orbs watermark (SG 186), canceled light “London/ Western Office” c.d.s., 22 Mar 1888, fresh and nicely centered; small expert repair at bottom, Very Fine appearance, exceptionally attractive, SG £4,250 ($5,310). Scott 123; $4,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
2033 H
Great Britain, 1887, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 2d green & scarlet (SG 199), o.g., barest trace of hinge,
exceptionally fresh and well centered, Very Fine, SG £425 ++ ($530). Scott 113a; $440 ++. Estimate $250 - 350
2034 S
Great Britain, 1891, Queen Victoria, £1 green, overprinted “Specimen” type 11 (SG 212 var.), o.g.,
never hinged, fresh and quite well centered, Very Fine. Scott 124 var. S.G. Spec. K17t; £1,100 for hinged ($1,380).
Estimate $350 - 500

2035 HH
Great Britain, 1891, Queen Victoria, £1 green (SG 212), o.g., never hinged (!), fresh and bright with
full, strong color. an incredible never hinged example, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate, SG £4,000 ($5,000). Scott
124; $4,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

2036

2037

2036 m
Great Britain, 1891, Queen Victoria, £1 green (SG 212), canceled neat central Glasgow c.d.s., 28 Sep
1894, fresh, rich color and choice centering, Extremely Fine, the Gibbons catalog value includes their suggested
premium of 50% for well centered, lightly canceled examples, rarely seen this nice, SG £1,200 ($1,500). Scott 124;
$800.
Estimate $500 - 750
2037 m
Great Britain, 1891, Queen Victoria, £1 green (SG 212), canceled light registry ovals, fresh and well
centered, Very Fine. The Gibbons catalog value includes their suggest premium of 50% for “well-centered, lightly
used” examples, SG £1,200 ($1,500). Scott 124; $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2038

2039

2038 m
Great Britain, 1891, Queen Victoria, £1 green (SG 212), canceled weakly struck “Registered” oval,
strong color; several perfs slightly clipped at top, otherwise F.-V.F., SG £800 ($1,000). Scott 124; $800.
Estimate $150 - 200
2039 H
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue printing, 5s bright carmine (SG 263), o.g., lightly
hinged, bright, fresh and well centered, Very Fine, SG £450 ($560). Scott 140; $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

2040

2041

2040 m
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue printing, £1 dull blue green (SG 266), canceled “Oxford St./ Lon. W.” c.d.s., 7 Aug 1912, well centered wit deep, rich color, Very Fine, the Gibbons catalog value includes their suggested premium of 50% for well centered, lightly canceled examples, SG £1,238 ($1,550). Scott
142; $825.
Estimate $400 - 600
2041 m
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue printing, £1 dull blue green (SG 266), canceled light,
clear Shepherds-Bush Exhibition B.O.W. c.d.s., 14 Feb 1908, Very Fine, SG £825 ($1,030). Scott 142; $850.
Estimate $350 - 500

2042

2043

2042 m
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue printing, £1 dull blue green (SG 266), canceled
Lombard Street., London, 3 Jan 1908, F.-V.F., SG £825 ($1,030). Scott 142; $825.
Estimate $250 - 350
2043 m
Great Britain, 1902, King Edward VII, De La Rue printing, £1 dull blue green (SG 266), canceled
three strike “Registered” ovals, Fine, SG £825 ($1,030). Scott 142; $825.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2044

2045

Ex 2046

2044 EP
Great Britain, 1911, King George V “Downey Head”, Perkins Bacon die proof of portrait with partly
cleared oval frame (SG 321/327E), on glazed card, 60 x 92 mm, Very Fine, SG £1,100 ($1,380). Scott 151/152E.
Estimate $500 - 750
2045 HH
Great Britain, 1911, King George V “Downey Head”, ½d bluish green, Die A, Imperial Crown watermark (SG 323), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2004 R.P.S. certificate for a block of 6, S.G. Spec.
£400 ($500). Scott 151c; $550. S.G. Spec. N1(4).
Estimate $150 - 200
2046 H
Great Britain, 1913, King George V coils, ½d to 1d complete (SG 397/98), o.g., barest trace of hinge,
appears never hinged, F.-V.F., S.G. Spec. £600 ($750). Scott 177-178; $435. S.G. Spec. N15(2), N16(1).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 2047

2048

2049

2047 m
Great Britain, 1913, King George V “Seahorse”, Waterlow printing, 2s6d-10s (SG 399, 401, 402),
well centered and land; 10s with corner perf crease at lower left, otherwise Very Fine, SG £995 ($1,240). Scott
173b, 174, 175; $1,030.
Estimate $250 - 350
2048 m
Great Britain, 1913, King George V “Seahorse”, Waterlow printing, 10s indigo blue (SG 402), canceled central Guernsey c.d.s., 16 Oct 1913, exceptionally fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, the Gibbons catalog value includes their suggest premium of 35% for “well-centered, lightly used” examples, SG £641
($800). Scott 175; $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
2049 m
Great Britain, 1913, King George V “Seahorse”, Waterlow printing, £1 dull blue green (SG 404),
canceled central Jersey c.d.s., 24 Nov 1915, nicely centered, Very Fine, SG £1,600 ($2,000). Scott 176a; $1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 2050

2051

2052

2050 m
Great Britain, 1918, King George V “Seahorse”, Bradbury, Wilkinson printing, 2s6d-10s (SG 414,
416, 417), fresh and well centered, Very Fine, SG £385 ($480). Scott 179b, 180, 181; $365.
Estimate $150 - 200
2051 H
Great Britain, 1929, £1 P.U.C. (SG 438), o.g., lightly hinged, breathtaking color, a stunning Jet-Black
shade printed on clean white paper; a gorgeous example of this important high value, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2013 P.F. certificate, SG £550 ($690). Scott 209; $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
2052 m
Great Britain, 1929, £1 P.U.C. (SG 438), canceled faint c.d.s., fresh and exceptionally well centered,
Very Fine, SG £550 ($690). Scott 209; $800.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 2053

2055

2056

2053 m
Great Britain, 1934, King George V re-engraved “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (SG 450/2),
light cancel, well centered, Very Fine, SG £190 ($240). Scott 222-224; $150.
Estimate $100 - 150
2054 )
Great Britain, 1936, King Edward VIII, ½d to 2½d complete (230-233), on two FDCs, the 1d on a Maximum card, the others on a blue-cacheted cover by Westminster Stamp Co., Very Fine. SG 457/60 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2055 m
Great Britain, 1997, Queen Elizabeth II, Re-engraved £1.50 Caernarfon Castle, queen’s head omitted (SG 1993a), canceled partial Norfolk circular datestamps, Very Fine, SG £3,700 ($4,620). Scott 1446a var.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Fewer than 20 examples are recorded, most of which are used.
2056 m
Great Britain, Inland Revenue Official, 1890, Queen Victoria, 5s rose (SG O9), cleaned cancellation;
light crease at top, Very Fine appearance; with 2016 B.P.A. certificate, SG £2,500 ($3,120). Scott O8; $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2057 HH
Great Britain, Office of Works Official, 1902, Queen Victoria, 5d dull purple & blue (SG O34), o.g.,
never hinged (!), bright fresh color; small light tone spot at upper left, visible mainly on reverse, otherwise F.-V.F.;
signed Bloch, SG £4,000 for hinged ($5,000). Scott O47; $3,650 for hinged.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2058 H
Great Britain, Office of Works Official, 1902, Queen Victoria, 10d dull purple & carmine (SG O35),
large part o.g., Very Fine, several signatures, but only Thier is familiar to us. A pretty unused example of the rare 10d
Victoria Official Works, SG £7,250 ($9,060). Scott O48; $6,250.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2059 m
Great Britain, Office of Works Official, 1903, King Edward VII, 10d dull purple & carmine (SG O40),
canceled neat South Audley Street c.d.s., 26 1904Aug 0, fresh and well centered, Very Fine; with 1976 A.P.S. certificate, SG £7,000 ($8,750). Scott O53; $7,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
An extraordinary used example of this rare Official—undoubtedly among the finest in existence.

2060

2061

2062

2060 m
Great Britain, Army Official, 1903, King Edward VII, 6d pale dull purple, widely spaced overprint
(SG O52), canceled neat Chilton undated double circle; lower right corner perf skillfully added, Very Fine appearance; with 2016 B.P.A. certificate, SG £1,600 ($2,000). Scott O62; $1,550.
Estimate $350 - 500
2061 H
Great Britain, Govt. Parcels, 1900, Queen Victoria, 1s green & carmine (SG O72), o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine; with 1979 M.E.P.S.I. certificate, SG £650 ($810). Scott O38; $625.
Estimate $250 - 350
2062 HH/H Great Britain, Govt. Parcels, 1902, King Edward VII, 1d, 2d & 6d (SG O74/6), o.g., 1d never hinged,
others lightly hinged, F.-V.F., SG £575+ ($720). Scott O39-O41; $453+.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2063 H
Great Britain, Board of Education Official, 1902, Queen Victoria, 1s green & carmine (SG O82),
o.g., very lightly hinged, remarkably fresh and bright, Very Fine; signed Bloch, A. Diena, En. Diena and others, with
1988 A. Diena certificate, SG £12,000 ($15,000). Scott O66; $10,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
A spectacular mint example of the exceedingly rare 1/- Victoria Board of Education.

2064

2065

2066

2064 H
Great Britain, Board of Education Official, 1902, King Edward VII, 2½d ultramarine (SG O85), o.g.,
hinge remnant, bright fresh color, F.-V.F., an exceptional mint example of the 2½d Edward Board of Education; with
1986 Rendon certificate, SG £4,850 ($6,060). Scott O69; $5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2065 H
Great Britain, Royal Household, 1902, King Edward VII, ½d blue green & 1d carmine complete (SG
O91/2), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., SG £700 ($880). Scott O63-O64; $750.
Estimate $200 - 300
2066 H
Great Britain, Admiralty, 1903, King Edward VII, first overprint, ½d to 3d complete (SG O101/6),
o.g. (½d never hinged), bright colors, F.-V.F., SG £1,625 ($2,030). Scott O72-O77; $1,595. Estimate $350 - 500

AITUTAKI and ANGUILLA
2067 HH
Aitutaki, 2010, Island Views (561a), 100 sheetlets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,100 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2068 HH
Aitutaki, 2014, Year of the Horse (620), 500 souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $4,500
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 2069
2069 HH
Anguilla, 1967,“Independent Anguilla” overprints, ½¢-4¢ & 6¢-25¢ (1-5, 7-11), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $1,610. SG 1-5, 7-11; £1,435 ($1,790).
Estimate $600 - 800
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AUSTRALIA AND STATES

Ex 2070

2071

2072

2070 H
New South Wales, 1897, Consumptives Home complete (B1-B2), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $423. SG 280/1; £300 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200
2071 m
South Australia, 1858, Queen Victoria (Local Print), 1s orange, imperf (9), Large Star watermark,
canceled partial blue Adelaide foreign mail c.d.s., 19 Jun 1860, 3+ margins, two of which are huge, F.-V.F., Scott
$500. SG 12; £475 ($590).
Estimate $200 - 300
2072 )
Tasmania, 1853, “Van Diemen’s Land”, 4d bright red orange, plate I, 1st state (2 var.), cut to shape,
tied by barred numeral “58” on cover from Swansea (Waterloo Point) to Campbell Town; postmarked “Roads Office, Swansea, 22/9/54” with boxed “Camp Town/ 27. Sept 54” receiver and red truncated circle “Paid/ 23 SP 23/
!854”, the last also tying the stamp, Fine. SG 5.
Estimate $200 - 300

2073

Ex 2074

2075

2073 m
Victoria, 1850, Queen Victoria (“Half Length”), Ham printing, 3rd Die State, 1d dull red (1), bold partial “47” barred numeral cancel of Harrow, large margins, wonderful color, Extremely Fine, Scott $225. SG 8a; £200
($250).
Estimate $150 - 200
2074 H
Victoria, 1900, Anglo-Boer War Patriotic Fund (B3-B4), o.g., Very Fine, fresh and choice, Scott $350.
SG 374/5; £425 ($530).
Estimate $150 - 200
2075 HH
Victoria, 1911, 2s Booklet (SG SB4), red on pink cover, containing a ½d block of 12 and a 1d block of 18,
o.g., never hinged, fresh and crisp; typical insignificant rust around staple, Very Fine, a very rare booklet, especially
in this state of preservation, SG £6,000 ($7,500). Scott 218, 219.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2076

2077

2078

2079

2076 H
Australia, 1913, Kangaroo and Map, £2 black & rose (15), 1st watermark, o.g., lightly hinged; trivial
light crease along top perf tips and a tiny thin, otherwise Very Fine; with 2016 R.P.S.V. certificate, Scott $8,500. SG
16; £6,000 ($7,500).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2077 H
Australia, 1915, Kangaroo and Map, 6d ultramarine, Die IIA (substituted cliché) (40a), Scott Die III,
2nd watermark, o.g., nearly perfectly centered, Very Fine, Scott $4,000. SG 26b; £7,500 ($9,380).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2078 H
Australia, 1930, Kangaroo and Map, £2 black & rose (102), Small Multiple watermark, o.g., lightly
hinged; with a small central gum bend, F.-V.F.; with 2016 R.P.S.V. certificate, Scott $5,250. SG 114; £4,500
($5,620).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2079 HHa
Australia, 1932, Kangaroo and Map, 9d violet (122), C of A watermark, Ash imprint gutter block of 4
with screw hole in lines of gutter, o.g., never hinged, Fine, Scott $460 ++. SG 133.
Estimate $400 - 600

2080 HH
Australia, Booklet, 1913, 2s (SG SB1), red on pink cover, containing a ½d block of 12 and 1d blocks of 6
& 12, o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh and crisp, Very Fine, SG £2,250 ($2,810). Scott 1, 2.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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2081

2083

2084

2081 HH
Australia, Booklet, 1913, 2s (SG SB1), red on pink cover, containing two ½d blocks of 12 and three 1d
blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged; minor faults, F.-V.F., SG £2,250 ($2,810). Scott 1, 2.
Estimate $400 - 600
2082 HH
Australia, Booklets, 1927-53, group of six (SG SB22//31), comprises Gibbons SB22, SB28 (inverted
watermark), S29, SB30 (2, one lightly creased back cover) and SB31, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., SG £325 ($410)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2083 HH
Australia, Booklet, 1928, 2s3d (SG SB23), containing three 1½d scarlet panes of 6, all panes with inverted watermark, o.g., never hinged; small “(1)” in blue ink at bottom of cover, otherwise Very Fine, SG £450
($560). Scott 68.
Estimate $150 - 200
2084 HH
Australia, Booklet, 1928, 2s3d (SG SB23), green on pale green cover, one pane with inverted watermark, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, SG £450 ($560).
Estimate $250 - 350

2085

2086

2087

2085 HH
Australia, Booklet, 1930, 3s Airmail (SG SB24), containing three panes of 4, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh, Very Fine, SG £850 ($1,060). Scott C1.
Estimate $500 - 750
2086 HH
Australia, Booklet, 1932, 2s (SG SB25a), “Use the Air Mail” on back cover, watermark upright, containing three panes of 6, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and crisp, Very Fine, SG £425 ($530). Scott 116.
Estimate $200 - 300
2087 HH
Australia, Booklet, 1932, 2s (SG SB25ab), Postal Rates on back cover, watermark inverted, containing
three panes of 6, o.g., never hinged; few tiny, insignificant rust spots, F.-V.F., SG £550 ($690). Scott 116.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2088

2089

2088 HH
Australia, Booklet, 1938, 2s (SG SB27), containing three panes of 6, upright watermark, o.g., never
hinged, SG £500 ($620). Scott 182.
Estimate $250 - 350
2089 HH
Australia, Booklets, 1938, 2s6d (SG SB28, 28a), containing three panes of 6, first with paper interleaves showing rates, second with waxpaper interleaves, rates on back cover; all panes with inverted watermark,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, SG £360 ($450). Scott 194.
Estimate $150 - 200

BAHAMAS through BASUTOLAND

2090

2091

2092

Ex 2093

Ex 2094

2090 H
Bahamas, 1861, Queen Victoria, 6d pale dull lilac, rough perf 14 to 16 (4a), o.g., hinge remnant, quite
fresh with lovely pastel color; average centering, Fine, an excellent example of this very difficult stamp, Scott
$4,250. SG 6a; £3,250 ($4,060).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2091 H
Bahamas, 1882, Queen Victoria, 1d scarlet vermilion, perf 14 (20), o.g., virtually perfectly centered
with particularly intense color, Extremely Fine, Scott $575. SG 42; £475 ($590).
Estimate $200 - 300
2092 m
Bangkok, 1882, “B” on Straits Settlements, 10¢ slate (6), Crown CC watermark, canceled neat Bangkok c.d.s., 20 Feb 1885, Very Fine, Scott $200. SG 7; £200 ($250).
Estimate $100 - 150
2093 H
Barbados, 1852, “Britannia”, imperf, blued paper (½d) deep green & (1d) dark blue (1, 2), the latter
in a horizontal strip of 4, o.g. (end stamps of strip are never hinged), large balanced margins all around, Very Fine;
each with a 1981 P.F. certificate, Scott $345+. SG 2, 4; £318+ ($400).
Estimate $200 - 300
2094 H
Basutoland, 1933, King George V, ½d-10s complete (1-10), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $323.
SG 1/10; £300 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200
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BERMUDA through BURMA

2095

2096

2097

2098

2095 m
Bermuda, 1918, King George V, 10s green & red on pale bluish green, inverted watermark (SG
54cw), canceled partial Hamilton double circle, 22 Jan (1913), well centered; small surface damage to top right corner, otherwise Very Fine, unpriced ; with 2015 R.P.S. certificate. Scott 53 var.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
BELIEVED TO BE ONE OF ONLY TWO KNOWN.
2096 m
Bermuda, 1932, King George V, 12s6d gray & orange (97), neat, face-free St. Georges c.d.s., Very
Fine, Scott $475. SG 93; £375 ($470).
Estimate $200 - 300
2097 H
Bermuda, 1943, King George VI, 7½d Yellow-Tailed Tropic Bird, lithographed color facsimile
(121D var.), made in the format of a deluxe proof by the French printer, Hélio-Vaugirard in 1949, Very Fine. An interesting and exotic collateral item. SG 114c var.
Estimate $500 - 750
2098 m
British Central Africa, 1898, “Internal Postage”, 1d vermilion & deep ultramarine, imperf, Setting
II, without control at back (58b), canceled Blantyre, 1 Jun 1898, Fine, Scott $220. SG 56a; £190 ($240).
Estimate $100 - 150

2099 )
Burma, 1937, King George V, 3p-5r on registered FDC to Calcutta (1-15), Nagamwala (N.K.D.N.) cachet on address side, stamps on back canceled Rangoon, 1 Apr 1937, with 5 Apr Calcutta receiver, Very Fine, Scott
$97 used off cover. SG 1-15; £420 on cover ($520).
Estimate $300 - 400
2100 (H)/) Burma, Japanese Occupation, 1942, Seal Stamp, the stamp is the personal seal of Major Yano
Shizuo, and was made for use in the Postal System due to lack of available stamps, the stamps sold for 1 Anna
each, a total of 45,760 were printed, this sheet of forty two may be unique, also includes an example on the back of
an envelope, this is not a cover, scarce material, without gum as issued, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
www.kelleherauctions.com
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CANADIAN PROVINCES

2101

2102

Ex 2104

2101 (H)
British Columbia & Vancouver Island, 1865, 10¢ blue, imperf (4), unused without gum, ample, beautifully balanced margins and bright color, Very Fine; with 2011 Greene Foundation certificate, Scott $4,500 for o.g.
Unitrade C$3,000 without gum ($2,250).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2102 m
British Columbia & Vancouver Island, 1865, 5¢ rose, perf 14 (5), canceled blue Post Office/Victoria
oval, Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
2103 H
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia & Prince Edward Island, selection of plate proofs, includes (Unitrade
numbers) New Brunswick 7P, 7Pi (2); Nova Scotia 8P, 8Pii, 8TCv, 10TC, 11P (imprint block of 4), 12P, 12TC, 13Pi
& 13Pii; and Prince Edward Island reprint black proofs of #2 & 16 (both in blocks of 4) and 10 reprint die proofs of the
#7 (8 different colors plus 2 duplicates), Very Fine. Unitrade C$1,180 ($880). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2104 (H)
New Brunswick & Nova Scotia, 1851 Issues, 1890 Reprints complete, New Brunswick 3d, 6d & 1/-;
Nova Scotia 1d, 3d, 6d & 1/-, ungummed, bright and fresh with good margins, Very Fine, Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400

2105

2106

2107

2108

2105 m
New Brunswick, 1851, 3d red (1), ample to oversize margins with marvelous color and a beautifully
struck Sackville “24” (Unitrade RF8 - Very Rare), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, a spectacular example of this rare
cancel, Scott $575+.
Estimate $500 - 750
2106 (H)
New Brunswick, 1851, 6d olive yellow (2), unused without gum, small even margins and incredible,
fresh color, F.-V.F.; signed A. Diena, with 1963 Diena and 1975 B.P.A. certificates, Scott $7,000 for o.g.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2107 m
New Brunswick, 1851, 6d olive yellow (2), light St. John oval grid “1”, bright color and nice even margins, Very Fine, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
2108 m
New Brunswick, 1851, 1s bright red violet (3), close or cut in all around, light grid cancel; slightly discolored at upper right (not mentioned on the accompanying certificate), V.G.; with 2008 Gratton certificate, Scott
$7,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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Ex 2109

2110

2111

2112

2109 H
New Brunswick, 1860-63, 5¢ Connell & 1¢-17¢ Pictorials, plate proofs on India (5P//11P), comprises a single of the 5¢ Connell, horizontal pairs of the Pictorials plus trial color plate proofs of the 2¢ in rose (pair) &
in green; all but the last two still on card, bright and fresh, Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$985 ($740).
Estimate $400 - 600
2110 P
New Brunswick, 1860, Unissued 5¢ Connell, plate proofs on India, “SPECIMEN.” overprints type
B & C (5P var.), the first still on card, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$500 ($380). Unitrade 5Piv, v.
Estimate $300 - 400
2111 P
New Brunswick, 1860, Unissued 5¢ Connell, plate proof on India (5P), exceptionally fresh with huge,
well balanced margins, Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$300 ($220). Unitrade 5P.
Estimate $200 - 300
2112 P
New Brunswick, 1860, Unissued 5¢ Connell, plate proof on India (5P), horizontal pair with right sheet
margin, fresh and bright with large margins, Very Fine, Unitrade C$600+ ($450). Unitrade 5P.
Estimate $300 - 400

2113

2114

2115

2113 H
New foundland, 1857, 5d brown violet (5), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh with huge balanced
margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, a true gem! Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350
2114 HH/Ha New foundland, 1861, 4d rose (18), full sheet of 25, o.g., all but 3 never hinged (4 others with slight natural gum disturbances), bright and fresh, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,763 as singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2115 HH
New foundland, 1861, 8d rose (22), top sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, large margins all
around, Extremely Fine; with 2013 C.P.E.S. certificate, Scott $170. Unitrade C$240 ($180). Estimate $100 - 150
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2116 P
New foundland, 1865-1908, group of 16 plate proofs (24P//86P), comprises 1865-70 First “Cents”
2¢, green, 5¢ dark brown, 12¢ red brown, 12¢ orange, 13¢ dark violet; 1868-71 Second “Cents” 3¢ dark slate violet; 1897 Cabot 1¢ block of 4, 2¢ single & pair, 4¢ pair, 15¢, 30¢, 35¢ & 60¢ singles; and 1908, 2¢ Map, two singles rose carmine & brown carmine; both 12¢ proofs have slight damp stains which would probably come out if soak and
pressed, otherwise all are Very Fine, Unitrade C$1,530 ($1,150) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 2117

Ex 2118

Ex 2119

2117 H
New foundland, 1865-70, First “Cents” issue, six different plate proofs on India (24P3//31P3), comprises 2¢ green, 5¢ dark brown, 10¢ black, 12¢ red brown on card, 13¢ dark violet (India on card) & 24¢ blue, all
fresh and bright with large margins, Very Fine, Unitrade C$560 ($420).
Estimate $200 - 300
2118 H
New foundland, 1867-71, Second “Cents” issue, seven different plate proofs on India
(32P3//35TC3), comprises, 1¢ black, 1¢ re-engraved violet brown (pair on card), 3¢ vermilion (pair), 3¢ green,
3¢dark bluish gray, 6¢ rose (pair) & 6¢ brown, Very Fine, Unitrade C$910 ($680).
Estimate $350 - 500
2119 H
New foundland, 1897, Discovery of New foundland complete (61-74), o.g., a bright, fresh set, F.-V.F.,
Scott $370.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 2120

Ex 2121

2120 H
New foundland, 1897, Discovery of New foundland, plate proofs on India on card complete
(61P3-74P3), horizontal pairs, incredibly bright and fresh, Very Fine, Unitrade C$1,550 ($1,160).
Estimate $600 - 800
2121 P
New foundland, 1897, Royal Family, ½¢, 3¢, 4¢ & 5¢ plate proofs on India on card (78P3,
83P3-85P3), horizontal pairs, bright and fresh with large balanced margins, Extremely Fine, also includes a 3¢
imperf single (83b), o.g., Very Fine, Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2122

2123

2122 H
New foundland, 1910, Guy Tercentenary, dignitary presentation card (87-97), the complete lithographed set (6¢ with corrected “Z”) affixed to a thick, specially prepared multicolor card, approximately 11" x 9", featuring the British “Union Jack” and the Newfoundland “Tricolor” with an inscription including “With the Compliments
of the Government of Newfoundland” above a facsimile signature of the British Colonial Secretary; there is a bit of
light toning, especially around the edges, but this is without doubt one of the finest of the very few surviving cards.,
F.-V.F. Newf. Spec. DPC2; $445.
Estimate $400 - 600
The card is said to be one of only ten produced, this one purportedly presented to the King of Bahawalpur.
2123 P
New foundland, 1910, 4¢ Guy Tercentenary, lithographed trade sample proof in dull magenta (90
var.), imperf miniature sheet of four on gummed wove paper, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only one or two known.
Estimate $200 - 300

2124 HH
New foundland, 1910, 12¢ Guy Tercentenary, lithographed plate proof in blue green (96 var.), on
gummed stamp paper, perf 11, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, very rare.
Estimate $100 - 150
2125 (H)
New foundland, 1911-33, seven different imperf pairs (100a//215a), comprises 9¢ Guy (100a, sheet
margin single, estimate catalog value $150), 15¢ Royal Family (114a), 1¢ Caribou (115a), 1¢ Map re-engraved
(163c), 1¢ Guy (2), 2¢ Guy (2) & 4¢ Guy, all but 4¢ Guy without gum (one 1¢ Guy regummed), Very Fine, Scott $915.
Estimate $300 - 400
2126 P
New foundland, 1911, 1¢ Queen Mary, trial color plate proof on card in black (104TC4), horizontal
pair, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2127

2128

2127 H
New foundland, 1911, Royal Family, dignitary presentation card (104-114), the complete set affixed
to a thick, specially prepared multicolor card, approximately 11" x 9", featuring the British “Union Jack” and the Newfoundland “Tricolor” with an inscription including “With the Compliments of the Government of Newfoundland”
above a facsimile signature of the British Colonial Secretary; exceptionally fresh with just a bit of toning along the
top edge, Very Fine. Newf. Spec. DPC3; $445.
Estimate $400 - 600
A very rare card—especially this well preserved.
2128 P

New foundland, 1929, 4¢ magenta re-engraved, large die proof (166), 52 x 70 mm, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2129 P
New foundland, 1932, First Resources issue, 10 imperfs & 9 proofs (184c//208 var.), comprises
imperfs: 1¢ gray pair & block of 4, 2¢ green pair & 2 singles, 3¢ orange brown sheet margin single, 4¢ rose lake two
pairs, 5¢ die II pair & 10¢ olive brown single; proofs: 1¢ black proof: single with blue moiré on back & pair, 2¢ violet
single, 4¢ black proof pair, 5¢ die II in issued color on “bookend” paper, corner margin single & black proof single,
24¢ black proof pair, 48¢ black proof single, and 7¢ Duchess of York, pair in issued color on “bookend” paper, o.g. or
without gum, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 2130

Ex 2131

2130 HH
New foundland, 1932-37, eight different imperforates (184c//215a), comprises the following pairs:
#184c, 186c, 189a, 193a, 196a, 197a, 199a and 215a; first two horizontal, the rest vertical, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $1,185.
Estimate $500 - 750
2131 P
New foundland, 1932, Resources Issue, 10¢, 15¢-25¢ & 48¢, black trial color proofs on bond (193,
195-197, 199, 210), vertical pairs, ungummed, large margins; 48¢ with natural printing flaw between stamps, Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
24
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2132

2133

2134

2132 S
New foundland, 1932, 25¢ gray, perforated “SPECIMEN” (197S), Samuel type P2 inverted, unused
without gum; small nick in upper right corner where specimen perforations got too close to the edge, otherwise Very
Fine, exceedingly rare; with 1986 Brandon certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
2133 HH
New foundland, 1938, Royal Family & 1947, Elizabeth, imperforate (245a-248a, 266a), horizontal
pairs except 1938 4¢ a sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged except 2¢ without gum, 1938 4¢ regummed, Very
Fine, Scott $855.
Estimate $300 - 400
2134 H
New foundland, 1947, Paris International Postal Union Congress, Presentation Booklet, containing
the 1941-44 Second Resources issue (253-267) plus the 3¢ Memorial University College (267) issue and the 1941
7¢ Airmail (C19); gold embossed blue leather cover with small abrasion at upper right and slight damage to internal
spine, otherwise Very Fine. Newf. Spec. DPC6; $445.
Estimate $300 - 400

2135

2136

2135 P
New foundland, 1941, 5¢ black, large die proof on wove (257TC), reversed die number “960” at upper
right, cut to size of die sinkage, Very Fine. Minuse & Pratt 257TC1b.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2136 P
New foundland, 1941, 5¢ black, imperf trial color plate proof on gummed, watermarked stamp paper (257TC), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, large balanced margins; insignificant light toning, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2137

2138

2137 Pa
New foundland, 1941, 5¢ violet, imperf plate proof on gummed, watermarked stamp paper (257P),
right sheet margin block of 4 with security punches, o.g.; tape reinforcing of central horizontal crease and vertically
at right, otherwise Very Fine. Unitrade 257vii; C$200 ($150).
Estimate $100 - 150
2138 HHa
New foundland, 1941, 5¢ violet, perf 13½ (257 var.), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade
C$600 ($450). Unitrade 257ix.
Estimate $200 - 300
2139 HHa
New foundland, 1944, 48¢ red brown (266), half sheet of 50 from an early printing without a plate number, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Unitrade C$356 as singles ($270) (photo on web site). Estimate $100 - 150

2140

2141

2140 HH
New foundland, 1932, 40¢ Booklet (Unitrade BK4a), with one 1¢ pane, three 2¢ (die II) & one 3¢, perf
13½, o.g., never hinged; insignificant bit of light foxing on back cover, F.-V.F., Unitrade C$750 ($560). Scott 183a,
185a, 187c.
Estimate $250 - 350
2141 HH
New foundland, 1932, 40¢ Booklet (184ai, 186a, 187a), with one 1¢ pane, three 2¢ and one 3¢, perf 13,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade C$1,200 ($900). Unitrade BK2.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2142

2143

2144

2142 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1919, $1 on 15¢ “Trans-Atlantic”, with & without comma after “AIR POST”
(C2, C2a), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $465.
Estimate $200 - 300
2143 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, with & without period after “1921" (C3, C3b), se-tenant pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $305+.
Estimate $150 - 200
2144 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, first “1” of “1921” below “f” of “Halifax” (C3d), o.g.,
lightly hinged, Very Fine, only 556 were issued, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

2145

2146

2147

2145 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, without period after “1921" & narrow spacing with
period (C3, C3h), se-tenant pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $445+. Unitrade C$550 ($410).
Estimate $200 - 300
2146 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, narrow spacing, with & without period after “1921”
(C3f, C3h), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350
2147 H
New foundland, Airmail, 1932, $1.50 on $1 Dornier DO-X Flight (C12), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

2148

2149

2148 HH
New foundland, Airmail, 1933, 10¢ yellow, imperf (C14a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
2149 H
$325.

New foundland, Airmail, 1933, $4.50 on 75¢ Balbo Flight (C18), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $150 - 200
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2150

2151

2152

2153

2150 (H)
Nova Scotia, 1853, 1d red brown (1), unused without gum, a gorgeous unused single, incredibly fresh
with large balanced margins deep rich color; tiny thin at bottom edge, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $3,500 for o.g.
Estimate $500 - 750
2151 m
Nova Scotia, 1853, 1d red brown (1), Halifax “H” grid cancel, ample to oversize margins with a good bit
of adjacent stamp visible at right; deep rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; signed Bolaffi, with his 1976 certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
2152 m
Nova Scotia, 1857, 6d dark green (5), unobtrusive grid cancels, incredibly fresh ample to oversize margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2153 m
Nova Scotia, 1857, 6d dark green (5), neat mute oval grid cancel, exceptionally fresh with ample margins all around except barely shaved at upper left corner; deep, vibrant color and prooflike impression, F.-V.F., a
lovely stamp, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

2154

2155

2154 (H)a
Nova Scotia, 1857, 6d dark green (1890 reprint) (5 var.), block of 4, ungummed, wonderfully fresh with
huge balanced margins, Extremely Fine, a choice block.
Estimate $200 - 300
2155 HH/Ha Nova Scotia, 1860-63, 1¢ black on yellowish (8), full sheet of 100 with ten sheet margin imprints, o.g.,
hinged at top & bottom only, 85 stamps never hinged, top selvage slightly trimmed, F.-V.F., Scott $1,925 ++.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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CANADA
Queen Victoria Issues

2156 )
Canada, Dearborn & Co. Pure Apple Cider Vinegar, St. John’s, N.B. 1897 boxed cancel ties 3¢ Queen
Victoria Jubilee (53) on a neat clean cover; backstamped, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2157

2158

2159

2157 m
Canada, 1851, Beaver, 3d red, laid paper (1), light target cancel, large margins, bright color; lower left
slightly nicked, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
2158 m
Canada, 1851, Beaver, 3d red, laid paper (1), light target cancel, large margins except barely touching
lower left corner; light vertical crease, F.-V.F. appearance, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $150 - 200
2159 m
Canada, 1851, Beaver, 3d orange vermilion, laid paper (1a), light target cancel, fresh and bright with
strong laid lines huge margins all around including partial sheet margin at left and frame line of adjacent stamp at
right, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,000. Unitrade C$1,600 ($1,200).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2160

2161

2162

2160 m
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), light target cancel and a bit of a red transit
marking at lower left, ample to large margins, Very Fine, Scott $1,750. Unitrade C$2,200 ($1,650).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2161 m
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), very fresh with ample to large margins,
Very Fine, Scott $1,750. Unitrade C$2,200 ($1,650).
Estimate $600 - 800
2162 m
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), neat target cancel, clear to mostly large
margins with strong laid lines, F.-V.F.; signed A. Brun, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2163

2164

2165

2166

2163 m
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), exceptionally light target cancel, rich color
with large margins to just touching at upper right, F.-V.F., Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
2164 m
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), relatively light, blurry target cancel, extra
large margins on three sides, close but well clear at top, F.-V.F.; with 1959 B.P.A. certificate, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
2165 m
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), ample to large margins; top margin added,
Very Fine appearance, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $300 - 400
2166 m
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d grayish purple, laid paper (2b), slightly smudged target cancel, large
balanced margins, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,750. Unitrade C$2,400 ($1,800).
Estimate $600 - 800

2167

2168

2169

2170

2167 m
Canada, 1852, Beaver, 3d red, 3d brown red & 3d red on thin paper (4, 4a, 4d), all fresh with four good
margins, Very Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
2168 m
Canada, 1852, Beaver, 3d red (4, 4a), group of four 4-margin singles, two with light blue target cancels,
one with faint Port Hope “33” 4-ring numeral cancel; each with hidden flaw(s), F.-V.F. appearance, Scott $925.
Estimate $200 - 300
2169 m
Canada, 1853, Beaver, 3d brown red (4a), canceled light 4-ring “12” of Dundas, exceptionally fresh with
deep rich color and four nicely balanced margins, Very Fine, a very scarce cancel, Scott $250+. Unitrade C$350+
($260).
Estimate $200 - 300
2170 m
Canada, 1853, Beaver, 3d brown red (4a), light blue target cancel, rich color with exceptionally large,
beautifully balanced margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $250+. Unitrade C$350+ ($260).
Estimate $200 - 300

2171

2172

2171 m
Canada, 1852, Beaver, 3d red, ribbed paper (4c), light partial target and town cancels, fresh and bright
three very large margins and a fourth that is a bit close but well clear, Very Fine, Scott $575. Unitrade C$800 ($600).
Estimate $200 - 300
2172 m
Canada, 1852, Beaver, 3d red, ribbed paper (4c), full to large margins including partial sheet margin imprint in bottom margin; tiny thin spot, Very Fine appearance, Scott $575+.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2173

2174

2175

2176

2173 m
Canada, 1852, Beaver, 3d orange red, thin paper (4d), clear partial “(CO)BOURG” split-ring cancel
date Jan 4, ample to large margins; tiny scuff at top, Very Fine appearance, quite rare with a town cancel, Scott
$225.
Estimate $100 - 150
2174 m
Canada, 1852, Beaver, 3d orange red, thin paper (4d), vertical pair, with exceptionally strong color for
a thin paper printing, being almost a brownish red; large to oversize margins, a bit close but well clear at bottom,
Very Fine, Scott $450+.
Estimate $200 - 300
2175 m
Canada, 1855, Prince Albert, 6d slate gray (5), light, mostly face-free target cancel, ample to oversize
margins, Very Fine, Scott $1,500. Unitrade C$1,600 ($1,200).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2176 m
Canada, 1855, Prince Albert, 6d slate gray (5), somewhat messy “1?” numeral cancel (possibly “14”),
fresh color with huge, perfectly balanced margins, Very Fine, a superb stamp if not for the cancel, Scott $1,500.
Unitrade C$1,600 ($1,200).
Estimate $500 - 750

2177

2178

2179

2180

2181

2177 m
Canada, 1855, Prince Albert, 6d slate gray (5), clear to mostly large margins; tiny corner crease at upper right, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500
2178 m
Canada, 1855, Prince Albert, 6d brownish gray (5a), somewhat heavy target cancel, four clear margins and rich color; thinned, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $2,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
2179 H
Canada, 1855, Prince Albert, 6d greenish gray (5b), relatively light target cancel, large to huge margins
except a little close at left—partial sheet margin at bottom, almost Very Fine, Scott $1,500. Estimate $500 - 750
2180 m
Canada, 1855, Jacques Cartier, 10d blue (7), light grid cancel, full margins except just a little close at
right, F.-V.F., Scott $2,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
2181 m
Canada, 1855, Jacques Cartier, 10d blue (7), light grid cancel, clear to large margins, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2182

2183

2184

2185

2186

2182 m
Canada, 1857, Queen Victoria, ½d rose (8), scarce dated town cancel Mar (or May) 13, 1858, town
name not struck up, four clear to large margins, F.-V.F., Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
2183 m
Canada, 1857, Queen Victoria, ½d lilac rose shade (8 var.), neat blue target cancel, bright and fresh
with clear to large margins including a partial sheet margin at right; faint (nearly invisible) vertical crease, Very Fine
appearance, exceptional eye appeal, Scott $700+. Unitrade 8i.
Estimate $200 - 300
2184 m
Canada, 1857, Queen Victoria, 7½d green (9), canceled neat Ottawa 3-ring “37”, strong color with clear
to large margins; faint horizontal crease, F.-V.F. appearance, very attractive, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2185 m
Canada, 1857, Queen Victoria, 7½d green (9), canceled Montreal 3-ring “21”, large margins except just
clear at upper left; small tear/corner crease at lower left; attractive, F.-V.F. appearance, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
2186 m
Canada, 1857, Prince Albert, 6d reddish purple, very thick soft wove paper (10), canceled bold Montreal 3-ring “21”, large margins except a little close at right; thinned at top, F.-V.F. appearance, Scott $7,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 2187

2188

2189

2190

2187 P
Canada, 1859-64, “Cents” Issue, four different plate proofs on India on card (14P//20P), comprises
1¢ deep rose, 10¢ brownish lilac, 17¢ blue & 2¢ dark rose, Very Fine, Unitrade C$1,075 ($810). Unitrade 14P,
17TCi, 19P, 20TC.
Estimate $350 - 500
2188 P
Canada, 1859, Queen Victoria, 12½¢ black, trial color plate proof on India (18P), very fresh with large
balanced margins, Extremely Fine. Unitrade 18TCix; C$650 ($490).
Estimate $300 - 400
2189 (H)
Canada, 1859, Queen Victoria, 12½¢ green (18 var.), unused without gum, fresh and exceptionally well
centered deep rich color, Very Fine. Unitrade 18ii; C$1,350 without gum ($1,010).
Estimate $500 - 750
2190 (H)
Canada, 1859, Jacques Cartier, 17¢ blue (19), unused without gum, incredibly fresh and reasonably
well centered with great color and contrast, F.-V.F., Scott $950 without gum.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2191

2192

2193

2194

2191 (H)
Canada, 1868, Large Queen, 2¢ green, thin paper (24b), unused without gum, deep rich color, F.-V.F.,
Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200
2192 (H)
Canada, 1868, Large Queen, 6¢ dark brown (27), regummed, very fresh with deep rich color, Fine,
Scott $1,800 without gum.
Estimate $500 - 750
2193 H
Canada, 1868, Large Queen, 6¢ dark brown, soft white “blotting” paper (27 var.), bright, fresh and
well centered with a light, face-free, triangular cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$1,250 ($940).
Unitrade 27ii.
Estimate $350 - 500
2194 m
Canada, 1868, Large Queen, 3¢ bright red, laid paper (33), unusual large grid cancel, fresh and well
centered; single nibbed perf at lower left, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

2195

2196

2197

2198

2195 m
Canada, 1872, Small Queen, 2¢ green (36), neat, light target cancel, an absolutely stupendous used
Jumbo with choice color, bright white paper, Extremely Fine to Superb, a stunning, truly a one-in-a-million stamp,
Scott $3.
Estimate $100 - 150
2196 m
Canada, 1880, Small Queen, 10¢ magenta (40a), unusual square grid cancel, fresh and perfectly centered with extra wide margins and brilliant color, Extremely Fine, Scott $90.
Estimate $100 - 150
2197 m
Canada, 1897, Small Queen, 10¢ dull rose (45a), socked-on-the-nose Montreal c.d.s., 26 Jun 1894, an
absolutely gorgeous used single, bright, fresh and perfectly centered, a Superb gem, a truly extraordinary stamp,
Scott $55. Unitrade C$70 ($50).
Estimate $250 - 350
2198 H
Canada, 1893, Queen Victoria “Widow’s Weeds”, 20¢ vermilion (46), right sheet margin single, o.g.,
very lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh and virtually perfectly centered with extra wide margins, Extremely Fine, a
truly choice Jumbo; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90J, Scott $475. Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2199 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢ to $5 complete (50-65), in a leather-bound Presentation Album with gold leaf embossed title, “- Jubilee - Postage Stamp Album”; stamps are affixed within gold-lined rectangular boxes on gilt-edged thick card pages, the first 12 values six to a page, the $2-$5 on a third page; the title page
holds a photo of Ottawa’s main Post Office, and the last page bears a 1¢ Jubilee postal card (UX1); the internal binding is slightly separated but is otherwise in excellent condition, the stamps as bright and fresh as the day they came
from the Post Office., ex- Brigham.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
These books, very few of which are recorded, were produced by James Hope & Sons, Ottawa booksellers and
stationers.

Ex 2200
2200 SHH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 20¢-$5 with handstamped “Specimen” overprints
(59S-65S), full, never hinged original gum, bright fresh colors, F.-V.F. or better. The 50¢, $1, $3 & $5 are all well
centered, the first three being exceptional. Unitrade C$10,480 ($7,860).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
A marvelous group—rarely seen in this state of preservation.

Ex 2201

2202

2203

2201 m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢-50¢ (50-60), a nice used short set, F.-V.F. but Very Fine includes the ½¢, 6¢ & 50¢, Scott $1,110.
Estimate $300 - 400
2202 HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 3¢ bright rose (53), o.g., never hinged, virtually perfectly centered with extra large, well balanced margins and spectacular color, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $75. Unitrade
C$120 ($90).
Estimate $150 - 200
2203 HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 5¢ deep blue (54), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh with
choice, near-mathematical centering and deep, dark color, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $180. Unitrade C$300
($220).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2204

2205

Ex 2206

2204 HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 10¢ brown violet (57), o.g., never hinged, a post office fresh
Jumbo, though, unfortunately, centered a bit to the upper right, still Very Fine, Scott $400. Estimate $100 - 150
2205 HH/H Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 10¢ brown violet (57), a group of five mint singles, o.g., never
hinged (3) or lightly hinged, F.-V.F. The bottom three in the online photo are never hinged, Scott $1,520.
Estimate $350 - 500
2206 S
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 20¢, 50¢ & $1 handstamped “SPECIMEN” (59S-61S), 20¢ &
$1 glazed o.g., 50c without gum, bright fresh colors; $1 with faint gum soak in bottom margin, otherwise Fine; with
1988 or 89 A.P.S. certificates, the 20¢ certificate damaged, Unitrade C$1,000 ($750).
Estimate $300 - 400

2207

2208

2209

2207 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 20¢ vermilion handstamped “SPECIMEN” (59S), glazed
o.g., fresh and well centered, Very Fine; with 1988 A.P.S. certificate, Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $150 - 200
2208 HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 20¢ vermilion (59), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and
beautifully centered with blazing color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $650. Unitrade C$1,200 ($900).
Estimate $350 - 500
2209 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 50¢ pale blue (60 var.), o.g., bright and fresh with marvelous
“powder blue” color, F.-V.F., Scott $375+. Unitrade 60ii; C$350 for Fine ($260).
Estimate $150 - 200

2210

2211

2210 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $1 lake, handstamped “SPECIMEN” (61S), o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F., Unitrade C$800 for VF ($600).
Estimate $250 - 350
2211 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $1 lake (61), o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2212

2213

2212 HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple handstamped “SPECIMEN” (62S), pristine,
never hinged o.g., wonderfully fresh and bright, F.-V.F., rare with original gum—unbelievably so never having
been hinged; with 1985 Brandon certificate, Unitrade C$2,400 for VF, NH ($1,800).
Estimate $600 - 800
2213 HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (62), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh with
truly vibrant color, F.-V.F., Scott $4,000.
Estimate $100 - 150

2214

2215

2216

2214 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $3 yellow bister handstamped “SPECIMEN” (63S), full o.g.,
F.-V.F., Unitrade C$800 for VF ($600).
Estimate $400 - 600
2215 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $3 yellow bister (63), o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh and
bright with choice centering and rich color, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,400. Unitrade C$2,000 ($1,500).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2216 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $3 yellow bister (63), o.g., lightly hinged, very fresh with rich,
warm color, F.-V.F., Scott $1,400.
Estimate $400 - 600

2217

2218

2217 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $4 purple (64), o.g., very lightly hinged, bright and fresh with
three large symmetrical margins, the fourth being oversize; the proverbial “perfectly centered on three sides”, almost Very Fine, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
2218 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $4 purple (64), o.g., quite fresh with bright color, Fine, Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2219

2220

2221

2219 HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $5 olive green handstamped “SPECIMEN” (65S), post office
fresh, Fine, very rare with never hinged original gum; with 1985 Brandon certificate. Unitrade C$800 ($600).
Estimate $500 - 750
2220 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $5 olive green (65), o.g., extremely lightly hinged, rich, strong
color, F.-V.F., Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
2221 m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $5 olive green (65), smudge cancel, choice color and mathematically centered, Extremely Fine centering, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 2222

2223

2224

2225

2222 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 3¢ & 6¢ plate proofs on India on card (69P, 71P), Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$350 ($260).
Estimate $150 - 200
2223 HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 8¢ orange (72), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh and
nearly perfectly centered with truly vibrant color, Extremely Fine, Scott $800. Unitrade C$1,350 ($1,010).
Estimate $500 - 750
2224 H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 8¢ orange (72), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $325. Unitrade C$450 ($340).
Estimate $100 - 150
2225 H
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 10¢ brown violet (73), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and
quite well centered, F.-V.F., Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

King Edward VII Issues
2226 HH/H Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 2¢ carmine, imperf (90a), pairs (3), blocks of 4 (7), blocks of 8 (3),
block of 10 (1), block of 12 (2) and block of 16 (1), o.g., mostly never hinged except, 4 blocks of 4 hinged and a pair
plus a used top margin imprint strip of 4, Extremely Fine, Scott $9,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2227

2228

2227 m
Canada, 1908, King Edward VII, 50¢ purple, very thick paper (95 var.), lightly canceled and virtually
perfectly centered with wide and extra “tall” margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $175+. Unitrade C$200
($150).
Estimate $200 - 300
2228 m
Canada, 1908, King Edward VII, 50¢ purple (95), beautifully centered with unusually deep color; cancel
a bit heavy, otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150

King George V Issues

2229

2230

2229 P
Canada, ca. 1911, King George V “Admiral” engraved portrait, large die proof of the portrait adapted
for several Revenue stamps, most notably the 1915 Supreme Court stamps, “Canada-Special-A-17” by the American Bank Note Co. Ottawa, die-sunk on 150 x 228 mm card, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2230 P
Canada, ca. 1911, Queen Mary engraved portrait, large die proof, “Special-A-18-Canada” by the
American Bank Note Co. Ottawa, die-sunk on card, 113 x 124 mm, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2231

2232

2231 P
Canada, ca. 1915, Edward, Prince of Wales, engraved portrait, large die proof on India (removed from
card), “Canada-Special-A-20” by the American Bank Note Co. Ottawa, overall size 112 x 127 mm (die 81 x 113),
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2232 P
Canada, ca. 1915, Canadian Coat of Arms die essay, large die proof similar to that used for Series “C”
5lb. Tobacco tax stamp, “Canada-B-17” by the American Bank Note Co. Ottawa, die-sunk on 150 x 228 mm card,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 2233
2233 HH/Ha Canada, 1912-25, King George V “Admiral”, 1¢ to $1 complete (104-122, 136-140, 184), the complete set in blocks of 4 including the imperfs, the 2¢ surcharges and the 3¢ perf 12x8; most are from one source being lightly hinged at the top and in the center, though two additional varieties that are also included are never hinged
(107a & 119a); also the two bottom 20¢ are never hinged, F-VF to Extremely Fine. Many blocks are exceptionally
well centered including the 8¢ through the $1, with the exception of the 10¢ plum, which is just F-VF and pictured
above, Scott $6,226.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Ex 2234

2235

2236

2237

2234 HH
Canada, 1912-25, King George V “Admiral”, 1¢ to $1 complete (104-122), o.g., never hinged, a post
office fresh set, F.-V.F., Scott $2,920.
Estimate $500 - 750
2235 HH
Canada, 1912, King George V “Admiral”, 1¢ green, albino variety (104 var.), interesting “albino” impression variety showing wide sheet margin at top, o.g., never hinged, a nice collateral item for the Canada specialist, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate specifically stating “NO OPINION, this has never been officially
recognized”.
Estimate $500 - 750
2236 (H)
Canada, 1922, King George V “Admiral”, 4¢ olive bister, imperf (110a), single, unused without gum,
Very Fine, Scott $1,125 pair is $2250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2237 HH/Ha Canada, 1912, King George V “Admiral”, 7¢ yellow ocher (113), bottom sheet margin block of 4 with
partial imprint and plate no. 4, o.g. (bottom stamps never hinged), fresh, vibrant color, F.-V.F., Unitrade suggests a
premium of 50% above the value of the singles for imprint multiples, Scott $510 as singles. Estimate $150 - 200

2238

2239

2240

2238 HHa
Canada, 1925, King George V “Admiral”, 10¢ bister brown (118), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh
and well centered, Very Fine, Scott $380. Unitrade C$720 ($540).
Estimate $150 - 200
2239 HH/H Canada, 1925, King George V “Admiral”, 10¢ yellow brown (118b), top sheet margin strip of 4 with
imprint & plate no. 24, o.g., hinged in selvage only, fresh and crisp, F.-V.F. Unitrade suggests a premium of 50%
above the value of the singles for imprint multiples, Scott $600+.
Estimate $150 - 200
2240 HH/Ha Canada, 1923, King George V “Admiral”, $1 orange (122), block of 4, o.g., top stamps lightly hinged,
bottom never hinged, exceptionally fresh with incredible color, F.-V.F., Scott $670.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2241

2242

2241 HHa
Canada, 1924, King George V “Admiral”, 3¢ carmine, imperf, type D lathework (138), bottom margin
block of 12 with imprint “T-7-OTTAWA-No-A 126 944 B G”, o.g., never hinged; small tear at bottom left into the
lathework, otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $2,490.
Estimate $600 - 800
2242 Ha
Canada, 1924, King George V “Admiral”, 3¢ carmine, imperf, type D lathework (138), bottom margin
block of 12 with imprint “T-7-OTTAWA-No-A 126 944 B G”, o.g., lightly hinged once; tiny thin speck affecting only
one stamp, otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $1,660.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 2243
2243 H
Canada, 1928-30, King George V Scroll & Arch issues, 50¢ & $1 values (158-159, 176-177), o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $875.
Estimate $250 - 350

2244

2245

2244 HHa
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose (158), a choice mint block of 4, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,800+. Unitrade C$2,800+ ($2,100). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2245 HH/Ha Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose (158), a choice mint block of 4, o.g., top stamps lightly hinged, bottom
never hinged, wonderfully fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,350. Unitrade C$2,100
($1,580).
Estimate $600 - 800
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2246

2247

2246 HH
Canada, 1929, $1 Parliament (159), o.g., never hinged, fresh and well centered; tiny owner’s “S”
handstamp on gum, Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
2247 H
Canada, 1935, Silver Jubilee, plate proofs on India on card complete (211P-216P), Extremely Fine,
Unitrade C$750 ($560).
Estimate $300 - 400
2248 HHa
Canada, 1935, King George V Silver Jubilee complete (211-216), set of never hinged plate blocks, the
1¢ a block of 8, 2¢ & 5¢ blocks of 10, 3¢ a block of 4 and 13¢ a block of 25, Scott $708 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2249

Ex 2250

2249 Ha
Canada, 1935, 5¢ Silver Jubilee, plate proof on India on card (214), block of 6, Extremely Fine,
Unitrade C$450 ($340).
Estimate $150 - 200
2250 H
Canada, 1935, King George V pictorials, plate proofs on India on card, 1¢-$1 complete
(217P-227P), Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$1,800 ($1,350).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 2251

Ex 2252

2251 HHa
Canada, 1935, King George V pictorials, 1¢ to $1 complete (217-227), a choice set mint of blocks of 4,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $814.
Estimate $250 - 350
2252 HHa
Canada, 1935, King George V pictorials, 1¢ to $1 complete (217-227), another choice set mint of
blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $814.
Estimate $250 - 350
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King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II Issues

Ex 2253

2254

2255

2253 H
Canada, 1938, Pictorial definitives, plate proofs on India on card, 10¢, 20¢, 50¢ & $1 complete
(241P, 243P-245P), there are no proofs of the 13¢ value, Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $250 - 350
2254 HH
Canada, 1979, $2 Kluane National Park, silver inscriptions omitted (727a), o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
2255 HH
Canada, 1978, 14¢ National Exhibition Centenary, gold omitted (767 var), left margin single which
appears to have the gold color omitted; this variety is not listed in the 2016 Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate which states “No Opinion as to Gold
Omitted” and being sold on that basis.
Estimate $150 - 200

2256 HH
Canada, 1979, 35¢ Christmas, gold (and tagging) omitted (841a), o.g., never hinged; with 2013
Greene Foundation certificate noting “light tagging offset on reverse”, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

2257 HH
Canada, 2005, 51¢ Flag booklet, die cutting omitted (2139b), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $1,600.
Estimate $350 - 500
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Airmail and Other Back-of-the-Book Issues

2258

2259

2261

2258 HHa
Canada, Airmail, 1930, 5¢ olive brown (C2), a post office fresh block of 4, o.g., never hinged, beautifully
centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $500. Unitrade C$720 ($540).
Estimate $150 - 200
2259 HH/H Canada, Airmail, 1932, 6¢ on 5¢ brown olive, inverted surcharge (C3a), vertical pair with bottom
sheet margin, o.g., lightly hinged with one never hinged; bottom stamp with faint horizontal gum bend, F.-V.F.
Scott’s catalog value is for Fine examples, Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350
2260 H
Canada, Airmail Semi-Official, 1926-34, Six different (CL8//CL52), comprises CL8 (vertical pair),
CL9, CL40-41 & CL51-52; few short perfs CL52, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $280 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2261 (H)
Canada, War Tax, 1916, 2¢+1¢ brown coil, die I (MR7a), expertly regummed, overall a very desirable
example of a die I, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $200. Unitrade MR7a; C$250 ($190).
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 2262

2264

2262 HH
Canada, Officials, 1938, 10¢-$1 Pictorial definitives perforated 4-hole “OHMS” (O241-O245), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $518.
Estimate $200 - 300
2263 HHa
Canada, Officials, 1949-51, overprinted issues complete for the period (O1-O27, EO1-CO2), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $2,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2264 HHa
Canada, Official, 1949, $1 Ferry, “O.H.M.S.” (O10), upper left plate no. 1 block of 4, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2265

2266

Ex 2267

2265 m
Canada, Revenue, 1871, Queen Victoria, Lock Seal Label (Van Dam FLS10a), used pane of two labels with matching receipt vignettes affixed at right; used in 2 & 4 March 1871 for “Seal on Reserve Pump”, Very
Fine, Van Dam C$500 ($380).
Estimate $200 - 300
2266 m
Canada, Revenue, Supreme Court, 1935, King George V, $30 on $1 blue (Van Dam FSC20), neat
punched cancel, Extremely Fine, Van Dam C$500 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200
2267 HHa
Canada, Revenues, Ontario, 1903, $4, $10 & $50 Law Stamps (Van Dam OL61, OL63, OL65), bottom
margin imprint blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, blue “C” handstamped on reverse, as usual, Very Fine, Van Dam
C$372 ++ ($280).
Estimate $200 - 300

COOK ISLANDS
2268 HH
Cook Islands, 2010, Anzac Day (1323-1326), 100 sets of sheets of 15, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$9,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2269 HH
Cook Islands, 2010, Shanghai Expo (1338-1341), 100 sets of sheets of 25, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $16,250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2270 HH
Cook Islands, 2011, Royal Wedding (1364-1366), 100 sheets of 10, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2271 HH
Cook Islands, 2013, Christmas (1478-1480), 100 sheets of 25, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$15,625 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2272 HH
Cook Islands, 2013, Highlands (1482-1490), wholesale group of 2,500 sets with a face value of
$14,750, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $29,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2273 HH
Cook Islands, 2014, Insects (1491-1502), wholesale group of 2,000 sets with a face value of $76,100,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $152,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
2274 HH
Cook Islands, 2014, Year of the Horse (1504), 500 souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$4,875 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2275 HH
Cook Islands, Officials, 2010, gold O.H.M.S. overprint high values (O85-O87), complete set of
sheets of 25, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Falkland Islands through Hong Kong

FALKLAND ISLANDS through HONG KONG

2276

2279

2276 (H)
Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, £1 black & carmine (76), unused without gum, extremely fresh and
well centered; forged obliteration, otherwise Extremely Fine, ex- Dr. Killien; with 2016 R.P.S.L. certificate, Scott
$2,500 as unused. SG 138; £2,500 as unused ($3,120).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2277 HH
Gibraltar, 2011, £3 Royal Wedding Prince William & Catherine Middleton (1283), 500 examples in
PO sealed pack, Face Value £1,500 = $1,950, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $6,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2278 HH
Gibraltar, 2010, £2 Engagement of Prince William to Catherine Middleton (1266), 2000 examples in
PO sealed pack, Face Value £4,000 = $5,200, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $19,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2279

Grenada, 1883, Queen Victoria, ½d orange & green, “POSTAGE” overprint inverted (14b), tied on
piece by near Grenada c.d.s., 26 Aug 1883, fresh and bright, Very Fine, Scott $1,500. SG 28b; £1,200 ($1,500).
Estimate $600 - 800

s

2280
2280 )
Hong Kong, Japanese Occupation, 1945, 3y on 2s vermilion (N2), tied by red Japanese c.d.s.s, 28
Jun 1948, on red-stripe cover to Chekiang, China; reduced about ½" at bottom, Very Fine.Estimate $150 - 200
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INDIA AND STATES

2281

2282

2283

2281 )
India, 1841, stampless folded letter from Bombay to Edinburgh, Scotland, postmarked bold red oval
“INDIA” with manuscript “2/6” rate and “p overland via Marseilles” routing instruction; letter is regarding the Last Will
& Testament of one Capt. Patrick Sanderson of the 15th Infantry Regt of the East India Co. and includes a copy of
the Will., Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2282 m
India, 1866, Queen Victoria Overprinted Fiscal Stamp, 6a purple, type II (30), canceled Bombay
c.d.s., Dec 1866, Fine, Scott $175. SG 68; £225 ($280).
Estimate $100 - 150
2283 Pa
Indian States: Alwar, Revenues, ca. 1900s, 1a carmine, plate proof, partially printed block with parts
of 40 stamps completely inked in only a roughly circular area in center, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 2284

2285

2284 P
Indian States: Bahawalpur, Revenues, 1880, 1a-10r Court Fee stamps, Waterlow & Sons engraved
trial color plate proofs, set of 8 perforated and ungummed miniature sheets of 9 in various colors, each stamp with
Waterlow Specimen overprint & security punch, 2a with small corner piece of selvage separated, otherwise Very
Fine, a very rare set and beautiful examples of Waterlow engraving.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2285

Indian States: Barwani, Revenues, 1938, Solicitation for printing of Revenue stamps, typed letter
dated 10 Jan 1938 on letterhead of The Times of India to the “Superintendent, State Postal Department”, Barwani;
written in response to a letter from same [not present], apparently requesting price quotes; the letter requests “one
or two specimens of your present stamps and papers for size and quality of paper so that we can quote you accurate
and lowest rates”; three samples of Revenue stamps with “Specimen” handwritten on them have subsequently
been affixed to the letter covering part of the text; includes a cover from The Times” to the same party canceled
Bombay, 29 Nov 1938. An interesting piece of Indian Revenue stamp history.
Estimate $500 - 750
www.kelleherauctions.com
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: India and States

Ex 2286

2289

2286 HH
Indian States: Gondal, Revenues, Coat of Arms, Six different: 2a, 8a, 1r, 2r, 5r & 20r, vertical pairs,
o.g., never hinged, the 2a in bright blue, the 8a red, the others purple-brown; 20r with crease in bottom margin, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
2287 HHa
Indian States: Gondal, Revenues, Coat of Arms, Six different: 2a, 8a, 1r, 2r, 5r & 20r, as previous but
sheet margin blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged; one 5r creased, 20r block with crease in bottom margin, otherwise
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2288 HHa
Indian States: Gondal, Revenues, Coat of Arms, Six different: 2a, 8a, 1r, 2r, 5r & 20r, as previous but
blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged; one 2a soiled (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2289 H
Indian States: Sirmoor, Revenues, Sir Shamsher Prakash, 1a Receipt Stamp, Waterlow & Sons
Specimens, full sheet of 9 in dark blue, perforated and ungummed, each stamp with Waterlow Specimen overprint
& security punch.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 2290

Ex 2291

2290 HH
Indian States: Chamba, Officials, 1940-41, King George VI, “CHAMBA STATE/SERVICE” overprint, 1r-10r complete (O51A-O54), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $625. SG O68/71; £342 ($430).
Estimate $300 - 400
2291 HH
Indian States: Gwalior, 1942-48, King George VI, “GWALIOR” overprint, 1r-25r complete
(112-117), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $378 for hinged. SG 112/7; £272 ($340).
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: India and States

Ex 2292
2292 HHa
Indian States: Jind, Officials, 1942, King George VI, “JIND/SERVICE” overprint, 1r-10r complete
(O72-O75), 4 sets, the 2r & 5r in blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged; light diagonal crease affecting two 10r, otherwise
Very Fine, Scott $2,000. SG O83/6; £1,320 ($1,650).
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 2293
2293 HH
Indian States: Nabha, 1938, King George VI, “NABHA STATE” overprint, 1r-10r,
“NABHA/SERVICE” overprint 1r & 5r (81-84, O49, O51), 4 sets (2r & both 1r in blocks of 4, the 1r & 2r regular issues in gutter blocks), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,388 for hinged. SG 89/92, O66, O68; £1,772 ($2,220).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 2294
2294 HHa
Indian States: Patiala, 1938, King George VI, “PATIALA STATE” overprint, 2r-10r, “PATIALA” 1r
&“PATIALA/SERVICE” overprint 1r-5r (93-95, 115, O74-76), 5 sets (1938 2r & 5r and 1947 1r include blocks of
4), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,115 for hinged. SG 93/5, 102, O82/4; £1,050 ($1,310).
Estimate $100 - 150
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Ireland - Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika

IRELAND

Ex 2295

Ex 2296

2297

2295 HH
Ireland, 1922, Dollard Provisional Govt. overprints on King George V “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s
complete (12-14), o.g., never hinged, bright fresh colors and lovely balanced margins, select set; trivial gum tone
spot on 10s, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $800. SG 17/21; £300 ($380).
Estimate $300 - 400
2296 HH
Ireland, 1922, Thom Free State overprints on King George V “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete
(56-58), o.g., never hinged, hand selected for freshness; light gum bend on 10s, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $890. SG 64/66.
Estimate $350 - 500
2297 H
Ireland, Local, 1981 Railway Preservation Society of Ireland, 20p Railway Letter Fee stamps, imperforate proof of the issued miniature sheet of 9 printed by the Format International Security Printers Ltd.; one impression on the bottom half of a large sheet, approximately 22½" x 18¼", a second, tête-bêche impression in
transposed, mis-registered colors on the top half, folded into sixths, not affecting either proof, Very Fine, one of only
five similar sheets found in the printer’s archives when they were sold in 1995; 4000 of the issued sheets were
printed.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

KENYA, UGANDA & TANGANYIKA

2298

2300

2298 H
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika, 1935, King George V, £1 black & red (59), o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $275. SG 123; £300 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200
2299 HH/Ha Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika, 1938, King George VI, 50¢ purple & black, rope not joined to sail
(79b), the lower left stamp in a top margin block of 4, o.g., the variety never hinged (top stamps lightly hinged),
F.-V.F., Scott $300+. SG 144a; £325+ ($410) (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2300 H
Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika, 1938, King George VI, £1 black & red, perf 11-3/4 x 13 (85a), o.g.,
lightly hinged, Scott $300. SG 150; £500 for NH ($620).
Estimate $100 - 150
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Kuwait - Madagascar

KUWAIT

2301 ma
Kuwait, 1958, Queen Elizabeth II, 15np on 2½d carmine-red, type II (SG 125a), used block of 4, canceled neat Mabarakya Street registry oval, 11 Dec 1958, Very Fine, SG £320+ ($400). Scott 134a; $400+.
Estimate $200 - 300

MADAGASCAR

2302

2303

2302 (H)
Madagascar, 1886, “British Consular Mail” type II, 1d rose, handstamp in violet (33), unused without gum, exceptionally fresh, Very Fine, Scott $175. SG 33b; £170 ($210).
Estimate $100 - 150
2303 H
Madagascar, 1886, “British Consular Mail” type I, 1d rose, handstamp in black (45), o.g.; small thin
spot, fresh, Very Fine appearance, Scott $135. SG 21; £130 ($160).
Estimate $75 - 100
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Malaysia Area

MALAYSIA AREA

2304

2305

2306

2304 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Chile: 1897 (July 7), cover from Valparaiso to Singapore,
Valparaiso Chile 7.VII.97 c.d.s. ties pair and strip of three 2¢ carmine lake to 10¢ blue on blue entire (Scott 38 / H&G
B6), Buenos Aires transit on reverse, addressed Singapore, “Penang to Singapore 30.JA.98” receiving, arrived on
board S.S. Coromandel, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
2305 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Egypt: 1895 (July 15), postal card from Port Said to Sumatra,
Port Said 15.VII.95 bilingual cancel on 5m carmine postal card (H&G #3), Suez and Colombo Ceylon transits,
“Penang to Singapore 1.SP.95” transit (Proud Type D3), arrived in Singapore aboard S.S. Khedive, both “N.I. Agent
Singapore” and “N.I. Postagent Penang” squared circle transits, addressed Aceh Sumatra, great visual appeal and
scarce; torn at right and creased at left, Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
2306 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Egypt: 1894 (June 17), cover from Port Said to Bangkok, Port
Said 17.VI.94 bilingual cancel on 2p orange entire (H&G B3), “Penang to Singapore 8.JY.94" transit on reverse
(Proud Type D3), arrived in Singapore on board S.S. Rosetta, addressed Bangkok Thailand, receiving postmark,
Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

2307

2308

2309

2307 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Great Britain: 1879 (Nov. 29), cover from London to Singapore, forwarded to Java, London NO.29.79 duplex cancel ties 8d orange Victoria (Scott 73) to blue envelope, addressed Singapore, red receiving and “Penang and Singapore JA.18.80” receiving (Proud Type PD1), arrived on
board S.S. Nizam, forward to Banjar Wangi, Java, receiving on reverse. Scarce usage; spindle hole and large tears
at top.
Estimate $500 - 750
2308 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Great Britain: 1879 (July 11), cover from London to Singapore, Lombard St JU.11.79 duplex cancel ties pair 1½d dull rose Plate #3 and single 3d rose Plate #19, Victoria
(Scott 32, 61) to blue envelope, addressed Penang or Singapore, red “Penang / Paid JY.17.79” receiving on reverse. Scarce usage; spindle hole and ink erosion at bottom.
Estimate $500 - 750
2309 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Great Britain: 1883 (Mar. 8), cover from Chelsea to Singapore,
forwarded to Hong Kong, Chelsea MR.8.83 duplex cancel ties 2½d ultramarine (Plate #23, Scott 82) Victoria to
small envelope, addressed Singapore, “Penang to Singapore/Paid AP.7.83” receiving (Proud Type PD1), arrived
on board S.S. Brindisi, “Singapore” mute cancel also ties stamp, forwarded to Hong Kong “Singapore to Hong Kong
AP.8.83” receiving, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2310

2311

2312

2310 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Great Britain: 1879 (Oct. 6), cover from London to Singapore,
London OC.6.79 double strike of duplex cancel ties 4d pale olive green Victoria (Plate 16, Scott 70)) to envelope,
addressed Singapore, “Penang and Singapore / Paid NO. 28.79” receiving (Proud Type PD1). Arrived in Singapore
aboard S.S. Peshawar; spindle hole and edge wear, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2311 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Great Britain: 1879 (Nov. 11), cover from London to Singapore, London NO.11.79 duplex cancel ties 4d pale olive green Victoria (Plate 16, Scott 70) to mourning envelope,
addressed Singapore, light strike “Penang and Singapore/Paid DE.22.79” receiving (Proud Type PD1), arrived in
Singapore aboard S.S. Bokhara, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2312 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Great Britain: 1880 (Jan. 20), cover from London to Singapore, London Station JA.20.80 duplex cancel ties 6d gray Victoria (Plate #16, Scott 62) to envelope, addressed
Singapore, “Penang and Singapore / Paid FE.28.80” receiving (Proud Type PD1), arrived in Singapore aboard S.S.
Kaisar I. Hind; roughly opened at top.
Estimate $150 - 200
2313 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Great Britain: 1888 (Feb. 15), cover from Wantage to Singapore, Wantage FE.15.88 duplex cancel ties two singles 2½d violet on blue Victoria (Scott 114) to envelope. East
Hendred transit on reverse, addressed Singapore, “Penang to Singapore 14.MR.88” receiving on front (Proud
Type D2), an early use of this handstamp, arrived on board S.S. Venetia; very light aging, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site)
Estimate $150 - 200

2314

2316

2314 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Great Britain: 1885 (Jan. 22), cover from Ventnor to Singapore, Ventnor JA.22.85 duplex cancel ties 5d green Victoria (Scott 104) to envelope, addressed Singapore, partial
“Penang and Singapore” receiving (Proud Type PD1); backflap missing, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
2315 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Great Britain: 1909-10, group of five picture postcards to
Cocos Islands, from one correspondence originating in Kentish Town England and addressed to the Eastern Extension Telegraph Co. office on Cocos Islands. Each card went as far as Singapore by mail and bears a “Penang to
Singapore” receiving (Proud Type D6) and then by Clunies-Ross schooner to its destination in the Cocos Islands
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2316 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Guatemala: 1891 (Aug.), postal card to Singapore, Guatemala
?8.1891 violet octagonal cancel on 3c blue green on cream postal card (indistinct day in cancel) (H&G #3), large encircled “T” handstamp (the card was intended for internal use only), addressed Singapore, “Penang to Singapore
2.NO.91” receiving (Proud Type D3), arrived on board S.S. Rosetta, message is about stamp collecting, quite
scarce; some corner bends and file fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2317

2318

2319

2317 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From India: 1900 (Mar. 26), cover from Madras to Saigon, Madras
MA.26.00 dual strike c.d.s. ties India 1a maroon and 2a ultramarine to reverse of envelope alongside “Penang to
Singapore APL.7.1900” transit (Proud Type D4), addressed Saigon Cochin China, receiving, arrived in Singapore
aboard S.S. Chusan; some edge wear, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2318 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From India: 1901 (May 1), cover from Kanadukathan to Saigon,
Kanadukathan India 20.MY.01 squared circle cancel ties two singles ½ anna green Victoria (Scott 36) to envelope,
Colombo Ceylon transit on reverse, red manuscript rate and large “T” in circle handstamp, “Penang to Singapore
MY.31.1901” transit on reverse (Proud Type D4) addressed Saigon Cochin China, receiving ties 30c carmine
French Colonies Postage Due (#J19), arrived in Singapore aboard S.S. Chusan; light aging on reverse and slightly
reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2319 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Romania: 1880 (Dec. 26), postal card from Jassy to Singapore, Jassy Romania 26.DEC.80 c.d.s. on 10b rose postal card (H&G 15), addressed Singapore, “Penang and Singapore Paid / JA.29.81” receiving (Proud Type PD1), arrived in Singapore aboard S.S. Khiva, very scarce usage.
Message concerns a collector requesting stamps from Ceylon and Malay States; light edge wear and corner
crease, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

2320

2321

2322

2323

2320 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Russia: 1907 (May 20), picture post card from Manchuria to
Singapore, Manchuria 20.5.07 Russian language and calendar cancel ties 1k orange and 3k rose red (Scott 55,
57)to reverse of picture postcard, datelined Manchuria 2 June 1907 in English, addressed Singapore, “Penang to
Singapore AU.2.1907” receiving (Proud Type D5), arriving on S.S. Marmora. Picture is a real photo of a young lady
wearing an elaborate hat, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
2321 )
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, From Russia: 1907 (May 20), picture post card from Manchuria to
Singapore, Manchuria 20.5.07 Russian language and calendar cancel ties 1k orange and 3k rose red (Scott 55,
57) to reverse of picture postcard datelined “Manchuria 2 June 07” in English, addressed Singapore, “Penang to
Singapore AU.2.1907” receiving (Proud Type D5) arriving on S.S. Marmora. Picture is a real photo of a buxom
young lady; light edge wear, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
2322 H
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, 1883, Queen Victoria, 2¢ on 8¢ orange, surcharge double (58a);
heavy horizontal crease resulting in paper separation; with 1948 R.P.S. certificate, Scott $3,750. SG 57a; £3,500
($4,380).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2323 H
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, 1883, Queen Victoria, 2¢ on 32¢ pale red, wide “E” (59 var.), o.g.,
bright and fresh, Fine; with 2016 R.P.S.L. certificate as “unused”, Scott $900. SG 60; £1,400 ($1,750).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2324

2325

2324 )
Malaysia: Singapore, 1926, Survey Flight Singapore to Kuala Lumpur & Port Swettenham (AAMC
1), two covers, each with rubberstamped cachet “By Air Mail” and franked with Straits Settlements 1c & 3c KGV tied
by Singapore “H” c.d.s., “6AM, 23 AU, 1926”; backstamped at there respective destinations the same day, Port
Swettenham at 12:30 p.m and Kuala Lumpur at 2:30 p.m., Very Fine, a very rare pair of covers—over a period of
many years the owner acquired what must be practically the entire world’s supply, paying as much as $300 per
cover (see next three lots). Muller 1.
Estimate $300 - 400
2325 )
Malaysia: Singapore, 1926, Survey Flight Singapore to Kuala Lumpur & Port Swettenham (AAMC
1), two covers as previous, these two franked with a pair Straits Settlements 2c KGV, all other markings the same,
Very Fine. Muller 1.
Estimate $300 - 400

2326

2327

2326 )
Malaysia: Singapore, 1926, Survey Flight Singapore to Kuala Lumpur & Port Swettenham (AAMC
1), two covers similar to the preceding two but these two franked with a single Straits Settlements 4c KGV tied by
“Tanglin/ Singapore” c.d.s., 21 Aug, but with Singapore “H” c.d.s. of 23 Aug on reverse and the same Port
Swettenham & Kuala Lumpur receivers as the other two, Very Fine. Muller 1.
Estimate $300 - 400
2327 )
Malaysia: Singapore, 1926, Survey Flight Singapore to Port Swettenham (AAMC 1), covers franked
with a Straits Settlements 1c KGV block of 4 canceled weak strike “Tanglin/ Singapore” c.d.s., 21 Aug (stronger
strike alongside), with Singapore “H” c.d.s. of 23 Aug on reverse along with 12:30 p.m. Port Swettenham receiver,
Very Fine. Muller 1.
Estimate $150 - 200

2328 )
Malaysia: Japanese Occupation of Singapore, 1943, cover commemorating the “The First Anniversary of the Surrender of Singapore”, franked with Japan 1y-4y (258-261) and Negri Sembilan 1c black (21),
tied by Singapore/Syonan special commemorative cancel 15 Feb 1943 (Japanese year 2603) on locally addressed
cover; stamp dealer P.M. Mohamed Abdullah, Syonan corner card on reverse; small tear at bottom, otherwise
Very Fine, quite rare; signed Rowell.
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: New Guinea through New Zealand

NEW GUINEA through NEW ZEALAND

Ex 2329

Ex 2330

2329 HH/H New Guinea, Airmail, 1939, Bulolo Goldfields, ½d to £1 complete (C46-C59), o.g., never hinged except 2s & 5s lightly hinged; 5s tiny thin spot, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,100 for NH. SG 212/25; £1,100 for NH
($1,380).
Estimate $400 - 600
2330 H
New Guinea, Airmail, 1939, Bulolo Goldfields, ½d to £1 complete (C46-C59), o.g., Very Fine, Scott
$647. SG 212/25.
Estimate $300 - 400
2331 HH
New Hebrides, 1938-57, Selection of mint sets (50-61, 66-76, 78-92 & J6-20), o.g., never hinged; few
typical very minor gum tones on the two 1938 sets, F.-V.F., Scott $712+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 2332

2333

2335

2332 P
New Zealand, 1898-1909, group of 14 imperf plate proofs in black (70//131), seven different: 1½d, 3d
(crease), 6d & 1s Pictorials, ½d Edward VII (3) and 1d Universal (7, one on red tinted paper), ungummed, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2333 HH/Ha New Zealand, 1938, Pictorial, 9d red & gray black, perf 13½x14 (213a var.), Multiple NZ & Star watermark inverted, left sheet margin block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, bit of black mounting remnant on right stamps, lower
left stamp never hinged, Very Fine, SG £800 ($1,000). SG 587bw.
Estimate $300 - 400
2334 HH
New Zealand, 1954-59, Queen Elizabeth II, 2d, 6d & 9d to 1s9d (296-298, 308, 311), counter-coil gutter pairs, nineteen pairs of each, numbered “1” through “19” in gutter, 1d & 5d handstamped, others machine
printed; comprises CP NC2a, NC4a, NC6a, NC6b & NC6d, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Campbell Paterson
$2,185 ($1,720). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2335 m
New Zealand, Postal-Fiscal, 1903, £1 rose (AR44), Single NZ & Star watermark, canceled Auckland,
13 Jan 1888, F.-V.F., Scott $150. SG F77 var.
Estimate $100 - 150
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NORTH BORNEO through OMAN

2336

Ex 2337

Ex 2339

2336 P
North Borneo, 1888, Redrawn 25¢ to $2, compound proof in violet-blue on wove paper (44-47 var.),
Very Fine. SG 45-8 var.
Estimate $500 - 750
2337 HH
North Borneo, 1939, Pictorials, 1c-$5 complete (193-207), o.g., never hinged, a choice mint set, Very
Fine, Scott $1,200. SG 303/17; £1,300 ($1,620).
Estimate $600 - 800
2338 HH
North Borneo, 1945-56, Selection of mint sets (208-237, 244-259, 261-279 & MR1-2), o.g., all but
MR1-2 are never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $559 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2339 H
Northern Rhodesia, 1925, King George V, ½d-20s complete (1-17), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $729. SG 1/17;
£700 ($880).
Estimate $300 - 400

2340 H
Oman, 1948, Olympic Games, 1r on 1s, double surcharge (30a), o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging, Very Fine; signed Bloch & Stanley Gibbons, with 1955 Friedl certificate, Scott $1,500. SG 30a; £1,800 ($2,250).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
A marvelous example of this rare Olympic error.
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Palestine through St.Kitts-Nevis

PALESTINE through ST.KITTS-NEVIS

2341

2343

2345

2341 (H)
Palestine, 1918, “E.E.F.”, 1pi deep blue (1), without gum as issued, fresh, Very Fine; with 1981 P.F.
certificate, Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150
2342 m
Palestine, 1927-42, Anglo Palestine Co. “A.P.C.” perfins (63//77), small collection of 44 stamps of the
Pictorial issue, 2m/20m, mounted on 8 blank pages, arranged according to perfin orientation and stamp paper type,
F.-V.F., a scarce group. Bale $1,230. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2343 )
Palestine, 1948, Local “Government Tohuwabohu” overprints, overprinted 2m, 3m, 4m, 6m & 10m
(2) making up the 35m registered letter rate and tied on a registered cover from Haifa to New York by Hertseliya St.
P.O./ Haifa c.d.s.s, 18 Apr 1948; backstamped Haifa registered oval the next day and New York 21 May, reportedly
only 132 of the 320 overprinted stamps were used on mail; with 1978 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $250 - 350
2344 HH
Penrhyn Island, 2014, Year of the Horse (620), 500 souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$4,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2345

St. Helena, 1922, King George V, £1 gray & purple on red (99), watermarked Multiple Crown CA, tied
to piece by Jan. 17, 1935 (favor) circular datestamp, exceedingly well-centered, rich vibrant colors, Choice Extremely Fine, difficult to find in this premium used condition, ex- Dr. Killien; with 2016 R.P.S.L. certificate, Scott
$650. SG 96; £700 ($880).
Estimate $500 - 750

s

2346 H
St. Kitts-Nevis, 1923, £1 Tercentenary of the Colony (64), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $825. SG 60; £800
($1,000).
Estimate $400 - 600
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SOUTH AFRICAN STATES

2347

2349

2350

2347 H
Cape of Good Hope, 1858 “Triangular”, Perkins Bacon printing, 1d rose on cream-toned paper (3),
large part o.g., large margins and nice color, Very Fine, Scott $750. SG 5a; £800 ($1,000). Estimate $250 - 350
2348 m
Cape of Good Hope, 1858 “Triangular” issues (3a//14), desirable group of 4 different values; includes
3a, 6a, 12c, and 14, neatly cancelled, extremely fresh selection of these popular triangle issues; couple trivial flaws,
generally F.-V.F.; 6a, 12c, and 14 with 2007 P.F. certificates, Scott $1,745 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2349 m
Cape of Good Hope, 1858 “Triangular”, Perkins Bacon printing, 1s bright yellow green (6), square
pair, bright and fresh with large margins all around except just clear at one corner, virtually Very Fine, Scott $1,100.
SG 8; £600 ++ ($750).
Estimate $300 - 400
2350 H
Cape of Good Hope, 1863-64 “Triangular”, De La Rue printing, 1d deep carmine red (12), large to
oversize margins (likely partial sheet margin at right) and neat Cape Town “1” numeral cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $325. SG 18; £325 ($410).
Estimate $150 - 200

2351 H
New Republic, 1886, 10s on gray granite paper (32), o.g., F.-V.F., an extremely rare stamp—Jonkers
records only 21 examples, Scott $225. SG 42; £200 ($250).
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: South African States - Tonga

2352

2353

2354

2352 m
Orange Free State, 1888, 2d on 2d ultramarine, “2” with curved foot (28d), canceled bold red “2” of
Winburg, F.-V.F.; with 1991 B.P.A. certificate, Scott $650. SG 53b; £500 ($620).
Estimate $250 - 350
2353 H
Orange Free State, 1900, “V.R.I.” overprint, periods aligned at bottom, 1d on 1d brown (45O), o.g.,
lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine; with 2012 R.P.S.L. certificate, Scott $675. SG
102a; £600 ($750).
Estimate $300 - 400
2354 H
Orange Free State, 1900, “V.R.I.” overprint, raised periods, 1s on 1s orange (52j), o.g., very lightly
hinged; minor gum toning and a couple shortish perfs (neither mentioned on the accompanying certificate), otherwise Very Fine, quite a rare stamp, Scott $1,500. SG 121a; £1,300 ($1,620).
Estimate $400 - 600

TONGA
2355 HH
Tonga, 2012, Anzac Day (1180-1183), 100 sets of sheets of 15, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$12,375 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2356 HH
Tonga, 2012, Personalized Sheets (1188), wholesale group of 100 sheets of 20, a great little lot if you
have ever wanted to print your design on a legal stamp. Here you will find enough stamps to add to invitations, personal letters or just have fun with, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $7,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2357 HH
Tonga, Niuafo’ou, 2012, Personalized Sheets (290), wholesale group of 100 sheets of 20, a great little
lot if you have ever wanted to print your design on a legal stamp. Here you will find enough stamps to add to invitations, personal letters or just have fun with, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $7,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2358 HH
Tonga, 2013, Giant Panda (1225), wholesale group of 200 souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $2,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Please Vist Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site.
Also, you can bid on our site, and the site is fully
searchable.
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Europe and Colonies
AUSTRIA and BELGIUM

2359

Ex 2360

2361

2362

2359 )
Austria, 1969, 2s Post & Telegraph Employees (855), specially produced First Day Card with a handpainted artistic representation of stamp signed by the artist Emil Welenofsky, Very Fine, one of only 20 produced.
Estimate $100 - 150
2360 H
Belgium, 1858-61, King Leopold I, 1c to 40c, imperf plate proofs in black on wove (9P-12P), all with
four margins, but 20c & 40c barely clear at bottom, ungummed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
2361 (H)
Belgium, 1863, 40c carmine rose (16), expertly regummed, bright and fresh, Very Fine for the issue,
Scott $450.
Estimate $100 - 150
2362 (H)

Belgium, 1878, 5fr pale brown (39a), unused without gum, F.-V.F., Scott $1,000 without gum.
Estimate $300 - 400

2363 H/)
Belgium, 1921, Olympic surcharges complete (140-142), small mounted “collection” comprising a
mint set, four covers (one not mounted) and never hinged blocks of the 20c on 5c (block of 10) & 20c on 15c block of
12), each with several “dropped dot” varieties, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2364 E

Belgium, 1933,Orval Abbey issue, engraved die essay (B143 var.); foxing, otherwise Very Fine, rare.
Estimate $200 - 300
www.kelleherauctions.com
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Belgian Congo - France

2365

s
Belgian Congo, 1891, 10fr buff (13), tied on small piece by neat blue Banana c.d.s., 26 Mar 1891, exceptionally fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

BULGARIA

2366

2367

2368

2369

2370

2366 m
Bulgaria, 1879, 10c black & green (2), light blue town cancel, Extremely Fine; signed Sismondo, with
his 2011 certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
2367 m
Bulgaria, 1885, 50(s) black surcharge on 1fr black & red (22), canceled Sofia c.d.s., Very Fine; signed
Sismondo, with his 2011 certificate, Scott $360.
Estimate $150 - 200
2368 H
Bulgaria: Eastern Rumelia, 1885, Lion of Bulgaria (3 toes) handstamp on Turkey 5pi rose & blue
(26), o.g., fresh and well centered, Very Fine; signed Sismondo, with his 2011 certificate, Scott $675.
Estimate $250 - 350
2369 m
Bulgaria: Eastern Rumelia, 1885, Lion of Bulgaria (4 toes) handstamp on 20pa red & pale rose
(29a), partial blue Philippopolis c.d.s., bright and fresh, Very Fine; signed Sismondo, with his 2011 certificate, Scott
$375.
Estimate $150 - 200
2370 H
Bulgaria: Eastern Rumelia, 1885, Lion of Bulgaria framed (circular “_”) handstamp on 5pi rose & blue
(37), o.g., remarkably fresh and completely sound, Very Fine, an extraordinary example of this rare stamp; signed Sismondo,
with his 2011 certificate, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

FRANCE
Covers
2371 )
France, 1849-50, Cérès, group of six covers, comprises 10c bister (1) with two margins on small 1851
folded letter; 20c black (3) with four margins on 1857 folded address leaf; 25c blue (6), a folded letter and two
folded address leaves, each with a 4-margin single; and 1fr brown carmine (9b) with three margins on 1853 folded
letter to the U.S., file fold through stamp and piece of address panel missing; a Fine group (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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2372

2374

2372 )
France, 1849-50, Cérès, 10c bister on yellowish pair and 1fr light carmine single (9, 1 pair), tied to
small envelope by Paris roller cancels addressed to Jefferson County, Ohio, United States, 1fr with three large margins, 10c pair margins around with unevenly separated top right corner cutting into, manuscript “per Havre str”,
Paris 31 OCT 1851 double circle postmark, red boxed “PD” and New York DEC 5 20 arrival all on face, red indistinct
Havre Maritime transit; envelope with creases along left edge and elsewhere, other edge faults and corner at upper
right a bit worn, a well traveled cover, generally F.-V.F. appearance, Scott $2,050.
Estimate $150 - 200
2373 )
France, 1853-60, Napoleon III imperforate, group of 17 covers, includes 80c + 20c to Vera Cruz, Mexico (1856); 80c to Amsterdam (1863); 80c + 10c + 40c to New Orleans (1856); and 80c (strip of 4) + 10c + 20c + 40c
to New Orleans (80c strip, originally upside down, removed and turned right side up); also two “Affranchisement
Insuffisant” handstamps, etc; few faults but generally F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2374 )
France, 1854, Napoleon III imperforate, 10c yellow on yellowish, type I (14a), clear to large margins,
tied by mute Paris star on small folded address leaf with scarce “LETTRE AFF.IE DE PARIS POUR PARIS” c.d.s., 9
Aug 1852, Very Fine. Yvert 13a.
Estimate $150 - 200

2375

2376

2375 )
France, 1854, Napoleon III imperforate, 20c blue on bluish, type I, “Susse” private perforations (15
var.), tied by mute Paris star on 1861 folded letter to Nimes with green silk merchant’s handstamped corner card,
backstamped Paris - Marseille T.P.O. and Nimes, Very Fine. Yvert 14A. Maury 14; €600 ($670).
Estimate $150 - 200
2376 )
France, 1854, Napoleon III imperforate, 20c blue on bluish, type I (15), four good margins, tied by
scarce Bayonne lozenge cancel on 1860 folded letter to Oloron-Ste-Marie, backstamped; slight back flaws, otherwise Very Fine. Yvert 14A. Maury 14; €500 ($560).
Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: France

2377

2379

2377 )
France, 1853, Napoleon III imperforate, 25c blue on bluish (17), two four-margin singles tied by mute
Paris star on large part 1854 folded letter to Chalons d’Marne, three different backstamps, F.-V.F., Scott $500+.
Yvert 15. Maury 15; €775 ($860).
Estimate $200 - 300
2378 )
France, 1862-75, Empire through Ceres Issues, group of nine covers, includes 5c Empire perforated
(23) used with 25c Cérès (58) to Switzerland (1871); 40c Napoleon Laureate (35) with blue anchor cancel and
“Ligne X, Paq. Fr. No. 5” c.d.s. on folded letter to Palermo, Italy (1872); and Cérès 10c bister on yellowish (54) on locally addressed Paris cover (1871); a clean, F-VF group (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2379 )
France, 1868, Napoleon III Laureate, 40c orange on yellowish (35a), tied on folded address leaf to
Genoa, Italy by one of two strikes packetboat “FRANCI/ VIA DI MARE” straightline, backstamped Genoa, 8 Jan
1866, cosmetically refolded, Very Fine. Yvert 31.
Estimate $150 - 200

2380 )
France, 1870, Ballon Monté, Celeste (BM4), small folded letter to Bordeaux franked with 20c Empire
Laureate tied by Paris star “1”, 29 Sep Rue d’Enghien c.d.s. alongside; small tear at top of cover and in stamp, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $425. Maury 4; €625 ($690).
Estimate $150 - 200
2381 )
France, 1876-90, Sage Issues, group of 10 covers, includes 20c red brown type I (70), four singles to
New York (1877); 30c brown type I (73) two + 5c & 15c type II (78, 80) to New York (1877); 1fr type I (76) single franking to wdc25c black on red (93) pair to New Haven, Ct.; and 25c black on red (93) with two 5c green type II (78) to
Havana, Cuba; and 25c yellow on straw (99) single franking from Beruit, Syria to Lyon; a generally clean, F-VF
group (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2382 )
France, 1900, Universal Exposition Paris, beautiful lot of nineteen cards and five covers, with cancels
US Paris Expo flag Bomar 07, three covers with ads for gold medals, and a lot of exposition labels, mixed condition,
a great lot to examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2383 )
France, 1924, Olympics, group of covers (198-201), nine non-philatelic covers or postcards franked
with Olympic stamps including a registered cover to the U.S. with 3x 30c & 2x 50c and a newspaper wrapper
franked with a 10c and a 5c Sower; also a cover franked with a 25c Sower tied by the scarce 1924 Paris Olympics
slogan cancel, F.-V.F. Yvert 183-186. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2384

2385

2384 )
France, 1927, War Orphans, 50c+10c & 1fr+25c (B21, B22), used with other stamps on separate covers to the U.S. (1931 & 1932), F.-V.F. Maury 230, 231.
Estimate $100 - 150
2385 )
France, 1952, 30fr Leonardo da Vinci (682), tied on Maximum card by Amboise International Leonardo Dd Vinci Congress First Day cancel, Very Fine, Maury €750 ($830). Yvert 929. Maury 1090.
Estimate $250 - 350

Stamps

2386

2387

2388

2389

2386 (H)
France, 1849, Ceres, 1fr brown carmine (9b), unused without gum, exceptionally fresh with four ample,
well balanced margins; light thin in top margin, otherwise Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $6,000 for no
gum. Yvert 6b; €5,000 for no gum ($5,550).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2387 m
France, 1853, Napoleon III imperforate, 1fr lake on yellowish (21), ample to large margins and light
cancel; small thin spot, F.-V.F. appearance. Quite attractive, Scott $3,250. Maury 18b; €3,500 ($3,880).
Estimate $500 - 750
2388 Ha
France, 1862, Napoleon III perforated, 80c rose on pinkish (28), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, remarkably fresh, F.-V.F., Maury €265 ($290). Maury 25.
Estimate $100 - 150
2389 m
France, 1869, Napoleon III Laureate, 5fr gray lilac on lavender (37), canceled Paris star “1” (Place de
la Bourse), fresh and totally sound, generally F.-V.F., rarely seen without faults; signed A. Brun & von der Weid, with
the latter’s 1993 certificate, Scott $825. Maury 33; €1,000 ($1,110).
Estimate $250 - 350
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: France

2390

2391

2392

2393

2390 m
France, 1870, Bordeaux, 2c deep brick red (chestnut), report 2 (Maury 40IIe), neat Angers c.d.s., 21
Apr 1871, large margins, deep rich color; tiny thin in UR corner, Very Fine; signed Calves, Roumet, Maury €1,900
($2,110). Scott 39 var.
Estimate $300 - 400
2391 HH
France, 1876, Sage Type I, 10c green on greenish, imperf (68a), pristine, never hinged o.g., bright and
fresh with large even margins, Very Fine; with 2014 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $1,000. Maury 65a.
Estimate $400 - 600
2392 H
France, 1876, Sage Type I, 20c red brown on straw (70), o.g., nicely centered, Very Fine; signed
Calves, Scott $600. Yvert 67; €825 ($920).
Estimate $200 - 300
2393 H
France, 1877, Sage Type II, 5fr bright violet on lavender (96c), o.g., hinge remnant, bright and fresh,
F.-V.F., Scott $650. Yvert 95 var.
Estimate $200 - 300

2394

2395

Ex 2396

2394 m
France, 1925, Paris Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet (226), canceled to order Exposition cancels,
5 May 1925, with full, never hinged o.g., also bears non-postal Exposition handstamp, Very Fine, Scott $1,100.
Yvert BF 1; €1,400 ($1,550).
Estimate $400 - 600
2395 HH
France, 1935, S.S. Normandie, 1.50fr turquoise (300c), o.g., never hinged, extremely large margined
example in immaculate mint condition, with full and unblemished gum; an extraordinary top quality stamp, Very
Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate, Scott $400. Yvert 299.
Estimate $150 - 200
2396 m
France, Airmail, 1927, 2fr & 5fr First Issue complete (C1, C2 var.), 5fr with broken strut at right, lightly
canceled, the 5fr with a perfectly struck Marseille Aviation Exhibition c.d.s., 25 Jul 1927, fresh, Very Fine; with 2014
Sismondo certificate, Scott $450+. Maury PA 1, 2a; €650 ($720).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2397

2398

2397 H
France, Airmail, 1930, 1.50fr ultramarine, perforated “E.I.P.A.” (C6b), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and
nicely centered, Very Fine, Scott $450. Maury PA 6A; €565 ($630).
Estimate $200 - 300
2398 m
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr emerald (C14), cancelled Paris 2 c.d.s., 28 Sep 1937, well centered, Very
Fine, Scott $325. Maury PA 14; €400 ($440).
Estimate $100 - 150

2399

2400

2401

2399 HH
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (C15), o.g., never hinged, fresh and well centered; slight toning
of the gum, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,700. Maury A 15; €1,700 ($1,890).
Estimate $600 - 800
2400 m
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (C15), lightly canceled, well centered, Very Fine, Scott $310.
Maury PA 15; €385 ($430).
Estimate $150 - 150
2401 H
France, Postage Due, 1884, 5fr black (J25), large part o.g. (paper hinge remnant), quite fresh; two tiny
central thins, otherwise Fine; with 1981 A.P.S. certificate noting “some o.g.” and 2016 P.F. cert noting “large part
o.g.”, Scott $3,000. Yvert T 24; €4,000 ($4,440).
Estimate $400 - 600
2402 EPS) France, Postal Stationery, 1900-06, two essay/proofs, first: 1900 type Blanc, 1¢ gray Newspaper
Wrapper; six different die proofs, each with two tête-bêche impressions on various papers; second: 1906 Lined
Sower Paid Reply Letter Card/Envelope in blue on greenish with blank value tablet and opted “Spécimen”, a very
rare group (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
2403

France, Wartime Local, 1914, Valenciennes, 10c red,
tied on piece by Chamber of Commerce double oval and
handstamped date 30 Oct 1914, the last day of use, Very Fine,
Maury €540+ ($600). Maury 1.
Estimate $200 - 300

s

2404 HH
France, Liberation Local, Tours-Gare, 1944 “RF”
handstamps, 60c-4.50fr typographed, short set of 11 values in
vertical pairs, the bottom stamp without overprint, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Cérès suggests a premium of 100% for “varieties”; signed Calves. Maury 1-11; €1,475 +++ ($1,640).
Estimate $400 - 600
2403
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: French Offices and Colonies

FRENCH OFFICES AND COLONIES

2405

Ex 2406

Ex 2407

2405 H
French Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1901, 2pi on 50c carmine, type I (3a), o.g., lightly hinged, reasonably well centered with truly incredible color, F.-V.F., Scott $375. Yvert 6; €450 ($500). Estimate $150 - 200
2406 HHa
French Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1923, 3pi30pa on 15c gray green & 7pi20pa on 35c violet (54,
55), blocks of 4, the latter on “GC” paper, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $670 as singles. Yvert 39, 40; €476
as singles ($530).
Estimate $200 - 300
2407 HH
Algeria, 1930, Centenary complete, imperforate (B14-B26), top sheet margin singles, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $800 for hinged pairs.
Estimate $200 - 300

2408

Ex 2409

Ex 2410

2408 HH
French India, 1941, 2fa9ca on 25c “France Libre” (116), left sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $1,400 for hinged. Yvert 131; €2,210 for NH ($2,450).
Estimate $600 - 800
2409 H
French Polynesia, 1892-1907, Navigation & Commerce, 1c to 1fr complete (1-20), o.g. except 1c &
40c no gum, F.-V.F., Scott $694. Yvert 1-20; €740 ($820).
Estimate $200 - 300
2410 H
French Polynesia, 1941, “France Libre” overprint, 1fr-20fr complete (126-135), o.g., lightly hinged;
nibbed corner 2.50fr, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $337.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2411

2413

2414

2415

2411 HH
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, 1968, 20fr Albatross (28), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $350. Yvert 24; €555 ($620).
Estimate $150 - 200
2412 H
Lebanon & Syria, 1924, Olympic overprints complete, Lebanon #18-21 & 45-48; Syria 133-136 &
166-169, o.g. except Syria 168 without gum, F.-V.F., Scott $496 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2413 H
Mauritania, 1915, 10c + 5c rose & red, double surcharge, both inverted (B1a var.), o.g., very lightly
hinged, Very Fine; signed twice.
Estimate $150 - 200
2414 HH
Mayotte, 1892-1907, 5fr red lilac on lavender (20), o.g., never hinged; single nibbed perf at left, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $325. Yvert 14; €290 ($320).
Estimate $100 - 150
2415 m
New Caledonia, 1886, 5c on French Colonies 1fr (10), canceled Noumea, 24 Sep 1903, large balanced margins; small tear at left, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $11,500. Yvert 8; €14,500 ($16,100).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
An attractive example of this exceedingly rare French Colonies classic.

2416

Ex 2417

Ex 2418

2416 HH/Ha New Caledonia, 1900-1900, Unissued 15c type “j” on 4c Navigation & Commerce (60 var.), block of
4, o.g., lightly hinged at top, bottom never hinged, Very Fine, a very rare block, Yvert €4,500 ($5,000). Yvert 55c.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2417 H
New Caledonia, 1912, 5c on 15c inverted surcharge, plus 5c on 15c & 10c on 50c wide spacing
(117a, 117b, 121a), o.g., fresh, Very Fine, Scott $650. Yvert 105ce, 105a, 109ce; €750 ($830).
Estimate $250 - 350
2418 H
New Caledonia, 1932, Paris-Noumea Flight Anniversary (182-207), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $204. Yvert
PA 3-28; €263 ($290).
Estimate $100 - 150
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2419

2420

2421

2422

2419 H
New Hebrides, 1920, 5c on 50c red without “Condominium” (35), o.g., hinge remnant, Fine, only 300
were issued, Scott $900. Yvert 58A; €1,400 ($1,550).
Estimate $400 - 600
2420 m
Obock, 1894, 50fr red violet & green (64), canceled neat blue c.d.s., 26 Sep 1894, exceptionally fresh
with large balanced margins, Very Fine, Scott $1,000. Yvert 64; €110 ($120).
Estimate $400 - 600
2421 H
Réunion, 1885, 5c on 40c orange “Eagle” (3), o.g., hinge remnants, bright and fresh with large balanced margins, Very Fine, Scott $450. Yvert 3; €500 ($560).
Estimate $200 - 300
2422 H
Réunion, 1901, 5c on 50c carmine, bar omitted (57b), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $240. Yvert
53aB; €300 ($330).
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 2423

2424

Ex 2425

2423 HH
Réunion, 1961, 2f on 5c Coat of Arms, two different errors: inverted surcharge and double surcharge (336 vars.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Y & T prices the double surcharge at €400; it does not list the invert. Yvert 343a & var.
Estimate $300 - 400
2424 HH
Réunion, Airmail, 1937, 50c “Roland Garros” Flight (C1), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Yvert PA 1; €504 ($560).
Estimate $200 - 300
2425

St. Pierre & Miquelon, 1886, 5c, 10c & 15c “PD” (12-14), each tied on piece by St. Pierre & Miquelon
c.d.s., 3 Aug 1893; 10c & 15c with typical minor gum stains caused by the type of glue used (the stamps were without gum), Very Fine, a very rare set, Scott $4,500. Yvert 16-18; €5,000 ($5,550).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

s

2426 H
St. Pierre & Miquelon, 1932-33, 1c-20fr Pictorials complete and 1893 Postage Dues to the 60c
(136-159, J1-7), o.g.; 10fr Pictorial & 40c Due thinned, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $551 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2427 m
Somali Coast, 1894, 25fr rose & blue (21), central Djibuti c.d.s., 18 Aug 1907, wonderfully fresh with
large balanced margins, Extremely Fine; signed Maury, Scott $1,000. Yvert 20; €1,500 ($1,660).
Estimate $500 - 750

2428 H

Tahiti, 1882, 25c on 35c (1), o.g., lightly hinged, quite fresh, Very Fine, Scott $425. Yvert 1; €650 ($720).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 2429

2430

2431

2429 H
Tunisia, 1888-1902, Coat of Arms with lined background, 1c to 5fr complete (9-27), o.g.; small thin
15c #27, some light gum toning as usually found, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $908.
Estimate $250 - 350
2430 H
Wallis & Futuna, 1941-43, 85c green & brown, “France Libre” overprint inverted (115 var.), o.g.,
very lightly hinged, remarkably fresh, Very Fine. Yvert 113a; €900 ($1,000).
Estimate $350 - 500
2431 HH
Wallis & Futuna, Postage Due, 60c olive on azure, double overprint (J7a), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Extremely Fine, Scott $200 for hinged. Yvert TT 7a; €300 for NH ($330).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2432

2433

2432 )
Germany, 1872, mixed issues franking registered letter to Philadelphia (6, 18, 12(pair), 13), large
part of folded lettersheet with Cloppenburg registry label, rated 55g, 1/3 73 postmark on face, routed through Bremen via Bremen manuscript and blue postmark oddly dated 2 3 72, stamps affixed to reverse and tied by postmark/pen (Cloppenburg 1/3/73) or sealing wax, a most unusual franking and use of not only small and large shield
eagles but the subsequently issued numerals, no receiving marks; several pinholes, F.-V.F., Scott $1,750 ++.
Estimate $300 - 400
2433 )
Germany, 1916, World War I, Matsuyama, Japan P.O.W. cover, real photo picture postcard picturing
three German P.O.W.s playing cards, postmarked at Matsuyama, 5 Dec 1916, with four different Japanese
handstamps and a rubberstamped message (in German) “Matsuyama the 8/12 -16, Best Wishes for Christmas and
New Year”; apparently sent from Matsuyama to a P.O.W. in the camp, one A. Rademacher, and signed by at least
seven individuals., Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

2434

2435

2436

2434 HH
Germany, 1872, Large Shield, ¼gr violet (14), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Fine, Scott $225.
Michel 16; €300 ($330).
Estimate $100 - 150
2435 m
Germany, 1900, 5m slate & carmine, type I, red & white retouched (65d), canceled Crefeld, 30 Dec
1900; small thin spot, Very Fine appearance; signed Jäschke-L BPP, Scott $400. Michel 66 III; €500 ($560).
Estimate $100 - 150
2436 HH
1.
72

Germany, 1930, IPOSTA souvenir sheet (B33), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,250. Michel Block
Estimate $400 - 600
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2437

2438

2437 HH/H Germany, 1933, Nothilfe souvenir sheet (B58), o.g., stamps never hinged, lightly hinged in ungummed
portion of selvage only; tiny wrinkle in margin, F.-V.F., Scott $1,450. Michel Block 2.
Estimate $500 - 750
2438 m
Germany, 1935, OSTROPA souvenir sheet (B68), neatly struck First Day of issue cancellations, outstanding well centered souvenir sheet with tremendous colors; two tiny stains at top left, otherwise Very Fine; with
2007 P.F. certificate, Scott $700. Michel Block 3.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 2439

2440

2439 )
Germany, Airmail, 1930, 2m & 4m So. America Flight Zeppelins (C38-C39), matching set of three
flown Zeppelin covers: 1.) Friedrichshafen-Seville with a 2m, 2.) Friedrichshafen-Lakehurst with a 2m & two 4m,
and 3.) Friedrichshafen-Friedrichshafen with three 4m, Very Fine, a lovely set that would make a marvelous exhibit
page, Scott $2,875. Michel 438-439.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2440 HHa
Germany, Airmail, 1933, 4m Chicago Flight Zeppelin (C45), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, perfectly
centered, pristine mint. A choice block, Very Fine, Scott $1,000. Michel 498.
Estimate $600 - 800
2441 )
Germany, Zeppelin Flight, 1936 (5-11 Aug), Hindenburg 6th North American Flight, Frankfurt Lakehurst (Michel 33), franked with complete Olympic set (B82-89) tied by 5 Aug Frankfurt cancels on registered
cover to the U.S., magenta flight cachet, backstamped New York, Very Fine, Michel €150 ($170) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $75 - 100
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A Specialized Collection of the 1912 Semi-Official Airmail
2442 )
Germany, The 1910 Forerunner cards, three different photo cards produced by the Grand Duchess
Committee for Infant and Mother Care; they feature 1.) the Grand Duke (used with a 5pf Germania; 2.) the Grand
Duchess (written & addressed but unfranked & unposted); and 3.) the Grand Duke & Duchess together; the last has
some light bends, otherwise Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2443 )
Germany, The 1910 Forerunner cards, five different photo cards produced by the retitled Grand Duchess of Hesse Committee for Mother and Infant Care; they are numbered 1.) the Grand Duke; 2.) the Grand Duchess; and 3.) the Grand Duke & Duchess together; 7.) the two Hessian princes and the Russian crown prince; and
27.) the two princes in a pony-drawn carriage; all but the last bear a 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and a 5pf Germania
canceled Worms, Frankfurt, Darmstadt & Darmstadt, respectively; card #27 bears only a 5pf Germania canceled
Flonheim, 21 Jun; card #7 has two small punched filing holes, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $600 - 800

2444

2445

2446

2444 )
Germany, Allgemeine Elsässische Bankgesellschaft, printed message on Official card franked with
10pf Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania canceled Mainz, 13 June, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2445 )
Germany, Berliner Allgemeine Zeitung, printed message on Official card franked with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 17 June, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2446 )
Germany, Berliner Allgemeine Zeitung, printed message on Official card franked with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 17 June; light wrinkles and small tear at right, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

2447

2448

2447 )
Germany, Champagnekellerei, Luginsland, printed message on Official card franked with 10pf
Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania canceled Worms, 13 Jun, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2448 )
Germany, Chr. Adt. Kupferberg & Co., press-printed ad for “Kupferberg Gold” on Official card franked
with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania canceled Mainz, 13 Jun, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2449 )
Germany, The Eugen Bracht cards, set of three Official cards reproducing paintings by the famed landscape painter on the occasion of his 70th birthday, all with a 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and a 5pf Germania canceled
Darmstadt, 12 June; also included is a matching set of three unused private postcards featuring the same three
paintings. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2450 )
Germany, The Eugen Sekula cards, set of four Official cards numbered 832-835 by German dealer
Eugen Sekula, plus an extra No. 832 card, as follows: No. 832 is an Official card with a 20pf Semi-Official Airmail
canceled 22 June, the first card with a spelling error in Sekula’s message corrected with an over-strike, the second
without the error; No. 833 bears three 30pf Semi-Official Airmails canceled 23 June; No. 834 is an orange “Gelber
Hund” card with a single 1m on 10pf “Gelber Hund” canceled 19 June; and No. 835 is similar but with two 1m
“Gelber Hund” singles canceled 18 June; all are franked with a 5pf Germania and each has a different printed message from Sekula. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Sekula purchased these cards with blank message sides from a consortium of German dealers who had acquired
the large surplus of cards the Committee had left over after the event. He then hand numbered them and added
the printed messages.
2451 )
Germany, Ferdinand von Hiddessen, three items: 1.) an autographed photo-reproduction of the picture
side of a “Weisser Hund” card picturing the pilot arriving at Darmstadt in the “Gelber Hund” [likely signed many
years later]; 2.) an mint real-photo postcard of mail being loaded on the “Gelber Hund”; and 3.) a reproduction of a
World War I postcard showing Lt. von Hiddessen returning from the first bombing run over Paris, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

2452

2453

2454

2452 )
Germany, Ferdinand von Hiddessen, autographed “F. Hiddessen” on reverse of an orange “Gelber
Hund” card franked with a 1m “Gelber Hund” and a 5pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 19 June; pre-printed address for the committee offices in Mainz, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2453 )
Germany, Roques-Maumont Insurance Agency, red press-printed for the firm’s blouses on Official
card franked with 20pf Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania canceled Frankfurt, 12 June; minor creases, F.-V.F.,
message mentions the “…first post airship Schwaben”.
Estimate $150 - 200
2454 )
Germany, Georg Aug. Walter’s Druckerei, blue press-printed ad promoting the firm’s printing headed
“The first advertisement in the world carried by airpost” on Official card franked with 20pf Semi-Official Airmail and
5pf Germania canceled Mainz, 12 June; minor creases, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2455 )
Germany, Harms & Co., Frankfurt, rubberstamped name and handwritten message on Official card
franked with 20pf Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania canceled Frankfurt, 23 June, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2456

2457

2458

2456 )
Germany, Junker & Ruh - Gasherde, press-printed illustrated ad for the firm’s newest gas stove on Official card franked with 20pf Semi-Official Airmail and 10pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 22 June; addressed to
Luzern, Switzerland, no receiving postmark; the 10pf Germania, carries the firm’s “J&R” perfin (it also has a
nibbed corner), Very Fine, a rare combination of an advertising card sent to a foreign destination with the added bonus of a perfin.
Estimate $300 - 400
2457 )
Germany, Junker & Ruh-Gasherde, press-printed illustrated ad for the firm’s newest gas stove on Official card franked with 20pf Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania canceled Frankfurt, 22 Jun, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2458 )
Germany, Louis Peter, Mitteldeutsche Gummiwaren=Fabrik, black & red press-printed ad promoting
“Peter’s Union Pneumatic” tires on Official card franked with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania canceled
Frankfurt, 12 Jun, Very Fine, message notes that the firm’s rubber goods can be found “even aboard the Zeppelin”.
Estimate $200 - 300

2459

2460

2461

2459 )
Germany, O. Fritze & Co., printed message on Official card franked with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and
5pf Germania (with Fritze’s “F&Co.” perfin) canceled Offenbach, 12 June, the First Day of use in Offenbach;
creases, otherwise F.-V.F., all cards canceled Offenbach are quite scarce, the first day even more so.
Estimate $200 - 300
2460 )
Germany, Obersky - Corsets, typewritten message on Official card franked with 20pf Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 21 Jun (month and year switched in canceller: “21.12.6”), Very Fine, all
recorded cards from this advertiser have this date error.
Estimate $200 - 300
2461 )
Germany, Paul Hartmann, Filial=Fabrik, press-printed ad on Official card franked with 20pf Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania canceled Frankfurt, 23 June, the final day of the event, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2462 )
Germany, Postage Due, three Official cards bearing only a single 20pf Semi-Official Airmail and without
regular franking; two are marked for 10pf postage due (one with handstamped “Porto”), the other has no markings
other than the special Frankfurt Airmail datestamps of 14 June (very few are known thus); also, one of the two
marked for postage due is postmarked on 15 June, apparently after the order not to cancel the Semi-Official Airmails had been rescinded; two of the cards have light vertical folds, otherwise Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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2463 )
Germany, The Postmark Controversy, group of seven Official cards, all bearing a 10pf or 20pf
Semi-Official Airmail and a 5pf Germania, showing evidence of Berlin’s reconsidered policy toward cancelling the
Semi-Official Airmail (see below); all of the 5pf Germanias are canceled on 14 or 15 June: two postmarked Mainz,
one with the Semi-Official Airmail uncanceled (14.6), the other with it pen-canceled (15.6); two canceled Offenbach
(15.6), one with Semi-Official Airmail uncanceled, the other with both stamps canceled normally, no doubt after the
order had been rescinded; three cards postmarked at Frankfurt (15.6), Mainz (15.6) & Offenbach (14.6) with the
Semi-Official Airmails canceled at the same office 16, 18 & 19 June, respectively (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
On 14 June the Reichspost Ministry in Berlin sent out instructions that the Semi-Officials were no longer to be
canceled. The next day, after receiving an official complaint from the Grand Duchess, who pointed out that official
permission had been attained prior to the event and that, since a large number of stamps used up to the time of
the order had already been canceled, it would make no sense to stop the practice. Accordingly, the order was
rescinded on the afternoon of 15 June. The public was told that they could have their previously-uncanceled
stamps postmarked at the any of the five official cities, but cancellations were not to be back-dated.

2464

2465

2466

2464 )
Germany, ppa. E. Merck, printed message on Official card franked with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and
5pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 12 Jun, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2465 )
Germany, Publicity Label, red on cream circular label publicizing the Rhine & Main Airpost at the Old
Palace, Darmstadt, affixed to the flap of an unused envelope produced for the Committee’s “Postcard Week” showing the originally intended dates for the event, 9-16 June; some foxing, otherwise Fine and very rare. The only recorded example of this envelope.
Estimate $150 - 200
2466 )
Germany, Roques-Maumont Insurance Agency, rubberstamped/printed message on Official card
franked with 20pf Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania canceled Frankfurt, 21 June; addressed to the Directorate of the 27th Division, 2nd Royal Württemberg in Ulm; light creases, otherwise Very Fine, message mentions the
“…first post airship Schwaben”.
Estimate $150 - 200

2467

2468

2467 )
Germany, Royal Family card, featuring the two Hessian princes in Cossack uniforms bearing a 10pf
Semi-Official Airmail and a 5pf Germania canceled Mainz, 16 June, with the month “6” written in by hand, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2468 )
Germany, Royal Family card, featuring the two Hessian princes and the Tsarevitch bearing a 10pf
Semi-Official Airmail and a 5pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 12 June, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2469

2471

2472

2469 )
Germany, Royal Family card, featuring the two Hessian princes at a small table bearing a 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and a 5pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 12 June, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2470 )
Germany, Royal Family cards, complete set of 11 issued cards, 10 of them used, all but one with a 10pf
Semi-Official Airmail and a 5pf Germania, the 10th (featuring the two princes in Cossack uniforms) was probably
hand-carried, as it is written and addressed, but unfranked and uncanceled; the 11th card (the formal pose of the
Grand Duchess) is unused but bears an uncanceled 10pf Semi-Official Airmail on the address side; few cards with
minor bends, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2471 )
Germany, S. Neugarten, Mainz am Rhein, blue & red press-printed ad for the firm’s Wine on Official
card franked with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania canceled Mainz, 20 Jun, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2472 )
Germany, The “Weisser Hund” cards, the complete set of six cards featuring various black & white
photos taken at the event by amateur photographer Susanne Homann, including von Hiddessen arriving in the
“Gelber Hund” and the “Schwaben” arriving over Darmstadt; each is franked with a 5pf Germania and bears a 10pf
or 20pf Semi-Official Airmail canceled on various dates between 13 (the earliest known use) and 22 June; one card
with a bent corner, otherwise F-VF. Also included are five unpublished photos of the event, also most probably by
Homann, which have been reprinted from negatives in the Darmstadt state archives.
Estimate $500 - 750

2473

2474

2475

2473 )
Germany, [Algeria] Official card, franked with 20pf Semi-Official and 10pf Germania canceled Frankfurt, 14 June; addressed to Rue Mogador, Algiers, name of sender erased, no receiving postmark, F.-V.F., the only
recorded card addressed to Algeria, Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
2474 )
Germany, [Australia] Official card, franked with 20pf Semi-Official and 10pf Germania canceled
Mainz, 12 June; addressed to Victoria, no receiving postmark, F.-V.F., one of only three recorded cards to Australia.
Estimate $300 - 400
2475 )
Germany, [Austrian Italy] Royal Family “Postcard Week” card, franked with 10pf Semi-Official and
5pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 12 June; addressed to Visco (Venezia-Giulia); picture side features the two
Hessian princes and the five Russian Royal children, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
Because of a postal treaty between Germany and the Austria Empire, the sender was only required to pay the
German inland postcard rate of 5pf rather than the foreign rate of 10pf.
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2476

2477

2478

2476 )
Germany, [Colombia] Official “Weisser Hund” card, franked with 10pf Semi-Official and 10pf
Germania canceled Darmstadt, 14 June; addressed to Bogotá, violet Barranquilla receiver, 16 Jul, on front; card
pictures the “Gelber Hund”, piloted by Lt. von Hiddessen, arriving at Darmstadt on 12 June, F.-V.F., one of only
three recorded cards to Colombia.
Estimate $350 - 500
2477 )
Germany, [Denmark] Official card, franked with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and 10pf Germania canceled Mainz, 12 June; addressed to Copenhagen, no receiving postmark; slight corner bends, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2478 )
Germany, [England] Official card, franked with 20pf “E. EL. P.” and 10pf Germania canceled Frankfurt, 23 June; addressed to Congleton, Cheshire, no receiving postmark; minor corner bend at upper right, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
There were only 6000 of the 20pf “E. EL. P.” issued; accordingly, on cover to foreign destinations they are
exceedingly rare.

2479

2480

2481

2479 )
Germany, [England] Official card, official franked with 20pf Semi-Official Airmail and pair of 5pf
Germania canceled Frankfurt, 19 June; addressed to Derby, no receiving postmark; minor corner bends at lower
right, otherwise Very Fine, 19 June is one of the scarcest mailing dates for handwritten cards.
Estimate $150 - 200
2480 )
Germany, [England] Official card, franked with 20pf “E. EL. P.” and 10pf Germania canceled Frankfurt, 23 June; addressed to Chorley, no receiving postmark; light toning slightly affecting the Semi-Official Airmail,
which not well centered, Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800
There were only 6000 of the 20pf “E. EL. P.” issued; accordingly, on cover to foreign destinations they
exceedingly rare.
2481 )
Germany, [Finland] Advertising card from Ullstein & Co., franked with 10pf Semi-Official and 10pf
Germania canceled Darmstadt, 17 June; addressed to the German Consulate in Kemi, Finland, bilingual Kemi receiver, 23 June, on front; minor corner bends, F.-V.F., one of only five recorded cards to Finland.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2482

2483

2484

2482 )
Germany, [France] Official “Weisser Hund” card, franked with 30pf Semi-Official Airmail, a 5pf and a
pair of 3pf Germanias—overpaid by 1pf—canceled Mainz, 20 June; addressed to Paris, no receiving postmark;
picture side features the “Schwaben” arriving over Darmstadt; vertical file fold not affecting stamps, otherwise Very
Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
The 30pf Semi-Official Airmail was intended for use only on private postcards; to find it on an official card,
particularly one going abroad, is extremely unusual—this is one of a very small number in existence.
2483 )
Germany, [Holland] Official card, franked with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and 10pf Germania canceled
Worms, 12 June, the first day of cancellation in Worms; addressed to Breda with 13 Jun receiver at top, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2484 )
Germany, [India] Official card, franked with 10pf Semi-Official and 10pf Germania canceled
Darmstadt, 14 June; addressed to Sir Charles Stewart-Wilson, K.C.I.E. [Knight Commander of the Indian Empire],
Director General of the Indian Post Office, partial Indian “Foreign Mails” oval, 5 Jul, at top; couple of faint creases
not affecting stamps, F.-V.F., one of only two recorded cards to India.
Estimate $350 - 500

2485

2486

2487

2485 )
Germany, [Indo-China] Official card, franked with 20pf Semi-Official Airmail and two 5pf Germanias
(one with “L&M” perfin) canceled Frankfurt, 18 June; addressed to Hanoi “Via Siberia”, with 6 Jul Shanghai c.d.s. at
top, F.-V.F., the only recorded card to Indochina.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2486 )
Germany, [Italy] Official card, franked with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania—underpaid by
5pf—canceled Frankfurt, 10 June, the first day of use; marked “T 12½” for the 5pf (12½c) short payment to be collected from the recipient; addressed to Milan, no receiving postmark; light corner crease at upper right affecting
stamp, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2487 )
Germany, [Latvia] Official card, franked with 10pf Semi-Official and 10pf Germania, the later canceled
Homburg, 20 June, the former canceled Darmstadt, later the same day; addressed to Riga with Cyrillic Riga
roller-type receiver, 11 Jul, at top, Very Fine, one of only two recorded cards to Latvia.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2488

2489

2490

2488 )
Germany, [New Zealand] Advertising card from Ullstein & Co., franked with 10pf Semi-Official and
10pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 17 June; addressed to the German Consulate in Auckland, no receiving postmark; central vertical file fold and several wrinkles, Fine, one of only three recorded cards to New Zealand.
Estimate $250 - 350
2489 )
Germany, [Scotland] “Gelber Hund” card, franked with 1m on 10pf “Gelber Hund” and 10pf
Germania canceled Frankfurt, 20 June; addressed to Glasgow, redirected locally, no receiving postmark; “Gelber
Hund” stamp with damaged perfs at bottom, card with creases in center and at right, Fine. Estimate $200 - 300
2490 )
Germany, [Scotland] Official card, franked with 10pf Semi-Official and 10pf Germania canceled
Darmstadt, 14 June; addressed to Kilmarnock, no receiving postmark but card bears the circular handstamp of
H.C. Fischer, the postcard dealer who sold the card to the sender; light vertical file fold and corner crease at upper
left, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

2491

2492

2493

2491 )
Germany, [Sweden] Official card, franked with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and 10pf Germania canceled
Mainz, 14 June, apparently prior to receiving the postal directive not to cancel the Semi-Official Airmail; addressed
to Stockholm, no receiving postmark, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2492 )
Germany, [Sweden] Official “Weisser Hund” card, franked with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and two 5pf
Germanias canceled Darmstadt, 13 June; addressed to Stockholm, no receiving postmark; picture side features
mounted buglers announcing the arrival of the Grand Duke & Dutchess in Darmstadt, 10 Jun; minor corner bends,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2493 )
Germany, [Switzerland] Advertising card for Karl Richter, franked with 10pf Semi-Official and 10pf
Germania canceled Mainz, 14 June; addressed to Engelberg, no receiving postmark; light vertical fold, otherwise
Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2494

2495

2496

2494 )
Germany, [Switzerland] Official card, franked with both 10pf & 20pf Semi-Official Airmail and a 10pf
Germania canceled Frankfurt, 15 June; addressed to Basel, no receiving postmark; light vertical bend affecting the
10pf Semi-Official Airmail slightly, otherwise Very Fine, use of two different values on the same card is highly unusual.
Estimate $200 - 300
2495 )
Germany, [Switzerland] Royal Family “Postcard Week” card, franked with 10pf Semi-Official and
10pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 12 June; addressed to Buus with 15 Jun Buus receiver at bottom; picture side
features the two princes in summer clothing.
Estimate $150 - 200
2496 )
Germany, [Trieste] Official card, franked with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail and 5pf Germania canceled
Frankfurt, 10 June, the first day of use; addressed to Triest with an illegible cds at top; corner creases, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
Because of the previously mentioned postal treaty between Germany and the Austria Empire, the required
postage was only 5pf rather than the normal foreign postcard rate of 10pf.

Ex 2497

2498

2497 )
Germany, [U.S.] Two cards, both franked with 10pf Germania, one a Royal Family “Postcard Week”
card (Grand Duke standing behind the Duchess and the two princes) with a 10pf Semi-Official Airmail, canceled
Frankfurt to Norfolk, Va.; the other an official card with a 20pf Semi-Official Airmail, canceled Darmstadt to New
Orleans, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2498 )
Germany, [Zanzibar] Official card, franked with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail (with Michel plate flaw I PF I)
and 10pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 22 June; addressed to Zanzibar “Africa”, with 19 Jul Zanzibar receiver at
bottom, F.-V.F., the only recorded card to Zanzibar.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2499 )
Germany, Foreign Destinations. Group of 7 Official cards comprising Belgium (Semi-Official Airmail
not canceled, 10pf Germania canceled Erfurt, 17 June — not flown), England, France, Holland, Italy & two Switzerland, one with 10pf Semi-Official Airmail, other with 20pf; couple light bends, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2500

2501

2502

2500 HHa
Germany, 1912, 10pf-30pf Carrier Pigeon complete (CL1-CL3), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $473+. Michel I-III; €600+ ($670).
Estimate $200 - 300
2501 )
Germany, 1912, 10pf red orange (CL1), used with a 3pf Germania, paying the printed matter rate, on an
unsealed cover canceled Worms, 14 June; handstamped “Drucksachen”, Very Fine, one of only seven such covers recorded. Michel I.
Estimate $300 - 400
It was intended that only postcards be sent by air during the event, but stamp dealer Paul Kohl of Chemnitz sent
out about twenty advertising leaflets in unsealed envelopes.
2502 )
Germany, 1912, 10pf red orange (CL1), private postcard marked “Soldaten Karte” and franked with
only a 10pf Semi-Official Airmail canceled Darmstadt, 12 June, and sent postage-free to a local address; reverse is
a real-photo of the Royal Family; several unobtrusive tack holes, otherwise F.-V.F., a rare usage. Michel I.
Estimate $200 - 300

2503 HHa
Germany, 1912, 20pf red orange (CL2), upper right corner margin block of 10, middle stamp in bottom
row (position 18 in the sheet) with the “white line on the arc of the P” flaw, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $550+.
Michel II + II PF; €830 ($920).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2504

2505

2506

2504 )
Germany, 1912, 20pf red orange (CL2), tied by one of two strikes red onboard Zeppelin cancel, 12 Sep
1929 on card carried on the Zeppelin’s Germany Flight of 11-12 Sep and dropped over Brunswick where it was canceled; card also bears a private blue oval flight cachet prepared by H. Sieger, Very Fine. Sieger 33g, €600 - 22
pieces dropped over Brunswick. Michel II.
Estimate $250 - 350
2505 )
Germany, 1912, 30pf green, the “large moon” variety (CL3 var.), one of three 30pf Semi-Official Airmails on Official card with 5pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 23 June, rubberstamped Darmstadt committee address, Very Fine. Michel III F; €1,300 ($1,440).
Estimate $600 - 800
2506 )
Germany, 1912, 30pf green (CL3), so-called “Gruner Hund” card “No. 1910” franked with 10 singles
(four on front, six on reverse) and a 5pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 22 June; two stamps on reverse
damaged prior to affixing, slight horizontal crease, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2507 )
Germany, 1912, 30pf green (CL3), used with a 5pf Germania on a Royal Family card (portrait of the entire family) canceled Darmstadt, 17 June, the first day of issue for the 30pf, Very Fine. Michel III. (Photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150
The 30pf was issued for use on private postcards with the intention of compensating the Committee for the loss of
revenue caused by the sender’s not buying one of their Official cards. In this case, the 30pf was actually used on
an Official card, the Committee thus being doubly compensated by a generous donor.

2508

2509

2510

2508 H
Germany, 1912, 1m “Gelber Hund” overprint on 10pf red orange (CL4), o.g., lightly hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $500. Michel IV; €600 ($670).
Estimate $200 - 300
2509 )
Germany, 1912, 1m “Gelber Hund” overprint on 10pf red orange (CL4), single and (on reverse) pair,
uncanceled, as per instructions from the Post Ministry in Berlin on official “Roter Hund” card “No. 769” franked with
5pf Germania canceled Darmstadt, 15 June; some creasing on left & right edges, the latter affecting the pair of
“Gelber Hund” on reverse, otherwise Very Fine, only 2000 of these deep red, numbered cards were issued—this is
one of only five recorded with the Semi-Official Airs uncanceled. Michel IV.
Estimate $400 - 600
2510 )
Germany, 1912, 1m “Gelber Hund” overprint on 10pf red orange (CL4), official “Roter Hund” card
“No. 1477” franked with three singles, all on the front, and a 5pf Germania, canceled Darmstadt, 22 June;
rubberstamped script type address for the Central Committee for Mother & Infant Welfare in Hesse; couple light
wrinkles not affecting stamps, otherwise Very Fine, it is most unusual to find all three semi-official airmails on the
front of the card. Michel IV.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2511

2512

2513

2511 )
Germany, 1912, 1m “Gelber Hund” overprint on 10pf red orange (CL4), official “Roter Hund” card
“No. 847” franked with a single and (on reverse) a pair, along with a 5pf Germania, canceled Darmstadt, 14 Jun,
F.-V.F. Michel IV.
Estimate $300 - 400
2512 )
Germany, 1912, 1m “Gelber Hund” overprint on 10pf red orange (CL4), official “Roter Hund” card
“No. 71” franked with a single and (on reverse) a pair, along with a 5pf Germania, canceled Offenbach, 12 June, the
day of issue; rubberstamped address for the committee offices at the “Old Palace, Darmstadt”; “Gelber Hund” on
front with a few short perfs, light horizontal crease not affecting stamps, otherwise Very Fine, Offenbach FDCs are
very scarce. Michel IV.
Estimate $500 - 750
2513 )
Germany, 1912, 1m “Gelber Hund” overprint on 10pf red orange (CL4), official “Roter Hund” card
“No. 468” franked with a single and (on reverse) a pair, along with a 5pf Germania, canceled Darmstadt, 22 June;
rubberstamped script type address for the Central Committee for Mother & Infant Welfare in Hesse, Very Fine.
Michel IV.
Estimate $400 - 600

2514

2515

2516

2514 )
Germany, 1912, 1m “Gelber Hund” overprint on 10pf red orange (CL4), official “Roter Hund” card
“No.1337” franked with a single and (on reverse) a pair, along with a 5pf Germania, canceled Mainz, 12 June, the
day of issue; rubberstamped committee address, “Old Palace, Darmstadt”; “Gelber Hund” stamps all with a few
slightly short perfs, otherwise Very Fine. Michel IV.
Estimate $350 - 500
2515 )
Germany, 1912, 1m “Gelber Hund” overprint on 10pf red orange (CL4), official “Roter Hund” card
“No. 1264” franked with a single and (on reverse) a pair, along with a 5pf Germania, canceled Darmstadt, 18 Jun,
Very Fine. Michel IV.
Estimate $400 - 600
2516 )
Germany, 1912, 1m “Gelber Hund” overprint, “Huna” variety (CL4 var.), used with a normal single on
orange “Gelber Hund” card canceled Darmstadt, 18 June; pre-printed address for the committee offices in Mainz,
no written message, Very Fine, Michel €700 ($780). Michel IV.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2517

2518

2519

2517 )
Germany, 1912, 1m “Gelber Hund” overprint, “Huna” variety (CL4 var.), on orange “Gelber Hund”
card with 5pf Germania, placed together in the upper right corner and canceled Darmstadt, 22 June;
rubberstamped address for the committee offices in Darmstadt, no written message, Very Fine, it was rather unusual to place both stamps together, the card receiving only a single cancel, Michel €500 ($560). Michel IV.
Estimate $200 - 300
2518 )
Germany, 1912, 1m “Gelber Hund” overprint on 10pf red orange (CL4), official “Roter Hund” card
“No. 591” franked with a single and (on reverse) a pair, along with a 5pf Germania, canceled Frankfurt, 15 June; the
bottom stamp of the pair is the “Huna” variety; heavy horizontal crease affecting the top stamp of the pair, otherwise
Very Fine. Michel IV.
Estimate $300 - 400
2519 )
Germany, 1912, “E. EL. P.” overprint on 10pf red orange (CL5), used with 5pf Germania on Royal
Family “Postcard Week” card canceled Darmstadt, 22 June, the day of issue; card pictures the Grand Duke standing behind the Duchess and the two princes, Very Fine, Scott $2,750. Michel V; €3,600 ($4,000).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2520

2521

2522

2520 )
Germany, 1912, “E. EL. P.” overprint on 10pf red orange (CL5), used with 5pf Germania on official
“Weisser Hund” card canceled Darmstadt, 22 June, the day of issue; card pictures the “Gelber Hund”, piloted by
Lt. von Hiddessen, arriving at Darmstadt on 12 June; there is also a contest entry written on the picture side; minor
mounting damage on reverse, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $2,750. Michel V; €3,600 ($4,000).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2521 )
Germany, 1912, “E. EL. P.” overprint on 10pf red orange (CL5), used with 5pf Germania on official
card canceled Darmstadt, 22 June, the day of issue, Very Fine, Scott $2,750. Michel V; €3,600 ($4,000).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2522 )
Germany, 1912, “E. EL. P.” overprint on 10pf red orange (CL5), used with 5pf Germania on official
“Weisser Hund” card canceled Darmstadt, 22 June, the day of issue; card pictures the “Gelber Hund”, piloted by
Lt. von Hiddessen, arriving at Darmstadt on 12 June; stamp has been removed from the card and re-affixed, the
cancel has been partly strengthened, the card has some small edge tears, Fine appearance, Scott $2,400 off cover.
Michel V; €3,000 off cover ($3,330).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2423

2524

2525

2523 HHa
Germany, 1912, “E. EL. P.” overprint on 20pf red orange (CL6), right sheet margin block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged (lightly hinged in selvage), post office fresh, Very Fine, a very rare multiple—only 6000 of the 20pf
were issued, Scott $1,400+. Michel VI; €1,800+ ($2,000).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2524 )
Germany, 1912, “E. EL. P.” overprint on 20pf red orange (CL6), used with 5pf Germania on official
card canceled Frankfurt, 22 June, the day of issue, Very Fine, Scott $1,750. Michel VI; €2,200 ($2,440).
Estimate $600 - 800
2525 )
Germany, 1912, “E. EL. P.” overprint on 20pf red orange (CL6), used with 5pf Germania on official
card canceled Frankfurt, 23 June; the message side bears a contest entry: “Eleonre — Ernst-Ludwig — Post”, Very
Fine, Scott $1,750. Michel VI; €2,200 ($2,440).
Estimate $600 - 800

Offices Abroad, Occupations and Post World War II Issues

2526

2527

2526 HH
German Offices in China, 1913, 1½d on 3m black violet, 25x17 holes, dark vermilion surcharge (55
var.), o.g., never hinged; signed & identified by R.F.Steuer. Michel 46II Bb; €4,500 ($5,000).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2527 P
Germany: Saar, 1921, 25m Burbach Steelworks, die proof on white wove (83P), 60 x 61 mm, ungummed, Very Fine. Michel 69 var.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2528

2529

2528 H
German WW2 Occupation of Croatia, 1944, Storm Division souvenir sheet (B76), o.g., lightly
hinged; light corner bend at lower left, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,750 if never hinged. Estimate $250 - 350
2529 HH
German WW2 Occupation of France, 1941, French Volunteer Legion, Polar Bear souvenir sheet,
o.g., never hinged, scarce and popular sheet; light natural gum bend and trivial gum disturbance at top, otherwise
F.-V.F. Michel Block 1; €700 ($780). Maury 1 Bloc; €475 ($530).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 2530

Ex 2531

2532

2530 HH
German WW2 Issue for India (Azad Hind), 1943, 1R+2R Indians with Azad Hind flag, imperforate,
all three rupee varieties (black, black & orange and black, orange & green), o.g., never hinged; owners marks on reverse, Very Fine. Michel VIIB-VIIBb; €1,100 ($1,220).
Estimate $500 - 750
2531 HH
German WW2 Issue for India (Azad Hind), 1945, 1R + 2R imperforate, all three colors, o.g., never
hinged, handstamped “HBo” monogram and small “FD”, Very Fine, quantities issued were 7000, 4500 and 2000,
respectively. Michel VII B, VII Ba, VII Bb; €1,350 ($1,500).
Estimate $600 - 800
2532 (H)
German WW2 Feldpost, 1945, Hela Submarine stamp (—) blue (Michel 13 b), without gum as issued,
Very Fine; with 2011 G. Gabisch certificate, Michel €350 ($390).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2533

Ex 2534

2535

2533 HH
Germany: Soviet Zone - Thüringen, 1945, Christmas souvenir sheet, o.g., never hinged; tiny gum
disturbance spot at top, F.-V.F.; with 2004 Jasch certificate. Michel Block 2x(I); €1,700 ($1,890).
Estimate $500 - 750
2534 m
Germany: Berlin, 1949, Red Overprint, 1m & 2m (9N33-34), a nice used pair, F.-V.F., Scott $675.
Michel 33-34; €830 ($920).
Estimate $150 - 200
2535 m
Germany: Berlin, 1949, Red Overprint, 1m olive (9N33), neat Charlottenburg cancel, Very Fine, Scott
$450. Michel 33; €550 ($610).
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 2536

2537

2536 HH
Germany: Saar, 1948, Flood Relief souvenir sheets (B64a, CB1a), pristine never hinged o.g.; faint bit
of soiling B64a near bottom, otherwise Very Fine, Michel €1,600 ($1,780). Michel Blocks 1-2.
Estimate $350 - 500
2537 HHa
Germany: Federal Republic, 1951, 30pf Röntgen (686), block of 12, o.g., never hinged; folded once,
Very Fine, Scott $720. Michel 147.
Estimate $150 - 200
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GREECE

Ex 2538

Ex 2539

2538 H
Greece, 1896, 1st Modern Olympic Games complete (117-128), o.g.; light creases 5d, small thin 10d,
otherwise F.-V.F. Also includes a never hinged block of 4 of the 2L, the right stamps without engraver’s name, Scott
$1,850.
Estimate $500 - 750
2539 H
Greece, 1906, Special Olympic Games complete (184-197), o.g., a bright, fresh set, F.-V.F. Also includes an imperf proof of the 2L double-printed in black and in rose red with a 1975 R. Brutto certificate, Scott $517.
Estimate $200 - 300

2540

2541

2540 H
Greece, Airmail, 1926, 2d airplane, imperf vertically (C1a), horizontal pair with left sheet margin, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, a choice example of this rare Airpost error, Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400
2541 HH/H Greece, Postal Tax, 1922, 5L Surcharges on Women’s Patriotic League Charity labels
(RA46A-RA46D), o.g., all never hinged except RA46A with small spot of gum loss, post office fresh, F.-V.F., Scott
$753 ++.
Estimate $500 - 750

2542
2542

Ex 2543

Greece: Epirus, 1914, Chimarra Issue complete (1-4), tied on large piece by Chimarra c.d.s.s, 15 Feb
1914, violet Chimarra Headquarters handstamp at left, Very Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $960+.
Estimate $300 - 400

s

2543 H
Greece: Epirus, 1914, “Greek Chimarra” overprint complete (34-41), all with manuscript “SS” monogram, o.g.; small stain 1L, otherwise F.-V.F.; 50L with 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $635.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 2544

2545

2546

2544 H
Greece: Cavalla, 1913, Greek Administration overprints on Bulgarian stamps, 1d on 15c & on 50c
(N175, N177), o.g., F.-V.F.; 1d on 50c with 1980 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $480.
Estimate $150 - 200
2545 H
Greece: Lemnos, 1912, “Lemnos” overprint in red, 5d gray blue (N41), o.g., bright and fresh, Fine,
Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
2546 H
Greece: Lemnos, 1912, “Lemnos” overprint in carmine, 25d deep blue (N51B), o.g., Very Fine;
signed Bloch, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 2547

Ex 2548

Ex 2548

2547 H
Greece: Samos, 1915, General Administration overprint, 1d-25d complete (N104-N108), o.g., very
lightly hinged, Very Fine, only 831 of the 10d and 388 of the 25d were issued; 25d with 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott
$786.
Estimate $200 - 300
2548 HH
Greece: North Epirus, 1941, Greek Administration overprint on Greek Youth set complete
(N219-N238), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $332.
Estimate $150 - 200
2549 H

Greece: Thrace, 1913, Giumulzina District overprints complete (1-4), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $290.
Estimate $150 - 200

2550 HHa
Greece: Thrace, 1920, Western Thrace overprint inverted, 1L
green (N26a), block of 30, o.g., never hinged; few small, light tone spots that
show on reverse only except along center row of horizontal perfs where the
block has been folded, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,200+.
Estimate $300 - 400

2550
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HUNGARY

Ex 2551
2551 H
mated.

2552

Ex 2553

Hungary, 1871-72, 2k-25k Engraved, perf 11½ reprints (7-12 footnote), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $335 EstiEstimate $300 - 400

2552 E
Hungary, 1918, Portrait of Queen Zita, engraving by famed Hungarian artist, Imre Foldes, using an
oversize design similar to the 1918 King & Queen definitives, in deep lilac die-sunk on wove; overall size
133 x 210 mm, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2553 HH
Hungary, 1967, Danube Commission complete, imperforate (1828-1834), left sheet margin singles,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 4532 sets were sold, Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150

ITALIAN AREA

2554

2555

2556

2554 (H)
Italian States: Lombardy-Venetia, 1861, Franz Joseph, 5s red (13), skillfully regummed, remarkably
bright and fresh, Very Fine, Scott $1,800 for no gum. Sassone 33; €2,750 for no gum ($3,050).
Estimate $350 - 500
2555 H
Italian States: Lombardy-Venetia, 1863, Double Eagle, 15s yellow brown, perf 14 (19), full o.g.,
lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh; perfs just in at bottom, reperfed at top, Fine appearance, an attractive example of
this rare mint stamp, Scott $12,000. Sassone 40; €17,500 ($19,420).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2556 m
Italian States: Naples, 1858, Arms, 50g rose lake (7), exceptionally fresh with large margins all around;
tiny thin speck at bottom, Extremely Fine, an exceptional example of this rare high value, Scott $2,700. Sassone 14.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2557

2558

2559

2557 H
Italian States: Papal/Roman States, 1852, ½b black on reddish violet (1d), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh with three good margins, left frame line just cut away, F.-V.F.; signed M. Raybaudi, with his 1995 certificate, Scott $4,250. Sassone 1d.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2558 m
Italian States: Sardinia, 1853, Victor Emmanuel II, 40c pale rose (6), undated double circle cancel,
four margins, fresh, Very Fine, Scott $900. Sassone 6; €1,500 ($1,660).
Estimate $200 - 300
2559 m
Italian States: Sardinia, 1855-63, Victor Emmanuel II, 3L bronze (15), three good margins, just in at
right, canceled light Florence (Firenze) c.d.s.; small faults, apparent only on reverse, Fine appearance; signed
Oliva, with his 2000 certificate, Scott $4,100. Sassone 18A.
Estimate $200 - 300

2560

Ex 2561

Ex 2562

2560 HH/Ha Italy, 1891, Humbert I, 5L blue & rose (72), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged upper left stamp only, others
never hinged, Fine, Scott $685 as singles. Sassone 64; €595 ($660).
Estimate $200 - 300
2561 m
Italy, 1923, Manzoni complete (165-170), a fresh, lightly canceled set, quite well centered for these; 5L
canceled Rome - Via del Corso, 23 Feb 1924, 50c actually canceled First Day of Issue, Milan, 29 Dec 1923, F.-V.F.;
5L signed A. Diena and one other, Scott $5,370. Sassone 151-156.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
The issue was only valid for one month—through 28 Jan 1924—the main reason they are so high priced in used
condition. This means that, even though legitimately canceled, this 5L was technically invalid for postage on the
day it was used.
2562 m

Italy, 1923, Black Shirts complete (B17-B19), F.-V.F., Scott $480. Sassone 147-149; €600 ($670).
Estimate $100 - 150
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2563

2564

2563 HHa
Italy, 1949, 100L Centenary of the Republic (518), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh,
Very Fine, Scott $1,020 as singles. Sassone 600; €1,360 as singles ($1,510).
Estimate $300 - 400
2564 )
Italy, 1949, 100L Centenary of the Republic (518), used with an additional 570L postage on commercial airmail cover to Argentina, envelope with illustrated corner card of an Industrial machine manufacturer; minor
edge flaws not affecting stamps, F.-V.F. Sassone 600; €1,300 ($1,440).
Estimate $250 - 350

2565 )
Italy, Airmail, 1933, 5.25L+44.75L Balbo Trans-Atlantic Flight (C49), tied by Rome c.d.s.s, 16 Jun
1933, on cacheted registered Flight cover to New York, backstamped Rome (20 Jul), Very Fine, Scott $3,000.
Sassone GP28c; €3,750 ($4,160).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 2566
2566 m

Ex 2567

Italy, Airmail, 1937, Augustus Caesar complete (C95-C99), Very Fine, Scott $565.
Estimate $150 - 200

2567 H
Italy, Parcel Post, 1946-54, 25c-1000L complete (Q61-Q76), F.-V.F., Scott $3,700. Sassone PP 66-81;
€4,087 ($4,540).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2568 H
Italy: Fiume, 1919-24, small group of better items. Includes #27-102 less 38, 103a (NH), 134-148,
161-195, B4-10, B12-16, E2-3, E12-13 & J13-26; also includes 1cor #39, vertical pair imperf between (Sassone
€120), Scott $2,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Ex 2569

Ex 2570

Ex 2571

2569 HH
Italian Occupations During World War II, Sibenik Locals, 1944, 3.50k on Italian 10c-50c complete
(Sassone 1-5), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; signed “P.Z.”, with 1992 P. Zrinjscak certificate, Sassone €400
($440). Michel 1-5.
Estimate $150 - 200
2570 HH
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, 1941, Cephalonia & Ithaca overprint on regular issues,
5L-30D complete (N1a/N17), vertical pairs all reading up, o.g., never hinged, a marvelous set, Very Fine, only 300
complete sets can exist (the number of the 30d overprinted); signed Vlastos, Scott $3,885 for hinged.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2571 HH
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, Cephalonia & Ithaca overprint on 25d rose
(NC3), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 319 were overprinted; signed Drossos, Scott $600 for hinged.
Estimate $250 - 350

2572

2573

2574

2572 HH
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, Cephalonia & Ithaca overprint on 30d dark
green (NC4), overprint reading down, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 360 of the 30d were overprinted; signed
Drossos, Scott $800 for hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400
2573 H
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, Cephalonia & Ithaca overprint on 30d dark
green (NC4a), overprint reading up, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, only 360 of the 30d were overprinted, Scott
$800.
Estimate $250 - 350
2574 HH
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, Cephalonia & Ithaca overprint on 25d rose
(NC5), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 115 were overprinted; signed Drossos, Scott $4,500 for hinged.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
An extraordinary example of this very rare Occupation Airmail.
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2575

2576

2575 H
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, Cephalonia & Ithaca overprint on 100d
brown (NC6), overprint reading down, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, only 245 of the 100d were overprinted; signed
Drossos, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
2576

Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, Cephalonia & Ithaca overprint on 100d
brown (NC6a), overprint reading up, tied on piece by Argostoli c.d.s., 26 Aug 1941, Very Fine, only 245 of the 100d
were overprinted, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

s

Ex 2577

Ex 2578

2577 HH
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, Cephalonia & Ithaca overprint on re-engraved 1d-7d (N7 var., N8a, N9-10), 1d & 2d both reading up (1d not listed), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2d
signed Drossos, Scott $720 for hinged.
Estimate $250 - 350
2578 H
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, Cephalonia & Ithaca overprint on re-engraved 1d-7d (N7, N8a, N9-10), 2d reading up, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; signed Drossos, Scott $770.
Estimate $250 - 350

2579 H
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, Cephalonia & Ithaca overprint on re-engraved 2d (N8b), horizontal overprint on horizontal pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, exceedingly rare;
signed Drossos, Scott $2,400.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2580

2581

2582

2580 HH
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, Cephalonia & Ithaca overprint inverted on
re-engraved 5d (N9a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; signed Drossos, Scott $1,100 for hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600
2581 HH
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, 50L violet brown (NC11), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, an exceedingly rare stamp, Scott $2,400 for hinged.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2582 HH
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Postal Tax, 1941, Unissued Cephalonia & Ithaca overprint
on 1934 “Health” allegory complete (Vlastos 39-41), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; signed Vlastos.
Estimate $250 - 350

2583

2584

2585

2583 H
Italian Occupation of Corfu, 1941, 10L blue & brown red, corrected inscription (N17), o.g., lightly
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,600. Sassone 20A; €2,000 ($2,220).
Estimate $400 - 600
2584 H/m
Italian Occupation of Corfu, 1941, “CORFU” overprint on 10d red brown (N30), a vertical pair of the
key value in the set hinged on small piece with a Corfu favor cancel, 15 Aug 1941, “tying” the top stamp, the bottom
stamp being never hinged; also includes similar pairs of the 7d, 15d & 25d (N28, N31-32), though these three
pairs are separated (and the 15d cancel is dated 5 July), Very Fine, only 786 of the 10d were overprinted; all are
signed Kogevinas, either on the piece or on the attached sheet margin, Scott $1,278 ++. Estimate $400 - 600
2585 HH
Italian Occupation of Corfu, 1941, 10d red brown (N30), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., only 779 were issued, Scott $725 for hinged. Sassone 29; €1,800 ($2,000).
Estimate $400 - 600
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2586

Ex 2587

2588

Ex 2589

2586 H/m
Italian Occupation of Corfu, Airmail, 1941, “CORFU” overprint on 10d bistre, 1935 printing (NC6),
a vertical pair of this key Airmail, hinged on small piece “tied” by a Corfu favor cancel, 15 Aug 1941, the bottom
stamp being never hinged, a total of 3870 of the two 10d Airmails were overprinted, the vast majority being from
the 1937 (re-engraved) printing; signed Kagevinas and M. Raybaudi, with 2004 Raybaudi certificate, Scott
$2,250+.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2587 H
Italian Occupation of Corfu, Airmail, 1941, “CORFU” overprint on 25d, 30d & 50d (NC8-NC10), o.g.,
very lightly hinged, Very Fine, quantities overprinted were 893, 660 and 795, respectively; signed A. Diena et al,
with 2008 Raybaudi certificate, Scott $522.
Estimate $200 - 300
2588 HH
Italian Occupation of Corfu, Postage Due, 1941, “CORFU” overprint on 1d light blue (NJ4), a bottom sheet margin single of the rarest of the Italian Occupation overprints, o.g., never hinged; small, light tone spot in
top margin, otherwise Very Fine, only 80 examples were overprinted! Scott $2,750 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
2589 H
$199.

Italian Offices in Tientsin, 1917-18, group of 10 different (5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, J1-4), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott
Estimate $100 - 150

2590 )
Italian Colonies: Cyrenaica, 1950, Senussi Warrior, 100m-200ms (75-76), on two solo use philatelic
covers, matching Registration labels, each value tied to envelope by Benghazi Registration 29.VI.50 postmarks to
matching address in Elizabeth NJ, appropriate New York and Elizabeth Registry postmarks, Very Fine. Sassone
11-12; €8,750 ($9,710).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2591

Italian Colonies: Somalia, Airmail Official, 1934, 25c Rome-Mogadiscio Flight (CO1), tied on piece
by Special Flight cancel, 11 Nov, Very Fine, only 1500 were issued—exceedingly rare used, Scott $5,250. Sassone
SA 2; €7,000 ($7,770).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

s

LATVIA

Ex 2592
2592 H
Latvia, Airmail, 1933, Latvia-Africa Flight complete (C9-C13), matching right sheet margin singles,
o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $520.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 2593
2593 H
Latvia, Airmail, 1933, Aircraft, perf & imperf complete (CB21-CB24a); 12s & 40s imperfs each with
small thin, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $340.
Estimate $100 - 150
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LIECHTENSTEIN

Ex 2594

Ex 2595

Ex 2596

2594 m
Liechtenstein, 1928, 70th Reign Anniversary of Prince Johann II complete (82-89), canceled
Triesenberg First day cancels, though only the 5fr has the complete date, a choice used set, Very Fine, Scott
$869+. Zumstein 72-79; 950+ SFr ($970).
Estimate $350 - 500
2595 m
Liechtenstein, 1928, 70th Reign Anniversary of Prince Johann II complete (82-89), all neatly canceled Triesenberg, 10 Jan 1929; slightly rounded corner 60rp, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $869. Zumstein 72-79;
950 SFr ($970).
Estimate $250 - 350
2596 m
Liechtenstein, 1928, 70th Reign Anniversary of Prince Johann II complete (82-89), another nice
used set; the 30rp with a slightly clipped corner, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $869+. Zumstein 72-79; 950+ SFr
($970).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 2597

Ex 2598

2599

2600

2597 m
Liechtenstein, 1930, Landscapes, 3rp-2fr complete (94-107), an exceptional used set, all canceled
Triesenberg, 24 Jan 1931, Very Fine, Scott $1,064. Zumstein 84-97; 775 SFr ($790).
Estimate $350 - 500
2598 m
Liechtenstein, 1933, Landscapes, 25rp to 1.20fr complete (108-110), neatly canceled, fresh, Very
Fine, Scott $493. Zumstein 98-100; 560 SFr ($570).
Estimate $150 - 200
2599 m
Liechtenstein, 1934, Vaduz Exhibition souvenir sheet (115), light Exhibition cancel, 5 Oct, fresh and
crisp, Very Fine, Scott $2,500. Zumstein 104; 2,500 SFr ($2,550).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2600 m
Liechtenstein, 1935, 5fr Coat of Arms (131), canceled partial (Schs)an c.d.s. in lower left corner, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,050. Zumstein 121; 1,200 SFr ($1,220).
Estimate $200 - 300
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LUXEMBOURG and MONACO

Ex 2601
2601 m
Luxembourg, 1935, Intellectual high values, 2fr to 20fr (B65L-B65Q), fresh and bright with neat corner cancels, Very Fine, Scott $1,535. Michel 276-280; €2,040 ($2,260).
Estimate $300 - 400

2602

2603

Ex 2604

2602 H
Monaco, 1885, 25c green (6), o.g., nicely centered with bright color, F.-V.F., Scott $700. Yvert 6; €1,020
($1,130).
Estimate $200 - 300
2603 H
Monaco, 1885, 5fr rose on green (10), o.g., Fine; signed two small handstamps on reverse: “EZ” in
script and “, Scott $3,000. Yvert 10; €4,380 ($4,860).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2604 H
Monaco, 1933-37, Prince Louis II & Views, 15c to 20fr complete (110-130), o.g., lightly hinged; tiny
thin 3fr, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $573. Yvert 115-134; €707 ($780).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 2605

Ex 2606

2605 HHa
Monaco, 1951, Surcharges on Red Cross souvenir sheets, perf and imperf (291a), uncut miniature
sheets of 4, o.g., never hinged, Yvert €1,060 ($1,180). Yvert BF 4A-B.
Estimate $250 - 350
2606 HH
Monaco, 1964 Kennedy, Special souvenir sheet perf & imperf + deluxe proof (596 vars.), souvenir
sheets o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Yvert BS 8, 8a & var.; €1,000 for the 2 sheets ($1,110).
Estimate $250 - 350
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NETHERLANDS through ROMANIA

2607

Ex 2608

2607 H
Netherlands, 1872, King William III, 20c green (28), o.g., hinge remnant, incredibly fresh and well centered; with small crease which very faint, Extremely Fine; with 2016 Henk Vleeming certificate, Scott $425. NVPH
24; €700 ($780).
Estimate $150 - 200
2608 H

Netherlands, 1923, 2½g & 5g Queen Wilhelmina Jubilee (133-134), o.g., lightly hinged, Scott $472.
Estimate $150 - 200

2609 )
Netherlands, 1928, Olympics, group of covers (B25//B31), six covers (none bearing the 30c), one with
6 values and five with single values favor-canceled with the pentagonal Olympic Stadium cancel, Very Fine. NVPH
212//218. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2610

2611

2612

2613

2610 m
Poland, 1860, 10k blue & rose (1), canceled 4-ring “73” of Lublin, F.-V.F.; with 1999 Mikulski certificate,
Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150
2611 m
Poland, 1919, Cracow overprint, 3h bright violet (41), form I, position 61, canceled Krakow c.d.s., 4
Feb 1919, Very Fine, only 2350 issued, Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
2612 H
Poland, 1919, Crakow Issue, 3k carmine rose (53), o.g., bright and fresh, Very Fine, only 8005 overprinted; signed Mikstein et al, Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150
2613 H
Poland, 1919, Crakow Issue, 4k yellow green (54), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine, only
5508 overprinted; signed Mikstein et al, Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
2614 Ha
Romania, 1945, Russian Armistice Anniversary (B292-303), includes complete gummed white paper
(lightly hinged) and ungummed grayish paper issues in miniature sheets of 4, Very Fine, Scott $960. Michel
885-896x & y; €1,700 ($1,890) (photo on wesb site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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RUSSIA

2615

2616

2617

2615

s
Russia, 1857, First Issue imperforate, 10k brown & blue (1), tied on small piece by Weissenstein
(Paide), Estonia “384” in dotted rectangle, large margins, Very Fine, Scott $775. Michel 1. Estimate $500 - 750

2616

s
Russia, 1857, First Issue imperforate, 10k brown & blue (1), tied on small piece by “65” in rectangle of
dots, large to oversize margins except a bit close at left, Very Fine, Scott $775. Michel 1. Estimate $500 - 750

2617 m
Russia, 1857, First Issue imperforate, 10k brown & blue (1), straightline town cancel, generous, perfectly balanced margins; small thin spot, Extremely Fine appearance; with 1982 B.P.A. certificate, Scott $775.
Michel 1.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 2618
2618 (H)
Russia, 1858, First Issue perforated, 10k-30k complete (2-4), unused without gum except 30k with
small part o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $14,400 for no gum. Michel 2x-4x.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Ex 2619

Ex 2620

Ex 2621

2619 (H)
Russia, 1858-64, 1k-30k Arms issue complete (5-10), regummed or without gum, a fresh, attractive
unused set, F.-V.F., Scott $4,720 for o.g. Michel 5-7,9-11.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2620 m

Russia, 1858-64, 1k-30k Arms issue complete (5-10), Scott $476. Michel 5-7,9-11.
Estimate $200 - 300

2621 (H)
Russia, 1865, 1k-30k Arms issue complete (12-18), regummed or without gum, a fresh, attractive unused set, Scott $6,625 for o.g. Michel 12y-17y.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 2622

Ex 2623

2622 HH
Russia, 1866-70, 1k-30k Arms issue complete, horizontally laid paper (19-25), o.g., never hinged,
post office fresh and choice, Very Fine, Scott $916. Michel 18x-23x.
Estimate $500 - 750
2623 m
Russia, 1868-79, 1k-30k Arms issue complete, vertically laid paper (19c-28a), F.-V.F., Scott $859.
Michel 18y-26y.
Estimate $300 - 400

2624

Ex 2625

2626

2624 H
Russia, 1884, 3.50r black & gray, vertically laid paper (39), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and well centered, Very Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,200. Michel 38y.
Estimate $500 - 750
2625 H
Russia, 1884, 3.50r & 7r without thunderbolts (39-40), disturbed o.g.; light horizontal crease 7r, otherwise Very Fine; signed Jemtschoujin, 3.50r also signed Em. Diena, Scott $2,000. Michel 38y-39y.
Estimate $500 - 750
2626 HH
Russia, 1884, 7r black & orange (40), a marvelous right sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate as “o.g.” (before the Foundation specified hinging), Scott $800+. Michel 39y. Zverev
43; $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2627 HHa
Russia, 1889-92, 14k & 35k on horizontally laid paper (51-52), blocks
of 4 with interpane or sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $740.
Michel 50x, 53x.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 2627
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Ex 2628
2628 H

2629

Russia, 1902-05, 3.50r & 7r on vertically laid paper (69-70), Scott $630.

Estimate $400 - 600

2629 H
Russia, 1902, 7r black & yellow, imperf between (70b), horizontal pair, o.g., fresh and well centered;
negligible, tiny thin at top, Very Fine appearance, an attractive example of this rare error, Scott $3,000. Michel
50yUMs.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2630

Ex 2631

Ex 2632

2630 P
Russia, 1913, 1k Peter I, trial color die proof in carmine in glazed wove paper (88P), 47 x 53 mm,
bright and fresh; small mounting thin on reverse, otherwise Very Fine, Zverev $1,200. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2631 H
Russia, 1922, 5000r on 1r, 5000r on 2r & 10,000r on 40r, inverted surcharges (192a, 196a, 200a),
o.g., lightly hinged, large margins; 5000r on 1r & 10,000r each with light stain in margin, otherwise Very Fine, Scott
$320.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2632 HH
Russia, 1923, 1k-1r Lithographed definitives, imperf complete (250-259), horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged; small stain one 2k, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $473.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2633

2634

2635

2633 Pa
Russia, 1924, 6k Peasant, color proof in gray black (281 var.), block of 6, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Zverev $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
2634 H
Russia, 1924, 3r black brown & green, perf 13½ x 10 (292b), o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging,
Very Fine, a very rare variety, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2635 HH
Russia, 1961, Sputnik, Vostok 1, Kremlin Issue (2464), full stamp with tab below in specially issued
small sheet of 15, o.g., never hinged; usual gum bends and gum creases, F.-V.F. Michel 2474A.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2636

2637

Ex 2638

2636 H
Russia, 1922, Philately for Children, 1k orange imperf, overprint reading up (B29a), sheet margin
single, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; signed Soviet Philatelic Association, Scott $825. Estimate $500 - 750
2637 ma
Russia, Postage Due, 1925, 10k dark blue, perf 14½ x 14 (J16a), block of 9, canceled 14 Aug 1926,
Very Fine, unpriced in Scott, Zverev $450 as singles. Zverev D16A.
Estimate $200 - 300
2638 HH/H Russia, Revenues, 1913 Consular Fee, 2k, 10r & 50r, o.g., barest trace of a hinge or never hinged (2k),
exceedingly fresh; 10r with bit of light toning, otherwise Very Fine, the 50r is extraordinarily rare, especially in this incredible state of preservation.
Estimate $500 - 750
2639

Russian Offices in China, 1904-08, 3.50r, overprinted for use in China (20), complete sheet of 25,
without margins, tied to piece by 7.4.16 c.d.s.’s, fresh, Very Fine, a striking, rare and choice piece (photo on web
site).
Estimate $300 - 400

sa

2640 HHa
Russian Offices in China, 1904-08, 3.50r, overprinted for use in China (20), complete sheet of 25,
original gum, never hinged, an immaculate sheet with full selvage all around, Very Fine, rare thus. Chan FR20.
(Photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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SCANDINAVIA

2641
2641

s

2642

s

2642

Finland, 1856-58, 10k rose on wove, small pearls (2), pen canceled and tied on small piece by two partial Helsinki c.d.s.s, large margins top & bottom, just touching at sides, Fine, Scott $575.
Estimate $150 - 200
Finland, 1866-74, 8p black on green, roulette III (7), horizontal strip of 3, slightly separated, lightly tied
on small piece by 1870 Wiborg c.d.s.s; few slightly nibbed teeth, otherwise F.-V.F., a rare used multiple, Scott $510
++.
Estimate $350 - 500

2643

2644

2643 HHa
Finland, 1891, 50k violet & green (55), pane of 25 with bottom selvage removed, o.g., never hinged,
post office fresh, Very Fine, Scott $1,563.
Estimate $500 - 750
2644 )
Finland, Airmail, 1930, 10m Zeppelin (C1), two singles tied by Helsinki c.d.s.s on cacheted Finland
Flight Zeppelin cover to Hamburg, 24 Sep 1930, no receiver, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 2645
2645 HH
Greenland, 1945, Liberation overprints, 1öre to 5kr complete (19-27), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $1,350. Facit 19-27.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2646

2647

2648

2649

2646 (H)
Iceland, 1873, First Issue, 2sk ultramarine, perf 14 x 13½ (1), unused without gum, extremely handsome example of Iceland’s first postage stamp; with alluring rich color; completely sound in all respects, F.-V.F.;
with 2005 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $1,300 for o.g. Facit 1.
Estimate $400 - 600
2647 H
Iceland, 1873, First Issue, 16sk yellow, perf 14 x 13½ (4), o.g., fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely
Fine, a truly choice mint example of this rare stamp; signed A. Diena, with 1967 Grønlund certificate, Scott $2,000.
Facit 4; SKr 22,000 ($2,640).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2648 m
Iceland, 1878, Crowned Numeral, 5a blue, perf 14 x 13½ (9), bright and fresh with a light can, F.-V.F.;
with 2014 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $1,200. Facit 9; SKr 8,000 ($960).
Estimate $350 - 500
2649 HH
Iceland, 1882, Crowned Numeral, 20a blue, perf 14 x 13½ (17), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh
and nicely centered, Very Fine; with 2001 L. Nielsen certificate, Scott $425 for hinged. Facit 15; SKr 8,500 ($1,020).
Estimate $350 - 500

2650

2651

2650 m
Iceland, 1897, Crowned Numeral surcharged, large “3 þrir” on 5a green, perf 14 x 13½ (31a),
F.-V.F., an exceedingly rare stamp; signed J. Schl.(esinger), with 2001 A.P.S. and 1977 Grønlund certificates,
Scott $4,750. Facit 33; SKr 35,000 ($4,200).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2651 m
Iceland, 1897, Crowned Numeral surcharged, small “þrir” on 5a green (33A), bold Reykjavik cancel,
fresh and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine; signed A. Diena and Senf Bros., with 1994 L. Nielsen certificate,
Scott $750. Facit 36; SKr 5,000 ($600).
Estimate $300 - 400
2652 H
Iceland, 1902, black “I Gildi” overprint on 40a light lilac, perf 14 x 13½ (66 var.), o.g., small hinge
remnant, exceptionally fresh and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine, an extraordinary example of this rare shade;
with 2001 L. Nielsen certificate, Facit SKr 6,500 ($780). Facit 42a (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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2653

Ex 2654

2653 H
Iceland, 1925, 35a Reykjavik, Bi-color trial color proof with center in gray brown (147TC), frame in
issued color, on white coated paper mounted on 109x122mm card, Very Fine, an attractive and exceedingly rare
exhibition item. Facit 171.
Estimate $400 - 600
2654 HH
Iceland, Airmail, 1930, Parliament Millennium complete (C4-C8), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$600. Facit 189-193; SKr 3,900 ($470).
Estimate $200 - 300

2655

Ex 2656

2657

2655 H
Iceland, Official, 1902, 10a blue, “I Gildi” (O27), perf 14x13½, o.g., Fine, Scott $550. Facit Tj17; SKr
3,600 ($430).
Estimate $150 - 200
2656 H
Iceland, Officials, 1930, Parliament Millennium complete (O53-O67), o.g., a bright, fresh set, Very
Fine, Scott $1,140. Facit Tj59-74; SKr 6,500 ($780).
Estimate $300 - 400
2657 P)

Iceland, Postal Card, 1879, 5a, uncut sheet of three proofs, Very Fine.
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2658 )
Norway, 1900s, four early 19th century picture postcards, all feature black & white views of coastal
towns: Brekkestø, Huvik pr. Sandefjord, Kragerö & Larvik, three are unused, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

2659

2660

2659 E
Norway, 1960, Norten Filatelistklubbs print of Nyman Essay in brownish rose (4 var.), number 1 of
300 printed; also a black proof of same, one of only 5 made, Very Fine. Facit 4N4 & var.
Estimate $300 - 400
2660 H
Norway, 1914, 20ø Assembly, plate essay in ultramarine (98), similar to issued design but with wall
unshaded, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 2661

2662

2661 HH
Sweden, 1920-22, 30ö & 60ö coils, watermarked wavy lines (160, 161), o.g., never hinged; typical
natural gum skips, Extremely Fine, Scott $130 for hinged. Facit 156cx, 162cx; SKr 3,500 ($420).
Estimate $150 - 200
2662 P
Sweden, 1985, 2kr Otryades Sculpture, large die proof in black (1551P), recess-mounted in between
two pieces of bristol, 145 x 205 mm, Extremely Fine, a rare item—not to be confused with the “test stamps” put out
by the Swedish Post Office beginning in 1987.
Estimate $300 - 400
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SPAIN

2663

Ex 2664

2663 ma
Spain, 1865, 12c blue & rose (69), used block of 12, large margins all around, Madrid “1” cancels; folded
vertically in center and small crease at top of 3rd stamp in top row, Very Fine, a rare large used multiple, Scott $228
+++. Edifil 70.
Estimate $500 - 750
2664 HHa
Spain, 1931-32, 50c Salmerón, with control number (523), two blocks of 4 (originally a block of eight),
o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, Fine, Scott $1,320.
Estimate $300 - 400

2665

2666

2667

2665 HH
Spain, Airmail, 1950, 25p+10c Franco’s Visit to the Canary Islands (CB18a), first printing (without
control number), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh; average centering, about Fine, Scott $4,800. Edifil 1083.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2666 H
Spain, Airmail, 1951, 25p+10c Franco’s Visit to the Canary Islands (CB18), second printing (with
control number), o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging, virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $250.
Edifil 1090.
Estimate $100 - 150
2667 )
Spain, Airmail, 1951, 25p+10c Franco’s Visit to the Canary Islands (CB18), second printing (with
control number), on cover from Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Canary Islands to New York, 1 Mar 1951, Very Fine. Edifil
1090.
Estimate $150 - 200
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SWITZERLAND

2668 m
Switzerland, Geneva, 1847, Large Eagle, 5c black on yellow green (2L3), red rosette cancel, clear to
large margins; tiny thin speck at bottom, F.-V.F., Scott $1,750. Zumstein 6; 2,200 SFr ($2,240).
Estimate $350 - 500

2669 )
Switzerland, 1850, Poste Locale, 2½rp black & red, with frame around cross (2), type 38, ample to
large margins with full dividing line on three sides, tied by lozenge cancel to a part small printed Election Notice from
Geneva to Montbrillant, 13 Mai 1851; stamp is fully Very Fine, cover with some inconspicuous flaws but, overall
quite attractive, Very Fine, an outstanding example of this rare usage; signed Filpius, with 2015 Marchand certificate, Scott $4,750. Zumstein 14 I; 6,000 SFr ($6,120).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2670

2671

2672

2673

2670 m
Switzerland, 1852, Rayon III, 15rp vermilion, small numerals (11), type 8, bold diamond grid cancel,
small margins to just touching, about Fine; with 1994 Berra-Gautschy certificate, Scott $700. Zumstein 18; 800 SFr
($820).
Estimate $150 - 200
2671 m
Switzerland, 1854, Sitting Helvetia (“Strubel”), 5rp orange brown, emerald silk threads, first Munich printing (14), exceptionally fresh with full frame lines virtually all around; small thin spot, Very Fine; signed A.
Diena, Scott $1,700. Zumstein 22Aa; 2,100 SFr ($2,140).
Estimate $300 - 400
2672 m
Switzerland, 1856-57, Sitting Helvetia (“Strubel”), 1fr lavender, yellow silk threads (31), central
strike St. Gallen c.d.s., 13 Dec 1859, clear to oversize margins with frame lines all around and full dividing line at bottom; small thin spot (not mentioned on the accompanying certificate), F.-V.F. appearance; signed von der Weid,
with his 2000 certificate, Scott $1,000. Zumstein 27D; 1,300 SFr ($1,330).
Estimate $200 - 300
2673 H
Switzerland, 1901, Standing Helvetia, perf 11½ x 12, 1fr claret (87b), narrow control mark, o.g., exceptionally fresh; perfs into design at top, V.G.; with 1989 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $2,200. Zumstein 71E; 2,750 SFr
($2,800).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2674

2675

2676

2674 )
Switzerland, 1905-07, 5c Numeral & 5c Tell’s Son, private vending machine coils (115 (2), 128
vars.), three picture postcards sent from Territet to Sweden in 1905, 1906 & 1907, each franked with a vertical pair
of 5c stamps dispensed from an early vending machine, F.-V.F., very scarce.
Estimate $200 - 300
2675 H
WIII 1.

Switzerland, 1934, NABA souvenir sheet (226), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500. Zumstein
Estimate $150 - 200

2676 H
WIII 1.

Switzerland, 1934, NABA souvenir sheet (226), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500. Zumstein
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 2677

2679

2677 m
Switzerland, Postage Due, 1882, 10c, 50c & 100c ultramarine on granite paper (J10a, J12, J13a),
10c & 100c inverted frame, 50c normal, fresh and bright, Fine; 50c & 100c with 1993 Renggli certificate, Scott
$1,285. Zumstein P 10K, 12N, 13K; 1,475 SFr ($1,500).
Estimate $400 - 600
2678 H/ma Switzerland, Revenue, 1890, St. Gallen Embroidery stamps, 7 different values, 20rp-10fr, 50 of each
in blocks of 25, mint, o.g., never hinged except the 20rp canceled to order “Joh. Steigrt-Weyer/ Flawil”; 20rp block
with crease/tear affecting four stamps, one 50r block is of 49 plus single, otherwise F.-V.F. 1949 Schaufelberger
CF1750); a scarce holding (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2679 P
Switzerland, Postal Stationery, 1900, 5c U.P.U. postcard, large die proof of the indicia, in black on
coated paper approximately 7" x 10¼", Very Fine, very few are known.
Estimate $500 - 750
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VATICAN

2680 HH
Vatican, 1934, Provisional Surcharges, 40c-3.70L complete (35-40), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine;
top five with 1982 P.F. certificates, Scott $3,680. Sassone 35-40; €4,000 ($4,440).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2681 HH/H Vatican, 1934, Provisional Surcharges, 40c-3.70L complete (35-40), o.g., lightly hinged but mostly
never hinged, F.-V.F.; signed M. Raybaudi, with his 2004 certificate, Scott $1,565. Sassone 35-40.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 2682
2682 H

Vatican, 1935, Juridical Congress complete (41-46), Scott $1,045. Sassone 41-46; €1,200 ($1,330).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 2683
2683 H
($500).
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Vatican, 1936, Catholic Press Conference complete (47-54), Scott $495. Sassone 47-54; €450
Estimate $150 - 200
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Asia, Middle East and Africa
CHINA through INDONESIA

2684
2684 H

2686

2687

China, 1897, Large 1¢ on 3¢ Red Revenue (78), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500. Chan 87.
Estimate $200 - 300

2685 HHa
China: Manchukuo, 1934, surcharge on White Pagoda, unwatermarked, 1f on 4f deep olive green
(36), complete sheet of 100, with selvage folded over at sides, original gum, never hinged, fresh; some separations
mostly horizontally one row, Very Fine. Chan MK36. J.S.C.A. 36. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2686 HH
China (People’s Republic), 1968, Chairman Mao Goes to Anyuan (W12) (998), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $250. Yang W61.
Estimate $100 - 150
2687 HH
China (People’s Republic), 1986, $1 Fujian,
printed on gummed side (2061), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine; with photocopy of 1999 A.P.S. certificate for
sheet of 50.
Estimate $500 - 750
2688 HHa
Egypt, 1927-37, King Fuad, 1m, 2m & 10m,
misperforated (128, 129, 136 vars.), three spectacular
perforation freaks in corner margin blocks of 6, 6 & 12 respectively, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a very scarce
and desirable group.
Estimate $500 - 750
2689 Ha
Egypt, Cigarette Tax Stamps, 1894-1900,
specialized group. 61 stamps (19 different) consisting of
17 singles and 11 blocks of 4, perf and/or imperf with various merchant names; ungummed, one block with light
creases, otherwise fresh and F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2690 HH
Indonesia, 1950, “RIS” overprints, 3r to 25r
(354-358), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $805
(photo on web site)
Estimate $300 - 400
Ex 2688
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ISRAEL
2691 HHa
Israel, JNF Labels, Diaspora Series 1 & 2 in green, complete sheets of 40, o.g., never hinged, each
folded once in center (Series 1 not quite along perfs); Series 2 with some separation and corner crease affecting
one stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2692

2693

2692 )
Israel, Nahariya Local Post, 1948, 10m yellow (Bale 120), tied by circular datestamp on cover franked
with a 10m meter from Barclays Bank in Haifa, 3 May 48, Fine. Bale $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
2693 HHa
Israel, 1948, 5m First Coins (2), plate 1 control no. 11681 block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Bale
2.Gr.23; $750.
Estimate $150 - 200

2694 HH
Israel, 1948, 250m-1000m First Coins high values (7-9), corner margin tab singles, o.g., never hinged,
exceptionally fresh and well centered; 250m & 1000m gum with typical light colorless fingerprints, 500m unusually
clean, Very Fine, Scott $6,000. Bale 7-9.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2695 HH/H Israel, 1948, 250m-1000m First Coins high values (7-9), tab singles, o.g. except 1000m skillfully
regummed, 250m never hinged; 500m blunted perfs at top and tiny thin, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $6,000 for NH.
Bale 7-9.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2696

2697

2696 )
Israel, 1948, New Year complete (10-14), white tabbed singles tied on plain envelope by first day cancels, Very Fine. Bale 10-14; $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
2697 H
Israel, 1949, Rosenberg & Federbusch Lion & Flag Essay (Bale ESA.-ii), two perforated singles, one
in blackish blue & black, the other in light blue & black, the latter affixed to a Rosenberg & Federbusch card, Very
Fine. Scott 15E. Bale $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

2698

2699

2698 )
Israel, 1949, 250p Road to Jerusalem (24), lower left corner margin tab single on Tel Aviv unofficial registered First Day Cover, backstamped the same day; couple small trivial edge stains, otherwise Very Fine. Bale 15;
$950.
Estimate $250 - 350
2699 )
Israel, 1949, 250p Road to Jerusalem (24), lower left corner margin tab single on registered, censored
Airmail cover from Kefar Shemeryahu to Austria, Israeli censor tape and handstamps at right, Very Fine. Bale 15;
$350.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2700

2701

2700 HHa
Israel, 1950, 500p Negev (25), lower left corner margin tab block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$400+. Bale 47; $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
2701 )
Israel, 1950, 500p Negev (25), tab single used with 30p 2nd Coins on registered airmail cover from Kefar
Shemeryahu to Austria, backstamped Herzlia the next day, F.-V.F. Bale 47; $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

2702

2703

2702 )
Israel, 1949, 40p Petah Tikvah (27), upper right corner margin tab single with control number on registered plain First Day Cover postmarked Ra’anana, F.-V.F. Bale 17; $750.
Estimate $200 - 300
2703 )
Israel, 1949, New Year complete (28-30), tab singles on cacheted unaddressed First Day Cover; 10p
slightly stained, otherwise Very Fine. Bale 18-20; $2,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

2704 )
Israel, 1950, U.P.U., tête-bêche (31-32, 32b), se-tenant pair & tête-bêche gutter pairs on two plain registered FDCs to the U.S., the se-tenant pair from Tel Aviv, the gutter pairs from Rehovot, Very Fine. Bale 27-28a+b;
$1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2705

2707

2705 HH
Israel, 1950, 40p Independence Day (34), tab single signed in tab by designer Wind Struski, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Bale 30; $430+.
Estimate $200 - 300
2706 )
Israel, 1950-54, Designer-signed stamps (35//74), five items comprising 1950 Festivals (35-36) set on
special card & on First Day Cover signed by Arthur Szyk, and tab singles of 30p Weizmann, 110p Anniversary &
110p Maimonides (70, 73, 74) signed by Wind Struski; the last 3 never hinged (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2707 )
Israel, 1952, 1000p Menorah (55), on registered cacheted First Day Cover from Haifa to New York,
stamp also tied by New York “Mar 3 1952/ First Notice” handstamp, Very Fine. Bale 59; $400+.
Estimate $150 - 200

2708 E
Israel, 1967, 80a Independence Day, watercolor sketch by designer M. Shamir (344 var.), similar to
final design and issued colors but in a 40a denomination instead of 80a; on 170 x 130 mm card with issued 80a
stamp affixed below; signed on reverse “With compliments, M. Shamir”, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 2709
2709 HH

2710

Israel, Airmail, 1950, First Issue complete (C1-C6), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $275. Bale 32-37.
Estimate $100 - 150

2710 )
Israel, Airmail, 1950, 5p First Issue (C1), tab single on cacheted unaddressed Lydda Aerodrome Second day cover (26 Jun), Very Fine, Bale prices the complete set at $7500.
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 2711

2712

2713

2711 m
Israel, Postage Dues, 1948, 3m-50m first issue complete (J1-J5), tab singles, lightly canceled, Very
Fine, Scott $2,750 for MNH. Bale PD1-5; $1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
2712 )
Israel, Postage Due, 1948, 3m & 5m (J1, J2), paying 8m due on postcard from Beit Hakerem to
Rehovot, 17-19 Sep 1949, franked with a pair of 3m Doar Ivri and bearing a 2m Herzl JNF label, Very Fine. Message
side is blank so card must have been handled as printed matter, the rate being 10m and charged double the deficiency of 4m.
Estimate $100 - 150
2713 )
Israel, Postage Dues, 1949, 2p-50p second issue complete (J6-J11), tab singles tied on plain envelope by Tel Aviv first day cancels, Very Fine. Bale PD6-11; $700.
Estimate $150 - 200

2714 )
Israel, Officials, 1951 issue complete (O1-O4), tab singles tied unaddressed blind embossed IPS envelope by Ekron first day cancels, Very Fine. Bale OF1-4; $700.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2715

2716

2715 HH
Israel, Revenue, 1961, £50 yellow green & dark green, center inverted, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
the rarest of the inverted centers.
Estimate $100 - 150
2716 HH
Fine.

Israel, Revenue, 1979 Emergency printing, £10 & £20 with centers inverted, o.g., never hinged, Very
Estimate $100 - 150

JAPAN

Ex 2717
2717 )
Japan, 1924-39, four picture postcards, two featuring Japanese planes with 1½y stamp tied on picture
side by red commemorative cancels, 10 Jul 1924 & 11 Nov 1929; the other two are from the 2nd Sino-Japanese
War featuring Imperial troops in China and sent post-free with Fleet Post Office cancels, 20 Sep 1938 & 4 Jan 1939,
Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

2718

2719

2718 m
Japan, 1871, Dragon, 48m brown, plate 1, laid paper (1), without gum as issued, four full margins and
neat barred ellipse cancel, Very Fine, Scott $260. J.S.C.A. 1a.
Estimate $150 - 200
2719 H

Japan, 1916, 10s Heir Apparent, “Mihon” (Specimen) overprint (154), o.g., F.-V.F. J.S.C.A. C17.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2720

2721

2720 HH
Japan, 1934, Communications Day souvenir sheet (C8), o.g., never hinged, fresh and crisp; trivial natural paper wrinkle, Very Fine, Scott $2,000. J.S.C.A. C56.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2721 H

Japan, 1934, Communications Day souvenir sheet (C8), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $1,250. J.S.C.A. C56.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

JORDAN
2722 HHa
Jordan, 1963, King Hussein, 4f on 12f black & carmine-red (SG 541), 5640 copies including 56 sheets
of 100 (selvage removed on two sides, six folded in half), o.g., never hinged; a very few with minor perf flaws on
edges, Very Fine, SG £112,800 ($141,000). Scott 425a; $90,240. (Photo on web site). Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2723 HHa
Jordan, Postage Due, 1952, 1f on 1m, surcharge setting as used regular issues (SG D350b), irregular block of 28, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, exceedingly rare—only a single sheet of 100 is known, a photocopy of
which is included, SG £7,700 ++ ($9,620). Scott J47 var.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2724

2725

2724 HH
Jordan, Postal Tax, 1950-51, 10m violet, “A” without serifs & dot below top of 2nd Arabic character (SG T297c), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, SG £160 ($200). Scott RA27 var.
Estimate $100 - 150
2725 HHa
Jordan, Postal Tax, 1953-56, 20f on 20m, “FILS” in black, “POSTAGE” overprint inverted (SG
406a), bottom margin imprint block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, SG £680 ($850). Scott RA41 var.
Estimate $300 - 400

2726

2727

2726 HHa
Jordanian Occupation of Palestine, 1949, 4m U.P.U., overprinted in one line as 50m (SG P31e),
control number block of 4, o.g., never hinged (paper hinge remnant in selvage), SG £600 as singles ($750). Scott
N19 var.
Estimate $300 - 400
2727 HHa
Jordanian Occupation of Palestine, 1949, 4m U.P.U., overprinted in one line
as 50m (SG P31e), upper left corner margin block of 6, o.g., never hinged (paper hinge remnant in selvage), SG £900 as singles ($1,120). Scott N19 var.
Estimate $400 - 600
2728 HH
Jordanian Occupation of Palestine, Postage Due, 1948, 1m red-brown, perf
12, double overprint (SG PD25b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, unpriced by Gibbons.
Scott NJ1 var.
Estimate $200 - 300
2728
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KOREA
Empire

2729

Ex 2730

Ex 2731

2732

2729 (H)
Korea, 1900, Surcharge on red “Tae Han” overprint, 1p on 5p green (16A), unused without gum,
Very Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
2730 H
Korea, 1900, Imperial Symbols Issue, 2re-2wn complete, perf 11 (31-33), o.g., bright and fresh, Very
Fine, Scott $3,300.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2731 H
Korea, 1903, Falcon Issue, 2re-2wn complete (39-51), o.g.; 20ch with nibbed corner, otherwise
F.-V.F., Scott $1,575.
Estimate $500 - 750
2732 HH
Korea, 1903, Imperial Symbols Issue, 50ch pale olive green & pale pink, perf 12½ (52), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $400 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300

South Korea

2733

Ex 2734

Ex 2735

2733 HH
Korea, 1946, 5ch surcharge on 40s instead of 14s (56a), lower right corner margin single, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $175 for hinged.
Estimate $150 - 200
2734 HH
Korea, 1946, three different overprint errors (58a, 59a, 59b), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $300
for hinged.
Estimate $150 - 200
2735 HH
Korea, 1946, First Regular issue, 1wn-5wn perf 11 (70a-72a), pairs, 1wn & 2wn horizontal, 5wn vertical, dry o.g., never hinged, Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 2736

2737

2738

2736 HHa
Korea, 1948, New Constitution, 4wn & 10wn complete (88-89), sheet margin blocks of 4, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $840.
Estimate $300 - 400
2737 HH

Korea, 1948, 5wn Syngman Rhee (90), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

2738 HHa
Korea, 1948, 5wn Syngman Rhee (90), top sheet margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 2739

Ex 2740

2739 HHa
Korea, 1948, 4wn Li Jun & 14wn Observatory - both shades (93-94, 94a), blocks of 4, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2740 HHa
Korea, 1948, Republican Government, 4wn & 5wn type II complete (91-92), corner sheet margin
blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $640.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 2741

2742

2743

2741 H
Korea, 1951, First Inflation surcharges, first overprinting, lithographed (127var.-131var.), including
three types of 200wn, type III 300wn, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Korea P.S.C. 93-98, 99b. Estimate $200 - 300
2742 H
Korea, 1951, 300wn on 10wn blue green, lithographed surcharge (129 var.), o.g., lightly hinged, Very
Fine. Korea P.S.C. 97.
Estimate $150 - 200
2743 ma
Korea, 1951, 300wn on 10wn blue green, lithographed surcharge (129 var.), rejoined L-shaped
block of 3, canceled central Seoul c.d.s., 12 May 1951, Very Fine. Korea P.S.C. 97.
Estimate $100 - 150

2744

2745

2746

2744 HH
Korea, 1951, 300wn on 50wn violet blue, lithographed surcharge in dark brown, type IIIB (131
var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Korea P.S.C. 99a.
Estimate $200 - 300
2745 HH
Korea, 1951, 300wn on 50wn violet blue, lithographed surcharge in pale brown, type IIIB (131 var.),
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Korea P.S.C. 99a var.
Estimate $200 - 300
2746 H
Korea, 1951, 300wn on 50wn violet blue, lithographed surcharge on dark brown, type III (131 var.),
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Korea P.S.C. 99.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2747

2748

2747 HHa
Korea, 1951, 300wn on 50wn violet blue, lithographed surcharge in pale brown, type IIIB (131 var.),
block of 4, o.g., never hinged; light natural gum bend bottom stamps, Very Fine. Korea P.S.C. 99a var.
Estimate $500 - 750
2748 HHa
Korea, 1951, 300wn on 50wn violet blue, lithographed surcharge in dark brown, type IIIB (131
var.), lower right corner inscription block of 4, o.g., never hinged (bottom stamps partly dry gum), Very Fine. Korea
P.S.C. 99a.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 2749

Ex 2750

2749 (H)
Korea, 1951, Participating Nations souvenir sheets complete (132-173 vars.), including both Italy,
all vertical watermark (second printing), without gum as issued, all but 2nd Italy are never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2750 (H)
Korea, 1951, Participating Nations souvenir sheets complete less Italy without crown (132-173
vars.), all horizontal watermark, nearly all first printing; includes both printings of Ethiopia, both types of New Zealand and both types of South Africa (24 sheets in all), without gum as issued.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2751 )
Korea, 1951, Participating Nations, imperf singles from souvenir sheets on cover (132//171 vars.),
14 covers—missing Austria, Denmark, India, 2nd Italy, Luxembourg, Philippines, Sweden & South Africa—each
cover with the two stamps separated and tied by violet Pusan c.d.s., 30 May 1952 (Ethiopia 26 May), on unaddressed Airmail envelope with Pusan registration label at lower left, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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2752

2753

2754

2752 HHa
Korea, 1951, 200wn on 15wn red, lithographed surcharge, type A (128 var.), plate no. & inscription
block of 4, o.g., never hinged. Korea P.S.C. 94.
Estimate $100 - 150
2753 HH
105a.

Korea, 1951, 300wn on 14wn light blue (176a), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $5,250. Korea P.S.C.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2754 HHa
Korea, 1951, 300wn on 30wn blue green, inverted surcharge (178a), bottom sheet margin block of 4,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $260+. Korea P.S.C. 107a.
Estimate $150 - 200

2755

2756

2757

2758

2755 (H)
Korea, 1954, 10h, 30h, 100h, 500h & 1,000h presentation sheet (197-199, 202A-203 vars.), ungummed; tiny edge tear 100h, otherwise Very Fine, only 500 of each sheet were produced. Korea P.S.C. PS
118-122.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2756 (H)
Korea, 1954, 5h & 10h presentation sheets (201-202 vars.), ungummed, Very Fine, only 500 of each
sheet were produced. Korea P.S.C. PS 126-127.
Estimate $200 - 300
2757 (H)
Korea, 1954, 200h Pagoda Park presentation sheet (203E var.), ungummed, Very Fine, 1000 sheets
were produced. Korea P.S.C. PS 124.
Estimate $200 - 300
2758 (H)
Korea, 1955, 10h-50h “Reconstruction” presentation sheets complete (209, 210, 212, 212B vars),
20h on laid paper, ungummed, Very Fine, only 500 of each sheet were produced. Korea P.S.C. PS 128/133.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 2759

2760

2759 (H)
Korea, 1955, 10h-50h “Reconstruction” imperforate (209, 210, 212, 212B vars), horizontal pairs with
left sheet margins, 20h on laid paper, without gum as issued, huge margins, Extremely Fine. Korea P.S.C.
128a/133b.
Estimate $100 - 150
2760 H
Korea, 1955, 20h “Reconstruction” watermarked (211), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$700. Korea P.S.C. 130.
Estimate $250 - 350

2761

Ex 2762

2761 HH
Korea, 1957, I.T.U. presentation sheet (243-244 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 1000 were
produced. Korea P.S.C. PSC111; Won 1,100,000 ($990).
Estimate $400 - 600
2762 HH
Korea, 1957, 2h-400h presentation sheets complete (249/260 vars.), 10 sheets, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, 1000 of each sheet were produced. Korea P.S.C. PS 153/166.
Estimate $500 - 750

2763

2764

2763 HH
Korea, 1957, U.S.-Korea Friendship souvenir sheet (264a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, 2000
sheets were issued, Scott $1,750. Korea P.S.C. C115a; Won 2,300,000 ($2,070).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2764 HH
Korea, 1957, U.S.-Korea Friendship souvenir sheet (264a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, 2000
sheets were issued, Scott $1,500. Korea P.S.C. C115a; Won 230,000 ($210).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 2765

Ex 2766

2765 HH
Korea, 1957, New Year souvenir sheets (265a-267a), o.g., never hinged; 15h & 30h each with light
tone spot at left edge, 30h also light crease, otherwise Very Fine, 2000 of each were issued, Scott $3,750. Korea
P.S.C. N1a-N3a.
Estimate $600 - 800
2766 HH
Korea, 1957-59, 2h-1000h Definitives, watermark 3 complete (268-282), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $475. Korea P.S.C. 140-141, 169-181.
Estimate $200 - 300

2767

2768

2767 HH
Korea, 1958, Postal Week souvenir sheet (283a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, 2000 sheets were issued, Scott $2,400. Korea P.S.C. C116a.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2768 HH
Korea, 1958, Tenth Anniversary souvenir sheet
(285a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, 5000 sheets were issued,
Scott $550. Korea P.S.C. C118a.
Estimate $200 - 300

2769 HHa
Korea,
1963-64,
Watermarked
Pictorials,
40ch-100w complete (385-396), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $1,152.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 2769
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Ex 2770

2771

2770 HHa
Korea, 1967, 20w-50w “Republic of Korea” complete (582-584), imprint blocks of 4, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $546+. Korea P.S.C. 250-252/560-562; Won 1,280,000 ($1,150). Estimate $250 - 350
2771 HH
Korea, 1956, 20h blue redrawn, complete 600h booklet (212Fa), containing five panes of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $875 as panes. Korea P.S.C. 137b.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 2772

Ex 2773

Ex 2774

2772 (H)
Korea, Airmail, 1952, 1200wn-4200wn presentation sheets complete (C6-C8 vars.), ungummed,
Very Fine, only 500 of each sheet were produced. Korea P.S.C. PSA 5-7.
Estimate $300 - 400
2773 (H)
Korea, Airmail, 1954, 25h-71h presentation sheets complete (C12-C16 vars.), ungummed, Very
Fine, 1000 of each sheet were produced. Korea P.S.C. PSA 11-15.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2774 H
Korea, Airmail, 1962-63, 5w-40w Redrawn, white paper complete (C27-C30), Very Fine, Scott
$1,780.
Estimate $600 - 800
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LIBYA through PAKISTAN

2775

2776

2775 )
Libya, 1990, 1000d Revolution Anniversary (1387), strip of 3 used on a Post Office receipt for a registered parcel sent from Misurata to Delhi, India, 8 Jun 1995, Very Fine, a rare high value usage.
Estimate $150 - 200
2776 (H)
Macao, 1887, Surcharged Fiscal Stamp, 10r on 60r green & buff (33b), horizontal pair neatly cut from
sheet with scissors, without gum as issued, Extremely Fine, Scott $220 as singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

2777

2778

2779

2780

2777 H
Mongolia, 1926, violet “Postage” overprint on Revenue stamp, $1 brown & salmon (22), o.g., very
lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; signed Champion, Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
2778 H
Mongolia, 1926, violet “Postage” overprint on Revenue stamp, $1 brown & salmon (22), o.g., Very
Fine; signed E.B.P., Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350
2779 H
Mongolia, 1926, black “Postage” overprint on Revenue stamp, $5 brown & salmon (22a), o.g.,
lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; signed M.A. Pefky, Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2780 H
Mongolia, 1926, black “Postage” overprint on Revenue stamp, $5 brown & salmon (22a), o.g.,
lightly hinged; light natural gum crease, F.-V.F.; signed Lissiuk, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2781

2782

2781 H
Mongolia, 1926, violet “Postage” overprint on Revenue stamp, $5 red, yellow & gray (23), o.g.,
lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; signed Champion, Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
2782 H
Mongolia, 1926, violet “Postage” overprint on Revenue stamp, $5 red, yellow & gray (23), o.g.,
lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; signed Lissiuk, Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 2783
2783 E
Pakistan: Bahawalpur, Officials, 1948, Essays for proposed Official Pictorials, 2a, 4a, 6a & 8a
(7-10 vars.), stamp-size photographic reductions of artist’s drawings adapting the designs of the 1984 Regular Issue by adding “Service” to the side panels in English and Urdu; the 4a with small alteration after photographing,
Very Fine, most likely a unique set.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

SAUDI ARABIA

2784

2785

2784 HH
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 2-line blue overprint on 1916-17 Issue, ¼pi green, roulette 13,
overprint sideways (L65b), o.g., never hinged, well centered and fresh; light fingerprint on gum, Very Fine, Scott
$1,000. SG 69b.
Estimate $300 - 400
2785 H
Saudi Arabia, Hejaz, 1925, Jeddah 2-line blue overprint on 1922 “Kingdom” Issue, ½pi red, Jeddah
overprint inverted (L71a), o.g., small hinge remnant, scarce overprint; shorter perforation at top, F.-V.F., Scott
$900. SG 80a.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 2786

2787

2788

2786 H
Saudi Arabia, 1934, Heir Apparent complete (138-149), o.g. (a few slightly disturbed), bright and fresh
with large margins, Very Fine, Scott $1,075. SG 316/327.
Estimate $350 - 500
2787 HH
Saudi Arabia, 1934, Heir Apparent, 20g bright violet (145), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, each with
an “extra dot” variety, Extremely Fine, Scott $300+. SG 323.
Estimate $100 - 150
2788 H
Saudi Arabia, 1934, Heir Apparent, ½s brown (148), o.g., hinge remnant, Extremely Fine, Scott $475.
SG 326.
Estimate $200 - 300

2789

2790

2789 H
Saudi Arabia, 1956, Arab Postal Union Conference presentation booklet (159//O6), 10-page booklet, about 5½" x 4½", with embossed green leatherette covers and green cellophane interleaves, containing issues
of 1934-56: Scott 159//179 (less the two 1957 values), 185-200, J25-27 & O1-6 (SG 329//342, 352-364, 370-385,
D47-49 & O347-352, all affixed directly to the pages, F.-V.F., Scott $1,332.
Estimate $500 - 750
2790 H
Saudi Arabia, 1956, Arab Postal Union Conference presentation booklet (159//O6), 10-page booklet, as previous, this one with slightly glazed back cover, F.-V.F., Scott $1,332.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Ex 2791

Ex 2792

2793

2794

2791 HH/H Saudi Arabia, 1934-45, Tughra of King Ibn Saud, 100g & 200g (171-172), o.g., 200g never hinged,
Scott $240 Estimate. SG 341-342.
Estimate $100 - 150
2792 HH/H Saudi Arabia, 1964-70, Dam Redrawn, Saud Cartouche, 1p-33p less the 4p & 17p (286-288,
290-301, 303-311), o.g., 3 key values never hinged (8p, 9p & 10p), rest lightly hinged, Scott $583 for NH. SG
557//584.
Estimate $200 - 300
2793 HH
Saudi Arabia, 1965-70, 200p Dam Redrawn, Saud Cartouche (313), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$650. SG 584.
Estimate $250 - 350
2794 HH
Saudi Arabia, 1964-70, 200pi Gas-Oil Plant Redrawn, King Saud Cartouche (341), o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $650. SG 556.
Estimate $300 - 400

2795

2796

Ex 2797

Ex 2798

2789

2795 HH
Saudi Arabia, 1964-70, 200pi Gas-Oil Plant Redrawn, King Saud Cartouche (341), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $650. SG 556.
Estimate $300 - 400
2796 H
Saudi Arabia, 1964-70, 200pi Gas-Oil Plant Redrawn, King Saud Cartouche (341), o.g., Extremely
Fine, Scott $650 for NH. SG 556.
Estimate $200 - 300
2797 HH
Saudi Arabia, 1966-76, 1p Dam Redrawn, Faisal Cartouche, unwatermarked (393), three mint singles, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300
2798 HH
Saudi Arabia, 1966-76, Dam Redrawn, Faisal Cartouche, unwatermarked, 21 different 1p//27p
(393//415), missing 7p, 13p & 14p, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,047.
Estimate $400 - 600
2799 HH
Saudi Arabia, 1966-76, 200p Dam Redrawn, Faisal Cartouche, unwatermarked (421), o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

2800

Ex 2801

2800 HH
Saudi Arabia, 1966-76, 200p Dam Redrawn, Faisal Cartouche, unwatermarked (421), o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
2801 HH
Saudi Arabia, 1966-76, Gas-Oil Plant, Faisal Cartouche, unwatermarked (422-447, 449-450), complete less the 50p, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,776.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2802

Ex 2803

2804

Ex 2805

Ex 2807

2802 HH
Saudi Arabia, 1966-76, 100p Gas-Oil Plant Redrawn, Faisal Cartouche, unwatermarked (449), o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
2803 HH
Saudi Arabia, 1968-76, Dam Redrawn, Faisal Cartouche, watermarked, 8 different (462//472), comprising 2p, 3p, 6p-10p & 12p, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,030.
Estimate $350 - 500
2804 HH
$625.

Saudi Arabia, 1968, Dam Type, Type II (Faisal Cartouche) (464), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $300 - 400

2805 H
Saudi Arabia, 1968-76, Oil-Gas Plant Redrawn, Faisal Cartouche, watermarked, 1p-23p complete
(474-483), Scott $382.
Estimate $100 - 150
2806 HHa
Saudi Arabia, 1976-77, Six different definitives (495//694), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
SG 861, 933, 935, 940, 1008 & 1140; £412 ($520 (photo on web site)).
Estimate $150 - 200
2807 HH
Saudi Arabia, Airmail, 1965-70, Boeing 720-B, Saud Cartouche, 6 different (C33//C52), comprising
1p, 6p, 8p, 11p, 15p & 20p, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $790.
Estimate $300 - 400

2808

Ex 2809

2810

Ex 2811

2812

2808 HH
Saudi Arabia, Airmail, 1965-70, 20p Boeing 720-B, Saud Cartouche (C52), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150
2809 HH
Saudi Arabia, Airmail, 1966-78, Boeing 720-B, Faisal Cartouche, unwatermarked, 19 different
(C59//C84), comprising 1p-4p, 6p-13p, 17p, 19p-24p & 33p, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $858. Estimate
$350 - 500
2810 H

Saudi Arabia, Airmail, 1974, 50p emerald & indigo (C85), slightly disturbed o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

2811 m
Saudi Arabia, Airmail, 1974-78, 100p & 200p (C86-C87), lightly canceled used singles; light wrinkle
100p, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $535.
Estimate $150 - 200
2812 HH
Saudi Arabia, Airmail, 1976, 100p gray & dark brown (C86), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 2813
2813 HH/H Saudi Arabia, Charity Tax, 1934-46 War Tax & Medical Aid Society (RA1-RA4B), o.g., RA1 & RA3
never hinged; RA2 with few perf tones and light crease along bottom margin, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $586+.
Estimate $100 - 150

TIBET

Ex 2814
2814 m

Tibet, 1912-50, First Issue, dull ink, 1/6t-1s complete (1-6), Very Fine, Scott $400. Chan TL1-16.
Estimate $200 - 300

TURKEY

2815

Ex 2816

Ex 2817

Ex 2818

2815 m
$400.

Turkey, 1914, 200pi Mohammed V (270), neatly canceled, fresh and well centered, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

2816 H
$175.

Turkey, 1916, War Orphans overprint on1909, 10pi red (B30), o.g., fresh and bright, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $100 - 150

2817 H
Turkey, Newspaper Stamps, 1909, Regular issue overprinted, 5pa to 5pi complete (P55-P60), o.g.,
F.-V.F., Scott $922.
Estimate $350 - 500
2818 H
Turkey, Newspaper Stamps, 1908, Regular issue overprinted, 5pa to 5pi complete (P55-P60), o.g.,
F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
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VIET NAM and YEMEN

Ex 2819

Ex 2820

2819 (H)a
Viet Nam (North), 1949, 2d brown-yellow, 5d orange, 50d on 5d red, blocks of 15, printed on handmade local paper, without gum as issued; few with natural flaws, Very Fine; with 2015 Drouot Philatélie certificate.
Yvert 60-62; €3,750 ($4,160).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2820 (H)a
Viet Nam (North), 1949, 2d brown-yellow, 5d orange, 50d on 5d red, blocks of 10, printed on handmade local paper, without gum as issued, Very Fine; with 2015 Drouot Philatélie certificate. Yvert 60-62; €2,500
($2,780).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 2821
2821 (H)a
Viet Nam (North), 1949, 2d brown-yellow, 5d orange, 50d on 5d red, blocks of 10, printed on handmade local paper, without gum as issued; one stamp #62 defective, Very Fine; with 2015 Drouot Philatélie certificate. Yvert 60-62; €2,500 ($2,780).
Estimate $350 - 500
2822 HHa
Yemen, 1993, selection of 11 different surcharges (621//645), comprises, all in strips of four unless
noted, #621, 621B, 627 (block of 6), 638-644 and 645 (block of 4); several have “R” of surcharge both with and without period in the same strip, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $6,060 ++. SG 119, 133-142; £5,600 ++ ($7,000).
(Photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
A very rare group of the most difficult of the post-unification surcharges—some possibly unique as multiples.
2823 HHa
Yemen, Revenues, 1990s, five different in full sheets, first, three small 2r stamps, perf 12½x13, in
brown, in pink & in green, a sheet of 100 of each; also a sheet of 100 of the green stamp rouletted; then a slightly
larger 5r stamp in pale blue & pink. a sheet of 50, perf 13x13½, and a sheet of 100 (folded once), perf 12; a total of
550 stamps in all, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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Latin America
ARGENTINA through ECUADOR

2824 (H)
Argentina, 1864, Rivadavia, watermarked, imperf, 15c blue (10), unused without gum, bright and
fresh with a marvelous, prooflike impression, two large margins, close at bottom and barely shaved at right, Fine;
with 1926 R.P.S.L. certificate, Scott $13,500 with gum.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
An attractive, completely sound example of this rare unused stamp.

2825

2826

2825 H
Brazil, Airmail, 1930, 20,000r & 10,000r on 20,000r Graf Zeppelin stamps (4CL3, 4CL5), matching
pair of flown Zeppelin covers, both flown Rio de Janeiro-Lakehurst, Very Fine, Scott $675. Estimate $250 - 350
2826 )
Brazil, Airmail, 1930, “Graf Zeppelin/U.S.A.” overprint complete (4CL8-4CL10), on flown Zeppelin
cover Rio de Janeiro-Lakehurst, 24 May 1930; light vertical file fold not affecting stamps, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

2827 ())
Ecuador, 1865-72, ½r ultramarine & 1r green (2, 5), each with four margins, tied by neat Ambato c.d.s.s
imperf between legal size cover front (and part of back) to Guaranda, 4 Nov 1870, Very Fine; with 1988 Holcombe
certificate.
Estimate $150 - 200
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GUATEMALA

2828

2829

2828 H
Guatemala, 1881, 2c Quetzal, center inverted (22a), pair, o.g., bright and fresh, otherwise Very Fine,
Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
2829 H
$800+.

Guatemala, 1881, 2c brown & green, center inverted (22a), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh, F.-V.F., Scott
Estimate $350 - 500

MEXICO

Ex 2830

Ex 2831

2830 E
Mexico, 1991, Endangered Species, six different designs of 1000p composite essays, multicolor
imperf proofs in two strips of three (originally a single sheetlet) on thick glazed paper, each imprinted “Prueba”
(proof) on reverse, Very Fine, only 45 sets are said to have been sold, with just a single sheet being retained for the
Postal Museum.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2831 E
Mexico, 1991, Endangered Species, six different 1000p essays, as previous, but cut into individual
proofs, Very Fine, only 45 sets are said to have been sold, with just a single sheet being retained for the Postal Museum.
Estimate $500 - 750
2832 Sa
Mexico, 1899-1903, Pictorial Issue punched specimens (296P, 300P-304P, 320P), small remainder
of blocks of 4 with 4-hole security punches comprising 1899 two blocks each 3c & 20c-5p,plus a block of six of the
1p; 1903 1c (5 blocks) and 1910 5p (one block), the 1c & 3c with never hinged o.g., the 20c-5p adhered to cards and
cut close (the 20c a bit too close), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2833 Sa
Mexico, 1899-1903, Pictorial Issue & 5p Independence, punched specimens (296P, 300P-304P,
320P), blocks of 4 with 4-hole security punches, the 1c & 3c with never hinged o.g., the 20c-5p adhered to cards and
cut close (the 20c a bit too close), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 2834
2834 (H)
Mexico, 1923, 10c & 50c Pictorials, trial color plate proofs on wove (645P, 648P), six different 10c
and three 50c, two with extraneous printer’s markings, o.g. or ungummed, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

NICARAGUA

2835

2836

2835 E
Nicaragua, 1946, 8c Roosevelt & Churchill, pre-production photographic mock-up (695E), accepted design in a large size (122 x 70 mm) with white ink touch-ups and two smaller photo-reductions, identified as
job number C-S-5707-1, the three recess mounted beneath plastic in a Security Banknote Co. folder measuring
265 x 215 mm, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
A unique Roosevelt collectible.
2836 E
Nicaragua, Airmail, 1946, 5cor Roosevelt, pre-production photographic mock-up (C276E), using
the design of the 75c, in a large size (70 x 122 mm); included is a photo cut-out of the sculpted Roosevelt head featured in the accepted design with a photo-stat of the head in the large frame with the text unchanged and two smaller
photo-reductions with the head and the final text, identified as job number C-S-5707-5, the unaccepted design and
the two small photo-reductions are recess mounted beneath plastic in a Security Banknote Co. folder measuring
about 8½"x10½"; the other two items are loose; the plastic covering is loose on three sides, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Another unique group of Roosevelt collectibles.
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WORLDWIDE: Uruguay

URUGUAY
2837 H/(H)a Uruguay, 1859, 120c blue, thin figures of value (11), 34 stamps completing a theoretical reconstruction of the first two vertical columns from the sheet; positions 1-2/193-194 including an upper left corner block of 8
(types 1-8, pos. 1-2/37-38), a left margin block of 4 (types 9-12, pos. 49-50/61-62 and a bottom sheet margin block
of 10 (types 5-14); the rest comprise two blocks of 4 and two pairs(only the first two blocks, with their left sheet
margins, can positively be identified as coming from the first two vertical rows). most with o.g.; few minor
flaws, overall Very Fine, neatly mounted and written up on two exhibit pages., Scott $850 ++ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
These stamps were printed in sheets of 204—17 rows of 12. There were 20 different types set up in two vertical
rows of 10, the resulting block of 20 then being transferred to the printing stone six times horizontally, making up
the first 10 rows. Then the bottom block of 6 (types 15-20) was removed from the form and the remaining block of
14 was transferred six times to make rows 11-17.
2838 HHa
Uruguay, 1909, 2p & 5p Montevideo (177-178), 100 sets in complete sheets of 25, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2839 )
Uruguay, 1924, Olympics (282-284), tied on unaddressed picture postcard by a slogan cancel commemorating Uruguay’s 1924 Soccer World Championship; picture side features the “Hill Fort” overlooking Montevideo Harbor., Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

Worldwide
STAMPS
2840 H
Worldwide, “First Issues of the World”, Small Group. Four items: 1.) Argentina 1860, 10c green #7,
block of 25, o.g., NH, horizontal creased three times between rows; 2.) Hong Kong 1862 First Issue complete, #1-7,
used, some faults, Avg.-Fine; 3.) Nicaragua 1862, 2c blue #1, unused block of 4 (no gum); and 4.) Switzerland
1919-20, First Airmails C1-2, LH, Very Fine, with a 1980 P.F. certificate (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

PHILATELIC LITERATURE
2841

142

Philippines, Postage Stamps Handbook, 1977 Harradine, Peter A., three volumes hardbound, also
includes The Postage Stamps of the Phillippines, 1904, J.M. Bartels, the two main works on the Phillippines, a must
for the specialist and in excellent condition, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Postal History
AUTOGRAPHS AND FREE FRANKS

2842

2843

2842

Buchanan, James, free frank as ex-President, endorsed “Free/ James Buchanan” at upper right of envelope addressed to Samuel C. Humes, Cincinnati; handstamped “FREE” and postmarked Lancaster, Pa., Feb 27,
1863; front and back halves of envelope separated, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

2843

Hamilton, Alexander, free frank as Secretary of the Treasury, with “Free/ A Hamilton” in lower left corner
of an 1791 folded letter to Otho H. Williams, Collector, Baltimore; endorsed “Treasury Department” and
handstamped “FREE” and Franklin mark “13/DE”; paper loss from wax seal [not present] on reverse, internal splits,
otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2844

LaGuardia, F H, signature on City of New York, Office of the Mayor letterhead dated February 25, 1943
which is an invitation to attend ceremonies for Madame Chiang Kai-shek upon her arrival in NYC, Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 2845

Ex 2846

2845

MacArthur, Douglas, blue ink signature on Philippines cover commemorating the 5th Anniversary of the
Liberation of the Philippines and franked with the 4¢ MacArthur stamp of 1948; also the complete 1948 MacArthur
set of 3, each stamp signed “D Mac A”. A marvelous MacArthur group that would make a wonderful framed
display.
Estimate $500 - 750

2846

Sherman, John and McCormick, Robert Hall, John Sherman (1823-1900), on Jay, Cooke & Co.
Bankers, Nov 30, 1872 bank check franked with revenue stamp, noted Statesman, Secretary of the Treasury, Secretary of State, author of Sherman Antitrust Act (1890) and Sherman Act for keeping up price of silver (in force from
1890-1893). Robert Hall McCormick (1847-1917), on C.H. & L.J. McCormick March 6th 1876 Order to Pay, internal use check, nephew of Cyrus Hall McCormick (inventory of the reaper), Financier and noted inventor of the self
binder, which was exhibited at Philadelphia Centennial Exposition (1876).
Estimate $150 - 200
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POSTMARKS BY STATE
2847 )
[District of Columbia] City of Washington, red postmark and matching “FREE” on April 30 1832 official
Post Office Department letter notifying Milo Barnum that the PO has decided to open a Post Office in Lime Rock,
Litchfield Co. Ct and that he is to be their first postmaster, also enclosed is a printed note that the Laws and Regulations for Post Offices in the United States is out of print, but that he will receive one from the next printing, excellent
historical piece for the collector of Litchfield Co. and of Lime Rock Ct; normal folds, Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 2848
2848 )
[Hawaii and Montana Territory] Covers, two covers, one tied to cover with blue New Bedford, Mass.
postmark and addressed to Lahaina, Sandwich Islands (Hawaii), the other cover tied to cover with California
postmark, addressed to Central Point, Miss and forwarded to St. Paul, Montana Territory, this cover is opened at
three sides and faulty. Very interesting group, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $420.
Estimate $300 - 400
2849 )
[New York] New York City, The Foot-Light, A Theatrical Monthly, Volume 1, No.2 -No.11 (last two are
double issues; one with original wrapper and postmarks (No. 5) and two with wrapper and no postmark, plus two
wrappers without postmark or content and one used wrapper torn on reverse from opening. Very interesting grouping, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2850 )
Vermont covers, ca. 1852-57, six covers (five from VT and one from IND), 1) Scott 11 tied by Rutland Vt
town mark on Bardwell House Shield corner card; 2) Scott 11A on cover with manuscript North Clarendon VT town
marking at upper left, matching phonography writing below town marking; 3) Scott 11A, manuscript cancelled on
Valentine cover with Valentine enclosure; 4) Scott 11A, tied by circular grid on VT. Mutual Fire Insurance Company
corner card, Montpelier postmark at left; 5) Scott 26, vertical strip of 3, tied by Middlebury Vt July 21 1861 manuscript postmark on cover to So. Onandaga NY (light cover bend through bottom stamp of strip); 6) Scott 26, clipped
perfs at top and bottom, tied by Pennville IND town marking on H. A. Howells cover with “To The Absent” song/poem
at left, cover reduced at right, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2851 )
Vermont Post Office official covers, 1807-44, three covers; 1) “General Post Office, free Granger
PmG” on 1807 printed folded letter addressed to Jacob Brown, Postmaster, Corinth, Orange County concerning
the replacement of the current postmaster; 2) 1824 “General Post-Office” franked printed notice to Hartland (Windsor Co.) VT; 3) 1844 folded letter with “Auditor’s Office of the Treasury For The Post Office, M S Clark” at upper right
and red Washington City D.C. town marking at center, addressed to Chester VT; 1807 cover with light creases, otherwise Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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2852 )
Central Rail Road, black c.d.s., on cover addressed to Cincinnati OH, franked with 1861, 3¢ pigeon
blood pink (64a); stamp with edge faults, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2853

2854

2853 )
Boston & Maine Railroad, 3¢ (26) tied by blue railroad cancel, addressed to Norwich CT, Remele No.
B12c; small sealed tear on back flap, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2854 )
Texas RPO railroad cancel, 1896, scarce Texas RPO cancel, indistinct first city and Houston cancel on
3¢ stamped envelope, addressed to Huddersfield, England, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Please Vist Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site.
Also, you can bid on our site, and the site is fully
searchable.
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2855

2856

2857

2855 )
[Agricultural] Illustrated Farmer and Horse Drawn Plow, 3¢ (65) tied to cover with bold Hammer
fancy cancel on cover with New York corner card, addressed to Himrods, N.Y.; a little light soiling, a Very Fine
cover; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400
2856 )
[Alcohol] Eagle Liqueur Distilleries, multicolored cover depicting Bald Eagle holding a bottle of Creme
de Menthe in his mouth with a bottle Maraschino Cherries and a bottle of Angostura Bitters on reverse; franked with
1¢ green (Scott 300) tied by 1905 Cincinnati Ohio machine cancel, addressed to NYC, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2857 )
[Alcohol] Rheistrom Bettman Johnson & Co, Sweet Goods, Ohio Wines, pink cover for Eclipse
Blackberry Brandy illustrated with female figure, franked with 1¢ green (Scott 279) tied by double oval Cincinnati
cancel, addressed to Sandusky Ohio; stamp with small scuff at UL, cover with small opening tear in upper right corner and trivial edge toning at right, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

2858

2859

2860

2858 )
[Carriage] J. M. Munson Manufacturers of Hardware and Trimmings for Children’s Carriages, gray
ad cover illustrated with vines and flowers, franked with 3¢ green (Scott 147), segmented cork cancel, matching
Greenfield Mass town marking to left of stamp, addressed to Guilford, Mass, included is the top half of the company
letterhead which is illustrated a bee hive and flowers, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
2859 )
[Clothing] Baltimore Bargain House, green on white cover illustrated with a mail bag around the outside edges and company buildings inside the mail bag plus a map in red of the East Coast railroads on reverse,
franked with 2¢ carmine shield (Scott 319) tied by 1906 Baltimore Md machine cancel, addressed to PA; stamp with
natural straight edge at right, cover with tiny nick at top right, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2860 )
[Clothing] Baltimore Bargain House, black on buff legal sized ad cover designed as a large mail bag;
franked with 1¢ green (Scott 374, perforated initials) tied by 1911 Washington DC machine cancel, addressed to
Campbellsburg IND, includes two Baltimore Bargain House enclosures; cover with minor edge flaws, a Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2861

2862

2863

2861 )
[Clothing] W. E. Schmertz & Manf’rs of Boots & Shoes, gorgeous all over multicolored ad cover depicting the company building with multicolored reverse; franked with 2¢ red brown (Scott 210) positioned inside collar, tied by Pittsburgh Pa duplex cancel; addressed to Uniontown Pa, eye catching cover; reverse with opening
tears and a small replaced piece of bottom backflap, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2862 )
[Exterminator] E. S. Wells Originator “Rough on Rats”, 1920 cancelled check illustrated with rodent
lying on his back labeled “Don’t Die in the House”; payee is the Lehigh Valley R.R. Co.; check with normal folds from
being in an envelope, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
2863 )
[Fireworks] Detwiller & Street Fireworks Manufacturing, green illustrated ad cover depicting a bald
eagle, flags and shield, franked with 2¢ red (Scott 279B) tied by 1899 NYC machine cancel, addressed to St. Paul,
Minn; stamp with lower right corner clipped off, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

2864

2866

2867

2864 )
[Fireworks] The Unexcelled Fireworks Co, multicolored ad cover depicting two Asian individuals (one
with a sword) lighting a large firecracker, franked with 2¢ green (Scott 213) tied by 1889 NYC duplex, addressed to
Clayton NY, also includes a black and white enclosure illustrated with a chrysanthemum burst; docketing at top
center with slight ink smearing and cover slightly reduced at right, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2865 )
[Food] Flour Ad and Salt Ad Covers, illustrated ad covers, 5 used and 3 unused; includes Pillsbury’s
Best on 2¢ Columbian entire, Stratton & Co. on 2¢ red Hartford entire and on 2¢ green; multicolored Crete Mills on
cover franked with straight edge 2¢ carmine; unused includes multicolored Granite Flour, Mosely & Motley’s White
Songe Flour, and Dustin Imperial Flour; few small cover faults, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200
2866 )
[Food] Johnson & Murphy Wholesale Grocers, red, black and gold cover for the Banquet Chop,
Choicest April Pickings Garden Leaf, franked with 2¢ carmine (Scott 406) tied by 1912 Utica NY machine cancel, includes original invoice to Majestic oleo and Campbells Vegt soup, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2867 )
[Food] Marvel Flour, The Great Bread Producer, two multicolored ad covers, each illustrated with
flags, bald eagle and barrel of flour at lower left with additional illustrations on the reverse; 1) franked with 2¢ red
type IV (Scott 279B, natural straight edge at left) tied by Trenton, NJ 1903 machine cancel, locally addressed, cover
with small water spots and small erosion; 2) franked with 1¢ green (Scott 300) tied by 1905 La Crosse Wis machine
cancel, addressed to Rock Falls Il. cover with small tear at upper left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2868

2869

2870

2868 )
[Food] Souders’ 10 ct. Lemon and 15 ct. Vanilla Extracts, illustrated ad cover with bottle of Vanilla Extract and illustrated with a box of “Souder’s ToLu Sugar Plums” on reverse, franked with 2¢ red (Scott 279B) tied by
1901 Montgomery Al flag machine cancel, addressed to Tuscaloosa, Al.; cover with trivial edge spotting at top and
left, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2869 )
[Food] Tea and Coffee, White House Brand, multicolored ad cover illustrated with cans of Coffee and
Tea with three additional cans on reverse, franked with 2¢ carmine (Scott 375) tied by 1910 Binghamton NY machine cancel, addressed to Nauticoke NY; cover slight reduced at right, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2870 )
[Fraternal] Grand Army of the Republic, 35th National Encampment, official multicolored cover depicting Perry’s Victory on Lake Erie, the Garfield Monument, and the Soldier’s & Sailors Monument; franked with 2¢
red (Scott 279B) tied by 1901 Sept 6 Cleveland Ohio machine cancel, addressed to Philadelphia; cover with trivial
edge creasing at the sides, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

2871

2872

2873

2871 )
[Fraternal] Great Council Improved Order of Red Men, State of New Jersey, red on white ad cover illustrated with Indian smoking a pipe next to a tepee plus bow and arrow, franked to 2¢ red (Scott 279B) with segmented cork cancel, matching 1900 Bloomsbury NJ town marking to left of stamp, addressed to Califon NJ;
matching enclosure shows an Idian waving to a sailing ship, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2872 )
[Fraternal] Illustrated Eagle, 3¢ (65) tied to cover with four ring target cancel and Washington Jun 6, ‘64
postmark, with illustrated Eagle and “Council of the Eagles, Favour to Friends Alone, Equal Justice to All” corner
card. addressed to Major J. Smith Brown, Madison, Wis.; some small tears at top, slightly reduced at right and minor
light soiling spots, an F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
2873 )
[Funeral] Green & Vosburgh Furniture and Undertaking, illustrated corner card with an unusual combination of businesses; franked with 2¢ Columbian tied by 1893 Greenfield Mass duplex cancel, locally addressed;
cover very slightly reduced at left, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2874

2875

2876

2874 )
[Furniture] Adolph Roda Manufacturer of Furniture Carvings, circa 1878 illustrated ad cover in gray
depicting a large serpent or dragon adorned with bunches of grapes, franked with 3¢ green (Scott 158) tied by
Rochester NY duplex, addressed to Brashier Falls NY; cover with small adhesions at upper left from corner mount
and slightly reduced at right, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
2875 )
[Furniture] Middletown Furniture Manufacturing Co., all over pink ad cover, franked with 3¢ green
(Scott 158) tied by purple five pointed star in circle, matching Middletown PA town marking to the left of stamp, addressed to York, PA., includes the original invoice; stamp with straight edge at left, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2876 )
[Guns] Winchester Repeating Rifles, Shot Guns, multicolor ad cover depicting a frontiersman and
Winchester Rifle; franked with 2¢ Type IV (Scott 279B) tied by 1902 Kansas City Mo. machine cancel; addressed to
Southington CT, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

2877

2878

2879

2877 )
[Hotel] Howard Hotel, gray ad cover illustrated with the hotel at left, franked with single 1861, 3c rose
pink (64b), tied by double circle New-York Oct 31, addressed to Montague Mass; stamp with small nick at top right,
cover reduced at left into illustration, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
2878 )
[Importers] Charles Mayer & Co Importers & Jobbers, Toys, Notions and Fancy Goods, two different 5¢ entires, each illustrated with company building and addressed to Germany; 1) 5¢ brown on white (Scott U
222) 1888 usage; 2) 5¢ blue on white (Scott U 330) 1890 usage, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2879 )
[Live Stock Feed] International Stock Food Co. Cures or Prevents Disease, multicolored ad cover
depicting box of food illustrated with horse, cow, pig and sheep, plus an additional four boxes on reverse; franked
with 2¢ carmine Type III (Scott 267) tied by 1897 Minneapolis Minn machine cancel, addressed to Bessemer, Mich.,
a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2880

2881

2882

2880 )
[Live Stock Feed] International Stock Food Co. 3 Feeds for One Cent, multicolored ad cover depicting a horse, cow and pig and other farm animals plus all over reverse illustrated with company building, franked with
2¢ carmine (Scott 301) tied by Minneapolis Minn 1903 machine cancel, addressed to Newcomb, NY; cover with
small edge flaws including three toned spots at left, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2881 )
[Live Stock Feed] International Stock Food Co., multicolored ad cover illustrated with horse head, cow
head, pig and bucket of International Stock Food, franked with 1¢ green (Scott 300) with Minneapolis Minn barred
pre-cancel, addressed to Watts Flats, NY; all over multicolored ad on reverse illustrated with company building plus
spectacular matching enclosure illustrated with boxes of food and company building; cover with light creases from
contents and minor edge flaws, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2882 )
[Live Stock Feed] International Stock Food Co., 25 lb pail saves $7.00, multicolored ad cover depicting pail illustrated with horse, cow and pig plus illustrated reverse with cowboy on horse and company building;
franked with 2¢ carmine perf 8½ coil single (Scott 411) tied by 1913 Minneapolis Minn machine cancel, addressed
to White City Kansas; cover with light crease and light toning at bottom, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

2883

2884

2885

2883 )
[Live Stock Feed] Prussian Remedy Co., multicolored ad cover depicting “Prussian Stock-Food”,
“Prussian Poultry Food” and “Prussian Heave Powders”; an additional 8 products on reverse, franked with 2¢ carmine shield (Scott 319) tied by St. Paul Minn 1906 duplex cancel; addressed to Loyd, Wis., a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2884 )
[Manufacturer] A. W. Gray’s Sons Manufacturers of Horse Powers, Machines for Sawing, all over
gray cover illustrated with farm equipment, franked with 2¢ red (Scott 279B) placed in collar are at upper right, segmented cork cancel, matching Middletown Springs Vt town marking to the left of the stamp; small portion of backflap
missing, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2885 )
[Manufacturer] The National Saw Company, four covers illustrated with a shield in tan, red, blue green
and green, all franked with 2¢ carmine type III (Scott 267), one tied by 1898 Newark NJ machine cancel and three
covers with 1898 MIddletown NY duplex cancels, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2886 )
[Medicine] Paris Medicine Manufacturers of Laxative Bromo Quinine, multicolored cover illustrated
a large head of a baby plus text on reverse, franked with 2¢ carmine (Scott 375) tied by 1912 St. Louis MO machine
cancel, addressed to Ardmore OK; cover slightly reduced at right, trivial toned spot above baby’s head and tiny
cover corner repair at upper right, an F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2887 )
[Miscellaneous] 3 ad covers franked with 2¢ Columbians, 1) Hosiery, Gloves, Notions cover illustrated with company building with 1894 Baltimore machine cancel; 2) Washburn’s Superlative Flour multicolored illustrated cover showing company buildings, stamp tied by Chi & Minn R.P.O. Fast Mail duplex cancel; 3) Patent
Frictin Hoisting Engines, stamp tied by Cambridgeport duplex cancel; some small cover faults, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2888 )
[Miscellaneous] 6 ad covers, six covers; 1) multicolored Abbott’s Angostura ad cover from Ashland
Wis., stamp cut into by opening; 2) Manufacturer and Importer of Fine Havana Cigars, stamp tied by Philadelphia
town marking; 3) Tobacco Co. ad in black illustrated with horse holding plug of tobacco, 1911 usage; 4) Liggett &
Myers multicolored cover illustrated with large plug of Star Tobacco, used from St. Louis; 5) multicolored Empire
Tobacco Co. of Montreal Que illustrated with globe and franked with 1¢ gray green Victoria with numerals (Scott
75); 6) Gerstle Medicine Co manufacturers of St. Joseph’s Remedies, stamp and cover with edge flaws, Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

2889

2890

2891

2889 )
[Musical Instruments] Bradbury Pianos, “The Sweetest and Best Toned Piano”, red on white ad
cover depicting the owners of the company and their manufacturing buildings in Brooklyn, NY and Leominster,
Mass; all over testimonials on reverse; franked with 2¢ carmine, type I (Scott 250) tied by Brooklyn, NY Mar 13 1895
machine cancel, locally addressed; trivial vertical slit at far right of cover to remove contents, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2890 )
[Musical Instruments] Carhart’s Patent Melodeons, two different cameo corner cards depicting a
melodeon, one in green and one in dark blue, each franked with 3¢ dull red (Scott 11A) tied by “PAID” in grid cancel,
red “Boston 3cts” postmarks, addressed to Meredith Vill, NH, green cameo cover marked “ex-Amonette” in pencil
on reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2891 )
[Musical Instruments] Child & Co. Melodeon Manufacturers, black on amber cover illustrated with
the company’s melodeon, matching illustrated letterhead, franked with 3¢ dull red, type I perforated (Scott 25) tied
by Cleveland O. Jun 24 1859 town marking, addressed to Painesville Ohio; cover with trivial toned spot at left center
and very slightly reduced at left, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

2892 )
[Musical Instruments] Jesse French Piano & Organ Co., black on white legal sized ad cover illustrated with map, trains, paddlewheel steamers and grand piano, franked with 1¢ blue (Scott 264) tied by 1895 Saint
Louis, Mo duplex town cancel, addressed to NYC and with 1¢ Postage Due()Scott J31) tied by double circle New
York postmark; includes illustrated enclosure from 1910 with company buildings and grand piano; cover creases
and minor edge faults, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2893 )
[Musical Instruments] The Krell Piano Company, two covers and one enclosure; 1) text corner card on
1885 cover from Cincinnati Ohio franked with 2¢ red brown (Scott 210) addressed to Lebanon KY, cover repaired at
right adding paper which goes under stamp (small faults); 2) all over multicolored illustration of company buildings
on reverse of cover franked with 2¢ carmine (Scott 425) tied by Cincinnati Ohio machine cancel addressed to
Wilmore Ky; 3) 1908 enclosure illustrated with two pianos, Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2894

2895

Ex 2896

2894 )
[Musical Instruments] Steinway & Sons Piano Forte Manufacturers, all over gray ad cover illustrated
with a Steinway Grand Piano; franked with 2¢ Columbian (Scott 231) tied by NYC 1893 duplex cancel addressed to
Quebec Canada, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2895 )
[Musical Instruments] Thos. Goggan Piano & Music House, illustrated add in green depicting grand
pianos and spinets in the company warehouse; franked with 1¢ green (Scott 279) tied by 1900 Galveston, Texas
duplex cancel, addressed to Milwaukee Wisc.; cover with minor bend at left from contents, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2896 )
[Musical Instruments] Wm, Knabe & Co. Gold Medal Pianofortes, two covers, one all over in red and
one in green, each illustrating the Knabe piano; each franked with 2¢ carmine, type III (Scott 267); red cover with
1898 NYC machine cancel and locally addressed, green cover with 1899 Baltimore machine cancel and addressed
to Easton Md, green cover with light creases from contents and trivial spotting on reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

2897

2898

2899

2897 )
[Paint] Longman & Martinez, “If it’s PAINT, We make it”, two multicolored ad covers, 1) all over cover
in light orange with map of the eastern US in black on reverse, franked with 2¢ carmine (Scott 220) tied by NYC duplex, addressed to Orrville Ohio; 2) similar cover in dark orange with multicolored map on reverse, franked with 2¢
carmine 1902 (Scott 301) tied by NYC machine cancel, addressed to Dawsonville, VA; both covers very slightly
reduced, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
2898 )
[Paint] Moller & Schumann Manufacturers of Varnishes, Japans, Lacquers &c, all over gray ad
cover illustrated with company plant, additional text in red on reverse, franked with 2¢ red brown (Scott 210) tied by
1884 Brooklyn NY duplex cancel, addressed to Buffalo, NY, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
2899 )
[Paint] Peaslee Gaulbet Mastic Mixed Paint, multicolored ad cover depicting a can of paint, franked
with 2¢ carmine (Scott 375) tied by 1911 Louisville Ky machine cancel, addressed to Kossuth Ind; stamp with natural straight edge at bottom, cover with minor edge toning, Choice Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2900

2901

2902

2900 )
[Pencils] Dixon’s Black-Lead Crucibles, trompe-l’oeil design, multicolored ad cover depicting a pencil
piercing paper, additional text on reverse; franked with 2¢ carmine Type III (Scott 267) tied by San Francisco Cal
1897 machine cancel, addressed to Stockton Cal; stamp with natural straight edge at right and cover slightly reduced at left, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2901 )
[Printing & Publishing] Franklin Engraving and Electrotyping Co., dark ad cover illustrated with female figure standing on winged globe, franked with 2¢ carmine (Scott 267) tied by 1898 Chicago machine cancel,
addressed to Milwaukee Wis.; stamp with straight edge at right, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2902 )
[Printing & Publishing] Moore’s Rural New-York Family Weekly, black on buff cover depicting rural
scenes, franked with 3¢ 1869 (Scott 114) tied by NYC circle of arrowheads cancel, addressed to New Haven Conn.,
a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

2903

2904

2905

2903 )
[Printing & Publishing] Philadelphia PA, Henry Carey Baird, 3¢ (114) cancelled by cork killer with
Philadelphia PA c.d.s., on ad cover with additional allover list of available books on reverse, addressed to
Mehoopany PA, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2904 )
[Printing & Publishing] The Vermont Record and Farmer, 3¢ (65) tied to cover with negative blue
Masonic square and compass and matching Brattleboro Apr 11, Vt. postmark on cover with The Vermont Record
and Farmer - Newspaper corner card, addressed to Haverhill, Mass., opened and very slightly reduced at left, a
Very Fine cover; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
2905 )
[Ship] Baltimore MD, Mount Vernon Co Cotton Duck Twine, 3¢ (26) tied by blue Baltimore MD c.d.s.,
on ad cover with embossed illustrated blue cameo ad of sailing vessel, addressed to Louisville KY, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2906

2907

2908

2906 )
[Ship] East Orange NJ, Frank W Lawrence, 2¢ (267) tied by Dover NJ duplex on allover ad cover of
steamboat shooting the rapids, addressed to New York City; missing lower right corner, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2907 )
[Soap] Chicago IL, Lana Oil Soap, 2¢ (267) tied by 1900 Chicago IL machine cancel, to a multicolored illustrated ad cover, addressed to City, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
2908 )
[Stoves] Majestic Mfg. Co, St. Louis, Mo., multicolored ad cover illustrated with large freighter with a
sail and stove, franked with 2¢ carmine (Scott 301) tied by St. Louis Mo. World’s Fair slogan machine cancel, addressed to Lincoln ILL, matching black and white enclosure, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

2909

2910

2911

2909 )
[Stoves] Rising Sun Stove Polish and Black Lead Works, all over pink cover illustrated with multiple
company buildings at lower left, franked with 1¢ ultramarine (Scott 156) tied by blue target cancel, matching
Holbrook Mass town marking to the left, addressed to Springfield Maine, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
2910 )
[Tobacco] Charles Denby, “Cock O’ the Walk”, multicolored cover depicting a turkey with a pennant
walking on a row of lit Denby cigars, franked with 2¢ carmine shield (Scott 319) tied by Toledo Ohio 1908 machine
cancel, addressed to Burgoon Ohio; stamp with small paper adhesion which was there at the time the stamp was
cancelled, cover with trivial edge flaws, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2911 )
[Tobacco] Cremo 5¢, There is no other just as good, multicolored cover depicting a Cremo cigar,
franked with 2¢ carmine shield (Scott 319) tied by Elmira NY 1905 machine cancel, addressed to Sunderlinville,
PA.; cover with trivial edge wear, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2912

2913

2914

2912 )
[Tobacco] Flor de Franklin 5¢ Cigar, multicolored ad cover depicting Benjamin Franklin flying a kite at
upper left and “Judge Day 10¢ Havana Cigars” on reverse, franked with 2¢ carmine shield (Scott 319) tied by Elmira
NY 1908 machine cancel, addressed to Sunderlinville, PA; stamp with natural straight edge at bottom and right
(possibly a booklet pane single) and cover with small wrinkle at bottom center, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2913 )
[Tobacco] Mephisto Segars, multicolored label depicting Satan with wings on 1¢ blue on white Columbian entire, cancelled with New York, NY machine cancel, locally addressed, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2914 )
[Tobacco] San Filice, For Gentlemen of Good Taste, multicolored ad cover depicting Man in Smoking
in chair with Sam H. Brunswick Wholesale Cigars corner card, franked with 2¢ carmine (Scott 406) tied by Pittsfield
ILL duplex cancel, addressed to Dahinda, Ill; cover slightly reduced at right and trivial cover tear at left, a Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2915 )
[Tobacco] W. H. I. Hayes Wholesale Dealer in Cigars & Tobacco, two ad covers; 1) in brown franked
with 2¢ red brown (Scott 210) tied by 1887 Lowell Mass duplex cancel, addressed to Manchester, NH; 2) in light
pink, franked with 2¢ carmine shield (Scott 319) tied by 1905 Lowell Mass machine cancel, addressed to
Newburyport Mass; Scott 210 cover reduced at right, Choice Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2916

2917

2916 )
[Tobacco] Wise Men Smoke Ben-Hur 5¢ Cigars, multicolored cover depicting Ben-Hur in a chariot led
by 4 horses; franked with 2¢ carmine shield (Scott 319), tied by Findlay Ohio flag machine cancel, “Made on Honor”
and “Sold on Merit” in large letters on reverse, addressed to Burgoon Ohio; docketing on reverse, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2917 )
[Unusual] Skull and Bones “M.Y.O.B.”, 3¢ (65) cancelled with four ring target postmark and matching
Shrewsbury, Jan 16 Mass. postmark on cover with Skull and Bones “M.Y.O.B.” corner card, addressed to
Kensington, Conn, includes enclosed letter; sealed tears and light staining at top, F.-V.F. cover; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2918 )
1874-88 Cincinnati Expositions, nine covers, includes 1874, 1879, 1880, 1882, 1883, 1884, 1888, with
a couple of illustrated ads, all with illustrated reverses, mixed condition, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2919 )
1876 Centennial Exposition, nice collection comprised of Centennial Souvenir folder, admission ticket,
nine covers and two mint stamped envelopes, with two official covers and five Centennial cancels Bomar P76-01,
mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2920 )
1885-1900 Southern States Expositions, seven covers, one front and one card, with 1894 Texas Cotton Palace cover, 1900 South Carolina Interstate West Indian Exposition cover, 1885 The North & South & Central
American Exposition cover and The North Carolina State Exposition, mixed condition, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2921 )
1886-1917 Midwestern Expositions, includes ten covers, one front and three cards, with 1886 Minneapolis Industrial Exposition cover, Milwaukee Industrial Exposition, 1888 Ohio Centennial stamp collar, 1886 &
1888 Ohio Centennial Exposition and 1917 Alfalfa Palace Exposition, nice grouping, mixed condition, please
review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2922 )
1893 Columbian Exposition, five covers, one front, one postal card, all used, includes 3rd class dateless Bomar C93-12C, duplex Bomar C93-02, World’s Fair Station Bomar C93-11B, excellent lot of cancels, please
examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 2923

Ex 2924

2926

2923 )
1893 Columbian Exposition Tickets, fifteen tickets, includes two with stub for Manhattan Day, two with
stubs for Chicago Day tickets with vignettes of Ben Franklin, Indian Chief (2), Handel, Columbus (3), a few flaws,
otherwise, F.-V.F., great ephemera for the Columbian Exposition collector.
Estimate $200 - 300
2924 )
1894 California Midwinter International Exposition, two covers, the first on a 1¢ Columbian stamped
envelope, the second on a 2¢ Columbian stamped envelope addressed to Germany, also includes reprints of the
official picture cards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2925 )
1899 National Export Exposition, includes twenty three covers and eight postal cards, with two full
color exposition covers, two covers with official label, and one rare official letter sheet, mostly exposition cancels,
plenty of intriguing material present, mixed condition, examination will help, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2926 )
1899 National Export Exposition, all over multicolored cover depicting the permanent buildings of the
Philadelphia Commercial Museum and the Franklin Institute, addressed to Rochester, NY and franked with a 1917
2¢ perf 11 precancelled postage due stamp, manuscript “2¢ Postage Due” at upper right, late usage, a Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2927

2929

2930

2927 )
1901 Pan American Exposition, multicolored official exposition cover, franked with 2¢ Pan-American
tied by 1951 Buffalo NY Niagara Square Sta duplex cancel, cover without address, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
2928 )
1901 Pan-American Exposition, group of thirty three covers and ten postal cards, includes Bomar
B-01-18A cancel on rare illustrated ad postal card, an official multicolored postcard, many various exposition cancels, a souvenir ticket, and seven different labels, a cornucopia of interesting material, mixed condition, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2929 )
1901 Pan-American Exposition, multicolored ad cover depicting a buffalo on top of a globe with the exposition in the background, franked with 2¢ red (Scott 279b) tied by Feb 1901 Buffalo Barry slogan machine cancel
with triangle, addressed to Philadelphia PA, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2930 )
1901 Pan-American Exposition, multicolored cover with globe showing allegorical North & South
America franked with 2¢ red (Scott 279B) tied by Dec 23 1899 Barry slogan machine cancel (Savadge type B01-14)
on cover addressed to Richmond Nova Scotia, Halifax backstamp; stamp with natural straight edge at bottom, a
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2931 )
1904 Saint Louis Exposition, collection of sixteen covers, seventeen cards with ten of them official, a
view folder plus a strip of four unused tickets, cancels include three duplexes, and various exposition cancels,
mixed condition, inspection suggested, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2932 )
1905 Lewis & Clark Exposition, group of three covers, thirteen cards and a souvenir folder, covers includes an allover green design of Lewis & Clark and an Indian village produced by Myrtle Point Hotel, a multicolored
illustration on an advertising cover, and two official picture postcards, some mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2933 )
1907 Jamestown Exposition Collection, a fabulous lot of thirty one cards and three covers, all with exposition cancels, cancels include handstamp duplex Bomar N07-01, a few condition issues, please examine,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2934 )
1909 Alaska Yukon Exposition, group of thirty seven postcards, two souvenir folders and a cover, cancels include 1909 Exposition duplex Bomar S09-01, and sixteen ship cancels with USS West Virginia, USS Tennessee, USS California, a great lot, a few condition issues, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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2935

2937

2935 )
1909 Callahan Mid-Winter Carnival and Dance, all over red and white ad cover illustrated with a Man in
the Moon and an owl smoking a cigar, franked with 1¢ green 1902 (Scott 300) tied by double circle Callahan town
marking (possibly Massachusetts), addressed to San Francisco Cal.; cover with trivial edge wear, a Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2936 )
1909 Hudson Fulton Exposition, fifteen postcards and two covers, thirteen cards are multicolored, a
few scarce cards present, mixed condition needs examination, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600
2937 )
1910 Great Roanoke Fair, multicolored ad cover illustrated with the head of a horse in a circle, franked
with pair of 1¢ green (Scott 374) tied by 1910 Roanoke Va flag machine cancel, addressed to Dublin VA; matching
enclosure listing the Great Virginia-Carolinas-Georgia Fair Circuit dates; right stamp with light creases at the edge
of the cover, a Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2938 )
1911-15 California Expositions, over forty covers, over 70 postcards & seven souvenir folders, plus
poster stamps of the Panama Pacific Exposition for Carnation milk, and a few stamps, great range of exposition
cancels, mixed condition, please peruse, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2939 )
1926 Sesqui-Centennial International Exposition, with seventeen covers and twenty one postcards,
includes five advertising postcards for LaFrance soap, cover includes two first flights, one 1926 duplex Bomar
P26-01, a terrific collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2940 )
1933 Century of Progress Exposition, eighteen covers and seven cards, cancels include duplex
Bomar C33-02, and closing day Bomar C34-02, nice little collection, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2941 )
1935 California Pacific International Exposition, collection includes over fifty covers and two postcards, with closing day duplex Bomar SC35-01, and many naval cancels such as USS Barracuda, USS Dallas,
USS Nautilus, USS Saratoga, a useful collection, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2942 )
1936-67 Expositions, with sixty seven covers and thirteen cards, includes material from 1936 Great
Lakes Exposition, 1936 Texas Centennial Exposition, 1939 New York World’s Fair, 1958 Brussels Universal Exposition, 1962 Seattle World’s Fair, 1964 New York World’s Fair, 1967 Canada Expo 67, should be plenty of better material to pluck out, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2943 )
1939 Golden Gate International Exposition, eclectic collection that has tickets, poster stamps, twenty
five covers and five postcards, a few naval cancels, a great lot to build upon or break up, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 2944

2945

2946

2944 )
Two soldier’s letters, one is reduced at right, with “Old Point Comfort, VA / May 19" and Due 3 markings,
addressed to Parma, Ohio, the other cover has ”Port Roy, S.C. / Oct 29, 1863" and Due 3 markings, reduced at left
and light creasing, addressed to South Abington, Mass, F.-V.F. overall.
Estimate $200 - 300
2945 )
Gen. Geo. B. McClellan, 3¢ (65) tied to cover with Cairo, Ill. Dec 3, 1863 postmark, illustrated Gen. Geo.
B. McClellan violet portrait patriotic cover (FP-GM-68) addressed to Kane Greene Co., Illinois; slightly reduced at
right and light edge wear, an F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
2946 )
Gen. Geo. B. McClellan, 3¢ (65) tied to cover with Poolesville Jan 8 postmark, illustrated multicolor Gen.
Geo. B. McClellan portrait patriotic cover, addressed to Niagara County, New York; a little light edge wear, torn off
corner at upper left, a couple tiny foxing spots, an F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

2947

2948

2949

2947 )
Gen. Geo. B. McClellan, 3¢ (65) tied to cover with Cairo, Ill. Mar 22, 1862 postmark with manuscript “Advertised Due 1ct”, illustrated blue Gen. Geo. B. McClellan portrait patriotic cover, addressed to London, Shelby
County, Indiana; some tiny soiling spots, an F.-V.F. cover; with 2015 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $150 - 200
2948 )
Gen. McClellan, 3¢ (65) tied to cover with Washington D.C. Nov. 30, 186? postmark, illustrated black
Gen. McClellan portrait patriotic cover, addressed to Canandaigua, N.Y.; sealed tear at top, light creases at right,
an F.-V.F. cover; with 2015 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
2949 )
Maj. Gen. McClellan, 3¢ (65) tied to cover with circular grid and matching Indianapolis, Oct 19, 1861
postmark, illustrated black Maj. Gen. McClellan portrait patriotic cover, addressed to Linwood, Ohio; some tiny soiling spots, an F.-V.F. cover; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

2950 )
Maj. Gen. McClellan, 3¢ (65) tied to cover with Washington
D.C. Jan 17 postmark, with illustrated red Maj. Gen. McClellan portrait
patriotic cover, addressed to Philadelphia, P.A.; small corner stain at
upper left, an F.-V.F. cover; with 2015 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $150 - 200
2950
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2951

2952

2953

2951 )
McClellan, 3¢ (65) tied to cover with Washington D.C. Nov 18, 1862 postmark, illustrated red and blue
Gen. Geo. B. McClellan portrait patriotic cover, addressed to Newcomb, N.Y.; a little light soiling and edge wear, an
F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2952 )
McClellan, 3¢ (65) tied to cover with blue Honesdale, PA Jun 9, 1862 postmark, illustrated brown
McClellan portrait with red and blue printed backflaps and embossed Flag and “Union Forever” patriotic cover, addressed to Baltimore, Md., six light scores for address lines, an F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
2953 )
The Soldier’s Dream of Home, 3¢ (65) tied to all over illustrated patriotic cover with Pattonsville, PA.
postmark, addressed to Bedford, Penna.; neatly opened at right, F.-V.F. overall.
Estimate $200 - 300

2954

2955

2956

2954 )
Loyal States to the Union, Ohio, 3¢ (65) tied to cover with blue circular gird cancel and Cincinnati, O.
double circle postmark, on overall illustrated patriotic cover, addressed to Liberty Union County, Ind.; a little light
overall wrinkling, an F.-V.F. cover; with 2015 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
2955 )
The Loyal States Union, Massachusetts, 3¢ (65) tied to cover with double circle postmark, on overall illustrated green patriotic cover, addressed to Titusville, New Jersey, an F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
2956 )
“That’s The Bait”, 3¢ (65) tied by blue target with matching indistinct c.d.s., on patriotic cover with Uncle
Sam fishing in the pond of secession, addressed to Funkfield PA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2957 )
Liberty, Eagle and Inscription “Loyal to The Union,
State of Illinois”, 3¢ (65) tied to cover with oval grid cancel and
Henry, Ill, May 19, 1862 postmark, illustrated violet Union patriotic
cover, addressed to Herrickville, PA.; light overall wrinkling, an
F.-V.F. cover; with 2014 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $150 - 200
2958 )
Two patriotic covers with manuscript cancels, includes
Liberty with Flag (Bischel-4076, W-2328) with Burlive VT cancel, reduced at right, and Cannon & Flag (Bischel-4994, W-2761var) with
Lappan Cross Roads MD cancel (S/R 4), repaired at bottom, Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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2959

1860s, State Bank of New Brunswick NJ, $1 Bank Note, printed by the National Bank Note Co., Crisp
Uncirculated. Haxby 350-G16a.
Estimate $100 - 150

2960

2962

2960 )
1860, money package by the American Express from Burlington, Iowa, black on orange label, similar in style to Mosher AMEX-L325 which he records as used between 1859 and 1860 from Charlestown ILL, at upper left of orange cover addressed to Pittsburgh PA that contained $95.43, docketed “Dec 6th 60" at left, five red
wax seals on reverse that read ”U. S. Ex. Co. PUBLIC Burlington Iowa", a Very Fine usage, very scarce.
Estimate $200 - 300
2961 )
1863-1949, miscellaneous covers and documents, small grouping of three covers and one entire and
two documents; includes Scott 65 on legal sized “Grand Lodge I.O.O.F. Kentucky” cameo cover with circa 1863
Louisville town marking, stamp with light crease; 2) two covers with Norway Maine Snowshoe cachet (one 1943
and one 1949); 3) U82 entire with Wells, Fargo frank at left and all over gray “Hagan & Manheim, Commission Merchants” return address, addressed to Oregon, no postal markings, Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2962

1880’s, trade card for performance of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, front shows Mr & Mrs Rial who are to perform the play at the Martin Opera House in Buffalo, seven performances with ticket prices if 25 & 35 cents, scarce
card, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2963

1880’s, two S.A. King Balloonist photograph imprints, two CDVs, each with S.A. King balloon illustration on reverse (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
S.A. King was a famous aeronaut who was active in the 1880s to 1890s, he made an attempt at a pre-trans
Atlantic flight, but was unsuccessful. He also flew from Chicago to Chippewa Falls. He helped form the
Aeronautical Society. He later had a photo studio in Boston MA.

2964 )
1906 San Francisco Earthquake & Fire, a collection of thirty nine picture postcards and one cover,
many dated May 14 1906, all different, some mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2965

2966

2965 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), vertical pair on cover with blue circular grid cancels with matching Philadelphia /
Jun 15 / 10 postmark, addressed to Montreal, Canada (that was later defaced); cover has creasing and edge wear,
including creases through stamps, each stamp with two margins, an F.-V.F. cover. Scott $875.
Estimate $250 - 350
2966 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), tied to cover with red grid cancels with matching Rochester, N.Y. postmark, addressed to Cobourg, Canada West, stamp with nearly four margins with three large margins and touching to barely
cutting in at top; cover has horizontal file crease and toning spot in center, an F.-V.F. cover. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

2967

2968

2967 )
1859, 5¢ brown, type I (29), horizontal strip of 3 tied to cover with New Orleans, La. / 1860 postmarks,
with usual transport markings with red Boston / May 2 / Paid 12 postmark, manuscript per Steamer via Liverpool and
French receiving postmark and backstamps, addressed to Bordeaux, France; light wrinkling and address has been
defaced by cutting out name from address, F.-V.F. overall; with incorrectly identified as Scott #28, 1983 E. Diena
certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $600 - 800
2968 )
1859, 10¢ green, type V (35), pair tied to cover with black Philadelphia octagon postmark on cover addressed to Aspinwall, New Granada (which later split into Colombia and Venezuela), scarce foreign destination;
some small tears and wear to edges, missing backflap, F.-V.F. cover; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2969

2970

2969 )
1857, 12¢ black, plate I (36), on folded letter with black circular grid cancels and matching Philadelphia,
Pa. Jul 27, 1858 postmark, via “North Star”, with normal transit markings, addressed to Great Malvern, England;
cover has usual file folds and toning around stamps, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300
2970 )
1857, 12¢ black, plate I (36), on cover with large grid paid cancel and, with normal British Packet transit
markings, addressed to Brechin, Scotland, cover has creases, stains and wear to edges, F.-V.F. overall. Scott
$900.
Estimate $200 - 300

2971

2972

2971 )
1860, 30¢ orange (38), on cover with red grid cancel and red New York / Paid / Sep 5 / 12 postmarks via
Persia, with normal French transit markings, addressed to Paris, France, usual file folds and light creases, F.-V.F.
overall. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600
2972 )
1861, 30¢ orange (71), tied to cover with New Orleans, LA. / Feb 15, ‘65 postmark, with appropriate New
York and French transit markings, addressed to France; some light creases and partially missing backflap, F.-V.F.
overall. Scott $380.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2973

2974

2973 )
1863, 5¢ brown and 1869, 10¢ yellow (76, 116), tied to cover with circle of wedges cancels, with partial
transit markings, addressed to Westminster, London (England); light creases including a horizontal crease
through stamps, missing backflap, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $305.
Estimate $200 - 300
2974 )
1867, 10¢ green, E. grill (89), on cover with black manuscript cancels, with usual New York and Swiss
transit markings, addressed to Switzerland; a little light soiling and wear to edge, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

2975

2976

2975 )
1867, 15¢ black, F. grill (98), tied to mourning cover by cork cancel with Elizabeth NJ c.d.s., addressed to
Paris France, with 18¢ New York debit, Paris receiver, straight line “Insufficiently Paid” on front and “Short Paid” on
reverse, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $300+.
Estimate $200 - 300
2976 )
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a block of 9, scarce usage on reduced cover to Geneva,
Switzerland; bottom right stamp with light crease, straight edge at top, cover is reduced on 1 side, V.G. Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2977

2978

2977 )
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), tied to cover with red New York 5cts. postmark with
matching arch PAID cancel, addressed to Providence, R.I., stamp has four large margins; typical file folds including
one through stamp, an F.-V.F. cover. Scott $625.
Estimate $200 - 300
2978 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), tied by red circular grid with matching Cincinnati O c.d.s., on folded letter sheet
addressed to Hicksville OH, with contents; sealed scissor cut bottom center, F.-V.F. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

2979

2980

2979 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), tied to cover with red grid cancel and matching Springfield, Md. postmark, addressed to New London, Ct, stamp with four ample to large margins with portion of adjoining stamp at left; cover has
vertical file fold that has several holes along fold (away from stamp), an F.-V.F. cover. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300
2980 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), with blue grid cancel and Providence, R.I. postmark, addressed to Bangor,
Maine; cover has light edge creasing, stamp with four ample to large clear margins all around and small tear at top,
an F.-V.F. cover. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2981

2982

2981 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), tied to folded letter with blue cancels with matching Philadelphia, PA. postmark,
addressed to West Chester, Penna; cover has toning and vertical file creases, one going through center of stamp,
stamp has 3½ margins just barely cutting in at top, an F.-V.F. cover. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300
2982 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), tied to folded letter with red circular grid cancel with matching Pittsburgh, PA.
postmark, addressed to Columbus, Ohio; cover has vertical file folds, stamp has 3½ margins just barely cutting in at
right, an F.-V.F. cover. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

2983

2984

2983 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), on folded letter, with manuscript cancel, with Fulton, Mo. postmark and manuscript numeral “5", addressed to Calhoun, Mo., stamp has four margins and light corner crease at top, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300
2984 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), cover with brownish manuscript cancel with York, Pa. postmark, addressed to
Baltimore, Md., stamp is right sheet margin copy with 4 clear margins, close at top; cover with usual vertical file fold,
an F.-V.F. cover. Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2985

2986

2985 )
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), cover with blue circular grid cancels with matching Cambridge postmark, addressed to New York; cover has light toning and wrinkling affecting stamp, stamp has three margins, cut in at top,
barely touching at right, an F.-V.F. cover. Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200
2986 )
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), single, rich deep dark shade, sharp crisp impression from the early printing,
clear to large margins including sheet margin at top, deep dark blue circular grid cancel, on folded cover addressed
to Washington DC, blue Philadelphia Jul 16 date stamp at lower left, Exceptional appearance; file fold through the
right side of the stamp breaks paper, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $975.
Estimate $300 - 400

2987

2988

2987 )
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), cover with red cancels with matching Boston / 15 Jan / 5 cts. postmark, addressed to New Bedford, Mass (defaced with label over name in address); cover has usual file folds including one
through stamp, stamp has 3½ margins, just touching on one side and barely cutting in on another side, an F.-V.F.
cover. Scott $950.
Estimate $200 - 300
2988 )
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), on folded letter, cancelled with manuscript cancel, with Saratoga Springs,
N.Y. / Sep 8 postmark addressed to Boston, Mass., cover has typical vertical file folds, stamp has four margins with
portion of adjoining stamp at bottom, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $950.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2989

2990

2989 )
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), folded letter with small manuscript cancel with Northbrookefield, Ms. postmark, addressed to New York, stamp has four clear ample margins all around; cover has usual file folds including
two through stamp, an F.-V.F. cover. Scott $950.
Estimate $150 - 200
2990 )
1847, 5¢ orange brown (1b), tied to folded letter with red circular grids cancel with blue Baltimore, Md.
postmark, addressed to Beverly, Va.; cover has heavy vertical file folds, stamp is slightly faded and has three ample
to large margins, slightly cutting in at bottom, an F.-V.F. cover. Scott $850.
Estimate $150 - 200

2991

2992

2991 )
1847, 10¢ black (2), stamp has three clear margins, only cutting in at right, tied to cover with blue grids
and numeral “10" on folded letter with matching Baltimore, Md. postmark, addressed to Boston, Mass.; usual file
fold in letter center, F.-V.F. cover. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600
2992 )
1851, 1¢ blue, type III (8), impressive type III stamp neatly tied on 1857 cover to Thos. Wells, Esq., New
Milford, Conn. by lightly struck :New York, May 24" cancellation; a very pleasing example of this tough stamp on
cover, F.-V.F.; with 1975 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Ex 2993

2994

2995

2993 )
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), used on two covers, plus a perforated issue, one #20 and the other #24, tied to
two covers with town postmarks, one postmarked Grinnell, Iowa to Iowa, the other cover (20/9/9) to and from New
York, some light edge and corner wrinkles, Iowa cover is missing backflap, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400
2994 )
1851, 3¢ orange brown, type I (10), single, ample to large margins except just touching at upper right,
tied by double strike of blue circular grid cancels on July 17 1851 folded letter to Whitingham VT, blue Bennington Vt
town marking at left, a Very Fine cover. Scott $280.
Estimate $150 - 200
2995 )
1852, 3¢ dull red, type I (11), tied to cover with black grid cancel and matching New York postmark, addressed to General E.A. Hitchcock, Washington D.C. in the handwriting of General Winfield Scott, F.-V.F. overall.
Scott $18.
Estimate $150 - 200

2996

2997

2998

2996 )
1855, 10¢ green, type II (14), impressive example with generous margins all around neatly tied on 1857
cover to Chandlerville, Illinois by light California town cancellation, Extremely Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
2997 )
1855, 10¢ green, type III (15), tied to cover with black Old Hickory, Ohio postmark, addressed to
Calaveras County, California; cover has toning at top and small tears all around, cover has four margins and minor
blunting to corners, an F.-V.F. cover. Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200
2998 )
1855, 10¢ green, type III (15), tied to cover with light black postmark, addressed to Philadelphia, Penn.;
cover has tiny nicks at bottom, stamp is left margin copy with four full margins all around, an F.-V.F. cover. Scott
$210.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2999

3000

2999 )
1851, 12¢ gray black (17), stamp four clear margins, tied to cover with blue grid on printed folded court
notice with matching Champlain, Dec 15, N.Y. postmark, addressed to Plattsburgh, then readdressed to Hessville
(N.Y.); usual light edge and corner creases to letter, F.-V.F. cover; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,515.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3000 )
1858, 5¢ brick red, type I (27), two singles tied to cover with Oroville, Cal, Mar 6, 1859 postmark, addressed to North Bucksport, Maine; one stamp has tiny wrinkle and the other has a tear at bottom, cover has light
creases and wear to edges, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $3,600.
Estimate $600 - 800

3001

3002

3001 )
1861, 5¢ orange brown, type II, 1¢ blue and 10¢ yellow green (30, 63, 68), tied to cover with black circular grid cancels, with matching Lancaster, Pa. / Sep 7, 1861 postmark; reduced at left and light edge and corner
creases at right, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $2,510.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3002 P)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 1¢ bright blue, plate proof on India (40P3), single, large margins, tied by Chicago Ill 1893 machine cancel on cover addressed to Maplewood, Illinois, proper Maplewood received backstamp,
apparently accepted as payment of the 1¢ circular, Very Fine, ex-Wagshall.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3003

3004

3005

3003 )
1862, 5¢ red brown (75), horizontal strip of three, tied by target cancels, on cover addressed to
Higganum Conn.; San Francisco, Cal Dec 31 1862 town marking at upper right; strip centered to the upper right, an
F.-V.F. cover. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $400 - 600
Scott does not price a strip on cover nor a strip of three, the catalogue value is for a used pair and a single.
3004 )
1867, 15¢ black, F. grill (98), single, tied by blue target cancel on registered cover, additionally franked
with 3¢ green (Scott 158) to pay the single domestic rate plus registration fee, blue “Beebe Plain VT” town marking
at upper left, rimless Boston Mass REG at bottom; 15¢ with pre-use diagonal crease, cover with small ink spot, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
3005 )
1869, 3¢ ultramarine (114), single, tied by Rutland VT intertwined “US” (Skinner-Eno PT-US23) on
cover to Stowe VT; small cover repair at lower right, otherwise Very Fine, ex-Bingham.
Estimate $200 - 300

3006

3007

3008

3006 )
1879, 3¢ green (184), tied by Adirondack Mountains NY, Shield in Circle fancy cancel, with “Paul
Smith’s/Franklin Co. NY/Jun 30 1881" in oval, with image of resort area, addressed to New York; missing piece out
of top left corner, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
3007 )
1879, 3¢ green (184), single, tied by rimless “Rutland W PO” killer, West Rutland VT town marking to left
of stamp, on cover to Brattleboro; stamp with natural straight edge at right, cover with tiny traces of black ink along
bottom left edge, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
3008 )
1895, 3¢ purple (268), single, tied by partial strike of double oval Philadelphia cancel on parcel tag addressed to NYC; tag with small corner crease at upper right, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

3009 )
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), single, tied by 1921 Potsdam NY duplex cancel on cover addressed to
Albany NY; light diagonal cover bend at center otherwise, a Very Fine cover. Scott $650. Estimate $200 - 300
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3010

3011

3012

3010 )
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), with natural straight edge at right, tied by 1920 Harlowton MT duplex,
on cover addressed to Plano IA, very scarce on cover, Very Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
3011 )
1924, Huguenot-Walloon complete (614-616), 614 pair, 615, 616 pair, tied by May 1 1924 Washington
DC duplexes, addressed to Boston MA, with registered box lower left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
3012 )
1925, Lexington-Concord complete (617-619), set tied by Apr 4 1926 Washington DC duplexes, 619 is
a plate number single, addressed to Nickles, Washington DC, pretty cover, Very Fine. Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200
3013 )
1950’s-60’s, First Day cachet proofs, three gorgeous proofs of first day cachets by Art Craft, includes
pen and litho of Hamilton for #1053, pen and litho for National Apprenticeship Act that was never issued, and a pen
proof of 3¢ Niagara Falls, plus an unissued 4¢ United Nations postal card cacheted envelope, beautiful artwork and
probably rare, inspection strongly urged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

AIRMAIL

3014

3015

3014 )
Airmail, 1933, Graf Zeppelin Century of Progress Flight, $2.00 (547) tied by 1933 New York duplex to
cover, with red triangle round trip cachet, purple Century of Progress Exposition cachet, address label removed
leaving a paper wrinkle, otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
3015 )
Airmail, 1928, 5¢ Beacon (C11), tied to cover with Feb 19, 1930 “SS City of New York” (Byrd’s Flagship)
postmark on #5 envelope. Small black “NOV 28 ‘29" handstamp and light violet Expedition cachet ”South Pole Air
Mail" with plane and short killers. Signed by Expedition Crew: Harold J. June (Chief Pilot), R.E. Byrd (Admiral Richard E. Byrd, Expedition Leader), A.C. McKinley (Expedition Photographer) and B. Balchen (Expedition Pilot), Very
Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Ex 3016

3017

3016 )
Airmail, 1930-31, Graf Zeppelin set and 50¢ Chicago Zeppelin complete (C13-C15, C18), all with appropriate cachets and receiving markings, 65¢ on Graf Zeppelin real photo post card from Lakehurst, NJ, May 30,
1930 via Friedrichshafen, Germany to Chicago, Ill, $1.30 on airmail envelope, from Lakehurst, NJ, May 30, 1930 via
Friedrichshafen, Germany to Detroit, Michigan, $2.60 on cover from Varick St. Station, NY Apr. 29, 1930, via
Friedrichshafen, Germany to Lakehurst, NJ and forwarded to Lexington, Mass, C18 on Graf Zeppelin flight cover
from Miami, Oct 23, 1933 to Chicago, Illinois and forwarded to Los Angeles, CA., F.-V.F. appearance, a lovely full
set of Graf Zeppelin covers. Scott $1,280.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3017 )
Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), all with appropriate cachets and receiving markings,
65¢ on New York real photo post card from Long Beach, NY, May 25, 1930 to Friedrichschafen, Germany, $1.30 on
airmail envelope, from Lakehurst, NJ, May 30, 1930 via Friedrichschafen, Germany and back to Oakland, California, $2.60 with 5c Roosevelt on 5c Airmail entire from Varick St. Station, NY Apr. 30, 1930, via Friedrichschafen,
Germany to Lakehurst, NJ; some minor edge and corner creasing, F.-V.F. appearance, a lovely full set of Graf Zeppelin covers. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3018

3019

3018 )
Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), tied to large envelope with New York Grand Central
Sta. May 21, 1930 duplex cancels with appropriate magenta First Round Flight and red Sudamerikafahrt cachets,
Mit Luftpost hand stamp on face and Berlin and Friedrichshafen receiving marks on reverse, addressed to Berlin
N.W. Germany, tear and creases at left, repaired tear from rough opening at top, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $1,165.
Estimate $500 - 750
3019 )
Airmail, 1930, 65¢ and $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C13, C15), tied to large envelope with New York Varick St.
Sta Apr 28, 1930 duplex cancel with appropriate magenta First Round Flight and red Sudamerikafahrt and small
purple “This Article Made the Complete Round Trip via Graf Zeppelin” cachets, Lakehurst, NJ receiving mark on
back, addressed to Newark, New Jersey, small light corner creases, tiny tear at top and pinhole at top, F.-V.F.
overall. Scott $955.
Estimate $500 - 750

3020

3021

3022

3020 )
Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), tied to blank post card with Varick St. Station, N.Y. May 28,
1930 machine postmark with appropriate magenta First Round Flight cachet, addressed to Seville, Spain with
usual Seville receiving marks on reverse; a little light wear to corners, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150
3021 )
Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), tied to Chicago River by Night post card with N.J. May 30, 1930
machine postmark with appropriate magenta First Round Flight and red Sudamerikafahrt cachets, Friedrichshafen
and Lakehurst, NJ receiving marks, addressed to Winnetka, Ill.; a little light wear to corners, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150
3022 )
Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), tied to blank post card with Scott #12 with Lakehurst, N.J. May
10, 1930 machine postmark with appropriate magenta First Round Flight and red Sudamerikafahrt cachets,
Friedrichshafen receiving mark, addressed to Winnetka, Ill., toning, corner creases (affecting stamp) and small
tears, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3023

3024

3025

3023 )
Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), tied to 1c postal card entire with New York May 20, 1930 duplex
cancel with appropriate magenta First Round Flight and red Sudamerikafahrt cachets, Friedrichshafen receiving
mark, addressed to Niedersedlitz, Saxony; a few light corner and edge wrinkles, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150
3024 )
Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), with appropriate cachets and receiving markings, on airmail
envelope, from New York, NY, City Hall Station, May 31, 1930 via Germany and on to Zurich, Switzerland, Very
Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
3025 )
Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), tied to Grant Park, Chicago by Night post card entire with
Varick St. Sta Apr 29, 1930 machine postmark with appropriate magenta First Round Flight and red
Sudamerikafahrt cachets, Lakehurst, NJ receiving mark, addressed to Winnetka, Illinois; a few light corner and
edge wrinkles, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

3026

3027

3028

3026 )
Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), tied to Cincinnati, Ohio post card with Varick St. Sta Apr 24,
1930 machine postmark with appropriate magenta First Round Flight and red Sudamerikafahrt cachets, Lakehurst,
NJ receiving mark, addressed to Cincinnati, Ohio; light wrinkle at top and a few minor bent corners, Very Fine. Scott
$400.
Estimate $150 - 200
3027 )
Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), tied to airmail envelope with New York Grand Central Station
May 2, 1930 duplex cancel with appropriate magenta First Round Flight cachet, addressed to Seville, Spain with
usual Seville receiving marks on reverse; light corner crease at top right, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
3028 )
Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), tied to 1c Lincoln postal card entire with New York Grand
Central Station May 9, 1930 duplex cancel with appropriate magenta First Round Flight and red Sudamerikafahrt
cachets, Lakehurst, NJ receiving mark, addressed on back to New York, N.Y.; a little light corner creasing, F.-V.F.
Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3029

3030

3031

3029 )
Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), tied to 1c Lincoln postal card entire with Varick St. Sta Apr 29,
1930 machine postmark with appropriate magenta First Round Flight and red Sudamerikafahrt cachets, Lakehurst,
NJ receiving mark, addressed to Tarentum, Pa.; light corner crease at lower left, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
3030 )
Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), tied to cover with Varick St. Sta Apr 24, 1930 machine postmark with appropriate magenta First Round Flight and red Sudamerikafahrt cachets, Lakehurst, NJ receiving mark
on back, addressed to North Bergen, New Jersey; small corner crease at top right and light vertical crease in center,
F.-V.F. Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400
3031 )
Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), tied to cover with Varick St. Sta Apr 25, 1930 machine postmark with appropriate magenta First Round Flight and red Sudamerikafahrt cachets, Lakehurst, NJ receiving mark
on back, addressed to New York, NY; a little light corner wear, Very Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400

3032

3033

3032 )
Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), tied to cover with Varick St. Sta Apr 30, 1930 machine postmark with appropriate magenta First Round Flight and red Sudamerikafahrt cachets, Lakehurst, NJ receiving mark
on back, addressed to Greenville, South Carolina; a few small creases to corners, Very Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400
3033 )
Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), tied to cover with Varick St. Sta Apr 29, 1930 machine postmark with appropriate magenta First Round Flight and red Sudamerikafahrt cachets, Lakehurst, NJ receiving mark
on back, addressed to Johnsonburg, PA.; a few minor edge and corner creases (away from stamp), F.-V.F. Scott
$625.
Estimate $300 - 400
3034 )
Airmail, 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), four covers, each with Century of Progress cachet; two
carried on the Akron to Chicago flight, each with Oct 25 Akron machine cancel; one with Chicago, Ill Oct 26 machine
cancel on cover carried from Chicago to Friedrichshafen, upper right corner of stamp and cover with diagonal
crease; one with single and pair tied by Oct. 4 1933 Varick St. Sta. NY machine cancel on cover dispatched from
Friedrichshafen with proper cachets and backstamp (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Zeppelin Collateral Material
3035

Hindenburg Crash, newspapers and clippings, May 7//23, full-page or complete issues of New York
American (8), Daily News (5), Herald Tribune (8), Journal (7), Mirror (6), Post (4), Sun (4), Times (12), World Telegram (8) + 6 other U.S. papers + German papers (7) telling the complete story of the crash and much of its aftermath, 75 items, an incredible research archive, mild to moderate chipping (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

3036

Shenandoah (ZR-1) cables, 12-1/8" cables probably for rigging, never seen for sale.
Estimate $200 - 300

3037

Shenandoah (ZR-1) fittings, a large group (approximately 60) fitting for oil and air lines, virtually no duplication, an amazing opportunity to obtain original parts from the aviation chief rigger’s stock (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 3038
3038 )
Smithsonian Institute National Air Museum, 1973, covers signed by Rosendahl, seven cacheted
covers from the Milestones of Flight Commemorative Series, boldly signed “C.E. Rosendahl”, excellent ephemeral
items for your zeppelin or USS Akron collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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OTHER BACK-OF-THE-BOOK COVERS
3039 )
Offices in China, cover group, K1 used on post card, four covers franked with K2 and a large legal size
registered envelope franked with K3 and K10 (cover missing a stamp), generally F.-V.F. appearance, a strong specialized collection of this popular and elusive area. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3040 )
Offices in China, 1905 (Apr 29), postcard from Shanghai to the U.S.A., 1902-03 Regular Issue to the
10¢ (300, 302-307, 319) tied on picture side of a hand-colored postcard by “Shanghai, China, U.S. Postal Sta.
Rec’d.” c.d.s.s, 29 Apr 1905; card, which also bears and additional 1¢ on the address side tied by the same c.d.s., is
addressed to the Quartermaster of the Austro-Hungarian Navy cruiser Empress Elisabeth stationed in Shanghai, it
bears the Empress Elisabeth‘s receiving c.d.s. of 5 May., Very Fine, a handsome and very rare showpiece.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3041

3042

3043

3041 P)
Interior Dept., 1873, 12¢ vermilion (O20), cancelled with violet Benson MN c.d.s., on cover addressed
to St Paul MN; reduced at left, rubber band burn, F.-V.F. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
3042 S)
Navy Dept., 1873, 3¢ ultramarine (O37), pair tied by cork killers with Washington c.d.s. to cover, addressed to Capt Hudeley, USMC, Philadelphia, F.-V.F.; with 1986 Brandon certificate. Scott $250 for single.
Estimate $300 - 400
3043 P)
State Dept., 1873, 3¢ dark green (O59), horizontal pair
with partial sheet margin at right, tied by cork killer with New York
c.d.s. to cover, addressed to New Haven CT; reduced at right, F.-V.F.
Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
3044 P)
State Dept., 1873, 6¢ bright green (O60), horizontal pair
with partial sheet margin at right, tied by cork killer with Washington
c.d.s. to Front Only of Department of State envelope, addressed to
Morrisania NY, F.-V.F. Scott $800 on cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

3044

3045 )
Parcel Post Postage Due, 1913, 1¢ dark green (JQ1), single, tied by double oval New York cancel on
locally used Christmas post card, 1915 New York machine cancel to right of the stamp; card with small corner
crease at top right and tear at right center, F.-V.F. Scott $160 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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3046

3047

3046 )
Bayonne City Dispatch, 1883, 1¢ black (9L1), tied to cover with purple three ring target cancel with
matching “Bayonne City / May 16, 1883 / Dispatch” postmark; a little usual light wrinkling, an F.-V.F. cover; with
1974 Bolaffi certificate and 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3047 )
Blood & Co., 1855 (1¢) black (15L18), single, cancelled, but not tied on October 1861 franked with Scott
64 pink, tied by Philadelphia date stamp on cover with red and blue piping on reverse, addressed to Jenkintown Pa.,
correct double circle “BLOODS PENNY POST 1861 OCT 26" hand stamp at upper left; 3¢ stamp with sever perfs
missing from insect erosion, Fine and scarce.
Estimate $300 - 400
While this is a late usage of this local stamp, a check of the internet shows at least one other example on a Civil
War patriotic cover used circa June 1861; Scott catalogue value for a pink on an ordinary cover is $900 and for
one on a Civil War patriotic $1,500.

3048

3049

3048 )
Boyd’s City Express, 1845, 2¢ black on green (20L4), used with 1847, 5¢ red brown, single of each, local with large margins all around tied by small 5 bar grid cancel on April 15 (1848) folded letter addressed to Baltimore, domestic postage paid with 5¢ 1847 (Scott 1, clear to large margins, tear at top and small corner crease) tied
by red NY square grid cancel; cover with light vertical file folds away from the stamps, an F.-V.F. cover. Scott
$5,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3049 ())
Messenkope’s Union Square Post Office, 1849 (1¢) black on green (106L1), single, large margins
except into at bottom, with Messenkope obliterated by Dunham on reduced morning front addressed to Williams
College and franked with 5¢ 1847 (Scott 1) tied by red square grid used to pay postage to Williams College (Mass.);
local stamp with creases just tied by toning, 5¢ stamp with light staining, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
3050 )
Metropolitan Errand and Carrier Express Co., 1855,
1¢ red orange (107L1), horizontal pair, partially cut to shape,
uncancelled, on buff locally addressed cover; small pinholes in
cover at lower left, otherwise Very Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate which states “genuine pair of US#107L1 but NO OPINION
as to usage on this cover”. Scott $1,000. Estimate $350 - 500

3050
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U.S. Stamps
POSTMASTERS’ PROVISIONALS

3051

3052

3053

3054

3055

3051 H
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), o.g., hinged, bold jet black color, Extremely Fine; with 2016
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3052 m
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), New York red square grid cancel, crisp jet black color, Very
Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
3053 m
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), lightened manuscript penstroke cancellation affecting the
signature, remarkably fresh high quality example with unusually wide margins; a beautiful New York Provisional,
Extremely Fine appearance; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
3054 m
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, AC connected (9X1a), blue manuscript cancellation, spectacular
rich color; an impressive example of this desirable AC connected variety; vertical crease which is not at all obvious,
otherwise Very Fine; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
3055 m
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, signed A.C.M. (9X1b), red town cancellation, nearly four clear
margins; horizontal crease and light toning, otherwise Very Fine; with 2011 Weiss certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $150 - 200

3057 H
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, without signature (9X1e), o.g., lightly hinged, particularly well
centered example of this extremely rare “without signature” variety, of which few are known to exist with full original
gum, and even fewer are known in completely sound condition; this amazing New York Provisional has captivating
rich color and finely detailed impression; deserving placement in the finest collection, as his stamp’s equal may not
exist, Very Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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3057
3057

Ex 3058

3059

3060

New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish, Sperati reproduction (9X1 var.), unused without gum, exquisite
example of this popular Sperati reproduction, gorgeous rich color, and detailed impression as sharp and clear as
the issued stamp; This would make a great addition to any specialized collection, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

3058 S
New York, N.Y., 5¢, Specimen set of 5 (9X1), German private printing on wove paper; some light wear
to green card backing, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3059 HH
Providence, R.I., 5¢ gray black (10X1), position 8, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh with large balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
3060 (H)
Providence, R.I., 5¢ gray black (10X1), unused without gum, wide right sheet margin single with vivid
color; a sound and attractive example, Extremely Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

3061 (H)
Providence, R.I., 5¢ gray black and 10¢ gray black, se-tenant (10X2a), top margin combination strip of
3, unused without gum, striking multiple in a condition rarely seen; a full top margin strip from the issued sheet containing two 5 cent values in combination with single 10 cent value at right; magnificent well margined multiple with
ravishing rich color; this is a true condition rarity that would be near irreplaceable in this quality, Superb; with 2005
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,175 for no gum singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3062 (H)
Providence, R.I., 1898 reprint, 5¢ gray black and 10¢ gray black (10X1-10X2 vars.), without gum as
issued, handsome examples of the 1898 reprints; 5 cent with letter “B” on reverse; 10 cent without any letter on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3063

3064

3063 (H)a
Providence, R.I., 1898 reprint, 5¢ gray black and 10¢ gray black, se-tenant (10X2a var.), complete
sheet of 12, without gum as issued, outstanding top quality 1898 reprint sheet, each stamp with letters from
B.O.G.E.R.T.D.U.R.B.I.N. on reverse, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3064 (H)a
Providence, R.I., 1898 reprint, 5¢ gray black and 10¢ gray black, se-tenant (10X2a var.), full sheet of
12, lettered “B-O-G-E-R-T-D-U-R-B-IN” on reverse, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $1,000. Estimate
$750 - 1,000

1847 ISSUE

3065 P
5¢ red brown, trial color proof, with “Specimen” overprint (1TC3 var.), unused without gum, desirable example of this handsome trial color proof; small thin spots, Fine appearance. Scott $600.
Estimate $100 - 150

3066 m
5¢ red brown and 10¢ black (1-2), each with light red grid cancellations, attractive examples with rich
colors; small faults, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $350 - 500
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Magnificent Mint 5 Cent 1847

3067 HH
5¢ red brown (1), immaculate “P.O. fresh” o.g., never hinged, unbelievable example in a quality rarely
encountered; an immaculate never hinged stamp with gleaming original gum; a beautiful showpiece featuring
strong color and ample margins on all sides; his most impressive Scott #1 is a Big-Time representation on this issue
deserving placement in the finest collection, Very Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,500 for hinged.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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3068 H
5¢ red brown (1), o.g., lightly hinged, large margins all around except just touching at upper right, attractive shade and impression, much nicer than normally found of this highly popular stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

3069

3070

3071

3072

3069 m
5¢ brown (1), recut frame line, blue postmark and light manuscript cancel, four large margins all around,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
3070 m
5¢ red brown (1), nicely struck red grid cancellation with an additional lightened manuscript cancel that is
all but invisible, attractive wide sheet margin single with especially intense color, described as dark brown shade on
older PFC; eye catching sound stamp and a beautiful position piece from the sheet, Very Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate calling this stamp the normal red brown shade, along with conflicting earlier - 1987 PF certificate specifically
identifying this as the dark brown shade, also not mentioning the manuscript cancel. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
3071 m
5¢ red brown (1), tied to piece with red grid cancellation, stamp with four clear margins, Very Fine; with
2016 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
3072 m
5¢ red brown (1), double transfer, Type B, circular blue cancel, three and a half ample margins all
around; trivial tiny corner crease and tiny nick at top, otherwise Fine. Scott $440.
Estimate $150 - 200

3073

3074

3075

3073 m
5¢ brown (1), blue numeral “10" cancel, strong brown color and huge margin at right showing portion of
adjoining stamp; light crease along right margin, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $465.
Estimate $150 - 200
3074 m
5¢ red brown (1), tied to piece with blue circular grid cancellation with matching PAID and Eastern R.R.
postmark, stamp with three clear margins; top margin has been added, Fine appearance. Scott $440.
Estimate $150 - 200
3075 m
5¢ orange brown (1b), blue manuscript cancel, stamp with four large, clear margins; light creases, Very
Fine centering. Scott $750.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Magnificent Mint 10 Cent 1847 Pair

3076 H
10¢ black (2), vertical pair, o.g., hinged, the most remarkable mint pair we have ever offered; a fantastic
exhibition quality showpiece with clear impression and gleaming full gum; this pair is “Fresh to the market”, having
been hidden away for many decades; a wonderful opportunity for any serious collector to acquire a magnificent
showpiece; top stamp with a small hinge thin; bottom stamp with a corner crease at the bottom right, and a horizontal crease between the stamps, Fine appearance. Scott $80,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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3077

3078

3079

3080

3081

3077 m
10¢ black (2), lightly struck red grid cancellation, wide margin at right showing interesting plate scratches
in margin; an extremely fresh and attractive example, Very Fine; with 2010 Weiss certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3078 m
10¢ black (2), barely visible red cancellation, extremely fresh and appealing 10 cent 1847 issue with extra wide margin at left showing portion of adjacent stamp; completely sound and attractive stamp that appears to be
unused at first glance, Very Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $825.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3079 m
$875.

10¢ black (2), pretty blue cancellation, a sound and attractive example of this popular issue, Fine. Scott
Estimate $400 - 600

3080 m
10¢ black (2), red circular grid cancels, 3½ ample to large margins all around, bold jet black color, Fine;
with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400
3081 m
10¢ black (2), full four margins and bright circular grid cancels; light overall toning, tiny thin and light
crease, Very Fine appearance. Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350

3082

3083

3084

3085

3086

3087

3082 (H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum as issued, deeply etched impression with bright fresh
color within four huge balanced margins all around, Choice Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3083 (H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum as issued, delightful example of this popular 1875 reproduction, with luscious color printed on lily white paper; sound and pleasing, F.-V.F., only 4,779 sold; with 1996 P.F.
certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
3084 (H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum as issued, desirable example of this popular stamp, with
delightful color, Very Fine, only 4,779 reportedly sold. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
3085 (H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum as issued, worthwhile example with rich color; light
crease, otherwise F.-V.F., only 4,779 sold. Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
3086 (H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), without gum as issued, spectacular top quality example of this scarce
stamp, with breathtaking rich color and sharp detailed impression; a true GEM deserving placement in the finest
collection of top quality stamps, Extremely Fine, only 3,83 sold; with 1996 PSE and 2007 P.F. certificates. Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3087 (H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), without gum as issued, attractive 1875 reproduction, with intense color,
F.-V.F., only 3,883 sold. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Magnificent 1 Cent Type 1 - A Great U.S. Classic Rarity

3088 m
1¢ blue, type I (5), position 7R1E, black grid cancellation, extraordinary example of this renowned position, in a quality rarely encountered; this big-time stamp has wide margins, including portion of adjoining stamp at
left side; this striking example has ravishing rich color and detailed impression and is in flawless condition, rare thus
- as this issue is almost always found faulty from one degree to another; also included with the P.S.E. certificate is
note from P.S.E.’s master grader, William Litle, indicating that this stamp is the same grade as the ex-Hinrichs and
ex-Scarsdale example which sold at public auction for $375,000 + 15% hammer; this is the only example achieving
the grade of VF-80 according to P.S.E.’s population report, with just 2 others grading higher; certainly this is among
the finest known type I’s, deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Very Fine, only 90 examples known to
exist; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $67,500. SMQ VF 80; $160,000.
Estimate $100,000 - 150,000
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Another Rare 1 Cent Type 1

3089 m
1¢ blue, type I (5), grid cancel, large margin at top, close or just touching on the other three sides, clearly
shows plumes at bottom, rich deep color; among the most appealing example obtainable; small shallow thin spots,
lovely Fine appearance, less than 100 examples of this stamp are thought to exist making it one of the rarest of the
US stamps outside of the grill rarities; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $67,500.
Estimate $40,000 - 60,000
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3090 m 1¢ blue, type Ib (5A), position 3R1E, neat town cancel, ample margins to just touching, but clearly showing the entire design; extremely handsome and completely sound example
of this rare type Ib stamp, Very Fine and attractive; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded 80. Scott
$9,000. SMQ VF 80; $9,600.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

3091 m
1¢ blue, type Ib (5A), position 8R1E - the best position of type Ib, absolutely
gorgeous blue grid cancellation, premium quality example of this position, with delightful color nicely complimented by the colored cancel; completely sound in all respects, a
very impressive 1 cent 1851, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75. Scott
$14,000. SMQ F-VF 75; $8,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

3092 m 1¢ blue, type Ia (6), very lightly cancelled, large margin at bottom showing the full
plumes, clear to just touching on the other sides, deep rich shade, fresh; horizontal crease at bottom through “One Cent”, attractive Very Fine appearance; with 1968 P.F. certificate. Scott
$11,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

3093 H
1¢ blue, type II (7), o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent GEM quality example
showing nice portion of sheet margin along the bottom of the stamp; an overwhelmingly stunning top quality stamp with splendid fresh color and detailed impression; the
most refreshing example we have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; simply amazing type II stamp; 1 of 2 examples attaining this impressive grade, with 4 others currently grading higher bid high - bid often on this exemplary stamp, you’ll be glad
you did, Superb; with 1997 P.F.C. and 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott
$1,000. SMQ SUP 98; $10,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

3094 H 1¢ blue, type II (7), o.g., hinged, supreme example featuring bold color and clearly defined impression; a well margined example with tremendous appeal, Extremely Fine; with 2015
P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3095 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), lovely black town cancellation, tremendous
one-in-a-million showpiece featuring enormous JUMBO margins and radiating
color; this huge margined stamp includes substantial portions of adjacent stamps
at left and right sides; this is 1 of 14 examples at this impressive grade, with only 8
others grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report, Superb; with 2015
P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J. Scott $135. SMQ SUP 98J; $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3096

3097

3098

3099

3100

3101

3096 (H)
1¢ blue, type II (7), position 22L1E, unused without gum, clear to large margins, except just into along the
left side, rich shade and impression, Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200
3097 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), relief A, plate 2 or 3, small black grid cancel, deep blue crisp impression, Extremely
Fine to Superb; with 2000 A.P.S. certificate and 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ 7; $700 XF-Sup
95.
Estimate $400 - 600
3098 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), position 7L1E, nice strike of black “Savannah, Ga” town cancellation, marvelous top
sheet margin single, with outstanding rich color, much more intense than normally found on plate 1 stamps, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F.C. and 2007 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $135. SMQ XF 90; $350.
Estimate $300 - 400
3099 (H)
1¢ blue, type IV (9), position 21R1L, recut once at top and twice at bottom, unused without gum, sheet
margin at left, clear to just touching on the other sides, fresh; very light diagonal crease at lower right, handsome
Very Fine appearance; with 1993 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150
3100 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), light black town postmark, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90.
SMQ 9; $300 XF 90.
Estimate $200 - 300
3101 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), manuscript cancels, stamp with four clear margins, with bold diagonal pre-print paper fold; light creases and rejoined singles to form lovely vertical pair, Very Fine centering. Scott $190.
Estimate $300 - 400

3102

3103

3102 P
3¢ red, type I, plate proof on India with brush “obliteration” (11P3), bright and fresh with four clear
margins; small reinforced spot of ink erosion at bottom of brush stroke, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $150 - 200
3103 (H)
3¢ dull red, type I (11), unused without gum, very large margins all around, including portions of the
frame line of the stamp above, sharp clean impression, Extremely Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $85.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3104

3105

3106

3107

3104 m
3¢ dull red, type I (11), light strike of black cancellation, astounding World Class GEM featuring large balanced margins and marvelous rich color; a true condition rarity showing large portion of adjoining stamp at top, Superb; with 2003 P.F.C. and 2009 P.F. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $15. SMQ SUP 98; $550.
Estimate $500 - 750
3105 m
3¢ dull red, type I (11), position 63L8, neat black cancellation, a remarkable example with intense color
and unusually clear impression, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott
$15. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
3106 m
3¢ dull red, type I (11), vertical pair, superb-strike of “San Francisco, Cal, Apr 21" c.d.s., uniquely appealing multiple with robust color and detailed impression; a great item; tiny scissors cut between stamps of little consequence, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 209 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $70.
Estimate $100 - 150
3107 m
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), red “Express Mail” cancellation of New York city, incredibly fresh and appealing
example with a gorgeous cancel, Very Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $20.
Estimate $100 - 150

3108 m
5¢ red brown (12), wonderful strike of neatly placed “New Orleans” town cancellation, an unbelievable
World Class GEM with immense margins of epic proportions; with breathtaking rich color printed on clean white paper; a magnificent showpiece of unparalleled quality that would be the highlight of any great collection; this stamp is
the Top-Of-The-Pop, being 1 of only 4 examples to attain the impressive grade of Sup-98J, and is the highest
graded #12, according to P.S.E.’s population report; the lucky purchaser of this beautiful stamp will never have to
upgrade this stamp, as it’s the quintessential example of this stamp, Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded
SUP 98J. Scott $700. SMQ SUP 98J; $9,250.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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3109

3110

3111

3109 m
5¢ red brown (12), unusually light black town cancellation, awesome top quality example with bold
prooflike color printed on clean white paper; evenly balanced margins and clear impression; quite elusive when
found with these marvelous qualities, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3110 m
5¢ red brown (12), nice portion of large Boston “Paid” in grid cancellation, flawless example with sharp
impression and beautiful rich color, Very Fine; with 2006 R.P.S.C. certificate. Scott $700. Estimate $400 - 600
3111 m
5¢ red brown (12), lightly struck black town cancellation, large margins, luscious rich shade, F.-V.F.
Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

3112

3113

3114

3115

3116

3112 P
10¢ green, type I, large die proof on India (13P1), off card, cut down to stamp size and gummed, tight
margins but clear all around, possibly produced in this form as a hybrid, nevertheless a rare die proof, Fine. Scott
$5,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
3113 m
10¢ green, type II (14), neat black cancellation, boardwalk margins including wide selvage at right;
brightly emblazoned color and clear impression; a most impressive GEM that would enhance any great collection,
Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $150. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $650.
Estimate $600 - 800
3114 m
10¢ green, type II (14), lightly struck black town cancellation, premium quality stamp with vivid color; a
flawless and attractive example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F.C. and 2016 P.F. certificate graded
VF-XF 85. Scott $150. SMQ VF-XF 85; $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
3115 m

10¢ green, type II (14), lightly struck black town cancellation, fresh and choice, Very Fine. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150

3116 m
$150.

10¢ green, type II (14), extra light black town cancellation, wide margins, supple color, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $100 - 150
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3117

3118

3119

3120

3117 m
10¢ green, type II (14), pair, lightly struck red grid cancellations, brilliant color; a wonderfully fresh multiple with full margins all around, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
3118 m
10¢ green, types II & III (14,15), combination pair, type II at left, and type III at right, well struck “New Orleans” town cancellation along with french “Due” handstamp on the left stamp, fresh and sound combination pair;
gorgeous rich shade, Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $330.
Estimate $200 - 300
3119 m
10¢ green, type III (15), lightly struck black town cancellation, heavenly rich shade; superior top quality
example of this type III stamp with wide sheet margin at left and large margins on other three sides, Extremely Fine
to Superb; with 1998 P.F.C. and 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $150. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $650.
Estimate $600 - 800
3120 m
10¢ green, type III (15), well struck New York Ocean Mail cancellation, dazzling rich color, an extraordinary top quality example, Extremely Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

3121

3122

3123

3121 H
12¢ gray black (17), pair, o.g., lightly hinged, brilliantly colored right sheet margin pair with lively color;
exceedingly fresh multiple of this rarity available for a mere fraction of it’s enormous catalog value; light creases,
V.G.; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $17,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3122 m
12¢ gray black (17), pen mark in the bottom left corner and neat black town cancellations, stunning
showpiece margins and Jet-Black color; among the most impressive World Class GEMS we have ever encountered, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $250. SMQ XF-SUP 95J;
$2,000+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3123 m
12¢ gray black (17), light circular date cancellation along with a nicely struck grid cancel, marvelous top
quality example with delightful color and generous margins on all sides, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF 90. Scott $250. SMQ XF 90; $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3124

3125

3126

3127

3128

3129

3124 m
1¢ blue, type I (18), outstanding red Carrier cancellation, absolutely spectacular type I stamp; with astounding color nicely complimented by the bright red postmark; a uniquely appealing example that is rarely found in
this wonderful condition; expect lots of competition for the stunning stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.F.
certificate. Scott $645.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3125 H
1¢ blue, type II, double transfer (20 var.), plate 12, o.g., lightly hinged, eye catching double transfer variety, with warm rich color and impressive centering; among the most impressive examples obtainable, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $1,100. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3126 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 12, barely touched by a lovely blue cancellation along the bottom left corner of
the stamp, fabulous rich shade; a well margined high quality type I stamp with luscious color; rarely encountered so
choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $275. SMQ VF-XF 85; $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
3127 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), position 87L4, town postmark, rich impression and color within incredibly balanced
margins, Very Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate as a Scott 19b and 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80 as a Scott 20.
Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150
3128 H
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), plate 11, o.g., lightly hinged, attractive example of this terribly elusive type III’s
stamp from plate 11; with luscious color and terrific eye appeal, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3129 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), “E” relief from plate 4, neat town cancel, deep shade; fresh and pleasing example
of type IIIa; small corner crease at top left, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200

3130 (H)
1¢ blue, type IV (23), positions 1L1L and 11L1L, vertical pair, the top stamp is recut twice at bottom and the bottom stamp is recut once at top and one at bottom, unused
without gum; pair is centered to the bottom and the bottom stamp with three blind perforations at left, the top stamp has a piece out at top, V.G., genuine unused perforated type IV
stamps are extremely rare and seldom seen; with 1971 Friedl znd 2016 Crowe certificates.
Scott $8,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3130
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3131

3132

3133

3134

3135

3131 HH
1¢ blue, type V (24), o.g., never hinged, awesome mint stamp in pristine condition; a remarkable condition rarity still retaining it’s fabulous Post Office “bloom”; unlisted in Scott in never hinged condition - this stamp
would please the most quality conscious collector, Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $140 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
3132 m
1¢ blue, type Va (24 var.), lightly struck black town cancellation, magnificent type Va stamp of unparalleled quality; perfectly centered amid evenly balanced margins, and alluring rich color; the quintessential example
of this terribly difficult stamp, Superb; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $125.
Estimate $400 - 600
3133 m
1¢ blue, type V (24), Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott
Stamp Values 24; $700 XF-Sup 95.
Estimate $400 - 600
3134

s
1¢ blue, type V (24), tied on small piece by a gorgeous red “New York, Paid, City Delivery, Jul 16" cancellation, a most attractive and appealing example with a fabulous postmark; a lovely showpiece, Very Fine. Scott $52.
Estimate $100 - 150

3135 m
1¢ blue, type V (24), vertical pair, lightly struck town cancellation, awesome GEM quality multiple with
outstanding centering and brilliant color; a striking showpiece that would please the most quality conscious collector, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $87. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,700 for two
singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3136 HH
3¢ rose, type I (25), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example of this scarce stamp, in immaculate never
hinged condition; a true condition rarity with full unblemished gum in pristine condition; as this stamp is unlisted in
Scott in never hinged condition, the catalog value of $2,750.00 in no way reflects the true value of this impressive
stamp in this quality; a one in a million chance to buy a magnificent example of Scott #25 in astounding quality, Very
Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750 for hinged.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3137
3137

3138

3139

3140

3¢ rose, type I (25), tied on small piece by neat strike of “Island Pond, VT” town cancellation, a handsome
stamp with a scarce small town cancel; simply gorgeous, Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

s

3138 HH
3¢ dull red, type III (26), o.g., never hinged, monumental example that’s beyond description; perfectly
centered with generous margins, with incredible depth of color; the finest example we have ever offered and a true
condition rarity deserving placement in a collection of distinction; unlisted in Scott in mint condition, this stamp modest hinged value is $65.00 and bears no relation to the true value of this beautiful GEM, Superb; with 2007 P.F.
certificate. Scott $65 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
3139 HH
3¢ dull red, type III (26), o.g., never hinged, flawless high quality mint stamp in immaculate condition;
beautifully balanced margins unlisted in Scott in N.H. condition, Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $65 for hinged. SMQ XF 90; $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
3140 HH
3¢ dull red, type III (26), o.g., never hinged, impressive top sheet margin single with lively rich color; Post
Office fresh, Very Fine; with 2009 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 80. Scott $65 for hinged. SMQ VF 80; $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

3141
3141

3142

3143

3¢ dull red, type III (26), tied on piece by magnificent strike of “Mulberry Corners, O” cancellation, magnificent quality stamp still on piece by an equally magnificent Ohio town postmark; eye catching and gorgeous, Extremely Fine. Scott $10.
Estimate $100 - 150

s

3142 H
3¢ dull red, type IV (26A), o.g., hinged, handsome example of this elusive type IV stamp; extremely rich
color, Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
3143 m
3¢ dull red, type IV (26A), black Philadelphia postmark, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate
graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values 26A; $400 XF 90.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3144

3145

3144 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), light black “1858" year date cancellation, desirable example with extremely intense color; pulled perf at top, and reperforated at right, otherwise Fine; with 2014 Weiss certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $300 - 400
3145 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), New Orleans, La., 1859 year date cancel; perf faults, otherwise Fine. Scott
$1,650.
Estimate $300 - 400

3146 H
5¢ red brown, type I (28), part o.g., a fantastic example of this incredibly rare red brown shade in unused
condition; with breathtaking color and razor sharp impression; of the handful of unused examples that are known to
exist the example offered here is among the finest, as this stamp is a true condition rarity when found unused especially with part original gum; missing from all but the most advanced U.S. collections; reperforated at right and bottom, otherwise Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $60,000 for full o.g.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

3147

3148

3149

3147 m
5¢ red brown, type I (28), light black cancellation, lively rich shade; one short perf at upper right; top perf
tips cut straight, otherwise Fine; with 2014 Weiss certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $350 - 500
3148 m
5¢ bright red brown, type I (28b), neat town cancellation, very elusive color shade; choice example with
intense color; clipped perfs at upper left, otherwise Fine; with 2011 Weiss certificate. Scott $2,300.
Estimate $600 - 800
3149 m
5¢ Indian red, type I (28A), light black town and red transit marking, deep rich true shade; a very collectible example; mall creases, Fine appearance, difficult stamp to find in the correct shade; with 2004 P.F. certificate.
Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3150

3151

3150 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), black postmark, well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values 29; $600 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $400 - 600
3151 H
5¢ orange brown, type II (30), o.g., lightly hinged, remarkable top quality stamp with razor sharp impression and astounding color; rarely found in such gorgeous condition; this is 1 of 13 examples achieving the grade of
XF-90, with only 3 others grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,200. SMQ XF 90; $3,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

3152

3153

3154

3155

3152 (H)
10¢ green, type I (31), regummed, extremely handsome example of this incredibly scarce unused type I
stamp; with captivating deep rich color; among the choicest appearing examples imaginable; reperforated at left
and top, otherwise Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $11,500 for no gum.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3153

10¢ green, type I (31), tied to piece by perfectly struck “San Francisco, Cal, Jul 3, 1859" cancellation, a
beautiful and fresh type I stamp with a tremendous postmark; simply gorgeous and quite scarce when found this attractive, Fine; with 2006 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

s

3154 (H)
10¢ green, type II (32), expertly regummed, rich shade and sharp impression, fresh example of this elusive unused stamp, V.G.; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,150.
Estimate $400 - 600
3155 m
10¢ green, type II (32), light portion of town cancellation at bottom right
corner, among a handful of examples of this stamp we would consider a GEM; a
spectacular left sheet margin single with straddle line in selvage; breathtaking rich
color and unusually large margins; an unbelievable type II stamp in dynamite quality, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $500 - 750
3156 ma
10¢ green, types II & III (32,33), combination block of 4, neat black town
cancellations, combination block featuring type II stamps at left (Scott #32), and
type III stamps at right (Scott #33); a wonderful multiple for the 10 cent specialist;
some expert perf reinforcement, trivial thins, and minor wrinkles, otherwise Fine.
Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3156
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3157
3157 m

3158

3158

3159

10¢ green, type III (33), vibrant red grid cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $235.
Estimate $500 - 750

10¢ green, type III (33), left sheet margin single tied on piece by black town and light blue oval “T.
Lemmen Meyer, San Francisco” handstamp, wonderful well centered stamp with dazzling color, Extremely Fine;
with 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $350 - 500
s

3159 m
10¢ green, type III (33), boldly struck red town cancellation, astounding deep rich color complimented by
the colorful cancellation; a mouth watering high quality stamp that is rarely encountered so beautiful, Very Fine; with
1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $235.
Estimate $250 - 350

3160

3161

3162

3163

Ex 3164

3160 m
10¢ green, type IV (34), position 3R, recut at top, neat circular grid cancel, fresh and affordable example
of this terribly elusive type IV stamp; twp repaired pinholes to the left of the bust and reperforated at right, still and attractive stamp, Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3161 H
10¢ green, type V (35), o.g., lightly hinged, huge margins and lively bright color; an outrageous top quality showpiece, Extremely Fine; with 1991 and 2008 P.F. certificates. Scott $225.
Estimate $400 - 600
3162 m
10¢ green, type V (35), fabulous red town cancellation, astounding showpiece with huge margins and
breathtaking color; an exemplary top quality GEM, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded
95. Scott $65. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
3163 m
10¢ green, type V (35), large part captured imprint at right, vibrant red town postmark, Extremely Fine;
with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $73.
Estimate $300 - 400
3164 m
10¢ green, type V (35), nice appearing group of 5 examples, red or black cancellations, wide margins; a
few light creases, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3165

3166

3167

3168

3165 m
12¢ black, plate I (36), extraordinary red grid and c.d.s. cancellations, premium quality example of this
notoriously difficult stamp, with glorious color nicely complimented by the eye catching red postmarks; a true GEM
of philately that would enhance any great collection, Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90.
Scott $345. SMQ XF 90; $950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3166 (H)
12¢ black, plate III (36B), unused without gum, among the most impressive obtainable unused examples of this plate III stamp we have encountered; with large “picture frame” margins from being cut from the sheet
showing portions of adjacent stamps all around; one of the most eye catching examples you’ll ever see, Extremely
Fine; with 1988 P.F.C. and 2006 A.P.S. certificates. Scott $325.
Estimate $400 - 600
3167 H
12¢ black, plate III (36B), o.g., previously hinged, excellent sharp crisp impression and attractive black
shade; centered to the top and left, Fine; with photocopy of 1992 P.F. certificate for block of six, from which it was
taken; along with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
3168 m
12¢ black, plate III (36B), Mobile, Ala. Jan 27, 1861 postmark, Very Fine, scarce independent state usage; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $500 - 750

3169

3170

3169 Ha
24¢ gray lilac (37), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, tremendous multiple with vivacious color that’s beyond
description; a magnificent well centered block which certainly is among the finest remaining examples, as nearly all
the remaining higher quality blocks have long ago been broken up to satisfy collector demand for choice singles; a
rare chance to buy an impressive showpiece, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
3170 Ha
24¢ gray lilac (37), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (minor gum bend on lower left stamp not mentioned on
accompanying certificate), gorgeous high quality multiple, extremely fresh and very choice; one of the few remaining intact blocks available to collectors, F.-V.F.; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $10,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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3171

3172

3171 H
24¢ gray lilac (37), disturbed o.g., extremely wide margins and vivid color, pretty stamp, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,450.
Estimate $500 - 750
3172 (H)
24¢ gray lilac, imperf (37c), unused without gum, rarely offered imperforate single with wide sheet margin at left side, leaving no doubt that this is a genuine imperforate stamp; lovely rich shade; a sound and attractive
example of this tough issue, Extremely Fine; with 1958 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3173 H
30¢ orange (38), o.g., previously hinged, awesome example with exquisite rich color; a premium quality
stamp with nicely balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85.
Scott $2,000. SMQ VF-XF 85; $3,400.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

3174

3175

3176

3177

3178

3174 H
30¢ orange (38), o.g., lightly hinged, robust color; a flawless example of this tough stamp, F.-V.F.; with
2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3175 H
30¢ orange (38), o.g., previously hinged, very nicely centered amidst typical margins with a large margin
at right, deep shade, sharp crisp impression, fresh and nicer than normally seen for this difficult stamp; trivial short
perf at upper right not mentioned on accompanying certificate, otherwise F.-V.F.; with clear 2005 P.F. certificate.
Scott $2,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3176 m

30¢ orange (38), light red town cancellation, scrumptious color, Fine. Scott $475. Estimate $200 - 300

3177 m
30¢ orange (38), black grid cancellation, vibrant color, nice looking stamp; light horizontal crease, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200
3178 (H)
90¢ blue (39), regummed, vibrant rich color; a nice appearing example of this key stamp; small filled thin
spot at lower right, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,200 for no gum.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3179 H
90¢ blue (39), o.g., hinged, outstanding well centered example with tremendous rich color and outstanding centering; among the finest obtainable examples of this tough stamp; this is 1 of 9 examples attaining the grade
of XF-90, with only 4 others currently grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report, Extremely Fine; with
2008 P.S.E. and 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $3,000. SMQ XF 90; $7,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

3180 m
90¢ blue (39), bold red grid cancellation, uniquely appealing example of this terribly difficult genuinely
used stamp; an impressive stamp with the deepest and richest color we’ve seen on this issue; a faultless stamp,
rare thus, as the majority of known examples have faults from one degree to another; the example offered here is
completely sound in all respects and is very attractive, Fine, approximately 100 used examples are known to exist;
with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Ex 3181

3182

3183

3181 P
1¢-90¢ Reprints complete, plate proofs on card (40P4-47P4), gorgeous set with nicely balanced margins on all values; a couple with pencil notations on reverse, Extremely Fine. Scott $580. Estimate $350 - 500
3182 (H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, desirable example of this tough stamp, with bodacious color and large margins; a great stamp, Extremely Fine, only 3,846 examples sold. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
3183 (H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, brilliant fresh stamp with lively color printed on bright
white paper; completely sound in all respects, Fine, 3,846 examples sold; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

3184 (H)
12¢ greenish black, Reprint (44), without gum as issued, sound and attractive example of this elusive
1875 reprint with jet-black color; splendid high quality stamp, Very Fine, only 489 reportedly sold; with 1986 P.F.
certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1861 FIRST DESIGNS

3185 H
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), slightly disturbed o.g., large margins on three side, into at right,
clearly shows the design characteristics at top, deep shade, fresh, a nice example of this difficult to find and often
misidentified stamp; reperforated at right, Fine appearing; with 1975 A.P.S. certificate which calls this stamp
regummed, and 2016 Crowe certificate calling the stamp “disturbed o.o.” Scott $8,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3186

3187

3188

3189

3190

3186 E
1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in blue (63-E13f), plate on white paper, perf. all around and between, o.g.,
never hinged, unbelievably fresh example with intact coupon attached at top; gleaming full original gum - scarce
thus, as these rarely come this nice and are ridiculously undervalued, Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
3187 E
1¢ Bowlsby coupon essay, in red (63-E13g), plate on white paper, perf. all around, imperf between
stamp and coupon, o.g., never hinged (gum skips along bottom of stamp caused by “short gumming” during production process), awesome example with spectacular color, a deep lush shade of red; wonderful example of this
popular essay, Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
3188 E
3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in scarlet (65-E15f), complete design, plate on India, unused
without gum, well margined example with lively color and clear impression; tiny blue stain at the extreme bottom
right corner could easily be trimmed away leaving a very handsome example, otherwise Very Fine; with 2007 P.F.
certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $100 - 150
3189 E
3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in brown rose (65-E15h), complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., hinged (pencil mark on gum), fresh and choice example of
this popular essay, with intense color; barely noticeable scissor blunted perfs at lower left side, F.-V.F. appearance;
with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
3190 E
5¢ Jefferson essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in orange brown (67-E4c), complete design, die II
on old proof paper; small light diagonal crease at upper right and a couple of shallow thins, otherwise Very Fine.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 3191
3191 S
1¢ blue, 3¢ rose and 24¢ lilac, each overprinted “Specimen” (63SB, 65SB, 78SB), o.g., 78SB hinged,
63SB and 65SB are never hinged, impressive trio of “Specimen” overprints; a handsome group with gorgeous colors, two in pristine mint condition, Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3192

3193

3194

3195

3196

3192 HH
1¢ blue (63), o.g., never hinged, heavenly fresh example with crystal clear impression; a well margined
example in a remarkable state of preservation, unlisted in Scott catalog in never hinged condition, but we estimate
that if it was listed, it would catalog for at least $1,000 in mint never hinged condition; a most impressive showpiece,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $300 for a hinged example. Estimate $750 - 1,000
3193 H
1¢ blue (63), very well centered, perforations clear are clear of the design on all sides, seldom found this
nice, fresh, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
3194 H
1¢ blue (63), o.g., lightly hinged, as brilliant fresh as the very first day it was printed; a gorgeous example
printed on lily white paper, Very Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate for this stamp when it was a left sheet margin single,
the margin having been subsequently removed. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
3195 m
1¢ blue (63), outstanding “Philadelphia - Post Office” cancellation, handpicked top quality used stamp
featuring incredibly large margins and wonderfully rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $50.
Estimate $100 - 150
3196 m
1¢ blue (63), unusual “U.S. Penny Mail - Phil., Pa” cancellation, boardwalk margins and deep color; very
handsome; couple inconsequential toned spots, otherwise Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded VF 80J.
Scott $50. SMQ VF 80J; $65.
Estimate $100 - 150

3197 HH/Ha 1¢ blue (63), block of 12, o.g., all never hinged except top right stamp which is lightly hinged, lively color;
wonderful multiple with natural straight edge along the three stamps at right; position 7 with minor black stain along
the bottom of the stamp, otherwise Fine. Scott $4,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3198

3199

3200

3201

3202

3203

3198 m
3¢ pink (64), neat black cancellation, exemplary top quality example of this elusive shade, completely
sound stamp in a most impressive condition, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3199 m
3¢ pink (64), neatly struck black grid cancellation, remarkable fresh and choice example of this often
mis-identified stamp, in the difficult pink shade; a flawless sound stamp with excellent color and centering, Very
Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $675.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3200 m
3¢ pink (64), partial c.d.s. town cancel; cleaned affecting the color, still attractive, F.-V.F. appearance;
with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300
3201 m
3¢ rose pink (64b), neat black town cancellation, brilliant fresh example of the tough rose pink shade; a
few scissor blunted perforations at top and bottom, otherwise Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150
3202 H
3¢ rose (65), o.g., hinged, fresh appearance, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. Scott Stamp Values 65; $575 XF-Sup 95.
Estimate $400 - 600
3203 HH
3¢ deep rose red (65 var.), o.g., never hinged, astounding example with heavenly rich color, a spectacular shade of deep rose red that jumps off the paper; a lovely large margined stamp that’s unlisted in Scott in never
hinged condition, Extremely Fine; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $125 for a hinged example.
Estimate $350 - 500

3204
3204 m
tificate.

3205

3206

3207

3¢ rose (65), attractive ornate Northfield, MA fancy geometric cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. cerEstimate $400 - 600

3205 m
3¢ rose (65), fancy negative “DEC.” postmark of Putnam, Ct., wonderful ornate cancel; small tear at top,
V.G.; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
3206

s

3207

3¢ rose (65), horizontal pair, tied to piece by stunning “Metamora, Ill” town cancellation, outstanding top
quality pair with an eye catching postmark; a select showpiece that would enhance any top quality collection, Extremely Fine. Scott $6.
Estimate $100 - 150

3¢ rose (65), tied on small piece by perfectly struck “Harper’s Ferry, Va” town cancellation, a gorgeous
GEM quality stamp neatly tied on piece by a wonderfully placed socked-on-the-nose postmark, Extremely Fine.
Scott $3.
Estimate $100 - 150
s
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3208

3209

3210

3211

3212

3208 H

5¢ buff (67), pretty blue town cancellation, very fresh and choice sound stamp, Fine. Scott $830.
Estimate $200 - 300

3209 m

5¢ buff (67), bold red grid cancellation, extremely fresh and pleasing example, Fine. Scott $860.
Estimate $300 - 400

3210 H
10¢ yellow green (68), o.g., lightly hinged, particularly well centered example with brightly emblazoned
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3211 (H)
10¢ yellow green (68), regummed, three large balanced margins, centered a bit to the left, deep rich
shade, fresh; horizontal crease at top and a thin spot at center, otherwise Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott
$375.
Estimate $150 - 200
3212 m
10¢ yellow green (68), outstanding strike of San Francisco cogwheel cancellation, deep saturated color;
a remarkably choice example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $60. SMQ VF-XF 85; $150.
Estimate $150 - 200
3213 m
12¢ black and 30¢ orange, 1866, 15¢ black and 1870, 24¢ purple (69, 71, 77, 153), lovely cancellations
on 6 better classic stamps, includes 69 with wide natural straight edge at right; 71 x (2), one with red grid, the other
with S.F. cogwheel cancels; 77, and 153 x (2), one with a pretty blue postmark, generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,235
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3214

3215

3216

3214 H
12¢ black (69), slightly disturbed o.g., particularly well centered stamp with intense color printed on lily
white paper; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3215 H
12¢ black (69), o.g., lightly hinged, impressive mint stamp with vibrant rich color printed on clean white
paper; sound and attractive with fresh original gum; quite scarce when found in this impressive quality, F.-V.F.; with
1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3216 H
12¢ black (69), o.g., previously hinged, nicely centered for this stamp, perfs close at top but clear of design, sharp crisp shade and impression, fresh, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3217

3218

3219

3220

3217 m
24¢ red lilac (70), neatly struck black town cancellation, magnificent GEM quality example in the unmistakable red lilac shade; a handsome well centered stamp with lots of appeal, Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $500 - 750
3218 m
24¢ red lilac (70), lightly struck black grid cancellation along with red cancel at bottom left corner, outstanding well centered example; vibrant color and crisp clear impression; marvelous stamp, Extremely Fine; with
1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
3219 m
24¢ brown lilac (70a), blue Baltimore town cancel, close at left otherwise nice margins, eye catching example of this shade, fresh; small thin at top, attractive Very Fine appearance; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$325.
Estimate $100 - 150
3220 m
24¢ brown lilac (70a), two examples of the desirable brown lilac shade, neat cancellations; trivial nibbed
perfs, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $650.
Estimate $100 - 150

3221 H
24¢ steel blue (70b), o.g., hinged, extraordinary example of this rare steel blue shade in flawless condition; with gleaming rich color and just a single small hinge mark on gleaming fresh gum; of the few known mint examples tend to be plagued with faults from one degree to another, finding an example in this quality, in completely
sound condition makes this stamp a true condition rarity; for the collector of quality stamps building their collection
one choice stamp at a time, this is the stamp for you, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $16,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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3222
3222 m

3223

3224

24¢ steel blue (70b), vibrant red grid cancel, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $890.
Estimate $500 - 750

3223 m
24¢ steel blue (70b), lovely red grid cancellation, flawless sound example with intense color; scarce thus
- as this stamp is almost always found faulty from one degree to another, V.G.-Fine; with 2011 P.F.C. and 2016 P.F.
certificate graded VG-F 60. Scott $890.
Estimate $400 - 600
3224 m
24¢ steel blue (70b), neat “PAID” in lozenge cancel, three balanced margins, just touching at right, excellent example of this desirable shade, Fine and attractive; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

3225 H
24¢ violet (70c), o.g., hinged, among the most attractive examples of this rarely offered color variety we
have ever had the pleasure to offer; a pristine example with the most intense shade of violet we’ve encountered; an
eye catching rarity deserving placement in a serious collection; reperforated at left, otherwise Fine; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $35,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

3226
3226 m

3227

3228

Ex 3229

24¢ violet (70c), black grid cancel, bold cancel, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3227 m
24¢ violet (70c), light blue grid cancel, attractive example of this seldom seen shade; small faults including small thin spots and scissors separated perforations on three sides, otherwise Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate.
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
3228 m
24¢ pale gray violet (70d), segmented blue cork cancel, an excellent example of this difficult shade, centered to the left and bottom; reperforated at top, several short perforations and a filled thin, otherwise Fine; with
2010 Weiss certificate and 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
3229 m
210

24¢ pale gray violet (70d), two singles; faults, Fine appearance. Scott $6,000.
info@kelleherauctions.com
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3230

3231

3232

3230 (H)
30¢ orange (71), unused without gum, well centered with wide top and bottom margins; small corner
crease at lower right and reperforated at right, attractive Very Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
3231 m
30¢ orange (71), fabulous blue segmented cork and light red cancellations, eye catching example with
gorgeous cancels; a handsome well centered stamp with exceptional centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2003 P.F.C. and 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $215. SMQ VF-XF 85; $350. Estimate $250 - 350
3232

30¢ orange and 15¢ black (71, 77), tied on small piece by boldly struck “Detroit, Mich, May 28" c.d.s. and
target duplex cancellation, eye catching duo with tremendous appeal, used out of Detroit; lovely strike, Fine. Scott
$380.
Estimate $200 - 300

s

3233 Ha
90¢ blue (72), top margin block of 4, disturbed o.g., the freshest mint block we’ve encountered, featuring
bold prooflike color and finely detailed impression; this is an eye catching showpiece and is one of the few remaining mint blocks available to collectors, Fine. Scott $32,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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3224

3225

3234 S
2¢ black, overprinted “Specimen” (73SB), o.g., lightly hinged, popular Black Jack issue with red
“Specimen”overprint; wonderfully fresh and choice, F.-V.F., quite elusive, only 1,306 examples sold. Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
3235 HH
2¢ black (73), o.g., never hinged, marvelous Black-Jack in pristine mint condition; so scarce when found
in never hinged condition that Scott only lists this stamp in hinged, with a modest value of only $350.00; incredible
depth of color, F.-V.F.; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $350 for a hinged example.
Estimate $400 - 600

3236 m
2¢ black, major double transfer (“Atherton shift”) (73 var.), faintly cancelled, rarefy offered example
of the “Atherton” shift; an eye catching example of this popular printing variety missing from even the most advanced collections; faint horizontal crease at top ending in a small tear, V.G.; with 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott
$10,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

3237 H
5¢ red brown (75), o.g., lightly hinged, appealing example with riveting color and sharp clear impression;
this well margined stamp is fresh to the market and is much nicer than normally encountered, Very Fine; with 2016
P.F. certificate. Scott $5,750.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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3238

3239

3240

3241

3242

3238 P
15¢ deep blue, trial color plate proof on India (77TC3a), intense color and clear impression; a lovely
example of this elusive India paper mounted on card, F.-V.F. Scott $335.
Estimate $150 - 200
3239 m
15¢ black (77), faint manuscript lines cancellation barely visible from “t” of “cents” to “S” of “US” at bottom
right corner of the stamp, premium quality example, just barely touched by a cancellation; appears unused at first
glance, with all of the design unobscured, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200
3240 m
15¢ black (77), light red and neat black cancellations, wide margins and brilliant fresh color, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine. Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200
3241 m
$220.

15¢ black (77), faint red and light black cancellations, lively color and clear impression, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $100 - 150

3242 m
15¢ black (77), attractive group of 4 examples, neat cancellations, all with choice centering; small hidden
flaws, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $720.
Estimate $150 - 200

3243 (H)
24¢ lilac (78), unused without gum, although centered towards the bottom, this stamp has the most beautiful rich color we’ve ever seen on this issue, V.G.-Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $200 - 300

3244 m
24¢ grayish lilac (78a), black crossed grid cancel and red London transit postmark, vibrant postmark,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values 78a; $600 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3245

3246

3245 m
3¢ rose, A. grill (79), lightly struck outer rim of a town cancel and nice strike of a diamond shaped fancy
cancel similar to Skinner-Eno GE-D 1, extremely handsome example of this difficult grilled all over stamp, fantastic
rich color; perfs appear intact which is very uncommon for this issue, Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
3246 m
3¢ rose, C. grill (83), circle of wedges cancel, bold grill impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values 83; $1,500 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3247

3248

3249

3250

3247 (H)
2¢ black, D. grill (84), regummed, large margins, much nicer centering than normally encountered on
this rare D grill, difficult stamp to find unused; small vertical crease at top right, Fine appearance; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3248 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), neat black rosette cancellation, supreme example of this tough stamp, nicely balanced margins and sterling color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1986 and 2010 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3249 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), neatly struck rosette cancellation, extremely intense color; single nibbed perf at upper right, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400
3250 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), fancy segmented cork cancellation, nice full strike of the grill; a small thin at lower
right and reperforated at right, attractive Very Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $150 - 200

3251 H
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), disturbed o.g., tremendous rich shade; handsome example of this incredibly rare
Z grill; tiny faults, including two repaired perf tips at left, otherwise Fine; with 2014 Weiss certificate. Scott $17,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3252

3253

3254

3255

3252 H
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), disturbed o.g., remarkably fresh and choice example of this rarely offered Z grill;
a flawless mint stamp with Jet-Black color and clear impression, Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $17,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3253 m
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), blue grid cancel, bold grill impression, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate.
Scott $1,200.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3254 m
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), light black cancellation, bodacious rich color and sharp clear impression; light
crease along lower left corner, V.G.; with 2014 Weiss certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400
3255 m
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), light unobtrusive cork cancellation, extremely fresh and affordable example of
this tough stamp; nibbed perforation at left center and a short corner perforation at lower left, otherwise Fine; with
2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $200 - 300

3256

3257

3258

3256 (H)
12¢ intense black, Z. grill (85E), unused without gum, gorgeous rich shade; an extremely elusive 12c Z
grill; with faults including a crease and a missing perf at lower right, Fine appearance; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $6,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3257 m
12¢ intense black, Z. grill (85E), black cancellation and small portion of red cancel at lower right, terribly
difficult Z grill; a fresh example with gorgeous rich color, V.G.-Fine; with 2014 Weiss certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
3258 m
12¢ intense black, Z. grill (85E), neat pen cancel, wonderfully rich color; horizontal crease at top slightly
breaks the paper of the stamp and a tiny nick at right which is a deeper than normal perf hole, otherwise Fine; with
2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
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E. Grills

3259

3260

3261

3262

3263

3264

3259 H
1¢ blue, E. grill (86), o.g., previously hinged; centered to the lower right, still an extremely scarce stamp
with original gum, V.G.; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
3260 H
2¢ black, E. grill (87), disturbed o.g. and hinge remnants, rich shade, sharp crisp impression; pulled perforation at upper right, otherwise Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $400 - 600
3261 m
2¢ black, E. grill (87), blue circle of diamonds cancel, bold grill impression, Very Fine; with 2010 and
2016 P.F. certificates graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values 87; $510 XF 90.
Estimate $400 - 600
3262 H
3¢ rose, E. grill (88), o.g., hinge remnant; two thin perforations at the top, a light diagonal bend and a few
toned perforations, Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
3263 H
10¢ green, E. grill (89), disturbed o.g. with some adhesions from a 6¢ 1869, impressive well centered example of this scarce E grill; delightful fresh color; unusually choice condition, Fine and attractive; with 2016 Crowe
certificate. Scott $5,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3264 m
10¢ green, E. grill (89), Japan cancellation, gorgeous rich color; thin spots in the grill area, otherwise
Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300

3265

3266

3267

3268

3269

3265 (H)
12¢ black, E. grill (90), regummed, rich shade, good impression; a few creases and one torn perforation
at top, Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $300 - 400
3266 m
12¢ black, E. grill (90), tantalizing red cancellation, awesome showpiece with intense color with lots of
vim and vigor; with well proportioned margins; a wonderful stamp that’s sure to stir your hippocampus, Extremely
Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $475. SMQ XF 90; $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3267 m
12¢ black, E. grill, double grill (90 var.), neat black cancellation, natural straight edge at right; interesting double grill variety; short perf at bottom and added perf tip at upper left, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.A.G.
certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400
3268 m
15¢ black, E. grill (91), four ring target cancel, nicely centered, good color and impression, handsome
Very Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
3269 m
15¢ black, E. grill (91), neat crossroads cancellation, lovely rich color; tiny thin and minor toning spots,
otherwise Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
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F. Grills

3270

3271

3270 H
1¢ blue, F. grill (92), o.g., previously hinged, extraordinary example of this notoriously difficult one cent F
grill, with wonderful overall freshness, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3271 H
1¢ blue, F. grill (92), o.g., hinge remnants, strong color; a scarce grilled stamp; small grill thin, small corner creases at lower right and light soiling, otherwise Fine; with 2012 Weiss certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

3272

3273

3274

3272 HH
2¢ black, F. grill (93), o.g., never hinged, gleaming fresh example in a quality rarely encountered; well
centered with generous margins and brilliant color; gleaming fresh unblemished gum with full grill that pops from the
full original gum; a true condition rarity and one of the most difficult classic stamps to obtain in pristine mint condition; a wonderful state of preservation destined for the finest collection; the hinged Scott value of $450.00 is irrelevant when it comes to a stamp like this, Very Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $450 for a hinged example.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3273 HHa
2¢ black, F. grill (93), left margin block of 4 with part imprint, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage
only, gorgeous multiple in immaculate condition; a beautiful showpiece, Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott
$2,600 for hinged.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3274 m
2¢ black, F. grill (93), neat quartered cork cancellation, a superb example with sterling rich color printed
on bleach white paper; a uniquely appealing example with oversized margins and precise centering; this wonderful
stamp has few peers and would be a perfect addition to any World Class collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $60. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,900.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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3275 HH
3¢ red, F. grill (94), o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh mint stamp in gleaming mint condition; a most attractive example of this tough grilled stamp, otherwise Fine; with clear 2007 P.S.E. certificate for block of six from which
this stamp was taken, and 2007 P.F. certificate stating “reperforated at left”. Scott $350 for a hinged example.
Estimate $150 - 200

3276

3277

3278

3276 HH
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example in a quality rarely encountered; an immaculate mint stamp with ravishing rich color with unblemished gum with mirror like impression; how this stamp has
survived the last 149 years in this astounding condition defies logic; a wonderful opportunity for the serious collector
to obtain a gorgeous never hinged stamp, that’s unlisted in Scott in pristine mint condition, F.-V.F.; with1999 P.F.C.
for block/4, from which this immaculate stamp was taken, this being the top left stamp from block, and 2001 P.F. certificate for the individual stamp. Scott $3,500 for a hinged example.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3277 (H)
5¢ brown, F. grill, very thin paper (95 var.), unused without gum, lovely example of this terribly difficult
“very thin paper” variety; listed in Scott catalog at $4,000 for an o.g. example of this variety, but not listed without
gum, V.G.-Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,000 for o.g.
Estimate $300 - 400
3278 m
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), black cancellation, extremely fresh; tiny corner perf fault at upper right and lower
right, otherwise Fine; with 2014 Weiss certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $150 - 200

3279

3280

3281

3279 (H)
10¢ yellow green, F. grill, very thin paper (96 var.), unused without gum, outstanding example of this
rarely offered “very thin paper” variety, with extra large margins and gorgeous rich color; a flawless high quality
stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $900 for normal paper. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $1,450 for normal paper.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3280 H
10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), part o.g., deep shade; internal paper break along the top of the grill and a
couple other small faults, Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $300 - 400
3281 m
$250.
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3282

3283

3284

3285

3282 H
12¢ black, F. grill (97), o.g., hinged, extraordinary example of this terribly difficult grilled stamp; with lively
color and finely etched impression; much nicer than normally found, Very Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$3,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3283 H
12¢ black, F. grill (97), o.g., previously hinged, deep shade, crisp impression; quite scarce when found
completely sound and choice, Fine and attractive; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000. Estimate $500 - 750
3284 (H)
12¢ black, F. grill (97), unused without gum, desirable well centered example of this tough stamp; light
toning, and reperforated at top, otherwise Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
3285 m
12¢ black, F. grill (97), neat quartered cork cancellation, premium quality with near perfect centering,
with lively color; quite an elegant example of this F grill; faint “trace” of pen notations on reverse which is inconsequential at best, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $250.
Estimate $300 - 400

3286

3287

3286 H
15¢ black, F. grill (98), o.g., hinge remnant, incredibly fresh stamp with eye catching “Jet-Black” color
and clear impression; a flawless example of this difficult grilled stamp, Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3287 m
15¢ black, F. grill (98), trace of black cancellation at left, wonderful overall freshness, pretty stamp,
F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3288 Ha
15¢ black, F. grill (98), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (top right stamp with minor gum bend), impressive
deep rich color of great intensity; a very pleasing multiple which is actually better centered than most of the remaining multiples, V.G.-Fine. Scott $35,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

3289 H
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), o.g., lightly hinged, an unbelievable example of this rarely offered mint stamp;
with outstanding centering, much nicer than any we have previously offered, as this stamp is usually found with the
perforations cutting the design on one or more sides; this astounding stamp has riveting color making this stamp the
cream of the crop as it pertains to mint #99’s; a Big-League stamp deserving placement in the finest collection, as
it’s equal simply may not exist, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $8,500. SMQ VF 80;
$10,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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3290

3291

3292

3293

3294

3290 H
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), o.g., hinge remnant, wide margins on three sides, nice color and impression;
remarkable example of this tough stamp, that normally comes far off centered with faults; this example is exceptional, Fine and attractive; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $8,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3291 H
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), disturbed o.g. (pencil mark and tiny stain on gum), “affordable” example of this
scarce mint stamp, with warm rich color; a small thin spot at right and repair at left, V.G. Scott $8,500.
Estimate $400 - 600
3292 m
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), black cancellation, very affordable example of this scarce grilled stamp; several light creases and a few short perfs, otherwise Fine; with 2010 Weiss certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $300 - 400
3293 H
30¢ orange, F. grill (100), light segmented cork cancellation, centered much better than normal; a handsome 30 cent F grill with sterling rich color; a small toned spot at lower left, otherwise Very Fine; with 2016 Crowe
certificate. Scott $950.
Estimate $150 - 200
3294 m
30¢ orange, F. grill (100), neat circle of wedges cancellation, magnificent wide margined example with
straddle margin straight edge at the right; warm rich color; very pleasing, Very Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

3295

3296

3297

3295 H
90¢ blue, F. grill (101), large part o.g., deep rich shade and impression, three large margins, centered to
the left but well clear; a great rarity when found unused with original gum; horizontal creases at top, small filled grill
thins and a few short perfs, Fine and attractive, extremely scarce stamp unused or used and exceptionally scarce
with original gum; with 2010 Weiss and 2016 Crowe certificates. Scott $14,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3296 m
90¢ blue, F. grill (101), unusually light black cancellation, heavenly rich shade; a good looking example
of this difficult grilled stamp; nibbed perforation along right side, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
3297 m

90¢ blue, F. grill (101); creases, small sealed tear and short perf at bottom, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1875 RE-ISSUE OF THE 1861-1866 ISSUES

3298

3299

3300

3301

3302

3298 H
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), disturbed o.g., gorgeous clear impression; lovely sound example of this popular
1875 re-issue, Fine and attractive, only 3195 sold, scarce stamp; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
3299 m
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), double struck black duplex cancellations, flawless sound example of this
scarce used 1875 re-issue, with huge margins and intense color; a rare opportunity to bid on one of few used examples known to exist, Extremely Fine, of the 3,195 examples that were reportedly sold in 1875, only about 50 examples are recorded in genuinely used condition; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3300 m
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), neatly struck black numeral 2 duplex cancel, well centered and scarce example
of this genuinely used re-issue, with fine detailed deep rich color; reperforated at bottom, otherwise Extremely Fine,
only 3,195 issued and only a tiny percentage of these are known used; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
3301 (H)
2¢ black, Re-issue (103), unused without gum, deep rich shade, sharp crisp impression, eye catching,
blue arced “Stanley Gibbons” handstamp at lower left of reverse; small corner crease at top left, not mentioned on
accompanying certificate, otherwise Fine, only 979 sold; with 1966 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3302 H
3¢ brown red, Re-issue (104), traces of o.g., deep shade - an incredible depth of color; a completely
sound and pleasing stamp showing full long perforations on all sides, rare thus, as this particular issue seems to always come with nibbed or missing perforations, Fine and attractive, only 465 sold; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott
$4,000 for full o.g.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3303

3304

3305

3303 H
5¢ brown, Re-issue (105), o.g., hinged, extra large margined example of this scarce 1875 re-issue, with
splendid color and sharp impression; completely sound in all respects, F.-V.F., only 672 reportedly sold; with 2004
P.F. certificate. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3304 H
5¢ brown, Re-issue (105), part o.g., handsome example of this scarce re-issue, with ravishing rich color
of great intensity; completely sound stamp in flawless condition, F.-V.F., a mere 672 examples sold; with 1989
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,600 for full o.g.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3305 (H)
5¢ brown, Re-issue (105), unused without gum, nicely centered amidst larger margins, good shade and
impression; an outstanding top quality stamp, Very Fine and attractive, only 672 sold; with 2008 and 1970 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,225.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3306

3307

3308

3309

3306 (H)
10¢ green, Re-issue (106), unused without gum, desirable example with extra large margins and deep
rich shade; premium quality example of this ridiculously undervalued stamp, Fine and attractive, only 451 sold; with
1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3307 H
12¢ black, Re-issue (107), part o.g., a choice example with captivating color with incredibly sharp impression and wide margins; completely sound in all respects - scarce thus, Fine, only 389 examples reportedly sold
in 1875; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3308 (H)
12¢ black, Re-issue (107), regummed, intense shade, crisp impression; a wonderful appearing example
of this elusive stamp; vertical crease at center, otherwise F.-V.F., only 389 sold; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $300 - 400
3309 H
15¢ black, Re-issue (108), part o.g. and four hinge remnants, intense shade, crisp impression, fresh;
reperforated at left which is not mentioned in the accompanying PF certificate, Fine appearance, only 397 sold; with
1974 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3310

3311

3312

3310 (H)
24¢ dark violet, Re-issue (109), unused without gum, well centered, rich shade, crisp impression, fresh
example with excellent eye appeal; small closed tear at upper left, Very Fine appearance, only 346 sold; with 1993
P.F. certificate. Scott $2,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3311 H
30¢ brownish orange, Re-issue (110), part o.g. (pencil mark on gum), excellent shade and impression,
a handsome example of this extremely elusive 1875 re-issue; short perf at top right and at right center, Fine and attractive, only 346 sold; with clear 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3312 (H)
90¢ blue, Re-issue (111), unused without gum, exceptionally well centered, deep rich shade, crisp impression; toning at left and bottom, reperforated at bottom, centered Very Fine, only 317 sold; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1869 PICTORIAL ISSUE

Ex 3313

3314

3315

3316

3317

3313 P
Pictorials complete, plate proofs on card (112P4-122P4), the most impressive set of card proofs
we’ve offered; GEM quality with extremely large margins and fabulous colors; all 10 values represented including
#129P4, which is the only way to get the 15 cent value as a card proof, Superb. Scott $1,015.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3314 H
1¢ buff (112), o.g., lightly hinged, an incredible stamp with delightful color, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F.
certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3315 HH
1¢ buff (112), o.g., never hinged, appealing example with sterling rich color in impeccable mint condition,
with fully unblemished gum; quite scarce when found in never hinged condition and is unlisted in Scott, F.-V.F.; with
1993 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $600 for a hinged example.
Estimate $500 - 750
3316 (H)
1¢ buff (112), regummed, fresh and affordable; light diagonal crease at lower left, Fine appearance; with
2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150
3317 m

1¢ buff (112), capital serifed “T” cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $150.
Estimate $250 - 350

3318

3319

3320

3321

3322

3318 HH
2¢ brown (113), o.g., never hinged, impressive example in exemplary mint condition with flawless gum; a
well centered high quality example with ravishing color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate.
Scott $525 for a hinged example.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3319 H

2¢ brown (113), o.g., lightly hinged, choice example with warm rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350

3320 H
2¢ brown, split grill (113 var.), o.g., very lightly hinged, alluring rich shade; desirable example of this
split grill variety; reperforated at the right, otherwise Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $150 - 200
3321 H
2¢ pale brown (113), slightly disturbed o.g., attractive pale brown shade; quite an elusive color variety;
reperforated at right, Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $100 - 150
3322 m
2¢ brown (113), black cork cancellation, well centered and completely sound; a very pleasing stamp,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1998 P.F.C. and 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $85. SMQ VF-XF
85; $150.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3323

3324

3325

3323 HH
3¢ ultramarine (114), o.g., never hinged, outstanding well centered example with brilliant color printed
on lily white paper; a gorgeous fresh to the market showpiece, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate for vertical
pair, from which this stamp was taken, this being the top stamp from the pair. Scott $250 for a hinged example.
Estimate $500 - 750
3324 Ha
3¢ ultramarine (114), bottom block of 4, slightly disturbed o.g., fresh and appealing multiple showing
oddly perforated upper left stamp with perforations that veer off to the left on the left side of the stamp; it’s not
reperforated, but an interesting printing malfunction, Fine. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $250 - 350
3325 m
6¢ ultramarine (115), wonderful blue “Cincinnati, O” town cancellation, worthwhile example with deep
color, Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150

3326 H
6¢ ultramarine (115), o.g., lightly hinged, extraordinary example with breathtaking color; the freshest
and choicest GEM quality example we have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; this supreme example
is a true condition rarity with well proportioned margins and is deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Extremely Fine; with 1991 P.F.C. and 2008 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $2,750. SMQ XF 90; $7,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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3327

3328

3329

3330

3331

3327 H
10¢ yellow (116), o.g., lightly hinged (natural paper wrinkles), among the most beautiful mint examples
we’ve ever offered; wonderful centering, generous margins, and scintillating color - this stamp has it all, despite the
newer certificate that mentions “natural paper wrinkles” which are trivial at best, Extremely Fine; with clear 1988
P.F.C. and 2014 P.F. certificate mentioning the natural paper wrinkles. Scott $2,000. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3328 (H)
10¢ yellow (116), regummed, attractive shade, fresh; corner crease and small tears at top right, almost
Very Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300
3329 m
10¢ yellow (116), neat black cancellation, tremendous example with huge boardwalk margins and scintillating rich color; among the finest known copies of this tough stamp; deserving placement in a collection from distinction, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95J. Scott $125. SMQ XF-SUP 95J;
$1,850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3330 m
10¢ yellow (116), stunning red “New York” transit cancellation, amazing top quality stamp with glowing
rich color nicely contrasted by the eye catching red cancel; a large margined GEM that would please the most quality conscious collector, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $160. SMQ XF 90; $400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3331 m
10¢ yellow (116), Japanese chop cancellation, lovely well centered stamp with warm rich color; trivial
thin spots, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 3332

3333

3334

3335

3336

3332 m
12¢ green and 1903, $1 black (117, 311), both well centered and lovely examples; a couple tiny faults,
Very Fine or better appearance. Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200
3333 H
12¢ green (117), small part o.g., attractive shade, crisp impression, fresh, F.-V.F. and attractive; with
1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900 for full o.g.
Estimate $500 - 750
3334 m
12¢ green, double grill (117 var.), light black cancellation, spectacular double grill variety featuring extra
large margins and splendid color; simply gorgeous, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
3335 m

12¢ green (117), blue cancel, Extremely Fine; with 1991 and 2016 P.F. certificates. Scott $125.
Estimate $200 - 300

3336 m
12¢ green (117), bold NYFM cancel, well centered, a gem!!! tiny tear at left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$125. Weiss TR-C1.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3337 H
15¢ brown & blue, type I, without grill (118a), o.g., hinged, fantastic
example of the elusive “without grill” variety; with incredible depth of color; a
marvelous showpiece that’s fresh to the market, and is among the finest known
examples of this rarity, Very Fine, only 25 examples of this stamp are known to
exist, with only a dozen completely sound; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott
$11,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

3338 H 15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), o.g., lightly hinged, breathtaking color and
clearly etched impression; an amazing example of this notoriously difficult stamp, Very
Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3339 m
15¢ brown & blue, type II, center inverted (119b), lightly struck
black cancellation, tremendous well centered example with a wonderfully light
and unobtrusive cancel that doesn’t obliterate the vignette like so many; this
stamp has tremendous eye appeal and the flaws are difficult to see; repaired
tear at bottom; small thin at center, otherwise Very Fine, 103 examples of this
rare inverted center are known to exist; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott
$22,500.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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3340

3341

3342

3340 (H)
24¢ green & violet (120), unused without gum, fresh and affordable example with robust color; trivial thin
spots, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $350 - 500
3341 m
24¢ green & violet (120), desirable red leaf cancellation, pleasing example with scarce colored cancel;
tiny thin spots in the grill showing only in fluid, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $200 - 300
3342 m
24¢ green & violet (120), neat black segmented cork cancellation, attractive good looking stamp; light
creases, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $650.
Estimate $100 - 150

3343

3344

3345

3343 (H)
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), unused without gum, excellent shade and impression, fresh; PF certificate mentions “… perforations as shown in the photo” which refers to a couple of shorter perfs at left, a current PF
certificate would not mention this, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750
3344 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), interesting segmented cork cancellation, extra large margined example that is free of any faults; a particularly choice stamp, Very Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
3345 m

30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), grid registry cancel, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

3346 H
30¢ ultramarine & carmine, without grill (121a), o.g., hinged, wonderful shade of intense ultramarine the rich shade of the true “without grill” variety; completely sound example with fresh full gum, Fine; with 1998 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3347 H
90¢ carmine & black (122), o.g., hinged, among the finest known examples of this rarely offered 90 cent
grilled 1869 Pictorial; with warm rich colors and nicely balanced margins; the freshest and choicest obtainable that
would please the most quality conscious collector, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

3348

3349

3348 (H)
90¢ carmine & black (122), unused without gum, superior example of this elusive unused stamp, with
generous margins and fabulous color, Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3349 (H)
90¢ carmine & black (122), unused without gum, splendid fresh example of this popular 90 cent Lincoln;
a flawless example of this tough stamp, Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3350 m

90¢ carmine & black (122), bright color, Fine. Scott $1,900.

Estimate $300 - 400

3351 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), bright color; a few small creases and shorter perf at bottom, otherwise Fine.
Scott $1,900.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1875 RE-ISSUE OF THE 1869 PICTORIAL ISSUE

Ex 3352

3353

3354

3355

3352 m
1¢ buff, 1875 and 1880 Re-issues (123, 133), group of 4, lovely group with bold color; some tiny faults,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $200 - 300
3353 H
1¢ buff, 1875 Re-issue (123), o.g., previously hinged, intense color and clearly etched impression; single short corner perforation at bottom left, otherwise F.-V.F., only 10,000 sold; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott
$550.
Estimate $200 - 300
3354 H
2¢ brown, 1875 Re-issue (124), small part o.g., fresh and affordable example of this tough stamp; a tear
at top right, a small corner crease at lower left and a couple shorter perfs at top, F.-V.F. centering, 4,755 reportedly
sold; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $650 for full o.g.
Estimate $100 - 150
3355 H
3¢ blue, 1875 Re-issue (125), o.g., previously hinged with small adhesions at top, flawless example of
this scarce stamp; astounding color and clear impression; a good looking 1875 re-issue, Fine, only 1406 sold; with
1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3356

3357

3358

3356 H
10¢ yellow, 1875 Re-issue (127), o.g., hinged, splendid top quality example with extremely large margins and vibrant color, Extremely Fine, only 1,947 sold; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90. Scott $1,650.
SMQ XF 90; $3,350.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3357 H
10¢ yellow, 1875 Re-issue (127), o.g., hinged, most impressive 1875 re-issue with alluring rich color,
F.-V.F., only 1,947 sold; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3358 H
10¢ yellow, 1875 Re-issue (127), o.g., hinge remnant, impressive example with exuberant color and
wonderful overall freshness, F.-V.F. and attractive, only 1947 sold; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750

3359 H
12¢ green, 1875 Re-issue (128), o.g., hinge remnants, deep rich shade, sharp crisp impression; a lovely
example of this elusive stamp; scissors clipped perforations at the sides, otherwise Fine, only 1584 sold; with 2016
Crowe certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3360

3361

3362

3360 H
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III (129), small part o.g., attractive top quality example with prooflike
color and razor sharp impression, Very Fine, 1,981 reportedly sold; with 1978 P.F.C. and 2014 P.S.E. certificates.
Scott $1,350 for full o.g.
Estimate $500 - 750
3361 (H)
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III (129), unused without gum, excellent shade and impression, a
flawless example with wide margins; quite attractive, F.-V.F. and attractive, only 1981 sold; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
3362 m
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue, type III (129), bold color; tiny margin tear at right, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

3363 (H)
30¢ ultramarine & carmine, 1875 Re-issue (131), unused without gum, magnificent well margined
stamp with astounding bright colors; as fresh as the first day it came rolling off the printing press, Extremely Fine;
with 2013 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,100. SMQ XF 90; $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3364

3365

3364 H
1¢ buff, 1880 Re-issue (133), o.g., lightly hinged (pencil mark on gum), remarkably fresh example of this
tough 1880 re-issue on soft porous paper, Fine, 5,000 sold; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200
3365 (H)
1¢ brown orange, 1881-82 Re-issue (133a), without gum as issued, incredibly large margined example
with captivating color; an outstanding top quality example of this terribly difficult 1881 re-issue, which is ridiculously
undervalued in Scott, Very Fine, 18,252 sold; with 1991 and 2003 P.F. certificates. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3366

3367

3368

3369

3366 (H)
6¢ carmine, H. grill (137), unused without gum, rich shade, crisp impression, fresh, easily identifiable
grill, nearly Fine; with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $300 - 400
3367 m
6¢ carmine, H. grill (137), couple strokes of manuscript pen cancellation, particularly choice example
with elegant color, and an easily identifiable grill; very scarce when found in flawless condition, Very Fine; with1993
A.P.S. and 2008 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350
3368 m
12¢ dull violet, H. grill (140), black cancellation, dynamite example of this extremely scarce grilled issue;
with exceptional centering and robust color; not often seen this choice; trivial light horizontal crease of little consequence, otherwise Very Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,600.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3369 m
12¢ dull violet, H. grill (140), unusually light black cancellation, scarce stamp, with gorgeous fresh color;
numerous grill points showing at bottom left; a good looking example of this elusive stamp; small tear at top left and
reperforated at the right, attractive Very Fine appearance; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3370 H
15¢ orange, H. grill (141), o.g., hinged, among the most impressive examples we’ve had the pleasure to
offer at public auction; extra large margins and breathtaking color; a Big-Time stamp that would enhance any great
collection, Very Fine; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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3371 H
1870, 15¢ orange, H. grill (141), disturbed o.g., among the most spectacular 15 cent grilled banknote issues we’ve offered; a wonderfully fresh example with strong color and easily identifiable grill, F.-V.F.; with 1977 P.F.
certificate. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

3372

3373

3372 m
15¢ orange, H. grill (141), neat almost face free segmented cork cancellation at upper left, numerous
visible grill points at center; a nice appearing example with mouthwatering rich color; small corner creases at left,
otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400
3373 m
15¢ orange, H. grill (141), neat black cancellation, deep color; a handsome economy model of this elusive stamp; sealed tear at top, and soiling, otherwise Fine; with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $250 - 350

3374 H
24¢ purple, H. grill (142), somewhat heavy circular cancels, better than normal color and impression
discernable grill points at the bottom in the bust area of three horizontal and vertical rows of 3 points each, more than
many certified examples; small thin at lower right and small tear at left center (neither mentioned on accompanying
APS certificate), otherwise Fine, rare; signed J. E. M. (Jack Molesworth)), with 1957 A.P.S. certificate. Scott
$6,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Rare 90 Cent H. Grill in Gem Condition

3375 H
90¢ carmine, H. grill (144), o.g., lightly hinged, astounding GEM quality 90 cent grilled Banknote issue
featuring tremendous margins, awesome rich color, and gleamingly fresh o.g., with just a single small hinge mark;
certainly the cream of the crop as it pertains to top quality #144’s, especially when found with a full and easily identifiable grill, Very Fine; with 1973 and 2011 P.F. certificates. Scott $25,000.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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3376

3377

3378

3379

3376 m
2¢ red brown, I. grill (135A), neatly struck leaf cancellation, large margined stamp with fully impressed I
grill; with superb color and impression, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $100. SMQ
XF 90; $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
3377 (H)
1¢ ultramarine (145), regummed, nicely centered, lively bright color, Very Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
3378 HH
2¢ red brown (146), o.g., never hinged (minor gum skip at bottom caused by short gumming during production), well margined example with sterling color and razor sharp impression; trace of a tiny crease at top, otherwise Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $325 for a hinged example.
Estimate $200 - 300
3379 H
2¢ red brown (146), disturbed o.g., rich shade, excellent impression, Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate.
Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

3380

3381

3382

3383

3380 HH
3¢ green (147), o.g., never hinged (natural gum skips), select example with huge boardwalk margins and
iridescent color; among the freshest and choicest examples obtainable, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $225 for a hinged example.
Estimate $200 - 300
3381 H
3¢ green (147), o.g., previously hinged, rich shade, attractive appearance, fresh; light diagonal bend at
top, Very Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150
3382 H
7¢ vermilion (149), o.g., hinged, brilliant fresh example with fabulous color, Fine; with photocopy of 1980
P.F. certificate for block/4, from which it was taken, top left stamp. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
3383 (H)
10¢ brown (150), unused without gum, desirable example with lively fresh color; an impressive top quality stamp, Very Fine and attractive; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3384 (H)
12¢ dull violet (151), unused without gum, incredibly fresh example; virtually perfect centering and glowing rich color; a great stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $1,100.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3385

3386

3387

3385 m
12¢ dull violet (151), NYFM cancel; tiny thin and small tear at bottom, otherwise Very Fine; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $220. Weiss TR-C7.
Estimate $100 - 150
3386 m
15¢ bright orange (152), neat black cancellation, exquisite rich color; a handsome well centered stamp
in flawless condition, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $220.
Estimate $200 - 300
3387 m

24¢ purple (153), bold red cancellation, impressive example with warm rich color, Very Fine. Scott $245.
Estimate $150 - 200

3388

3389

3390

3388 (H)
30¢ black (154), regummed, deep rich shade; a single pulled perforation at bottom right, Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $350 - 500
3389 (H)
90¢ carmine (155), unused without gum, handsome example with resplendent color; a choice fault free
90c Perry, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $500 - 750
3390 m
90¢ carmine (155), faint trace of red cancellation, splendid example that appears to be uncancelled at
first glace, with captivating color and razor sharp impression, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded
90. Scott $375. SMQ XF 90; $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1873-1875 CONTINENTAL BANK NOTE CO. ISSUES

3391

3392

3393

3394

3395

3391 H
1¢ ultramarine (156), o.g., very lightly hinged, premium quality example of this elusive and undervalued
stamp; a remarkably choice example that’s beautifully centered amid generous margins, with prodigious fresh
color; stunning example of unparalleled quality, Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F.C. and 2016 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90 XQ. Scott $225. SMQ XF 90; $650.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3392 HH
1¢ ultramarine (156), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice mint stamp in a wonderful state of
preservation; scarce thus as Scott doesn’t even value this stamp in never hinged condition; that’s how elusive this
stamp is with full and unblemished original gum, F.-V.F.; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $225 for a hinged example.
Estimate $300 - 400
3393 H
1¢ gray blue (156), o.g., very lightly hinged, marvelous example of this distinct “gray blue” shade, with remarkable color and sharp clearly etched impression, Very Fine; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
3394 HH
2¢ brown (157), o.g., never hinged, absolutely gorgeous top quality example of this stamp; in a condition
rarely encountered; with huge margins, luscious rich color, and immaculate fresh gum that’s in pristine condition;
this spectacular showpiece is a true condition rarity deserving placement in a collection of distinction; unlisted in the
Scott catalog in never hinged condition, and the $350.00 price for “hinged” doesn’t reflect the true value of this
stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $350 for a hinged example.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3395 H
2¢ brown (157), o.g., very lightly hinged, exceedingly fresh stamp with lively color; very choice, Very
Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate for pair, from which this stamp was taken, right stamp from the pair. Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

3396

3397

3396 HH
3¢ green (158), o.g., never hinged, one of the most impressive mint, never hinged examples you’ll ever
see; with full unblemished gum with mirror like impression; unlisted in the Scott catalog in N.H. condition, Extremely
Fine; with a copy of a 2014 P.S.E. cert. for block/9, from which this gorgeous stamp was taken; along with 2016
P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90 for the individual stamp. Scott $110 for hinged.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3397 HH
3¢ green (158), o.g., never hinged, nice big margins; rich supple color; a remarkably fresh example in a
condition rarely encountered, as this stamp is unlisted in Scott in never hinged condition, Very Fine; with 2004 P.F.
certificate. Scott $110 for a hinged example.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3398

3399

3400

3401

3402

3398 m
3¢ green, slip/kiss print (158 var.), cork cancel and partial strike of town cancel, single, blurry print with
additional light offset in reverse on reverse side of stamp, Fine; 2007 APS cert which notes “.a slip/kiss print. light reverse offset on back”.
Estimate $100 - 150
3399 H
3¢ green, grilled (158e), o.g., lightly hinged, impressive example of this scarce grilled variety, with impeccably fresh color; much nicer centering than normally encountered, Very Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott
$550.
Estimate $500 - 750
3400 H

6¢ dull pink (159), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600

3401 H
6¢ dull pink (159), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), exceptionally fresh with lovely pastel color, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
3402 H

6¢ dull pink (159), o.g., very lightly hinged, splendid example with strong color, Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

3403

3404

3405

3406

3407

3403 H
10¢ brown (161), o.g., lightly hinged, extraordinary example of this tough stamp, with the deepest and
richest color we’ve ever seen on this issue; marvelous example in a quality rarely offered, Very Fine; with 2002 and
2006 P.F. certificates. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800
3404 (H)
12¢ blackish violet (162), regummed over two very small corner creases at top left, natural straight edge
at left; vivid color; light gum staining on the top perforations, otherwise Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $800
for no gum.
Estimate $200 - 300
3405 H
15¢ yellow orange (163), o.g., previously hinged, deep rich shade, excellent impression, fresh; three
horizontal creases at bottom and a small stain spot on three perforations at top, otherwise Fine; with 2016 Crowe
certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $300 - 400
3406 H
30¢ gray black (165), traces of o.g., nice appearing example of this elusive Banknote issue; with alluring
rich color; single short perforation at bottom center, attractive Very Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate.
Scott $4,000 for full o.g.
Estimate $500 - 750
3407 H
90¢ rose carmine (166), o.g., hinge remnant, rich attractive shade, crisp impression, fresh, Fine; with
2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3408 HH
2¢ vermilion (178), o.g., never hinged, absolutely gorgeous rich shade that jumps off he paper; a pristine
never hinged example that is incredibly scarce when found in this marvelous mint state; this is one of the few opportunities to bid on a desirable example of this difficult stamp that is unlisted in the Scott catalog in never hinged condition, F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $350 for a hinged example.
Estimate $350 - 500

1879-1888 AMERICAN BANK NOTE CO. ISSUES

3409

3410

3411

3409 HH
1¢ dark ultramarine (182), o.g., never hinged, astounding example in pristine mint condition with full and
unblemished gum; beautifully centered with robust color; wonderful representation of this tough stamp, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $775. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3410 H
1¢ dark ultramarine (182), o.g., lightly hinged, prooflike color and immense boardwalk margins; a
uniquely appealing top quality example of this tough stamp, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80J.
Scott $225. SMQ VF 80J; $350.
Estimate $300 - 400
3411 H
1¢ dark ultramarine (182), disturbed o.g., choice example with warm rich color, Fine; with 2016 Crowe
certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

3412

3413

3412 HH
2¢ vermilion (183), o.g., never hinged, vivid and bright color; a pristine stamp that’s very choice, Fine;
with 2004 P.S.E. certificate for block of 4, from which it came, lower left stamp. Scott $370. Estimate $150 - 200
3413 E
3¢ Harris coupon essay, in blue green (184-E8d), coupon on bond (undated), perf’d and gummed,
o.g., never hinged, gorgeous fresh essay in immaculate condition, with full and fresh gum with mirror like impression, Fine. Scott $50 for hinged. Brazer 115aE-Fd.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3414

3415

1416

3417

3418

3414 HH
3¢ green (184), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh example; captivating color, F.-V.F.; with 2004
P.S.E. certificate for strip of 4, from which t came, Pos. 1 from the strip. Scott $330.
Estimate $150 - 200
3415 HH
5¢ blue (185), o.g., never hinged, wide margined example with heavenly rich color; ful and unblemished
gum - scarce thus, F.-V.F.; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3416 H
6¢ pink (186), o.g., lightly hinged, quite attractive wide margined stamp with delightful rich color, much
stronger than usual, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
3417 (H)
6¢ pink (186), unused without gum, well centered, excellent shade and impression, much better than the
typical soft paper 6¢ stamp; natural paper inclusion below Lincoln’s chin and two small corner creases, attractive
Very Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150
3418 (H)
10¢ brown, without secret mark (187), unused without gum, well centered, excellent shade and impression, fresh; small thin and a couple of shorter perforations at the upper right, handsome Very Fine appearance;
with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300
3419 S
1¢ to 90¢, overprinted “Specimen”, complete less 6¢ (189SD-207SD, 209SD-211SD), without gum
as issued, popular and scarce issues; a few reperfs and a few thin specks, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $760 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3420

3421

3422

3420 HH
15¢ red orange (189), o.g., never hinged, vivid, bright shade; a remarkably fresh stamp in Post Office
condition, Very Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $400 - 600
3421 H
15¢ red orange (189), o.g., hinged, Extremely Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate and 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values 189; $400 XF 90.
Estimate $300 - 400
3422 HH
15¢ red orange (189), o.g., never hinged, rich shade, strong sharp impression, wonderfully fresh example in a pristine mint state, Fine and attractive; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3423

3424

Ex 3425

3426

3423 H
30¢ full black (190), o.g., very lightly hinged, captivating rich shade; a premium quality example of this
tough stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
3424 H
30¢ full black (190), o.g., paper hinge remnant, rich shade, crisp impression, fresh; very small thin at top
right and a few shorter perforations at top, lovely Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300
3425 S
90¢ carmine, overprinted “Sample” and 90¢ orange, overprinted “Sample A” (191SK, 191SL), o.g.,
lightly hinged, two choice examples of different Sample overprints, F.-V.F. Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150
3426 H
90¢ carmine (191), o.g., hinge remnants, nice shade and impression, fresh; perforations just touch the
design at top, nearly Fine; with 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

Rare 12 Cent Soft Paper Special Printing

3427 (H)
12¢ blackish purple, 1880 Special Printing (198), without gum as issued, extremely wide margins and
beautiful rich color; a most pleasing top quality example of this rare 1880 Special Printing; missing from all but the
most advanced collection; lightened ink stain on the nose, otherwise Extremely Fine, only 62 examples are known
to exist; with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $10,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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3428

3429

3430

3431

3432

3428 H
5¢ yellow brown (205), o.g., lightly hinged, choice well margined example with vibrant color, Very Fine.
Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300
3429 HH
1¢ gray blue, re-engraved (206), o.g., never hinged (natural gum crease), good looking example with intense color, Very Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate for block of 4, from which it came, top left stamp. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150
3430 HH
1¢ gray blue, re-engraved, Douglas patent 8-hole punch (206 var.), o.g., never hinged, fresh example
in immaculate mint condition; scarce thus, as this elusive Douglas Patent punch variety is also a double paper variety; this fragile issue is elusive in this quality, Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $200 for a hinged example.
Estimate $100 - 150
3431 HH
3¢ blue green, re-engraved (207), o.g., never hinged, flawless mint stamp with wonderful attributes; well
centered with strong color on clean white paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded
VF-XF 85. Scott $225. SMQ VF-XF 85; $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
3432 H
6¢ rose, re-engraved (208), o.g., hinged, outstanding example of this terribly elusive stamp in the true
rose shade; nicely centered amid generous margins; a great stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2001 and
2011 P.F. certificates. Scott $750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

3433

3434

3435

3436

3437

3433 HH
6¢ pale red brown, re-engraved (208a), o.g., never hinged, excellent shade and impression, large top
margin, rarely encountered in pristine mint condition with unblemished gum; two blind perforations at right, Fine and
attractive; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $400 - 600
3434 HH
2¢ red brown (210), o.g., never hinged, most impressive example in a wonderful mint state, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $130.
Estimate $150 - 200
3435 HH
4¢ blue green (211), o.g., never hinged, awesome color and impression; a dynamite top quality stamp in
a stunning mint state, as fresh and choice as the first day it was issued; worth a strong bid, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with photocopy of 1982 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3436 HH
4¢ blue green (211), o.g., never hinged, alluring rich color; a premium example with generous margins,
F.-V.F.; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
3437 H
2¢ pale red brown, 1883 Special Printing (211B), o.g., barest trace of hinge (signed “Geo. Sloane” in
pencil on gum), decent example of this elusive and undervalued issue, Fine. Scott $375. Estimate $200 - 300
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3438

3439

3440

3441

3438 P
1¢ ultramarine, 2¢ green and 3¢ vermilion, German reverse print private large card proof (212-214
vars.), possibly unique proof; some foxing and large tear at bottom, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3439 HH
1¢ ultramarine (212), o.g., never hinged, select stamp in wonderful and immaculate mint condition, Very
Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate for pair, from which it came, right stamp. Scott $290.
Estimate $250 - 350
3440 HH
2¢ green (213), o.g., never hinged, lively rich color on bright white paper; pristine fresh example, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 192 P.F. and 2003 P.S.E. certificates for block of 4, from which it came, top left stamp.
Scott $120.
Estimate $150 - 200
3441 HH
3¢ vermilion (214), o.g., never hinged (minor gum crease), remarkable stamp with JUMBO margins, and
electrifying color, Extremely Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150

3442

3443

3444

3445

3442 HH
4¢ carmine (215), o.g., never hinged, extremely attractive stamp in pristine mint condition; quite elusive
in this remarkable state, Very Fine; with 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
3443 HH
4¢ carmine (215), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous right sheet margin single in a wonderful state of preservation, Very Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate for block of 6, from which it was taken, top right stamp. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
3444 HH
5¢ indigo (216), o.g., never hinged, wide margined example with outstanding deep color; an attractive
mint stamp in Post Office condition, Very Fine; with 1997 P.F.C. and 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott
$700. SMQ VF 80; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
3445 H
30¢ orange brown (217), o.g., hinged, exquisite fresh stamp with warm rich color, Very Fine; with 1992
and 2012 P.F. certificates. Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3446 H
90¢ purple (218), o.g., lightly hinged, awesome top quality stamp featuring JUMBO margins, vivacious
rich color, and tremendous eye appeal; as pretty as they come, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1976 and 1992
P.F.C.’s, along with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. Scott $850. SMQ VF-XF 85J; $1,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1890 ISSUE

3447

3448

3449

3447 HH
1¢ dull blue (219), o.g., never hinged, choice example with radiating color; splendid high quality mint
stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $65.
Estimate $100 - 150
3448 H
2¢ lake (219D), o.g., barest trace of hinge, rich color, sharp impression, very pleasing example, F.-V.F.;
with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150
3449 HH
2¢ carmine (220), o.g., never hinged, exemplary mint stamp in pristine condition, with dazzling color, Extremely Fine; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate for pair from which it came, right stamp from the pair. Scott $60.
Estimate $100 - 150

3450

3451

3452

3450 H
2¢ carmine, cap on left “2” variety (220a), o.g., lightly hinged, Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded SUP 98. Scott Stamp Values 220a; $1,050 Sup 98.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3451 HH
2¢ carmine, cap on left “2” variety (220a), o.g., never hinged (faint natural gum bend), gorgeous example of this notoriously difficult stamp with razor sharp impression and astounding color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $500 - 750
3452 H
2¢ carmine, cap on both “2’s” variety (220c), o.g., hinge remnant, big copy with vivid color; a very undervalued stamp, Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3453

3454

3455

3456

3457

3453 HH
3¢ purple (221), o.g., never hinged, marvelous high quality stamp with an incredible depth of color
printed on bleach white paper; a great example of this tough issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F.C.
and 2007 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $190. SMQ VF-XF 85; $350.
Estimate $300 - 400
3454 HH
4¢ dark brown (222), o.g., never hinged, worthwhile example featuring outstanding deep color; an immaculate mint stamp, Very Fine; with1996 and 2005 P.F. certificates. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
3455 HH
5¢ chocolate (223), o.g., never hinged, most impressive stamp in wonderfully fresh condition, Very Fine;
with 1995 P.F.C. and 2006 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
3456 HH
6¢ brown red (224), o.g., never hinged, handsome example; warm rich color and finely etched impression, Very Fine; with 1986 P.F.C. and 2006 A.P.S. certificates. Scott $190.
Estimate $200 - 300
3457 HH
8¢ lilac (225), o.g., never hinged, appealing GEM quality example with breathtaking color and crisp clear
impression; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $150.
Estimate $350 - 500

3458

3459

3460

3461

3458 HH
10¢ green (226), o.g., never hinged, tremendous top quality showpiece with bold prooflike color printed
on bleach white paper, and unusually large margins; a stunning fresh to the market example that would please the
most quality conscious collector, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1997 P.F.C. and 2009 P.F. certificate graded
VF-XF 85. Scott $525. SMQ VF-XF 85; $875.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3459 H
15¢ indigo (227), immaculate example with robust color - the deepest and richest we’ve ever seen on this
issue; quite elusive when found in this wonderful state of preservation, Very Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott
$600.
Estimate $500 - 750
3460 H
15¢ indigo (227), o.g., barest trace of hinge, nice color and impression, fresh; single blind perforation at
left center, Fine and attractive; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
3461 HH
30¢ black (228), o.g., never hinged, outstanding example in stellar quality; a Post Office fresh stamp with
nicely balanced margins and vivid color, Very Fine; with 2002 PSE cert. and 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80.
Scott $900. SMQ VF 80; $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3462

3463

3464

3462 H
90¢ orange (229), o.g., hinged, impeccably fresh and choice example with glorious rich color, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken - top right stamp. Scott
$475.
Estimate $500 - 750
3463 HH
90¢ orange (229), o.g., never hinged, elusive stamp in pristine condition with unblemished gum, Fine;
with 2015 P.F. certificate graded F 70. Scott $1,450. SMQ F 70; $725.
Estimate $500 - 750
3464 H
90¢ orange (229), o.g., small hinge remnant, deep color, excellent impression, fresh; some trivial faint
oxidation, handsome Very Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200

1893 COLUMBIAN ISSUE

Ex 3465

Ex 3466

3467

3465 P
Columbians, 3¢ to $5, plate proofs on India (232P3-245P3), near complete set of these terribly difficult
India card proofs, missing only 230P3 and 231P3 for completeness; India paper flaws, including some tiny thins and
minor wrinkles, due to the fragile nature of the paper, Very Fine appearance. Scott $2,895.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3466 H/(H)
Columbians, 1¢ to $1 (230-241), some o.g., most regummed, fresh and affordable group of 12 different
values up to the $1 value; all regummed except 230-233, and 235-236 which are o.g., hinged; lovely selection for
the collector who cannot afford the very best; a few small faults, generally F.-V.F. Scott $1,899.
Estimate $200 - 300
3467 HH
Columbian, 1¢ deep blue (230), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous stamp with mirror like impression; an
amazing top quality mint stamp, Extremely Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $35.
Estimate $100 - 150

3468 HH
Columbian, 1¢ deep blue (230), top plate number and imprint strip of 4, o.g., stamps never hinged,
hinged in selvage only, magnificent well margined examples, each with beautiful rich color, Extremely Fine; with
1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $140 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3469

3470

3471

3469 HH
Columbian, 2¢ brown violet (231), o.g., never hinged, well proportioned margins and beautiful color
with lots of vim and vigor, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $35. SMQ XF 90; $120.
Estimate $100 - 150
3470 HH
Columbian, 3¢ green (232), o.g., never hinged, lovely mint stamp with iridescent color printed on lily
white paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $105.
Estimate $100 - 150
3471 HH
Columbian, 3¢ green (232), top margin imprint pair, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh condition; a
very attractive multiple, F.-V.F. Scott $210 for singles.
Estimate $100 - 150

3472 HHa
Columbian, 3¢ green (232), bottom right plate number 75 block of 10 with imprint, o.g., never hinged,
some stamps are very well centered; top center stamp has short perforation, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,305.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3473 HHa
Columbian, 3¢ green (232), bottom block of 20 yielding two choice plate blocks, o.g., never hinged, eye
catching plate strip/20 in pristine mint condition with gorgeous fresh color and immaculate gum; a handsome showpiece worthy of framing, F.-V.F. Scott $4,620.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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3474

3475

3474 HH/Ha Columbian, 3¢ green (232), bottom left plate block of 25, o.g., 10 hinged, 15 never hinged, extremely
handsome large multiple with incredibly fresh color, F.-V.F. Scott $2,484.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3475 m
Columbian, 3¢ green (232), perfectly struck “World’s Fair Sta., Chicago, Ill, Nov 29" cancellation, outstanding socked-on-the-nose cancel on a beautifully centered stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $17.
Estimate $100 - 150

3476

3477

3478

3476 HH
Columbian, 5¢ chocolate (234), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott Stamp Values 234; $475 XF 90.
Estimate $300 - 400
3477 HH
Columbian, 5¢ chocolate (234), o.g., never hinged, nice tall margins and delightful Post Office fresh
color; a beauty, Very Fine; with 1991 and 2009 P.F. certificates. Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
3478 HH
Columbian, 5¢ chocolate (234), o.g., never hinged, excellent color and impression, nicely centered,
fresh, attractive Very Fine appearance; with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3479

3480

3481

3479 HH
Columbian, 6¢ purple (235), o.g., never hinged, tremendous top quality stamp with gleaming bright
color, and sharp clear impression; outstanding condition, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF
90. Scott $160. SMQ XF 90; $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
3480 HH
Columbian, 6¢ red violet (235a), o.g., never hinged (light natural gum creases), ravishing red violet
shade, a lovely mint stamp that’s much more difficult to obtain than one would imagine, F.-V.F.; with 2005 A.P.S.
certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
3481 HH
Columbian, 6¢ purple (235), o.g., never hinged, excellent shade and impression, fresh, lovely Very Fine
appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150

3482 HHa
Columbian, 6¢ purple (235), bottom plate block of 8, o.g., stamps never hinged, faintly hinged in bottom
right selvage tab only, inviting color printed on clean white paper; a premium quality multiple that could easily pass
as never hinged, as the imperceptible hinge mark is virtually non existent, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3483 HH
Columbian, 8¢ magenta (236), o.g., never hinged, splendid mint example in a wonderful state of preservation with dynamite color, Extremely Fine; with1981 and 2007 P.F. certificates. Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3484

3485

3486

3484 H
Columbian, 8¢ magenta, full offset (236 var.), o.g., barest trace of hinge, tremendous offset on reverse
that had for years been referred to as “printed on both sides”, but this is no longer the case, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
3485 HH
Columbian, 8¢ magenta (236), o.g., never hinged, fresh and attractive; light horizontal crease at top,
Very Fine appearance; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
3486 HH
Columbian, 10¢ black brown (237), o.g., never hinged (light natural gum bend), luscious rich shade;
very attractive, Very Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $285.
Estimate $150 - 200

3487

3488

3489

3487 HH
Columbian, 10¢ black brown, major perf shift (237 var.), o.g., never hinged (natural gum skips), extraordinary appearing stamp with a major perf shift to the left; eye catching and unusual, V.G.; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $285.
Estimate $150 - 200
3488 H
Columbian, 10¢ black brown (237), nice shade and impression, well centered, o.g., very lightly hinged
at top center, intensee color, pretty stamp; light gum creases which are typical for this issue, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $100.
Estimate $75 - 100
3489 H
Columbian, 15¢ dark green and 30¢ orange brown (238, 239), o.g., hinged, decent examples with excellent colors, F.-V.F., 1893, Columbian, 30¢ orange brown. Scott $465.
Estimate $100 - 150

3490 HH
Columbian, 15¢ dark green (238), o.g., never hinged, remarkable example of this difficult stamp; with
captivating color printed on clean white paper in a wonderful mint state, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1989 P.F. certificate for block of 4, from which it was taken, top right stamp. Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3491

3492

3493

3491 HH
Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), o.g., never hinged, delightful example with appealing color and
crisp clear impression; as fresh as they come, Very Fine; with 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $500 - 750
3492 H
Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), o.g., hinged, large margins and alluring rich color, Extremely
Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90 for block/4, from which ir was taken, top left stamp. Scott $240. SMQ
XF 90; $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
3493 HH
Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), o.g., never hinged, rich shade, excellent impression, fresh example with lovely eye appeal, F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400

3494

3495

3496

3494 H
Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), o.g., hinge remnant, lovely example, with warm rich color, Very
Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200
3495 H
Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), o.g., lightly hinged, worthwhile example with robust color, F.-V.F.
Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200
3496 HH
Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), o.g., never hinged, awesome rich color; an impeccably fresh and
choice mint stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3497

3498

3499

3497 HH
Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), o.g., never hinged, rich true color, sharp crisp impression, an extremely handsome example of this elusive never hinged Columbian, F.-V.F.; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$1,450.
Estimate $600 - 800
3498 H
Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), o.g., barest trace of hinge, superior example featuring deep prooflike
color and excellent centering, Very Fine; with1994 and 2009 P.F. certificates. Scott $500. Estimate $350 - 500
3499 H
$500.

Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), disturbed o.g., extremely fresh, a very choice stamp, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200
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3500

3501

3502

3500 H/(H)
Columbian, $1 salmon and $2 brown red (241-242), o.g. or regummed, revolting little group of high
value Columbians, includes #241 o.g., 241 x (2) regummed, and # 242 regummed; a desirable group available at an
affordable price; small, mostly hidden flaws, Fine appearance. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
3501 H
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., barest trace of hinge, awesome example with the most impressive
color obtainable; a brilliant rich shade that seems to jump off the paper; a uniquely appealing stamp for the most discriminating collector, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1983 and 2006 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3502 H
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., hinged, excellent shade and impression; light gum soaking at upper
left from removal of hinge and lack of gum, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

3503

3504

3505

3503 H
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), disturbed o.g., deep color; lovely example still showing natural straight
edge along the top of stamp; tiny thin, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
3504 (H)
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), unused without gum, bold color; tiny hinge thin specks., centered Very
Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
3505 H
Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., old hinge remnant, bold color; several blind perfs and crease at bottom, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300

3506

3507

3506 m

Columbian, $1 salmon (241), bold color; creases and tiny thin, centered Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

3507 m

Columbian, $1 salmon (241), bold color; small thins, reperforated, centered Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3508

3509

3510

3508 H
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., barest trace of hinge, quality example with luscious rich color and
detailed impression; a superb quality example for the collector building their set of Columbians one choice stamp at
a time, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3509 HH
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice example with electrifying color; quite scarce when found in this overall freshness, Fine; with 2011 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3510 HH
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., never hinged, nice shade and impression, fresh; small vertical
gum wrinkle at top center and trivial blind perforation at upper left, Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate.
Scott $3,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3511

3512

3513

3511 H
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., lightly hinged, impressive example, a clean and sound $2 Columbian with exuberant color, Very Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3512 H
Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600
3513 H

Columbian, $2 brown red (242), disturbed o.g., bold color, Fine. Scott $1,150.

3514

3515

Estimate $150 - 200

3516

3514 m
$600.

Columbian, $2 brown red (242), bold color; thin speck and light creases, centered Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

3515 m

Columbian, $2 brown red (242), bold color; thin and light wrinkle, otherwise Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

3516 m

Columbian, $2 brown red (242), bold color; creases and small thins, otherwise Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3517

3518

3517 H
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., hinge remnant, spectacular top quality example with scintillating color and clearly etched impression; a most appealing example, Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3518 HH
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., never hinged, excellent shade and impression, a lovely example of this scarce mint stamp, Fine and attractive; with 1991 P.F. certificate for this stamp when it was a bottom left
corner margin single; the margins having been subsequently removed. Scott $4,750. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3519

3520

3521

3519 H
Columbian, $3 olive green (243a), o.g., lightly hinged, good looking example with tantalizing olive green
shade; a marvelous example of this difficult color variety in pristine condition, F.-V.F.; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3520 H
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), disturbed o.g., unusually choice well margined example that just
happens to be among the few known natural straight edge examples from the top of the sheet; as the vast majority
of straight edged Columbians have lone ago been reperforated, finding an example just as it came off the sheet is a
rare occurence, Very Fine; with 2011 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3521 (H)
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), unused without gum, brilliant color; tiny natural inclusion on back of
“GE” of postage, Superb appearance; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

3522

3523

3524

3522 H
Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., hinged; crease and light gum wrinkles, otherwise Fine. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600
3523 (H)

Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), regummed over small faults, Fine appearance. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

3524 (H)

Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), unused without gum; two tiny thins, Fine appearance. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3525

3526

3525 H
Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., lightly hinged, uniquely appealing top quality example with incredible depth of color and unusually large margins; how this natural straight edge stamp has eluded the reperfer’s
tools is difficult to imagine; quite possibly the finest remaining natural straight edge example existing, Extremely
Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3526

s
Columbian, $4 rose carmine (244a), tied on piece by excellent strike of “Liebenthal, Kans., Mar 18,
1902" cancellation, tremendous example of this tough rose carmine shade, nicely used with a sock on the nose
cancel; simply extraordinary showpiece that should elicit spirited bidding, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2006
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3527

3528

3527 H
Columbian, $5 black (245), o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant fresh $5 Columbian that’s completely sound in all
respects; a very desirable stamp, F.-V.F.; with192 and 2008 P.F. certificates. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3528 H
Columbian, $5 black (245), right margin single, o.g., previously hinged, impressive right sheet margin
single; intense color, sharp crisp impression; trivial gum soak at lower left affects three perforations, otherwise Very
Fine; with clear 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3529

3530

3531

3529 H
Columbian, $5 black (245), o.g., hinged, fresh stamp, deep rich shade; small shallow thin, Fine. Scott
$2,400.
Estimate $400 - 600
3530 (H)
Columbian, $5 black (245), regummed, good looking example with the deepest and richest color imaginable; a very fresh and pleasing example of this highly sought after stamp; couple slightly nibbed perfs along the
top margin, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $1,200 for no gum.
Estimate $400 - 600
3531 H
Columbian, $5 black (245), disturbed o.g., attractive inexpensive “key” value; a couple tiny thins, blind
perf at right, shorter perfs at bottom, otherwise Fine. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3532

3533

3534

3532 HH
1¢ ultramarine (246), o.g., never hinged, immaculate example of this tough 1894 Bureau issue, with alluring rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200
3533 HH
1¢ blue (247), o.g., never hinged, awesome top quality example with mouth watering color and clear impression; a great stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $190. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3534 HH
1¢ blue (247), o.g., never hinged (small spot of gum disturbance at left is so trivial, it isn’t mentioned on
accompanying certificate), gorgeous large margined stamp with sterling rich color, very pretty, Extremely Fine; with
2003 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $190. SMQ XF 90; $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

3535 HH/Ha 2¢ pink, type I (248), complete sheet of 100, o.g., many never hinged, extremely attractive sheet with outstanding rich color; among the few remaining sheets that are known to exist, F.-V.F. Scott $3,290 for hinged.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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3536

3537

3538

3540

3536 HH
2¢ carmine lake, type I (249), o.g., never hinged, magnificent well centered example of this often misidentified shade; a spectacular stamp with riveting color, the most intense shade of carmine lake we have ever had
the pleasure to offer at public auction; throw the modest catalog value of $450 out the window, as spirited bidding
should result in an eye popping price when the gavel falls, as this stamp is a true thing of beauty who’s equal may not
appear on the market place for some time, if ever; a true GEM of Philately deserving placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1987 P.F.C. and 2007 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $450.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3537 HH
2¢ carmine, type I (250), o.g., never hinged, nice big margins and robust color; a beautiful mint stamp,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2001 P.F. certificate for strip of 3, from which it was taken, left stamp
from strip. Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200
3538 (H)
2¢ carmine, “Chicago” counterfeits (250 (CF3)), pair, gummed (owner’s ink handstamp on gum), extraordinary multiple of this highly prized counterfeit, specifically identified as the “Chicago” counterfeits on the accompanying certificate; a scarce and undervalued popular fake, F.-V.F.; with 2003 A.P.E.X. certificate. Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200
3539 HHa
2¢ carmine, type I, misperfed (250), left plate block of 6, o.g., stamps never hinged, separated perfs,
some expertly reinforced, interesting misperforated plate block showing doubling of the horizontal perforations; an
eye catching production error showing the quality produced by the 1894 Bureau issues, V.G.-Fine. Scott $800 as
“normal” plate (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3540 H
2¢ carmine, type II (251), bottom plate number single, o.g., hinged (owner’s ink handstamp leaving indents on gum), premium example of this elusive type II unwatermarked stamp; with unusually rich color, Extremely
Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $400 - 600

3541

3542

3543

3541 HH
2¢ carmine, type II (251), left plate number single, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends), fresh mint example of this terribly elusive unwatermarked type II stamp, V.G.; with 2005 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $100 - 150
3542 HH
$375.

2¢ carmine, type III (252), o.g., never hinged, vivid and bright example with strong color, F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

3543 HH
3¢ purple (253), o.g., never hinged, splendid well centered example, in pristine mint condition; quite elusive in this remarkable quality, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $325.
SMQ VF-XF 85; $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3544

3545

3546

3547

3544 HH
4¢ dark brown (254), o.g., never hinged, lovely example with heavenly rich color and detailed impression; an elusive mint stamp, Very Fine; with 1993 and 2006 P.F. certificates. Scott $550. Estimate $350 - 500
3545 HH
5¢ chocolate (255), o.g., never hinged, astounding top quality stamp with enormous margins, ravishing
rich color, and wonderful overall freshness; an amazing stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1993 P.S.E. cert.
and 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. Scott $325. SMQ VF-XF 85J; $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
3546 H
5¢ chocolate, misperf (255), vertical strip of 3, o.g. (bottom stamp with album adherence on gum, middle
stamp faint fingerprint on gum), fabulous misperfed strip showing dramatic doubling of the horizontal perforations;
an exhibit quality showpiece; top stamp with tear at left, otherwise Fine. Scott $330 for normal singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
3547 H
5¢ chocolate, imperf horizontally (255c), vertical pair, o.g., hinged, sound and attractive example of
this scarce imperforate horizontally pair, that’s rarely found completely sound like this, F.-V.F.; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3548

3549

3548 HH
6¢ dull brown (256), o.g., never hinged, superior top quality stamp with bold color printed on clean white
paper; a very appealing example in a wonderful mint state, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott $475. SMQ VF-XF 85; $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
3549 HH
8¢ violet brown (257), o.g., never hinged, impeccably fresh example of this notoriously difficult stamp,
with marvelous color and clear impression; premium condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750
258
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3550

3551

3552

3553

3554

3550 H
8¢ violet brown (257), o.g., previously hinged, nice shade and impression, lovely example of this tough
stamp, Very Fine and attractive; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
3551 HH
10¢ dark green (258), o.g., never hinged, terrific stamp that’s all but impossible to find in choice never
hinged condition; a lovely large margined example with impressive color, Very Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3552 H
10¢ dark green (258), o.g., small hinge remnant, excellent shade and impression, fresh, Very Fine and
attractive; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
3553 H
15¢ dark blue (259), o.g., very lightly hinged, captivating color printed on bright white paper; a select example of this extremely undervalued stamp, Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $250 - 350
3554 H
50¢ orange (260), o.g., lightly hinged, premium example with exquisite fresh color and nice balanced
margins on al sides, Very Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

3555

3556

3557

3558

3559

3555 H
50¢ orange (260), o.g., previously hinged, deep rich shade, nicely centered amidst narrow side margins
and wide top and bottom; gum creases and two small thin spots at upper right, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2016
Crowe certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $100 - 150
3556 H
$1 black, type I (261), o.g., hinged, excellent color and impression, a couple of perforation holes at left
just barely touch the frame, Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
3557 H
$1 black, type II (261A), o.g., previously hinged, excellent color and impression, all perforations at right
clear the frame, fresh; two tiny thins at top right, Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
3558 H
$2 bright blue (262), o.g., previously hinged, excellent shade and impression, fresh, completely sound
example of this scarce $2 Madison, V.G.; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $400 - 600
3559 H
$5 dark green (263), large part o.g., good looking example of this tough stamp; extremely intense color;
small hinge thin, F.-V.F. appearance; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3560

3561

3562

3560 H
1¢ blue, imperf (264P5), horizontal pair, o.g., hinge remnant, large equally balanced margins, with sensational color, Superb, less than 6 issued. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
3561 HH
2¢ carmine, type I (265), o.g., never hinged, impressive example with generous margins and
mouthwatering color, Very Fine. Scott $105.
Estimate $100 - 150
3562 HH
2¢ carmine, types II & III (266-267), combination pair, o.g., never hinged, delightful example of this popular pair, type II stamp at left, and type III at right; a Post Office fresh and choice multiple, F.-V.F.; with 2002 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

3563

3564

3565

3566

3563 HH
2¢ carmine, type II (266), o.g., never hinged, showpiece example of this terribly elusive type II stamp, being virtually perfectly centered, with desirable rich color; the cream of the crop as it pertains to quality #266’s, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $120.
Estimate $200 - 300
3564 HH
2¢ carmine, type III (267), o.g., never hinged, awesome top quality stamp with huge margins, rarely seen
on this “tight” margined issue, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $16. SMQ XF 90J;
$110.
Estimate $75 - 100
3565 (H)
2¢ carmine, imperf (267P5), horizontal pair, unused without gum, extremely fresh and choice, Extremely Fine. Scott $200 for o.g.
Estimate $100 - 150
3566 m
2¢ reddish carmine, type III (267 var.), lightly struck black cancellation, outstanding example of this
scarcer reddish carmine shade, specifically identified on the accompanying certificate; GEM quality stamp, Superb;
with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $1.
Estimate $100 - 150

3567 HH
2¢ pink, type III (267a), o.g., never hinged, immaculate left margin single in the desirable pink shade, with
vivid color, Very Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $75.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3568

3569

3570

3571

3572

3568 HH
3¢ purple (268), o.g., never hinged, extra large margins and dazzling color; a gorgeous mint stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $115.
Estimate $150 - 200
3569 HH
4¢ dark brown (269), o.g., never hinged, attractive top quality showpiece with mouthwatering rich color;
quite elusive when found so choice, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $125. SMQ XF
90; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
3570 HH
5¢ chocolate (270), o.g., never hinged, marvelous fresh example with excellent centering, conservatively graded certificate as this stamp is better than Very Fine, Very Fine; with 1996 P.F.C. and 2006 P.F. certificate
graded VF 80. Scott $105. SMQ VF 80; $105.
Estimate $100 - 150
3571 HH

3572

8¢ violet brown (272), o.g., never hinged, appealing mint example with intense color, F.-V.F. Scott $210.
Estimate $100 - 150

s
8¢ violet brown (272), tied on small piece by a perfectly struck “Military District Station No, 1, Taku,
China” datestamp, magnificent usage out of China; a uniquely appealing stamp that’s irreplaceable at any price,
Very Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

3573

3574

3575

3576

3573 HH
10¢ dark green (273), o.g., never hinged, impeccably fresh example in a wonderful mint state; gorgeous
deep color, F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $280.
Estimate $200 - 300
3574 HH
10¢ dark green (273), o.g., never hinged, awesome deep rich color; a very pretty bottom sheet margin
single with imprint in selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $280.
Estimate $150 - 200
3575 HH
15¢ dark blue (274), o.g., never hinged, striking mint stamp with an incredible depth of color, lovely wide
margined example of this terribly difficult issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2003 P.F.C. and 2008 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $625.
Estimate $600 - 800
3576 HH
50¢ orange (275), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary top quality imprint margin single with luscious rich
color; among the more impressive examples of this outstanding mint stamp with full unblemished gum, Very Fine;
with 1984 P.F.C. and 2012 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $775.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3577

3578

3579

3580

3577 H
50¢ red orange (275a), o.g., lightly hinged, select example of the red orange shade, with fabulous rich
color, Very Fine; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
3578 H
50¢ red orange (275a), o.g., hinge remnants (minor gum bends), excellent true color, scarce shade,
F.-V.F.; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
3579 m
50¢ red orange (275a), lightly struck “1901" year date cancellation, remarkable example of this desirable
color shade; almost never found in such choice condition, especially with am unobtrusive cancel, Very Fine; with
2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $47. SMQ VF 80; $50.
Estimate $100 - 150
3580 H
$1 black, type I (276), o.g., hinged, supreme example with gorgeous Jet-Black color; a striking well centered example with balanced margins; well worth a serious bid, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $600. SMQ XF 90; $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3581

3582

3581 H
$1 black, type II (276A), o.g., lightly hinged, a most impressive top quality example with sheet margin at
right; rich color printed on bright white paper; a true condition rarity as this stamp never comes so choice, Extremely
Fine; with photocopy of 2016 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken, top right stamp. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
3582 H
$1 black, type II (276A), top plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged (light and unnoticeable vertical gum
crease), magnificent example of this rare type II stamp in a wide margined plate single; bodacious rich color; few
plate singles are available to collectors, Very Fine; with 2012 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3583

3584

3585

3586

3587

3583 H
$2 bright blue (277), o.g., hinged, ravishing rich color and large well proportioned margins; a remarkable
GEM quality example, Extremely Fine; with 1974 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3584 H
$2 bright blue (277), o.g., hinged, exuberant color printed on bleach white paper; a lovely “fresh to market” stamp, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $900. SMQ VF 80; $950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3585 m
$2 bright blue (277), double oval registry cancel, deep rich color, Extremely Fine centering; with 2016
P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $400 - 600
3586 H
$2 dark blue (277a), o.g., lightly hinged, strong color; a handsome top quality example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3587 H
$2 dark blue (277a), o.g., lightly hinged, gorgeous dark blue shade printed on clean white paper, Very
Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3588

3589

3590

3591

3588 H
$5 dark green (278), o.g., previously hinged, excellent shade and impression, gorgeous well centered
example with nicely balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3589 H
$5 dark green (278), o.g., hinged, beautiful rich shade, with detailed impression; a handsome example of
this “key” value; light horizontal wrinkle, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3590 m
$5 dark green (278), neat black registry cancellation, completely sound and choice example of this popular $5 Marshall, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600
3591 m

$5 dark green (278), crisp impression, Fine. Scott $625.

Estimate $150 - 200

3592 HH
1¢ to 4¢, 5 different (279//280b), marvelous group of 5 select examples of the
1898 new colors; includes 279, 279B, 279Bf, 280, and 280b, o.g., never hinged, a choice
group painstakingly assembled by a collector who had a keep eye for color and centering,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $212.
Estimate $150 - 200
Ex 3592
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3593

3594

3595

3593 Ha
2¢ red, type IV (279B), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., hinged, brilliant fresh color, an appealing example,
F.-V.F. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
3594 HH
2¢ rose carmine, type IV (279Bc), o.g., never hinged (offset on gum mentioned on accompanying certificate), wide margins and iridescent color; a very impressive example of this elusive rose carmine shade that is tough
to find in never hinged condition, Very Fine; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500
3595

2¢ carmine, type IV (279Bf), tied on small piece by perfect strike of “Military District Sta., No. 1, Taku,
China” cancellation, outrageous cancellation on this stamp; uniquely appealing usage out of China, rare thus, Fine;
with 2009 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $150 - 200
s

3596

3597

3598

3599

3596 H
2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1326, o.g., hinge
remnant, F.-V.F. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $500 - 750
3597 HH
5¢ dark blue (281), o.g., never hinged, awesome large margins and alluring rich color; most impressive
mint stamp, Extremely Fine; with 1987 and 2002 P.F. certificates. Scott $100.
Estimate $150 - 200
3598 HH
6¢ lake (282), o.g., never hinged, desirable example of this difficult stamp; well centered amid extra large
margins with astounding color, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300
3599 HH
$140.
264

6¢ lake (282), o.g., never hinged, vibrant rich shade, a handsome wide margined stamp, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $100 - 150
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3600

3601

3602

3603

3600 HH
10¢ brown, type I (282C), o.g., never hinged, riveting example with vibrant color and razor sharp impression; quite scarce when found so choice, Very Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $525. Estimate $500 - 750
3601 HH
10¢ brown, type I (282C), left plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, lovely fresh multiple
in Post Office fresh mint condition, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $300 - 400
3602 HH
10¢ orange brown, type II (283), o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh, wide margined example with excellent appeal, Very Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
3603 HH
10¢ orange brown, type II (283), o.g., never hinged, right margin single with partial imprint in selvage,
splendid example with warm rich color in pristine fresh condition, F.-V.F.; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate for strip/3,
from which it came, middle stamp from the strip. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

3604

3605

3606

3604 H
10¢ orange brown, type II (283), o.g., lightly hinged, immense margins and vivacious color; an extraordinary top quality showpiece, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90J. Scott $150. SMQ XF 90;
$275.
Estimate $350 - 500
3605 HH
10¢ orange brown, type II, vertical watermark (283a), o.g., never hinged, rarely offered example of the
vertical watermark variety; lively bright color, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2010 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which
it came, bottom right stamp. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
3606 HH
15¢ olive green (284), o.g., never hinged, absolutely gorgeous centering and bold prooflike color; a centered stamp that’s much nicer than the conservatively graded P.S.E. certificate calling this stamp only an “85"; a
wonderful opportunity for any astute collector looking to buy a gorgeous example of this tough stamp, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 1994 P.F.C. and 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $475. SMQ VF-XF 85; $875.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3607

3608

3609

3607 HH/Ha Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green and 2¢ copper red (285, 286), bottom plate blocks of 4, o.g., hinge
remnant (2 stamps never hinged on each plate), fresh and pleasing examples with strong colors; #295 plate with
small corner fault at bottom right corner of the lower right selvage, generally F.-V.F. Scott $490.
Estimate $150 - 200
3608 HH
Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green (285), o.g., never hinged, immaculate mint imprint margin single with
gleaming rich color, Extremely Fine. Scott $75.
Estimate $100 - 150
3609 HH
Trans-Miss., 2¢ copper red (286), o.g., never hinged, sterling example featuring JUMBO margins and
exemplary fresh color; among the most impressive imaginable, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90J. Scott $67. SMQ XF 90J; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
3610 HH
Trans-Miss., 2¢ copper red (286), matching top and bottom margin plate number and imprint strips of 5,
o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh strips of plate number 741, lovely rich color, V.G. Scott $790 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150

3611 HH
Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), o.g., never hinged, big time example with perfect centering, gleaming
fresh color, and full unblemished gum; the most impressive obtainable example deserving placement in the finest
collection, Superb; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 98. Scott $300. SMQ SUP 98; $11,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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3612

3613

3612 HH
Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), o.g., never hinged, excellent shade and impression, fresh, Extremely
Fine and attractive; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
3613 HH
Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), o.g., never hinged, good looking stamp with lively color and immaculate
gum with mirror like impression, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3614 Ha
Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, brilliant fresh multiple with decent centering, F.-V.F. Scott $460 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

3615 HHa
Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), top right plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, particularly handsome wide
top with delightful color and clearly etched impression; an immaculate showpiece in a wonderful mint state, F.-V.F.;
with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,850.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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3616

3617

3616 HH
Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue (288), o.g., never hinged, tremendous top quality imprint single with oversized
margins and exquisite color, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate for pair, from which this stamp was taken,
left stamp from the pair. Scott $275.
Estimate $400 - 600
3617 HH
Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue (288), o.g., never hinged, the deepest and richest color imaginable; lovely example with wide margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $250 - 350
3618 HH/Ha Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue (288), bottom plate block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant (bottom 2 stamps never
hinged), gorgeous rich shade; wonderfully fresh multiple; minor pencil notations on front of selvage along bottom of
each tab, Fine. Scott $800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3619 HHa
Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue (288), top right plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, uniquely appealing GEM
quality plate in the finest obtainable quality; extraordinary centering and superb color - this plate has it all, plus it’s in
a wonderful state of preservation with full and unblemished gum in a perfect mint state; this fresh to the market plate
is ready to be placed in a collection of distinction, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate for block/10, from
which this gorgeous plate block/8 was taken. Scott $3,800.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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3620 HH/Ha Trans-Miss., 8¢ violet brown (289), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant (bottom 2 stamps never hinged), incredible depth of color; bottom two stamps are Post Office fresh, Fine. Scott $1,150 for singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

3621

3622

3621 HH
Trans-Miss., 10¢ gray violet (290), o.g., never hinged, excellent shade and impression; small toned
spots on the gum side only, attractive Very Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
3622 HH
Trans-Miss., 10¢ gray violet (290), top plate number pair, o.g., never hinged, impeccably fresh and
choice multiple with dazzling color; incredibly well centered, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$1,125.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3623

3624

3625

3623 H
Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green (291), o.g., lightly hinged, lovely fresh stamp with sharp detailed impression; completely sound and choice, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500
3624 H
Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green (291), o.g., previously hinged, attractive shade, crisp impression; a wonderful appearing example of this stamp; two thin spots at upper left, attractive Very Fine appearance; with 2016
Crowe certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
3625 m
Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green (291), neat duplex cancellation, astounding well centered example with alluring rich color; a tough stamp in this marvelous quality, Extremely Fine; with 2006 Weiss certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3626 H
“Western Cattle in Storm”, etching by Edward J. Dillon, “After Painting by McWhirter”, die-dunk on
195 x 146 mm card, Very Fine, a great collateral item for the Trans-Mississippi collector. Estimate $750 - 1,000

3627 (H)
Trans-Miss., $1 black and $2 orange brown (292, 293), unused without gum, great inexpensive “key”
values; thins, $1 has internal tear, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,675.
Estimate $250 - 350

3628

3629

3628 H
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., barest trace of hinge, extremely pleasing example of this popular
stamp; extra intense color with sharp impression; a true beauty, F.-V.F.; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3629 H
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., very lightly hinged at top center, outstanding top quality example with
generous margins and an incredible depth of color; as pretty as they come, Very Fine; with 1983 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3630 H
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., hinged, sensational example of this popular “Cattle In Storm: stamp;
wonderful centering and bold prooflike color; gorgeous, Extremely Fine. Scott $1,400. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3631

3632

3631 H
Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), slightly disturbed o.g., captivating color printed on bright white paper; very
pleasing example; tiny hinge thin shows only in fluid; reperforated at left, Fine appearance. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400
3632 m

Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), great inexpensive “key” value; small thins, Fine appearance. Scott $725.
Estimate $150 - 200

3633 HH
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), bottom sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, excellent shade
and impression, fresh, Fine and attractive; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $6,000. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3634 H
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), o.g., lightly hinged, marvelous example with electrifying color; a
most impressive stamp that would enhance any collection, Very Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3635 H
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), o.g., lightly hinged, robust color; a sound and attractive example
with excellent eye appeal; slightly oxidized - mentioned only on the newer certificate of authenticity, otherwise
F.-V.F.; with 1996 and 2008 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3636 H
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), o.g., lightly hinged, vibrant rich shade; an appealing $2 Trans,
F.-V.F.; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3637 m
Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), two inexpensive “key” value; tiny thins and small / light creases,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,200.
Estimate $300 - 400
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U.S. Stamps
1901 PAN-AMERICAN ISSUE

Ex 3638

Ex 3639

Ex 3641

3642

3638 HH
Pan-Americans complete (294-299), o.g., never hinged, well rounded set in immaculate mint condition;
very attractive, F.-V.F. Scott $962.
Estimate $350 - 500
3639 H
Pan-Americans complete (294-299), o.g., very lightly hinged, vivid fresh colors, a decent set, the #295
and 299 are plate number singles, Fine. Scott $382.
Estimate $150 - 200
3640 H/(H)
Pan-Americans complete (294-299), specialized grouping of these popular issues, including singles,
pairs, and four strips/4, o.g., some regummed, most are in immaculate never hinged condition, but a couple have
been regummed; all mint except for a single 297 which is used with an exposition cancel; includes 294 x (2) plus two
strips; 295 x (5) plus two strips, 296 x (3), 297 x (2), 298 x (4), and 299 x (3); very fresh and pleasing selection,
F.-V.F. Scott $2,547 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
3641 m
1¢, 2¢ and 8¢ Pan-Americans, vignette shifts (294, 295, 298 vars.), three eye catching used examples; 294 “High Ship” variety; 295 “Fast Train” variety; and 298 “Sinking Locks” variety, neat cancellations, wonderful selection for the specialist, F.-V.F. Scott $59.
Estimate $100 - 150
3642 HH
1¢ Pan-American (294), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and choice,
Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $42. SMQ XF 90; $125. Estimate $100 - 150
3643 HHa
1¢ Pan-American (294), left sheet margin block of 12, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous fresh multiple with
gorgeous deep rich color, Very Fine. Scott $510 for singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3644 HHa
2¢ Pan-American (295), top plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, extremely wide selvage at top; a choice
plate in a gorgeous state of preservation, Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
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3645

3646

3647

3645 HH
4¢ Pan-American (296), o.g., never hinged, impressive large margined example with lively rich color,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $170.
Estimate $150 - 200
3646 HH
5¢ Pan-American (297), o.g., never hinged, oversized margins and breathtaking fresh color; an astounding top quality stamp, Extremely Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
3647 HH
5¢ Pan-American (297), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice, Very Fine; with 2012 P.S.A.G.
certificate for block/4, from which it came - bottom left stamp. Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150

3648

3649

3648 HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), o.g., never hinged, outstanding rich color; a premium quality mint stamp, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 300
3649 HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), o.g., never hinged, extremely intense color; immaculate stamp, F.-V.F.; with
2012 P.S.A.G. certificate for block/4, from which it came - top left stamp. Scott $230.
Estimate $150 - 200

3650 HHa
8¢ Pan-American (298), bottom right plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh example of
this rarely offered plate, with astounding fresh colors, F.-V.F. Scott $6,710.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Ex 3651

Ex 3652

3653

3651 H
1¢ to $1 values (300-308, 310-311), decent group of 11 different values; missing only Scott #309, o.g.,
hinged, #304 regummed; #310 reperforated at left, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,371.
Estimate $300 - 400
3652 H/(H)
1¢ to 15¢ values (300-309), excellent group of 10 different, o.g. or regummed, select never hinged examples include 300-302, and 305; handsome lightly hinged examples include 303-304, and 307; unfortunately Scott
#’s 308 and 309 are regummed; overall a beautiful group, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 305 with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $785.
Estimate $300 - 400
3653 HH
1¢ blue green (300), handpicked group of 7 top strips of 3, o.g., never hinged, selected for color, centering and appearance, Very Fine. Scott $630.
Estimate $300 - 400

3654

3655

3656

3654 H
2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1582, o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3655 HH/H 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1691, o.g., hinge
remnant on top pair, Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
3656 HHa
4¢ brown (303), bottom block of 4, with plate number, o.g., never hinged (natural gum wrinkle on top two
stamps), extraordinary well centered multiple; strong color; Post Office condition, Very Fine. Scott $560 for singles.
Estimate $350 - 500
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3657

3658

3659

3660

3657 HH
6¢ claret (305), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color, Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP
98. Scott Stamp Values 305; $4,500 Sup 98.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
3658 HH
13¢ purple black (308), o.g., never hinged, large well balanced margins and intense color, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $100. SMQ VF-XF 85; $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
3659 H
50¢ orange (310), o.g., hinged, well margined stamp with heavenly rich color, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
3660 H
50¢ orange (310), o.g., previously hinged, deep rich shade, excellent impression, nicely centered, fresh,
Very Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

3661

3662

3663

3664

3661 H
$1 black (311), o.g., very lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh high quality example with unusually fresh color,
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $600. SMQ XF 90; $775. Estimate $750 - 1,000
3662 H
$1 black (311), o.g., hinged, remarkably fresh and choice example printed on clean white paper; with excellent centering and wide margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
3663 H
$1 black (311), o.g., hinged, intense black shade, crisp impression, fresh, F.-V.F.; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
3664 m
$1 black (311), o.g., never hinged, deep jet black color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ 311; $550 XF-Sup 95.
Estimate $400 - 600

3665 H
$2 dark blue (312), o.g., very lightly hinged, one of the most remarkable examples of the $2 Madison we’ve offered in some time; a fantastic bottom sheet margin single
with big beautiful margins and captivating color; certainly a GEM example of this “key”
value, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $825.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3665
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3666

3667

3668

Ex 3670

3666 H
$2 dark blue (312), o.g., hinge remnant, deep rich shade, crisp impression, fresh; reperforated at right,
Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $825.
Estimate $200 - 300
3667 H
$5 dark green (313), o.g., hinged, prooflike color and clearly etched impression; a premium quality example of this popular stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3668 m
$5 dark green (313), light and unobtrusive black registry cancellation, marvelous fault free stamp with
delicious color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
3669 HH/H Select group of 7 better numbers (314//F1), includes 314 block o.g., 418 o.g., 573 o.g., 1299b N.H., C2
N.H. with gum skip, E19 N.H., and F1 N.H. with gum crease, o.g., some never hinged, all with excellent color, Very
Fine. Scott $578 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
3670 HH
1¢-2¢ imperforates (314, 320, 320b, 320A), line pairs, incredible group of line pairs; includes 314, 320,
320b scarlet, and 320A lake shade, o.g., never hinged, all well margined with vivid colors except 320 which has
monstrous boardwalk margins on all sides; a stunning selection, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $440.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 3671

3672

3673

3671 HH
1¢-2¢ imperforates (314, 320, 320b, 320A), GEM quality group of 4 singles, includes 314 with immense
JUMBO margins, 320, 320b scarlet shade, and 320A the tough lake shade as a left margin plate number single,
o.g., never hinged, an incredible group formed by a collector who only bought top quality stamps, Superb. Scott
$201.
Estimate $150 - 200
3672 Ha
1¢ blue green, imperf (314), left plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, well margined example with deep
color, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
3673 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), right plate number single, o.g., never hinged, among the finest known examples of
this popular stamp, featuring unusually large margins and glistening fresh color; the “ultimate” GEM quality #315
deserving placement in the finest mint collection, as it’s a true condition rarity, Superb; with 2002 and 2005 P.F. certificates. Scott $600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3674

3675

3676

3677

3678

3674 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, striking bottom margin single with part imprint in the selvage;
an impressive showpiece with the deepest and richest color; woefully under valued when found in this marvelous
quality, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $600. SMQ XF 90; $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3675 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, spectacular GEM with huge margins and bold prooflike color,
Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $600. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3676 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, well margined example in immaculate condition; Post Office
fresh and choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $600. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $700.
Estimate $600 - 800
3677 H
5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., lightly hinged, gorgeous deep shade; a very impressive stamp, Extremely
Fine to Superb. Scott $325.
Estimate $350 - 500
3678 m
5¢ blue, imperf (315), neat black cancellation, one of the few certified used examples we have encountered; brilliant fresh color; sound in all respects, F.-V.F.; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3679

3680

3681

3679 H
5¢ blue, imperf (315), pair, o.g., hinged, tremendous top quality pair with unusually large margins, and brilliant fresh color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $600 - 800
3680 HH
5¢ blue, imperf (315), line pair, o.g., never hinged, astounding multiple in the finest condition obtainable, with generous margins on all sides and breathtaking rich color;
the quintessential example of this issue that would enhance any great collection, Superb;
with 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3681 H
5¢ blue, U.S. Automatic Vending type II perfs (315), horizontal pair, o.g., hinge
remnant, impressive color and centering; a very nice looking example of this tough vending
coil; tiny piece out at top right corner of the right stamp, otherwise Very Fine; with 2002 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
3682 H
5¢ blue, U.S. Automatic Vending type I perfs (315), vertical pair, scarce imperf
pair made even scarcer by these private vending perforations; tiny thin spot on bottom
stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1982 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Four Rare Early Experimental Coils
3683 HH
5¢ blue, experimental coil, perf 12 horizontally (317), o.g., never
hinged, a great rarity, as this fabulous coil single is almost never found in pristine
mint condition; a lovely wide margined stamp with exquisite color and detailed impression, Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. cert. for coil pair, from which this stamp was
taken - top stamp from the pair; plus 2016 P.S.E. certificate for the individual
stamp. Scott $12,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

3684 H 5¢ blue, experimental coil, perf 12 horizontally (317), vertical pair, o.g., previously hinged, rich deep shade, extremely attractive pair, centered to right as are many
pairs, missing from all but the advanced collections; guide line shows on top stamp and a
few trivial separated perforations, Fine and rare, one of a few pairs still intact, many have
been separated into singles; signed S.A. (pencil signature) and CHM (handstamp), with
1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

3685 H
1¢ blue green, experimental coil, perf 12 vertically (318), horizontal pair, o.g., hinged (light ink guarantee
handstamp on gum), premium quality example of this exceedingly difficult coil, with impressive centering and sensational color; among the choicest available multiples to appear
on the market in some time, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F.
certificate. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

3686 H 1¢ blue green, experimental coil, perf 12 vertically
(318), horizontal pair, o.g., previously hinged, deep shade, excellent
impression, nicely centered, fresh, nicer than most pairs of this very
scarce and highly desirable early coil, F.-V.F. and attractive; with
2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
“J. C. M. & Co. Inc.” handstamp on gum side across the center
perforations.
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3687 HH
2¢ carmine, different type group offering (319//319i), impressive grouping of the 2 cent Shield stamp;
six values, including 319, 319b, 319c, 319c x (2), 310F, and 319Fi the scarcer type II examples, o.g., never hinged,
all picked for color and freshness, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 319 with 2002 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott
$260 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

3688

3689

3688 H
2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6, position E, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1978 Society
of Philatelic Americans certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
3689 H
2¢ scarlet, International Vending Co. perfs (320b), strip of 4, o.g., small hinge remnant (owner’s ink
handstamp on gum on position #3), remarkably fresh and choice International Vending Company vending coil in a
rarely seen strip of four; with incredible depth of color, Very Fine; with1963 and 2015 P.F. certificates. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Ex 3690
3690 H/(H)
Louisiana Purchase complete (323-327), o.g., all never hinged except 327 which has been regummed,
a beautiful well centered set, Very Fine; 326 with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $645.
Estimate $200 - 300
3691 HHa
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), bottom plate block of 4, with two extra stamps at right, o.g., stamps never
hinged, hinge remnant in selvage only, dazzling color, Fine. Scott $1,110 for singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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3692 HH
5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), single with plate number 2099, o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh color, Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott Stamp Values 326; $5,500 Sup 98.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

3693

3694

3693 HH
5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), left margin with half arrow single, o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh color,
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
3694 HH
5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), o.g., never hinged, wonderful state of freshness, F.-V.F.; with 1998
P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which it came, top right stamp. Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150

3695

3696

3695 HH
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), o.g., never hinged, lively color and crisp clear impression, F.-V.F.; with
2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $310.
Estimate $150 - 200
3696 HH
Jamestown complete (328-330), o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh group in immaculate mint condition,
F.-V.F. Scott $430.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1908-1910 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, DL WATERMARK

Ex 3697

Ex 3698

3699

3697 HH/H Washington-Franklins complete (331-342), o.g., lightly hinged (334 and 335 never hinged), sound and
attractive examples, nice group of all 12 values, Fine. Scott $1,311.
Estimate $350 - 500
3698 H/(H)
1¢ to 50¢ Washington-Franklins, 8 different (331-333, 336, 338-341), all original gum except 336 and
341 which are both reperfed and regummed; 339 has no gum, nice appearing group, F.-V.F. Scott $819.
Estimate $150 - 200
3699 HH
2¢ carmine (332a), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, Very Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

3700

3701

3702

3703

3700 HH
3¢ deep violet, experimental paper variety (333 var.), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice
example of this elusive thick gray experimental paper variety; accompanying A.P.S. certificate describes this stamp
as “normal paper”, but we agree with the P.F. certificate calling this paper “experimental”, F.-V.F.; with 2005 A.P.S.
and 2006 P.F. certificates.
Estimate $200 - 300
3701 HH
4¢ orange brown (334), o.g., never hinged, select well margined example with brilliant fresh color; a
great stamp, Extremely Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $92.
Estimate $150 - 200
3702 HH
5¢ blue (335), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary top quality mint stamp, with delightful fresh color and
JUMBO margins, Extremely Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $120.
Estimate $200 - 300
3703 HH
8¢ olive green (337), o.g., never hinged, flawless mint stamp with breathtaking color and sharp clear impression, Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $105.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3704

3705

3704 HH/Ha 8¢ olive green (337), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant (bottom 2 stamps never hinged), exquisite multiple
with vivid color, Very Fine. Scott $300 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
3705 HHa
15¢ pale ultramarine (340), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum skips), breathtaking
color; an impressive multiple, Very Fine. Scott $1,175.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 3706

3707

3708

Ex 3709

3706 H
50¢ violet and $1 violet brown (341, 342), o.g., very lightly hinged, extremely fresh and choice examples with excellent color, Fine. Scott $775.
Estimate $150 - 200
3707 H
50¢ violet (341), o.g., hinged (fabulous full offset on gum), handsome example with lively color and clear
impression, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3708 H
$1 violet brown (342), o.g., barest trace of hinge, although the accompanying certificate specifically calls
this stamp “never hinged”, there is a trace of faint hinging at lower left; otherwise a gorgeous example with radiating
color, Very Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
3709 HH
1¢ to 5¢ complete, imperf (343-347), singles and line pairs, o.g., never hinged, except 347 line pair
(regummed), marvelous sets of singles and line pairs; all in immaculate mint condition except the 347 line pair; an
impressive group, Extremely Fine. Scott $343.
Estimate $100 - 150

3710 H
1¢ green, Attleboro perfs (343), neatly struck “Attleboro, Mass” in double oval
cancellation, incredibly rare example of the desirable Attleboro private Vending Company
used single, with appropriate town cancel; there is a tiny nick out at the bottom center of the
stamp, but this is trivial in nature and isn’t even mentioned on the accompanying certificate,
V.G.; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
3710
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3711

Ex 3712

Ex 3713

3714

3715

3711 H
5¢ blue, U.S. Automatic Vending type I perfs (347), vertical line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent
well centered example of this tough U.S. Automatic Vending Co. issue, Extremely Fine. Scott $220.
Estimate $100 - 150
3712 HH
1¢ green, 2 different vertical coils (348, 385), 348 line pair and 385 pair, o.g., never hinged, lovely examples; 348 has perf separations, F.-V.F. Scott $840.
Estimate $200 - 300
3713 HH/H 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine, vertical coils (348, 349), o.g., 348 hinged, 349 never hinged, impressive
paste-up singles; 348 with plate number 5428 on the paste-up tab under the bottom portion of the stamp; 349 with
imprint on the paste-up tab at bottom, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $265.
Estimate $100 - 150
3714 HH
1¢ green, vertical coil (348), o.g., never hinged, generous margins and lively color; exceptional condition, Extremely Fine; with 1981 P.F. certificate for pair, from which it was taken, this being the top stamp from pair.
Scott $80.
Estimate $150 - 200
3715 HH
1¢ green, vertical coil (348), line pair, o.g., never hinged, ravishing rich color and detailed impression; a
Post Office fresh multiple, Very Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

3716

3717

3716 HH
2¢ carmine, vertical coil (349), line pair, o.g., never hinged, well centered with dazzling color; accompanying 2007 P.F. certificate specifically calls this line pair “counterfeit”; the other two certificates call this a genuine
coil; in any event, we’re offering this as a genuine coil based on the two certificates supporting it’s genuineness; a
few rejoined perforations at right, generally F.-V.F.; with 1991 and 2007 P.F.C.’s along with 2007 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF 80. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $200 - 300
3717 HH
2¢ carmine, vertical coil (349), line pair, o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh example of this elusive flat
plate coil; 4 separated perfs at right, and small crease along top right corner of the bottom stamp, otherwise Very
Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $200 - 300
www.kelleherauctions.com
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3718

3719

3720

3721

3718 HH
4¢ orange brown, vertical coil (350), o.g., never hinged, extra large margined example with intense
color printed on clean white paper; a terribly elusive coil, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate.
Scott $325.
Estimate $350 - 500
3719 H
4¢ orange brown, vertical coil (350), pair, o.g., hinge remnants, handsome example of this genuine
coil, with excellent centering, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
3720 HH
5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), o.g., never hinged (tiny ink owner’s handstamp on gum), superb color and
choice centering; quite attractive, Very Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200
3721 HH
5¢ blue, vertical coil (351), line pair, o.g., never hinged (natural gum crease), very desirable example
with supple color and steep impression, Very Fine; with 2012 Weiss certificate. Scott $2,350.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 3722

3723

3724

3722 HH/H 2¢ carmine and 5¢ blue, horizontal coils, and 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (353, 355, 447), pairs,
o.g., hinged, 355 never hinged, extremely fresh and choice coil pairs, each with fantastic color, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,430.
Estimate $500 - 750
3723 H
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (353), o.g., hinged and with two small adhesions on the gum side at the bottom, deep rich shade, fresh, F.-V.F. and attractive; with 2016 Crowe certificate. Scott $90. Estimate $75 - 100
3724 H
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (353), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, vivid and bright shade; splendid example
of this terribly difficult coil, F.-V.F.; with 1991 P.F.C. and 2015 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3725

3726

3725 H
4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (354), o.g., lightly hinged, genuine coil single with vivid color, Fine;
with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
3726 H
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (355), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh and choice example with
strong color, F.-V.F.; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

3727 H
10¢ yellow, horizontal coil (356), o.g., lightly hinged, fabulous high quality example of this terribly difficult coil single, with breathtaking color and extra large margins; an undervalued coil that always seems to bring an
impressive price at auction, Very Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. cert. and 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1909 BLUISH PAPER ISSUE

3728

3729

3730

3728 HH
1¢ green, bluish paper (357), o.g., never hinged, sterling mint example in immaculate mint condition
with full and unblemished gum, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
3729 HH
2¢ carmine, bluish paper (358), o.g., never hinged, unusually large margins, particularly for this “tight”
margined issue, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1999 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken, top
left stamp. Scott $170.
Estimate $150 - 200
3730 H
3¢ deep violet, bluish paper (359), o.g., lightly hinged, scarce stamp with supple color; a splendid example in flawless condition, F.-V.F.; with 1994 and 2007 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3731 H 6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), o.g., hinged, marvelous well centered example of this tough bluish paper, with strong color and tremendous eye appeal, Extremely
Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3732 H
6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), o.g., barest trace of hinge, wonderful example of this elusive stamp; accompanying 1993 P.F. cert. is never hinged by
omission, and the stamp certainly could pass as a never hinged example of this
tough stamp, Very Fine; with 1993 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3733 H 8¢ olive green, bluish paper (363), o.g., previously hinged, intense shade on
blued paper, centered to the bottom and right, a very nice example of this difficult to find
stamp, Fine, only 80 copies of this rarity are thought to be in private hands; with 1973 P.F.
certificate. Scott $30,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

3734 H
10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), o.g., lightly hinged, tremendous top
quality example with glowing rich color and impressive centering, Very Fine; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3735 H 10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), slightly disturbed o.g., exceptionally fresh example with choice centering; a very handsome 10 cent bluish paper that should realize it’s
full catalog value; minor picked out inclusion speck, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1982 and 2016
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3736 HH
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., never hinged, outstanding example of this tough Bluish Paper in a wonderful state of preservation;
with alluring rich color; and gleaming fresh gum, Very Fine; with 1972 P.F.C. and
2002 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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3737

3738

3739

3740

3737 H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., lightly hinged, excellent shade and impression, fresh;
natural paper inclusion below Washington’s eye, Very Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate for a block of four, this was the
upper left stamp. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
3738 H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., barest trace of hinge, marvelous right sheet margin single with beautiful color, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
3739 H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., lightly hinged, Fine; with 2000 P.F. and 2002 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
3740 H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., fresh and affordable example of this difficult issue; tiny
hinge thin at top right, otherwise Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $200 - 300

1909 COMMEMORATIVE ISSUES

Ex 3741

3742

3741 HH
2¢ commemoratives complete (367-373), fabulous set of 7 values, o.g., never hinged, 368 featuring
immense boardwalk margins; 370 and 373 are both right margin plate number singles, Very Fine; 369 with photocopy of 1998 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which it came, bottom right stamp. Scott $464.
Estimate $250 - 350
3742 HH
2¢ Lincoln, imperf, Schermack type III (368), horizontal strip of 4, left pair normal, right pair is a
paste-up, o.g., never hinged, fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

3743 H
2¢ Lincoln, Brinkerhoff type I perfs (368), line pair, o.g., hinge remnant (ink guarantee handstamp on gum), wonderfully well centered with unusually large margins; quite elusive; minor thin spot at top is of little consequence, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2006
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

3743
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3744

3745

3747

3744 HH
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), o.g., never hinged (minor gum bend), choice mint stamp, with warm rich
color, F.-V.F. Scott $320.
Estimate $100 - 150
3745 Ha
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), top plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, marvelous example of this elusive bluish paper plate block, a scarce “wide top” with beautiful color of great intensity, F.-V.F. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3746 HH/Ha 2¢ Alaska-Yukon, imperf (371), right plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (4 stamps never hinged),
choice plate with generous margins, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $225 (photo 0n web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3747 HH
2¢ Hudson-Fulton, imperf (373), o.g., never hinged, giant size JUMBO margins includes portions of 8
surrounding stamps; a “Bo Derek - 10" deserving placement in the finest collection, Superb; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $40.
Estimate $200 - 300

3748 H
2¢ Hudson-Fulton, Mail-O-Meter type IV perfs (373), horizontal plate number pair, o.g., very lightly
hinged, extremely unusual plate number pair of the Mail-O-Meter type IV perforations, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

3749 H
2¢ Hudson-Fulton, U.S. Automatic Vending type II perfs (373), horizontal line pair, o.g., lightly hinged,
handsome well centered example of this elusive U.S. Automatic Vending Co. line pair with alluring rich color, Extremely Fine. Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1910-1911 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, SL WATERMARK

Ex 3750

3751

3752

3753

3754

3750 H
1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (374-375), magnificent GEM quality examples; 374 with perfect centering; 375
featuring enormous boardwalk margins; a very nice duo, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $30.
Estimate $100 - 150
3751 H
2¢ lake (375b), o.g., lightly hinged, lovely example of this incredibly elusive lake shade, much scarcer
than the catalog value indicates, Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
3752 HH
3¢ deep violet (376), o.g., never hinged, big and balanced; an extraordinary GEM quality stamp with riveting color, Superb; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $45.
Estimate $150 - 200
3753 HH
5¢ blue (378), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, awesome top quality example with outrageous
margins and vivacious color; a stunning representation of this issue that would please the most quality conscious
collector, Superb. Scott $70.
Estimate $250 - 350
3754 HH
6¢ red orange (379), o.g., never hinged, unusually strong color and fresh unblemished gum, Very Fine;
with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $90.
Estimate $100 - 150

3755

3756

3757

3755 HH
8¢ olive green (380), o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh; sharp clear impression, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
3756 HH
15¢ pale ultramarine (382), o.g., never hinged, splendid Post Office fresh example of this notoriously difficult stamp, with intense color and generous margins - large than usually encountered on this issue, Very Fine; with
1996 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
3757 H
1¢ green, horizontal coil (387), horizontal pair (3mm spacing), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and sound example of this elusive coil; slight “Dry Print” especially on the right stamp; this pair is lightly hinged despite the accompanying certificate describing this as never hinged, Fine; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3758 HH 1¢ green, horizontal coil (387), line pair, o.g., never hinged,
handsome example of this elusive coil with gorgeous rich color; a few
perforation separations at bottom, otherwise Very Fine; with 1999 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3759 H
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (388), o.g., lightly hinged, remarkably choice
coil single of this extremely scarce genuine coil single; large margins and vivid color;
rarely does this coil single come along in decent condition, and this is a wonderful opportunity for any serious collector looking for a quality #388 coil single, as the modest
Scott catalog value of $ 1,350 is ridiculous, F.-V.F.; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,350.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3760 H 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (388), paste-up pair, o.g., previously hinged, rich shade, excellent impression, fresh, well centered
amidst large margins except the center row of perforations touches the
left stamp at right, F.-V.F., extremely scarce pair and seldom seen in
any form; with 1989 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3761 H
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (388), line pair, o.g.,
lightly hinged, outstanding top quality coil with large margins
and scintillating color printed on clean white paper; a true condition rarity when found this choice, as the others on the market
of off centered without eye appeal; this line pair would please
the most quality conscious collector, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F.
certificate. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

3762 m 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (388), neatly struck black cancellation, a most impressive example of this rarely offered used coil single; with dynamite color and steep impression;
much scarcer used than mint, as this stamp rarely if ever appears on the marketplace,
F.-V.F.; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

3763 m
3¢ deep violet, the “Orangeburg” coil (389), correct machine cancel, originally on a small piece, now removed, lovely example of this incredibly
rare Ornageburg coil single; rich shade and sharp impression; few light
creases, not mentioned on accompanying certificate, V.G.; with clear 1960 P.F.
certificate. Scott $10,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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3764

3766

3767

3764 m
1¢ green, vertical coil (390), line pair, Ventura, Calif machine postmark, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $125.
Estimate $150 - 200
3765 HH/H 1¢ green, vertical coil (390), fascinating plate block reconstruction over three imprint capture pairs, two
forming imprint and letter “A” and the final pair with plate number, o.g., top stamps are hinged, bottom stamps are
never hinged; bottom stamp of center stamp has light gum bend on bottom stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $44 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
3766 HH
1¢ green, horizontal coil (392), line pair, o.g., never hinged, fantastic rich shade; a premium quality, well
margined line pair with tremendous eye appeal, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F.C. and 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded VF
80. Scott $400. SMQ VF 80; $350.
Estimate $350 - 500
3767 H
1¢ green, horizontal coil (392), line pair, lightly struck black cancellation, exceptional example of this
elusive used coil issue; with brilliant color, Very Fine; with 1996 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

3768

3769

3770

3768 HH
2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (393), line pair, o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and choice coil with
electrifying color with lots of vim and vigor; simply immaculate, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
3769 HH
3¢ deep violet, 4¢ brown and 5¢ blue, horizontal coils (394-396), o.g., never hinged, attractive trio of
these better coil issues; handpicked by a picky collector who selected his stamps for color and freshness, Very
Fine; 395 with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, and 396 with 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $405.
Estimate $300 - 400
3770 H
3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), line pair, o.g., barest trace of hinge, a lovely coil that could easily
pass as never hinged; with absolutely stunning rich color and impression, Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3771

3772

3773

3771 HH
4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), paste-up pair, with paste-up tab along left side of the left stamp showing
plate number 5576 on the tab, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
3772 H
4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), line pair, o.g., barest trace of hinge, fresh and attractive multiple with
dazzling color; newer P.F. certificate specifically calls this line pair never hinged, but it isn’t; it has a faint hinge mark,
F.-V.F.; with 1990 and 2007 P.F. certificates. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
3773 HH
5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), line pair, o.g., never hinged, lively rich color printed on bleach white paper;
a premium quality example in a wonderful mint state, F.-V.F.; with 1992 and 2004 P.F. certificates. Scott $975.
Estimate $500 - 750

1913-1915 PANAMA-PACIFIC ISSUE

Ex 3774

Ex 3775

3774 HH
Panama-Pacific complete, perf 12 (397-400A), o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh group, with all
stamps in immaculate mint condition, F.-V.F. Scott $910.
Estimate $300 - 400
3775 H/(H)
Panama-Pacific complete, perf 12 (397-400A), o.g., all are in lovely never hinged condition except
400A, which is expertly regummed, impressive well centered group with outstanding colors; a pretty group; 399 is
reperforated at right, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $690.
Estimate $200 - 300

3776

3777

3776 HHa
2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (398), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and choice multiple
with beautiful centering, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90 for block/4. Scott $160 for singles. SMQ XF 90; $440 for singles.
Estimate $350 - 500
3777 HH/Ha 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow (400), block of 4, o.g., top 2 hinged, bottom 2 never
hinged, exquisite fresh color; the bottom left stamp is a gorgeous example, F.-V.F. Scott $780 for singles.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3778

3779

3780

3781

3778 HH
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange (400A), o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh color, Extremely Fine;
with 1984 P.F. certificate and 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ 400A; $775 XF 90.
Estimate $500 - 750
3779 HH
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange (400A), o.g., never hinged, astounding top quality stamp with extra large margins and vivid color, Extremely Fine; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600
3780 H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange (400A), o.g., lightly hinged, remarkably fresh example with deep
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $180. SMQ VF-XF 85; $235.
Estimate $200 - 300
3781 H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange (400A), o.g., very lightly hinged, extremely intense color, Very
Fine. Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200
3782 (H)a
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange (400A), left margin block of 4 with plate number, regummed, good
looking block with vivid color, F.-V.F. Scott $720 for o.g. examples (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 3783

Ex 3784

3785

3786

3783 HH/H Panama-Pacific complete, perf 10 (401-404), o.g., 403 and 404 hinged, 401 and 402 never hinged,
lovely set of these popular stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $1,090.
Estimate $400 - 600
3784 HH
1¢ and 2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (401, 402), o.g., never hinged, handsome well margined examples,
each with brilliant fresh colors, Extremely Fine; 401 with 1996 P.S.E. certificate, and 402 with 1983 P.F. certificate.
Scott $230.
Estimate $250 - 350
3785 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), o.g., never hinged, lively bright color and wide margins; a select example, F.-V.F. Scott $390.
Estimate $250 - 350
3786 H
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10, dark blue shade (403 var.), o.g., very lightly hinged, eye catching example
of the dark blue shade; a good looking stamp, Very Fine. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3787

3788

3789

3790

3787 HH
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., never hinged, exuberant color printed on lily white paper; as
fresh and choice as the first day it was issued, Very Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp
was taken, bottom right stamp. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3788 HH
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., never hinged, beautiful large margined example with exceptional color and impression, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate for irregular block/3, from which it came, lower
left stamp. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3789 H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., barest trace of hinge, deep color; a premium example of this
stamp that appears to be never hinged, but the accompanying certificate calls a phantom hinge mark, which we are
still looking for, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $700. SMQ VF-XF
85; $775.
Estimate $600 - 800
3790 H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., lightly hinged, incredibly fresh example with captivating color;
one slightly nibbed perforation at top, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

1912-1916 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUES

3791

Ex 3794

3795

3791 HH
7¢ black (407), o.g., never hinged, large margined stamp with delightful color, Very Fine; with 2007 P.F.
certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
3792 HHa
1¢ green, imperf (408), 40 plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, very attractive group of plate blocks;
hand picked for color and margins; lovely selection with many different plate numbers and plate positions; a couple
with some minor bends, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $1,160 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3793 Ha
1¢ green, imperf (408), 56 plate blocks of 6, o.g., hinged, well margined group of plates, picked for over
sized margins and intense color; couple with gum creases, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $1,008 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
3794 HH
1¢ green and 2¢ carmine, Kansas City roulettes (408-409 vars.), o.g., never hinged, lovely matched
set of these popular Kansas City roulettes; tough to find in immaculate mint condition, F.-V.F.; 409 with 2005 A.P.S.
certificate.
Estimate $100 - 150
3795 HH
2¢ carmine, imperf (409), o.g., never hinged, tremendous huge margined stamp; elusive “Pink Back” variety caused by the use of aniline ink during the production process, Superb; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded
SUP 98J. Scott $2.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 3796

Ex 3797

3798

3799

3800

3796 H
Washington-Franklins, perf 12, 1¢ to $1 complete (414-423), including both 50¢ watermarks, o.g.,
many very lightly hinged, fresh and choice examples of the perf 12 Franklins; selected for color and freshness,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,620.
Estimate $500 - 750
3797 HH
8¢ pale olive green and 9¢ salmon red (414, 415), 415 bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged,
extremely fresh examples with strong colors, Very Fine. Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200
3798 HH
15¢ gray (418), o.g., never hinged, wide margins and intense color; a very pleasing example, Very Fine;
with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200
3799 HH
20¢ ultramarine (419), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice example in a wonderful state of
preservation; simply gorgeous, Very Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
3800 H
30¢ orange red (420), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), bright emblazoned color; very
choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1998 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $115.
Estimate $100 - 150

3801

3802

3801 HHa
30¢ orange red (420), right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice plate in a
wonderful mint state without a single skip or bend, F.-V.F. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3802 HHa
30¢ orange red (420), right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, select high quality multiple in a pristine
mint state; with beautiful centering and gleaming fresh gum, Very Fine. Scott $2,400. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3803

3804

Ex 3805

Ex 3806

Ex 3807

3803 HH
50¢ violet, S.L. watermark (421), o.g., never hinged, absolutely gorgeous example of this terribly elusive never hinged stamp; electrifying color and clearly etched impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2000
P.F.C. and 2006 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $775. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,100. Estimate $750 - 1,000
3804 H
$1 violet brown (423), o.g., lightly hinged, extra large margined stamp with vibrant rich color, Very Fine;
with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
3805 HH/H Washington-Franklins, perf 10, S.L. watermark, 1¢ to 50¢ complete (424-440), o.g., hinged, 428 and
429 never hinged, fresh and affordable complete set; #440 with perf fault at bottom right; #430 is regummed, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,478.
Estimate $350 - 500
3806 H
Washington-Franklins, perf 10, S.L. watermark, 1¢ to 20¢ (424-438), nice short set up to the 20 cent
value, o.g., lightly hinged, an incredibly fresh and choice group, F.-V.F. Scott $706.
Estimate $250 - 350
3807 H/(H)
Washington-Franklins, perf 10, S.L. watermark, 1¢ to 12¢ (424-434, 435a), lovely group of 12 values,
o.g., all are never hinged except four examples which are regummed - 427, 429, 432 and 435a; 426 and 428
reperforated at top, Very Fine appearance. Scott $711.
Estimate $300 - 400

3808

3809

3810

3811

3808 HH
3¢ deep violet, “pink back” variety (426 var.), o.g., never hinged, impressive well margined example of
the desirable “pink back” variety, caused by usage of aniline ink during the printing process, Extremely Fine; with
2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $32.
Estimate $100 - 150
3809 HH
6¢ red orange (429), o.g., never hinged, magnificent huge margins and brilliant fresh color, Extremely
Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott Stamp Values 429; $210 XF 90J. Estimate $250 - 350
3810 HH
6¢ red orange (429), o.g., never hinged (pencil mark on gum), magnificent well margined left side imprint
single with dazzling color, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $105.
Estimate $200 - 300
3811 HH
6¢ red orange (429), o.g., never hinged, supreme top quality stamp with lively color and nice big margins,
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $105. SMQ XF 90; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
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3812

3813

3812 HHa
6¢ red orange (429), irregularly shaped block of 3, o.g., never hinged, select mint stamps in immaculate
condition, Extremely Fine. Scott $315 for singles.
Estimate $350 - 500
3813 HHa
11¢ dark green (434), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, awesome deep rich color, very pretty,
Very Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350

3814

3815

3816

3814 HH
12¢ claret brown (435), o.g., never hinged, wide margins and radiant color; very pretty stamp, Extremely
Fine; with 1996 and 2001 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $60.
Estimate $100 - 150
3815 HH
15¢ gray (437), o.g., never hinged, extremely handsome example with lively rich color printed on clean
white paper; a very tough stamp when found in this quality, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1984 P.F. certificate for
block/4, from which it was taken, lower left stamp. Scott $280.
Estimate $200 - 300
3816 HH
20¢ ultramarine (438), o.g., never hinged (natural gum creases), attractive mint stamp with vivid fresh
color, Very Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $430.
Estimate $200 - 300

3817 HH/Ha 20¢ ultramarine (438), bottom plate block of 6, o.g.,
lightly hinged (4 stamps never hinged), appealing example of this
notoriously difficult plate; with elegant rich color, Fine; with 2014
P.F. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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3818

3819

3820

3818 HH
30¢ orange red (439), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, radiating color and detailed impression; a choice plate position piece, Fine; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
3819 HH
50¢ violet (440), elusive top plate number single, o.g., never hinged (trivial natural paper inclusion at
lower left, and couple perfs rejoined at upper right), lovely example of this difficult high value plate single with tantalizing color on clean white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,050. SMQ XF
90; $1,850.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3820 H
50¢ violet (440), o.g., barest trace of hinge, choice example of this key value, with warm rich color, Very
Fine; with photocopy of 2007 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which it was taken, lower left stamp. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

3821

3822

Ex 3823

3821 H
1¢ green, horizontal flat plate coil (443), line pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, vivid and bright shade,
F.-V.F. Scott $155.
Estimate $100 - 150
3822 HH
2¢ carmine, horizontal flat plate coil (444), line pair, o.g., never hinged, desirable example of this terribly difficult coil issue, with breathtaking color; a select example, F.-V.F.; with 1992 and 2004 P.F. certificates. Scott
$650.
Estimate $400 - 600
3823 (H)
3¢ violet and 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coils (445, 446), regummed, wonderful appearing coil singles with everything going for them except their gum, Very Fine. Scott $340 for o.g.
Estimate $150 - 200

3824 HH
3¢ violet, horizontal flat plate coil (445), line pair, o.g., never
hinged, nicely centered coil with tantalizing rich color; quite elusive in never
hinged condition; light crease in the right stamp, otherwise Very Fine; with
2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3825 HH/H 4¢ brown and 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coils (446, 447),
choice 446 single, and a lovely 447 pair, o.g., 446 hinged, 447 pair never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $350(photo on web site) .
Estimate $150 - 200
300
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3826

3827

3828

3826 H
4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), paste-up pair, o.g., barest trace of hinge, impressive paste-up
pair, the right stamp being a distinctly deeper shade then the left stamp, Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3827 H
4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), pair, o.g., hinge remnants (pencil mark on gum), vibrant rich
shade; premium quality multiple, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
3828 HH
4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), line pair, o.g., never hinged (small spot of gum disturbance
along the bottom of the left stamp), fresh and appealing example of this elusive flat plate coil issue, with vivid color,
Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,550.
Estimate $250 - 350

3829

3830

3831

3829 HH
5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (447), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous deep rich color; a lovely coil single
in a remarkable state of preservation, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 1989 P.F. certificate for strip/3, from which
it came, right stamp from the strip. Scott $100.
Estimate $150 - 200
3830 HH
5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (447), paste-up pair, plate number 6734 on the paste-up tab hidden
under the left side of the right stamp, o.g., never hinged, fabulous deep shade, Fine; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $220.
Estimate $100 - 150
3831 HH
5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (447), line pair, o.g., never hinged, superior coil with astounding color
in brilliant fresh condition, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

3832

3833

3832 H
2¢ red, type I, vertical rotary coil (449), o.g., very lightly hinged, scarce type I coil with beautiful color,
Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3833 m
2¢ red, type I, vertical rotary coil (449), wavy black machine cancellation, flawless sound example of
this elusive type I stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3834

3835

3836

3834 HH
2¢ carmine, type III, vertical rotary coil (450), line pair, o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh example of
this difficult line pair, which due to the tight spacing between the stamps normally comes with the perforations touching the design on one or both stamps; the line pair offered here is actually quite choice for this issue, Fine. Scott
$550.
Estimate $200 - 300
3835 HH
1¢ green, horizontal rotary coil (452), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example in pristine
condition, Very Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
3836 HH
2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), line pair, o.g., never hinged, choice example of this
tough type I coil, in a wonderful mint state, with beautiful rich color, Fine; with 2006 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $350 - 500

3837

3838

3839

3837 H
2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh appearance, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400
3838 HH
2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), o.g., never hinged, radiating color; a handsome coil single
with excellent centering, Very Fine. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
3839 HH
2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), line pair, o.g., never hinged, delightful fresh multiple of this
elusive type II line pair, with most impressive fresh color, F.-V.F.; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500

3840 HH
3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), o.g., never hinged, bright vivid color; a
lovely example of this elusive coil single in a wonderful mint state, F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F.
certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

3840
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3841

Ex 3842

3843

3844

3841 m
3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), lightly struck wavy black machine cancellation, flawless example
with brilliant color, F.-V.F.; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $170.
Estimate $150 - 200
3842 HH
4¢ brown and 5¢ blue, horizontal rotary coils (457, 458), o.g., never hinged, handsome examples; 457
with extremely bright color, and 458 in an intense rich shade, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $115.
Estimate $100 - 150
3843 HH
4¢ brown, horizontal rotary coil (457), line pair, o.g., never hinged, superior example in an impressive
mint state, with fabulous deep rich color, Very Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $325. Estimate $250 - 350
3844 H
5¢ blue, horizontal rotary coil (458), line pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, extra large margins and glorious
rich color; very desirable multiple, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1976 P.F. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150

3845

3846

3847

3845 HH
2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), o.g., never hinged, evenly balanced margins and radiating
color; extremely handsome example in outstanding quality, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1987 and 2007 P.F. certificates. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
3846 HH
2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), line pair, without crease, o.g., never hinged, incredibly scarce
top quality example without the usual crease running along the joint line between the stamps; an outstanding showpiece with tantalizing color, Extremely Fine; with 1980 and 2002 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
3847 HH
2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), line pair, without crease, o.g., never hinged, handsome example with incredible depth of color; scarce uncreased line pair with outstanding eye appeal, Extremely Fine; with
2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,500. SMQ XF 90; $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3848 HH
2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), line strip of 4, with normal crease along guide line, o.g., never
hinged, outstanding well centered strip with astounding rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $1,475.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3849

3850

3851

3852

Ex 3853

3849 H
$1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (460), o.g., hinge remnant (gum disturbance at bottom), premium example with luscious rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
3850 (H)
$1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (460), regummed, nice looking stamp at an affordable price,
F.-V.F. Scott $650 for o.g.
Estimate $150 - 200
3851 HH
2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), o.g., never hinged, outstanding GEM quality example of this notoriously difficult stamp; with unusually large margins and sterling fresh color; finding a choice never
hinged 461 in this quality is quite an accomplishment, Extremely Fine; with 1996 and 2001 P.S.E. certificates. Scott
$325.
Estimate $400 - 600
3852 m
2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), neat black cancellation, robust color and impression; a choice example of this elusive used stamp which is much scarcer used than mint; horizontal crease at center, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $100 - 150
3853 H/(H)
1¢ to 20¢, 12 different (462-466, 468, 470-474, 476), o.g., seven stamps are never hinged including
462-464, 466, 471, 473-474; five stamps are regummed - 465, 468, 470, 472 and 476, overall a beautifully centered
and very pleasing group, Very Fine; 462 with 2007 P.F.C. and 471 with 2006 A.P.S. certificates. Scott $1,211.
Estimate $350 - 500

3854

3855

3854 HH
5¢ carmine error (467), o.g., never hinged, awesome rich color; a beautiful fresh example of this popular
error of color, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2000 P.F. certificate for block, from which this stamp was taken. Scott
$850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3855 HH
5¢ carmine error (467), combination strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous rich shade; affordable error
in the center of the strip, V.G.; with 2000 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $850 for error single.
Estimate $250 - 350
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3856 HHa
5¢ carmine error (467), the single error in a block of 6, bottom center stamp the error single, o.g., never
hinged, an extremely fresh multiple, Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850 for error single.
Estimate $400 - 600

3857 HHa
6¢ red orange (468), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, delightful rich color; a rarely offered plate,
Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3858

3859

3860

3858 HH
7¢ black (469), o.g., never hinged, lovely wide margins; an incredibly fresh and choice example, Very
Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $270.
Estimate $200 - 300
3859 HH
12¢ claret brown (474), o.g., never hinged, nicely balanced margins and ravishing rich color; simply gorgeous, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1992 P.F.C. and 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $115. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $180.
Estimate $150 - 200
3860 HH
15¢ gray (475), o.g., never hinged, luscious rich shade; a superior high quality example of this elusive
mint stamp that rarely is found in Post Office fresh condition; worthy of a strong bid, Very Fine; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600
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3861 HH
30¢ orange red (476A), o.g., never hinged, among the finest known examples of this rare stamp; beautiful centering and tremendous color; a true condition rarity deserving placement in the finest collection, Extremely
Fine; with 1984 and 1997 P.F.C.’s, along with 2006 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $4,500 in grade of “Fine”.
SMQ XF 90; $12,250.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

3862 HH
30¢ orange red (476A), o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh and choice example of this notoriously difficult stamp; this being position 85 taken from sheet with plate number 6911; much nicer than normally encountered,
Fine; with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,500 in the grade of “Fine”.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

3863

3864

3865

3866

3863 H
50¢ light violet (477), o.g., lightly hinged, handsome example with radiating color; a very elusive stamp,
that’s the “key” value in the set, Very Fine; with 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3864 H
50¢ light violet (477), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely fresh example of this elusive unwatermarked perf 10
stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1994 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
3865 HH
50¢ light violet (477), o.g., never hinged, nice appearing example of this tough stamp, with full unblemished gum; reperforated at right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
3866 HH
$1 violet black (478), top plate number single, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only, marvelous position piece, rarely seen on these high denomination stamps; fabulous color printed on clean white paper,
F.-V.F.; with 1978 P.F.C. and 2002 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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3867

3868

3869

3867 H
$1 violet black (478), o.g., hinged, warm rich color; a good “looker”; small thin spots at bottom of stamp,
Very Fine appearance. Scott $625.
Estimate $150 - 200
3868 H
$2 dark blue and $5 light green (479-480), o.g., barest trace of hinge, lively rich colors; very fresh
stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $380.
Estimate $200 - 300
3869 H
$2 dark blue and $5 light green (479-480), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and choice examples with generous margins, F.-V.F. Scott $380.
Estimate $200 - 300

3870

3871

3870 HH
$2 dark blue (479), o.g., never hinged, impeccably fresh top quality example in a wonderful state of preservation, Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600
3871 HH
$5 light green (480), o.g., never hinged, lovely example with wonderful overall freshness, Very Fine; with
1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
3872 HHa
1¢ green, imperf (481), 54 plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, magnificent selection of top quality plate
blocks; most are different positions and plate numbers; wonderful group for the specialist, Extremely Fine. Scott
$2,430 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
3873 Ha
1¢ green, imperf (481), 51 plate blocks of 6, o.g., hinged, an enormous selection of plates, with splendid
fresh colors throughout, with a large number of different plate #’s and positions; a couple with small faults, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $1,530 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
3874 HHa
2¢ carmine, type I, imperf (482), 39 plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, remarkably choice selection n
Post Office fresh condition; choice plates - almost all in different plate numbers and plate positions, Extremely Fine.
Scott $1,755 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
3875 Ha
2¢ carmine, type I, imperf (482), 32 plate blocks of 6, o.g., hinged, fresh and affordable group, a wonderful selection of sides and tops, Extremely Fine. Scott $960 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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3876 HHa
5¢ carmine error, imperf (485), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., never hinged, absolutely extraordinary GEM quality imperf single in a combination block of 9; this monumental showpiece has vivacious color and
fresh unblemished gum without any of the gum skips or gum bends that plague this issue, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $24,000. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $22,000 for an error single.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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3877

3878

3879

3880

3877 HH
2¢ carmine, type II, vertical coil (487), line pair, o.g., never hinged, luscious rich shade; premium condition, Very Fine; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
3878 H
2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), o.g., lightly hinged, desirable example of this rarely offered
type II unwatermarked coil single; warm rich color and choice centering; very appealing, F.-V.F. and attractive; with
photocopy of 1980 P.F. certificate for pair, this was the right stamp. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3879 m
2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), wavy black machine cancellation, fresh and affordable example of this elusive type II coil single; trivial crease along top right corner, V.G.; with 2000 A.P.S. certificate. Scott
$800.
Estimate $100 - 150
3880 HH
2¢ carmine, type III, horizontal coil (492), o.g., never hinged, outstanding well margined example with
mouthwatering rich color; simply outstanding, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. Scott $19. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $90.
Estimate $100 - 150

3881

3882

3881 HH
2¢ carmine, type III, horizontal coil (492), line pair, o.g., never hinged, flawless top quality multiple with
clear impression; a beauty, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $115.
Estimate $100 - 150
3882 HH
3¢ violet, type I, horizontal coil (493), line pair, o.g., never hinged, outstanding example of this surprisingly difficult line pair; this new to the market multiple has outstanding centering and tremendous fresh color; this is
among the finest known examples and it certainly deserves placement in a collection of distinction; be prepared to
bid high on this dynamite line pair, as it’s truly rare in this unbelievable quality, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott
$230.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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3883

3884

3883 HH
4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (495), line pair, o.g., never hinged, large margins and fresh color; a
handsome coil, Very Fine. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
3884 HH
10¢ orange yellow, horizontal coil (497), line pair, o.g., never hinged, absolutely gorgeous color, an intense shade of intense yellow orange; immaculate quality, Very Fine. Scott $260.
Estimate $200 - 300

1917-1919 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, PERF. 11

Ex 3885

Ex 3886

Ex 3887

3885 HH/H Washington-Franklins, perf 11, 1¢ to $1 complete (498-518), o.g., mostly never hinged, rarely offered
as a complete set, including both the scarce type Ia - Scott #500, and the popular 5 cent error of color - Scott #505;
an easy way to complete an entire page in your album, F.-V.F. Scott $1,786.
Estimate $400 - 600
3886 HH/H Washington-Franklins, perf 11, 1¢ to $1 (498//518), extraordinary top quality group of 20 values; includes 498-499, 501-504, 506-512, 512a, 513-518, o.g., all are well centered and never hinged except #’s 516 and
517 which are very lightly hinged, an opportunity to acquire a quality selection of these perf 11’s all in one swoop,
Extremely Fine; 508 and 511 each with 1990 P.F. certificates. Scott $705.
Estimate $350 - 500
3887 HH/Ha Washington-Franklins, perf 11, 1¢ to $1 values (498//518), 11 blocks of 4, attractive group, including
498, 502, 5-7, and 518 in never hinged condition; plus 501, 503-504, 509, 511, 513, and 516 blocks each with two
stamps hinged and two stamp never hinged on each block; also included is an extra 504 block with all four stamps
hinged; a very choice selection of these popular stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $1,359 for singles. Estimate $350 - 500
3888 HH
1¢ green (498e), 800 booklet panes of 6, o.g., never hinged, tremendous quantity of booklet panes; 500
are individual panes neatly placed 50 count per envelope; the other 300 panes are still in original booklets; a wonderful opportunity for any hoarder who wants to own a lifetime supply of these Post Office fresh panes, Fine. Scott
$3,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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A.E.F. Booklet Panes

3889 HH/H 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, o.g., all never hinged except 3 stamps at left, outstanding top
quality A.E.F. pane, with spectacular rich color and unusually choice centering, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

An Extremely Rare Intact 2 Cent A.E.F. Booklet Pane

3890 HH/H 2¢ rose, type I (499f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, o.g., all never hinged except two stamps which are
lightly hinged, among the finest known examples of this rare A.E.F. pane in a condition not often encountered;
beautiful centering and captivating color; this tremendous showpiece deserves placement in a collection of distinction, Very Fine, of the 20 or so examples that are currently known to exist, this pane is second to none; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $22,500.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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3891 HH/Ha 2¢ rose, type I, vertical perforation shifts (499 vars.), single and block of 4, o.g., single is lightly hinged,
block is never hinged, lovely perf freaks; block has straight edge at right, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $200 - 300

3892

3893

3894

3895

3896

3892 H
2¢ lake, type I (499h), o.g., very lightly hinged, handsome example of this stamp in the true lake shade,
with unmistakable deep rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.F. certificate for pair, from which this stamp was taken, right
stamp from the pair. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
3893 HH
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), o.g., never hinged, the most impressive example of this terribly difficult type
Ia stamp we have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; this fabulous stamp, with virtually perfect centering has glowing rich color and full unblemished gum with mirror like impression; a true World Class GEM deserving
placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1999 P.F.C. and 2007 P.F. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. Scott $550. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $2,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
3894 HH

2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300

3895 HH
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, fresh example of this elusive
type Ia stamp, with robust color, Fine; with photocopy of 2014 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which it was taken,
top right stamp. Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200
3896 m
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), nice strike of “1920" year date cancellation, appealing example of this difficult used stamp, with alluring rich color and choice centering, Very Fine; with 1994 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300

3897

3898

3897 HH
5¢ rose error (505), o.g., never hinged, eye catching example with “picture frame” margins showing substantial portions of surrounding 8 stamps from being cut from the sheet with scissors; a brilliant fresh example in immaculate condition, Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $625.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3898 H
5¢ rose error (505), combination pair, 5 cent error at bottom, o.g., hinge remnant, attractive multiple
showing normal 2 cent value in combination with the 5 cent error of color; light thin spot on the 5 cent error stamp at
bottom, Fine appearance; with 2005 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3899

3900

3899 HH
5¢ rose error (505), combination strip of 3, 5 cent error of color at center, o.g., never hinged, immaculate
Post Office fresh multiple with vivid color, F.-V.F.; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $625. Estimate $400 - 600
3900 HH/Ha 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., hinged, the error strip at center is never hinged,
extremely fresh example of this popular error in combo block/9 stamps; much nicer than normally encountered; bottom left 2 cent stamp with trivial inclusion, F.-V.F. Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350

3901 HHa
5¢ rose error (505), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, very fresh overall color and appearance,
5¢ error stamps are well centered and could produce a gorgeous block of 12; a small gum wrinkle affecting 4
stamps away from error block and missing top left corner selvage, tiny inclusion on 2¢ above 5¢ error, previously
folded along fourth row perforations, Very Fine. Scott $2,127 for blocks and singles.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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3902

3903

3902 HHa
6¢ red orange (506), top plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bend), premium wide top with
lively color, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
3903 HHa
8¢ olive bister (508), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, magnificent wide top, with everything going
for it - color, centering and eye appeal, Very Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300
3904 Ha
9¢ salmon red (509), left plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, lively bright shade, Fine. Scott $150 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

3905

3906

3905 HHa
30¢ orange red (516), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, impressive “wide” top with incredible depth
of color, F.-V.F. Scott $925.
Estimate $400 - 600
3906 Ha
30¢ orange red (516), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., very lightly hinged, brilliant fresh color, a handsome
and desirable example of this tough plate, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3907

3908

3909

3907 HH
20¢ light ultramarine (515), o.g., never hinged, outstanding example featuring JUMBO margins and
ravishing color printed on lily white paper; a matchless GEM for the finest collection, Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded 98J. Scott $90. SMQ SUP 98J; $1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3908 HH
50¢ red violet (517), o.g., never hinged, monumental example of this tough stamp; featuring boardwalk
margins and precise centering, with bold prooflike color; simply amazing; this is 1 of 6 examples attaining this grade,
with only 5 others grading higher, Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J. Scott $115. SMQ SUP 98J;
$1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
3909 HH
50¢ light violet (517 var.), o.g., never hinged, desirable example of the light violet shade; a lovely well
centered stamp in pristine mint condition, Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F.C. and 2007 P.F. certificate graded XF 90.
Scott $115. SMQ XF 90; $165.
Estimate $150 - 200

3910 HHa
$1 violet brown (518), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (noticeable gum crease), intense color
printed on lily white paper, F.-V.F. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1918-1923 ISSUES

3911 HH
2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., never hinged, appealing example with gorgeous rich
color in Post Office fresh and choice condition, F.-V.F.; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3912

3913

3912 H
2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), bottom plate number single, o.g., barest trace of hinge, gorgeous well centered example with radiant color; a beauty, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $500 - 750
3913 H
2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., lightly hinged (pencil guarantee signature on gum),
good looking stamp with bold color, Very Fine; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

3914 HHa
2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, exemplary top quality multiple
in immaculate mint condition; with outstanding centering and deeply emblazoned color; how this handsome block
has avoided being broken up to satisfy collector demand for GEM singles is a mystery, Extremely Fine; with 2014
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $3,400 for singles. SMQ XF 90; $7,000 for singles.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

3915 H
$2 orange red & black, $5 deep green & black and $2 carmine & black (523, 524, 547), 523 with partial guide line at left, o.g., hinged, 547 has hinge remnant, deep rich color, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $820.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3916

3917

3918

3919

3916 HH
$2 orange red & black (523), o.g., never hinged, most impressive left sheet margin single showing interesting control number “26" in selvage; with splendid color in pristine mint condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $1,150. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,300. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3917 HH/H $2 orange red & black (523), o.g., hinged or never hinged, flawless top quality example in immaculate
mint condition, Very Fine. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3918 H
$2 orange red & black (523), o.g., barest trace of hinge at top, extraordinary well centered example;
much nicer than the certificate grading it an “85" would indicate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $525. SMQ VF-XF 85; $575.
Estimate $500 - 750
3919 H
$2 orange red & black (523), top plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, most impressive example with
wide selvage and bright color, F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

3920

3921

3923

3920 H

$2 orange red & black (523), o.g., very lightly hinged, elegant fresh example, F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

3921 m
$250.

$2 orange red & black (523), nice neat black cancellation, bright color; a splendid example, F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $100 - 150

3922 m
$2 orange red & black (523), wholesale group of 3 stamps; one with light creases, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3923 HH/Ha $2 orange red & black (523), block of 4, o.g., top 2 lightly hinged, bottom 2 never hinged, fresh and attractive multiple of this popular stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $3,350 for singles.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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A Very Rare Plate Block in Gem Condition

3924 HHa
$2 orange red & black (523), top plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, awesome example of this incredibly
rare never hinged plate block; a full wide top with breathtaking color and unblemished gum; the most impressive obtainable example destined for a collection of distinction, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate.
Scott $20,000.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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3925

3926

3927

3925 H
$5 deep green & black and $2 carmine & black (524, 547), #547 with top plate number single, o.g.,
hinge remnants, deep colors; fresh and affordable examples, F.-V.F. Scott $295.
Estimate $100 - 150
3926 HH
$5 deep green & black (524), o.g., never hinged (natural gum crease at bottom right corner), larger margins and bodacious colors; very attractive, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1994 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from
which it was taken, bottom right stamp. Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300
3927 HH
$5 deep green & black (524), o.g., never hinged, fresh right sheet margin example with mouth watering
rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $360.
Estimate $150 - 200

3928

Ex 3929

3930

Ex 3931

3928 HHa
$5 deep green & black (524), top margin arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends), impressive position block with ravishing rich colors, F.-V.F. Scott $1,440 for singles.
Estimate $350 - 500
3929 HH/H Offset printing, 1¢ to 3¢ complete (525-530), fantastic set of 8 values, 528A, 528B and 529 are plate
number singles, o.g., all never hinged except 528A which is lightly hinged, selected for color, freshness, and centering; a gorgeous group, Extremely Fine. Scott $234.
Estimate $200 - 300
3930 HH
1¢ dark green, Offset (525a), o.g., never hinged, tremendous top quality showpiece of the terribly elusive dark green shade; with big broad margins and scintillating color; quite possibly the finest example of this stamp
obtainable, which it ridiculously undervalued in both the Scott catalog and Stamp Market Quarterly pricing guide
that in no way reflects the true scarcity of this stamp in this unparalleled quality, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2009
P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $25. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $125.
Estimate $200 - 300
3931 HH/H 1¢ gray green, 2¢ carmine, type V and 3¢ purple, type IV, Offset, each with double impression
(525d, 528c, 530a), premium quality group of three different double impressions, o.g., all never hinged except 530a
which is lightly hinged, two are never hinged which is quite elusive; an impressive trio, F.-V.F. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3932

Ex 3938

Ex 3939

3932 HH
2¢ carmine, Offset, type Va, double impression (528c), scarce combination pair, the left stamp a normal example of Scott #528, while the right stamp is a scarce double impression, o.g., never hinged, a wonderful opportunity to acquire an unusual pair showing doubling on one stamp, Fine; with photocopy of 2005 P.F. certificate
for block/6, from which this interesting combination pair was taken. Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150
3933 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VI (528A), wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright and post office
fresh, Fine. Scott $800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
3934 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII (528B), block of 8, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and choice multiple in
immaculate condition; natural straight edge at left, Very Fine; with eight 2001 P.S.E. certificates, one for each
stamp. Scott $400 for singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
3935 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII (528B), vertical block of 10, o.g., never hinged, vivid and fresh multiple,
quite handsome, F.-V.F. Scott $500 for singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
3936 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII (528B), block of 24, o.g., never hinged, vibrant rich shade; impressive type
VII block with lots of eye appeal; natural straight edge at right, Fine. Scott $1,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
3937 HHa
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII (528B), top plate block of 6, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage
only, a lovely wide top position with vivid color, Fine. Scott $200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3938 HH
1¢ to 3¢ Offset imperforates, 6 different (531-534, 534A, 535), o.g., never hinged, lovely well margined
group, all with beautiful rich colors, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $385.
Estimate $200 - 300
3939 HH
1¢ to 3¢ Offset imperforates, 5 different (531//535), line pairs (535 arrow margin pair), o.g., never
hinged, outstanding top quality selection, a very elusive group of these better numbers, all in pristine mint condition,
Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $460.
Estimate $350 - 500

3940 H
2¢ carmine rose, Offset, Wilson roulette, type IV (532 var.), o.g., barest trace of hinge, interesting example of the eye catching “Wilson roulette”; signed on reverse in pencil by famous stamp dealer “H. Herst, Jr.”, Very
Fine; with 2005 A.P.S. certificate.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3941

3942

3941 HHa
2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), block of 4 with vertical guide line, o.g., never hinged,
huge balanced margins, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ 532; $900 Sup 98, for 4 singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3942 HH
2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), line pair, o.g., never hinged, outstanding top quality multiple in
Post Office fresh condition, with exquisite color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1992 P.F. certificate for block/4,
from which this pair was taken. Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600

3943 H
2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VII (534B), o.g., lightly hinged, astounding example of the incredibly
rare type VII single with tremendous margins all around and gleaming bright color; a magnificent “fresh to the market” example that would enhance any advanced collection, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3944

3945

3944 H
2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII, Schermack type III perfs (534B), wavy black machine cancellation,
choice example of this type VII stamp with Shermack vending perforations, Fine; with 2000 A.P.S. certificate. Scott
$200.
Estimate $150 - 200
3945 HH
1¢ gray green, Offset, perf 12½ (536), o.g., never hinged, amazing example featuring immense boardwalk margins and alluring rich color; a great stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $45.
Estimate $100 - 150
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3946

3947

3948

3949

3946 HH
3¢ Victory, misperfed (537 var.), o.g., never hinged, a fabulous misperf with tremendous eye appeal,
V.G. Scott $20.
Estimate $100 - 150
3947 H
3¢ Victory, deep red violet shade (537a), o.g., very lightly hinged, extremely desirable example of the
rare deep red violet shade, missing from all but the most advanced collections, Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3948 HH
3¢ Victory, light reddish violet shade (537b), o.g., never hinged (noticeable gum skips), pleasing example of this elusive color variety, Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
3949 H
3¢ Victory, red violet shade (537c), o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant fresh example of this extremely elusive
red violet shade; a very undervalued stamp, Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 3950

3951

3952

3953

3950 HH
1¢ green and 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10, imperf horizontally (538a, 540a), vertical
pairs, o.g., never hinged, handsome well centered pairs, 540a with selvage at top, Very Fine. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
3951 m
1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10, imperf horizontally (538a), vertical pair, light black “Cleveland” cancellation, outstanding well centered example of this incredibly scarce used pair; much scarcer used then
mint, Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $125.
Estimate $150 - 200
3952 HH
2¢ carmine rose, type II, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (539), o.g., never hinged, fresh and clean example of this rarely offered type II coil waste issue, that’s extremely scarce when found in this wonderful state of
preservation, Fine; with 2013 Weiss certificate. Scott $4,250 in the grade of “Fine”.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
3953 HH
3¢ violet, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (541), o.g., never hinged, appealing top quality with stunning
deep color, much more intense than normally encountered, Extremely Fine; with 1995 P.S.E. certificate for block/4,
from which it was taken, upper left stamp. Scott $100.
Estimate $150 - 200
3954 HHa
1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 10 x 11 (542), top margin block of 15, o.g., never hinged (minor gum
skips), particularly choice multiple of this tough coil waste issue, Very Fine. Scott $450 for singles (photo on web
site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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3955

3956

3957

3958

3955 m
1¢ green, rotary sheet waste, perf 11 (544), normal machine cancel, rich shade, nice impression, perforations just touch at the right side which is typical for this scarce stamp, fresh, Fine and attractive; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
The Scott Catalogue price is for a stamp in the grade of fine.
3956 HH/H 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (545-546), o.g., 545 hinged, 546 never
hinged, extremely fresh examples, nicer than normally encountered on these coil waste issues, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
3957 HH
1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (545), a handsome top sheet margin single with “S 30" in selvage,
o.g., never hinged, lovely quality for this issue, F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350
3958 HH
2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (546), o.g., never hinged, awesome GEM quality example
of this terribly difficult coil waste issue; near perfect centering and vibrant color; this stamp has it all, Extremely Fine
to Superb; with 1995 and 2001 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $230.
Estimate $400 - 600

3959

3960

3961

Ex 3962

3959 HH
$2 carmine & black (547), o.g., never hinged (small spot of gum disturbance at bottom right), wide margins and alluring color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $270.
Estimate $150 - 200
3960 HH
$2 dark carmine & black (547 var.), o.g., never hinged, unusual shade of dark carmine and black, in immaculate mint condition, Fine; with 2004 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $270 for normal shade. Estimate $150 - 200
3961 HH
$2 lake & black (547a), o.g., never hinged, lovely example of the difficult lake shade, with especially deep
colors, F.-V.F.; with 2005 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350
3962 HH
Pilgrim issue complete (548-550), o.g., never hinged, well centered, choice set with beautiful rich colors, Extremely Fine; 548 with 2007 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $97.
Estimate $100 - 150
3963 HH
Pilgrim issue complete (548-550), o.g., never hinged, outstanding examples with large margins; with
wonderful overall freshness, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $97 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 3964

3965

3966

3964 HH
½¢ to $5 (551//623), remarkable selection of the 1922 flat plate printing, missing only #569 for completeness; includes 551-568, 571-573, and additional 571 horizontal pair, and 622-623, o.g., never hinged (571 with natural gum crease), all offered as a high quality group with beautiful centering throughout, Extremely Fine; 571 with
2009 PFC, and 623 with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $1,272.
Estimate $500 - 750
3965 HHa
2¢ carmine (554), wide top plate block of 6 with large five point star, o.g., never hinged, deep vibrant
color, Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $250 - 350
3966 H
2¢ carmine, imperf vertically (554a), horizontal pair, o.g., hinged, scarce pair; tiny corner crease at
lower right, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1969 P.F. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
3967 HHa
7¢ black (559), block of 35, o.g., never hinged, nicely centered multiple in extremely fresh condition, Very
Fine. Scott $577 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
3968 HHa
7¢ black (559), top plate block of 20, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous well centered plate strip with extremely
intense color, Very Fine. Scott $401 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
3969 HHa
10¢ orange (562), bottom plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, fresh multiple with glowing rich color,
F.-V.F. Scott $530 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

3970 HH
12¢ brown violet, imperf vertically (564a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, eye catching example of
this rarely offered imperf vertically pair showing an extra horizontal row of perforations through both stamps, as often; a great item for the 1922 flat plate specialist as this rarely offered pair almost never appears on the market, Very
Fine. Scott $4,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Only 15 pairs reported including multiples per Datz.
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Ex 3971

Ex 3972

3973

3971 HH
$1 to $5 high values (571-573), o.g., never hinged, good looking examples in a wonderful state of preservation, without any skips or bends, F.-V.F. Scott $405.
Estimate $150 - 200
3972 HH
$1 to $5 high values (571-573), #572 with sheet margin at left, o.g., never hinged (natural gum creases),
fresh examples with excellent colors, F.-V.F. Scott $405.
Estimate $100 - 150
3973 HHa
$1 violet black (571), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends), brilliantly colored
multiple; very choice, F.-V.F. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

3974

3976

3974 HHa
$2 deep blue (572), bottom arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips and bends), outstanding deep rich color; a premium quality multiple with great eye appeal, Very Fine. Scott $500 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
3975 HHa
$2 deep blue (572), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, immaculate fresh block with extremely intense color,
Fine. Scott $500 for singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
3976 HH/Ha $2 deep blue (572), block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (4 stamps never hinged), lively bright shade; a very
handsome multiple with lots of eye appeal, Very Fine. Scott $620 for singles.
Estimate $300 - 400
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3977 HH
$5 carmine lake & dark blue (573a), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged (dull gum), handsome
example of this distinct carmine lake and dark blue shade, F.-V.F.; with 2005 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

3978

3979

3978 HHa
$5 carmine & blue (573), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, awesome example with sensational
rich colors, Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $800 for singles. SMQ XF 90; $1,000
for singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
3979 HHa
$5 carmine & blue (573), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, outstanding multiple in immaculate fresh condition with gleaming bright colors, Extremely Fine. Scott $800 for singles.
Estimate $600 - 800

3980 HHa
$5 carmine & blue (573), right arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged, awesome multiple in Post Office condition with sharp clearly etched impression, Extremely Fine. Scott $800 for singles.
Estimate $600 - 800
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3981

3982

3983

3981 HHa
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (579), top plate block of 4 with star, o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh
color; top stamps have gum wrinkles, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350
3982 Ha
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (579), top plate block of 4, o.g., small hinge remnant, attractive example of this scarce coil waste issue, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
3983 HH/Ha 1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (579), top plate block of 6 with star, o.g., lightly hinged (1 stamp
never hinged), F.-V.F. Scott $770.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 3984
3984 HH
1923-26, rotary definitives, perf 10, 1¢ to 10¢ complete (581-591), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous well
centered set of 11 different values; handpicked by the collector who selected very choice stamps one at a time, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $402.
Estimate $350 - 500
3985 HH/Ha 1923-26, rotary definitives, perf 10, 1¢ to 10¢ complete (581-591), blocks of 4, o.g., hinge remnants,
bottom two never hinged on each, gorgeous top quality set of these tough perf 10 blocks, each with fabulous deep
rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $1,166 for singles (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
3986 HH/Ha 1923-26, rotary definitives, perf 10, 3¢ to 9¢, 7 different (584-585, 587-590), blocks of 4, o.g., all never
hinged except 584 with one stamp very lightly hinged, and 585 with two stamps lightly hinged, a pleasing group,
F.-V.F. Scott $867 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
3987 HHa
1925, 3¢ violet, rotary (584), left sheet margin block of 8, o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh multiple with
outstanding color, Very Fine. Scott $500 for singles (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
3988 HHa
1926, 7¢ black, rotary (588), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, exceptional top quality sheet
with Jet-Black color; rarely found so choice, Very Fine. Scott $3,065 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
3989 HHa
1926, 7¢ black, rotary (588), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh sheet in immaculate condition, Fine. Scott $3,065 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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3990

3991

3992

3990 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), o.g., never hinged, striking example with evenly balanced
margins and gorgeous rich color; among the most impressive examples one could ever imagine, Extremely Fine;
with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $600 - 800
3991 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), o.g., never hinged (natural gum creases), gorgeous centering and warm rich color; a very handsome example of this difficult issue, Extremely Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400
3992 HHa
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), top plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, pristine example of
this difficult plate block, with magnificent rich color; the right two stamps are particularly choice, Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3993

3994

Ex 3995

3993 HHa
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), top plate block of 4 with star, o.g., never hinged, beautifully
fresh, Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
3994 HHa
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), top plate block of 4 with star, o.g., never hinged, beautifully
fresh; light crease on top left stamp and selvage, V.G.-Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
3995 HH
1923-29, rotary coils, 1¢ to 10¢ complete (597-599,600-606), line pairs, 10 different values, not including the scarcer 599A, o.g., never hinged, outstanding handpicked set of select line pairs, Extremely Fine. Scott
$219.
Estimate $150 - 200
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3996

3997

3996 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine lake, horizontal coil, type I (599b), o.g., never hinged, fresh and affordable example
of the tough carmine lake shade, V.G.-Fine; with photocopy of 2006 P.S.E. certificate for pair, from which this stamp
was taken, left stamp from the pair. Scott $650.
Estimate $100 - 150
3997 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type I (599 var.), line pair, o.g., never hinged, impressive example of
this extremely plate variety, the right stamp being position 154, from plate number 20224 showing an interesting
vertical line through Washington’s eye; this is the first time we have offered an example of this interesting plate flaw;
a great item for the specialist, F.-V.F.; with 2009 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $100 - 150

3998 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, types I & II (599A,599), line pair, the left stamp being type I and the
right stamp type II, o.g., never hinged, fabulous top quality line pair; an unusually handsome example of this, Very
Fine; with 2005 A.P.S. certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

3999 m
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, types I & II (599A,599), line pair, the left stamp is the common type I
stamp, and the right stamp is the scarcer type II stamp, black town cancellations, incredibly rare genuinely used
combination line pair; this is the first time we’ve ever offered a used example of this line pair, rare thus; weak perfs,
V.G.-Fine; with 2005 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
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4000

4001

4000 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), o.g., never hinged, outstanding top quality example of
this challenging coil single; with robust color; hard stamp to find with this impressive centering, Extremely Fine; with
1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400
4001 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), o.g., never hinged, rich color; a pristine coil single,
F.-V.F. Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150

4002

4003

4002 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), line pair, o.g., never hinged, good looking example
with ravishing rich color; an immaculate Post Office fresh multiple, F.-V.F.; with 2006 A.P.S. certificate. Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
4003 H
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, marvelous example of
this elusive type II, with gorgeous deep color, Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

4004

4005

4006

4004 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine lake, vertical coil (606a), o.g., never hinged, splendid example of this carmine lake
shade, Very Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150
4005 HH
1923, 2¢ Harding, the 3 major perf types complete (610-612), o.g., never hinged, 610 with disturbed
gum, magnificent examples with beautiful margins on each value, Extremely Fine; 611 with 2009 P.F. certificate
graded Sup-98, and 612 with 2009 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $43.
Estimate $100 - 150
4006 HH
1923, 2¢ Harding, imperf (611), o.g., never hinged, matchless GEM with enormous margins, Superb;
with 2009 P.F. certificate graded Gem 100J. Scott $9. SMQ Gem 100J; $90.
Estimate $100 - 150
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The Perf 11 Harding - One of the Great 20th Century U.S. Rarities

4007 m
1923, 2¢ Harding, rotary, the rare perf 11 (613), exceptionally lightly cancelled, if cancelled at all, it is
possible that what the PF and P.S.E. called cancellation is nothing more than the typical mottling found on rotary
press Harding Memorial stamps, which would make this the only unused example of this exceptionally rare US
stamp, much better centered than normally found; PSE notes a repair in the bottom right corner, but it is not obvious
when placed in fluid, otherwise Fine, approximately 50 examples are thought to exist, about half of which have
flaws; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate and 1963 P. F. certificate. Scott $40,000 in grade of “Fine”.
Estimate $35,000 - 50,000
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4008

4009

4008 m
1925, 5¢ Norse-American (621), neat black cancellation, stunning example that’s beyond description,
with perfect centering and bold color; a true GEM, Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 98. Scott $10.
SMQ SUP 98; $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
4009 HHa
1925, 17¢ black (623), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fantastic deep rich color printed on clean
white paper, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

4010

4011

4010 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, an outstanding GEM quality sheet in a
condition rarely encountered; for the collector who collects only the best, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
4011 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet, dot in “S” variety (630 var.), o.g., never hinged, excellent example
of the Dot Over “S” variety, with impressive centering and brilliant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350
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4012

4013

4012 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, premium example with vivid color; quite
choice, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
4013

1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), tied on piece by black double oval cancellations, fresh and attractive example of this elusive used sheet; scarcer used than mint, F.-V.F. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

s

4014

4015

4016

4017

4014 HH
1926, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type I, “Old Smile” variety (634 var.), combination pair, o.g., never hinged,
incredibly elusive Scott listed variety of plate position coming from plate #21423, UL23 -, featuring Washington with
“Old Smile” on the right stamp; left stamp is normal #634 not showing this interesting variety; a terrific opportunity for
the specialist to obtain a handsome example of this rarely offered, and ridiculously undervalued printing variety,
F.-V.F.; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $120.
Estimate $200 - 300
4015

1926, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type I, Boston counterfeit (634 (CF1)), perf 12 x 12, light black cancellation,
a desirable example of the popular Boston counterfeit, with choice centering, F.-V.F.; with 2005 A.P.S. certificate.
Scott $20.
Estimate $100 - 150

4016

1926, 2¢ carmine, rotary, Jacob Hoffman counterfeit (634 (CF2)), perf 14 x 14, o.g., very lightly
hinged, a fresh and attractive example of this unusual fake; ridiculously undervalued in Scott, Fine; with 2005 A.P.S.
certificate. Scott $25.
Estimate $100 - 150

4017 HH
1926, 2¢ carmine lake, rotary, type I (634b), o.g., never hinged, handsome example of this carmine lake
shade, with generous margins and intense color, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate for block/6, from which this
stamp was taken. Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
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4018

4019

4020

4021

4018 HH
1926, 2¢ carmine lake, rotary, type I (634b), o.g., never hinged, scarce color variety; marvelous mint
bottom sheet margin single, Fine; with photocopy of 2008 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which it came, bottom
left stamp. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
4019 m
1926, 2¢ carmine lake, rotary, type I (634b), wavy black machine cancellation, impressive example of
the carmine lake shade; rarely offered in used condition; one of the few genuinely used examples available to collectors, Fine; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
4020 HH
1926, 2¢ carmine lake, rotary, type I (634e), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, marvelous booklet
showing portion of the plate number showing to the left of the upper left stamp, Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate.
Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
4021 HH
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), top right plate number single, o.g., never hinged, premium
quality example of this tough type II stamp with captivating color, F.-V.F.; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $350 - 500
4022 HH
1929-32, 5 different (656, 686-687, 721-722), line pairs, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh selection
of 5 gorgeous line pairs, each remarkably well centered, Very Fine. Scott $164 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

4023 HH
1929, 2¢ Sullivan Expedition, lake color error (657a), o.g., never hinged, wide margined example of
this distinct lake color variety; this is a superior example from the original sheet, not one of the new “wanna be” examples of this elusive shade, Very Fine; with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Ex 4024
4024 HH/Ha 1929, Kans.-Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-679), plate blocks of 4, o.g., some never hinged, a very attractive group of these elusive Kansas-Nebraska plate blocks; about half with hinge remnants; but the other half including 661, 662, 664-665, 667-668, 670, 672, 674, 676, and 678-679 are all in immaculate never hinged condition;
a lovely set, much nicer than normally encountered, F.-V.F. Scott $8,395.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 4025

Ex 4026

4029

4030

4025 HH
1929, Kans., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-668), o.g., never hinged, handpicked top quality set of 11 different
values; a gorgeous mint set of Kansas overprints, Extremely Fine; 660 with 2009 P.S.E., 662 with 2009 P.S.E., and
663 with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $431.
Estimate $350 - 500
4026 HH
1929, Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (669-679), o.g., never hinged, outstanding GEM quality set of these difficult Nebraska overprints; each of the 11 values carefully selected for centering, color and freshness, Extremely
Fine. Scott $530.
Estimate $400 - 600
4027 HH/Ha 1929, 6¢ Nebr. (675), bottom right plate block of 4, o.g., hinged or never hinged, breathtaking color; a
Post Office fresh multiple, V.G.-Fine. Scott $750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
4028 HHa
1929, 7¢ Nebr. (676), top left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, intense Jet-Black shade; a pristine mint
example, Fine. Scott $525 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
4029 HHa
1929, 10¢ Nebr. (679), top margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fabulous example of this “key” value with
gorgeous rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $720 for singles. SMQ XF 90;
$1,200 for singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
4030 HHa
1929, 10¢ Nebr. (679), top margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, well centered block of this difficult issue
with tremendous color, Extremely Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $720.
Estimate $350 - 500
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4031 HH
1929-34, 8 different certified and graded stamps (681//738), outstanding group that includes #681
XF-90 XQ, #684 XF-Sup-95, #704 XF-90, #705 XF-90, #709 plate # single XF-90, 725 XF-90J, 737 XF-Sup-95, and
738 plate # single XF-Sup-95, o.g., never hinged, all P.S.E. certificates except two which are P.F. graded, Extremely Fine. Scott $6. SMQ XF 90; $220 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

4032

4033

4032 HH
1931, 2¢ Yorktown, dark lake & black color error (703b), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged,
fantastic color and impression; a very appealing example of this extremely elusive color variety, Fine; with 1990
P.F. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $350 - 500
4033 H
1931, 2¢ Yorktown, dark lake & black color error (703b), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2003
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
4034 H
1934, National Parks, Harry L. Peckmore engravings (740-749), complete set of engravings with designs and colors similar to the issued stamps, each
die-sunk on 5½" x 6¾" card, fresh and Very Fine. A marvelous set of these lovely National Parks collateral items; includes a set of imperf Parks (756-765) in bottom margin arrow blocks of 4, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
H.L. Lindquist commissioned Peckmore, who had designed and engraved many
U.S. and foreign stamps and banknotes, to produce these etchings as subscription
premiums for his Stamps magazine.
4035 HH
1934-39, 7 different certified and graded stamps (740//852), beautiful
certified group that includes #740 XF-Sup-95, #755 Sup-100J, #811 XF-Sup-95,
#812 XF-Sup-95, #830 plate # single Sup-98, #832c XF-Sup-95, and #852
XF-Sup-95, o.g., never hinged, all are P.S.E. graded certificates except two which are
P.F. certificates, Extremely Fine. Scott $18. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $271 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 4034

4036 (H)a
1935, 3¢ Mother’s Day, imperf, 1¢ A.P.S. souvenir sheet and 1¢ Parks souvenir sheet (754, 766,
769), complete sheets, includes 766 complete sheets of nine, 769 complete pane of twenty, and 754 two panes of
one hundred, without gum as issued; a few edge flaws, otherwise Very Fine. Brookman $700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
4037 (H)a
1935, 1¢-10¢ National Parks complete, imperf (756-765), specialized group of imperf park sets consisting of a block of 16, centerline blocks of 16, block of 4 sets with horizontal, vertical and without lines, top, bottom,
right, left arrow block sets and centerline set of blocks, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Scott $1,253 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 4038

Ex 4039

4038 HHa
1938, Presidentials, ½¢ to $5 complete (803-834), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, outstanding set
of 31 values, in Post Office fresh condition; a popular group of these attractive issues, Extremely Fine. Scott $649.
Estimate $200 - 300
4039 HHa
1938, Presidentials, ½¢ to $5 complete less the 3¢ (803-806, 808-834), plate blocks of 4, the $1 is
832c, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., includes duplicates 4¢ & 24¢. Scott $685.
Estimate $200 - 300
4040 HHa
1938, 2¢ Presidential, Bureau repair (806 var.), upper left plate no. 22648 pane of 100, tape repair with
paper overlap and resultant double paper on 3+ horizontal rows, which are defaced by inspector’s red crayon defacing front & back, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 4041

4042

4041 HHa
1938, 30¢ Presidential, “blue” shade (830 var.), single, and bottom right plate block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, unusual color variety on the 30 cent Presidential, F.-V.F.; single with 1999 P.S.E. certificate, plate block
with 2000 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $90.
Estimate $100 - 150
4042 H
1938, 30¢ Presidential, deep blue shade (830b), o.g., very lightly hinged, dynamite example of this
scarce shade, Very Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 4043

Ex 4044

4043 HH
1938, $1-$5 Presidentials (832-834), top plate number pairs, o.g., never hinged, lovely pairs with excellent eye appeal, Very Fine. Scott $219.
Estimate $100 - 150
4044 HHa
1938, $1-$5 Presidentials (832-834), top plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends),
handsome examples with wide selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $472.
Estimate $200 - 300

4045 HHa
1938, $1 Presidential, imperf horizontally (832a), top plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged (minor gum
skip bottom left stamp), incredibly impressive example of this imperf horizontally plate block with vibrant rich color
and sharp clear impression; this “new to the market” showpiece has been hidden away for over three decades, and
finally makes it’s presence known at public auction; a wonderful opportunity to acquire an extraordinary example of
this rare plate, without having to wait another 30 years for it to appear again, F.-V.F., only 50 pairs are known; with
1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,500 plate block of (8).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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4046

4047

4048

4046 HH
1951, $1 Presidential, watermarked USIR (832b), o.g., never hinged, large well balanced margins; a
superb GEM with outstanding rich color, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 1991 P.F. certificate for block/4 from
which it was taken, top left stamp. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
4047 HH/Ha 1954, $1 Presidential, bright magenta & black (832g), top plate block of 4, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, gorgeous example of this newly listed color variety, Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
4048 HHa
1954, $1 Presidential, bright magenta & black (832g), top plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh example of this difficult color variety, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
4049 HH
1939-73, 14 different certified and graded stamps (855//1305C), ranging in grades from XF-90 to
Sup-98; a wonderfully fresh group that includes #855 XF-Sup-95, #863 XF-90, #867 XF-90, #883 XF-90, #888
XF-90, #897 XF-Sup-95, #922 XF-Sup-95, #964 XF-90, #993 Sup-98, #1015 XF-Sup-95, #1055a Line Pair
XF-Sup-95, #1055d XF-Sup-95, #1295a XF-Sup-95, and #1305C line pair XF-Sup-95, o.g., never hinged, an exceptional group with a large SMQ value, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $21. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $370 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
4050 HHa
1943, 5¢ Poland, reverse printing (909c), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged, impressive complete sheet of this elusive reverse printing variety, Very Fine. Scott $7,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
4051 HHa
1943, 5¢ Netherlands, double impression of black (913c), block of 16, o.g., never hinged, fabulous
multiple in pristine condition, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2005 P.F. certificate for sheet from which it came. Scott
$2,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
4052 HHa
1943, 5¢ Yugoslavia, partial reverse printing (917c), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged, wonderful full sheet of the elusive reverse printing variety, Very Fine. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

4053 HH
1943, 5¢ Austria, double impression of country name (919a),
o.g., never hinged, eye catching example showing clear doubling of “Austria”; listed but unpriced in the Scott Specialized catalog; a beauty, Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $100 - 150

4053
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4054

4055

4056

4054 HH
1954, 2¢ Jefferson, experimental Silkote paper (1033a), o.g., never hinged, lovely mint example of the
popular “Silkote” paper variety with brilliant color, Very Fine; with 2005 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
4055 HH
1966, 3¢ Statue of Liberty coil, tagged, Look magazine printing (1057d), line pair, o.g., never hinged,
lovely example of the desirable “Look” magazine printing, F.-V.F.; with 2005 A.P.S. certificate.
Estimate $100 - 150
4056 E
1959, 4¢ Soil Conservation, unadopted essay, similar to actual design (1133 var.), on photo lithographic paper, on thin card, 107 x 93 mm, an incredible rendition and quite possibly unique; toning on reverse side
probably from mounting, Very Fine and very rare.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

4057

4059

4060

4057 HH
1964, 5¢ American Music, blue omitted (1252a), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, only 20-40 issued.
Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
4058 HH
1965-71, 7 different freaks and errors (1271//2479), attractive group of 7 different freaks or errors; includes 1271 yellow omitted with 2008 PFC; 1394 (CF1) postal counterfeit pair with full o.g. with 2003 APS cert.;
1364c, 1551a, 1610 with shifted flame; 2399a gold omitted with 2010 PFC, and 2479 variety showing “double fawn”
color shift with 2010 PFC, o.g., never hinged, a very useful group; 1271a with a minute perf tear at upper right along
with a tiny scuff at lower right perf, Very Fine. Scott $312 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
4059 HH
1968, 1¢ Jefferson coil, untagged (Bureau precancel) (1299a), line pair, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $290.
Estimate $100 - 150
4060 HH
1978, 15¢ Holmes coil, type I, untagged (Bureau precancel) (1305Ef), line pair, o.g., never hinged,
Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
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4061

4062

4063

4064

4061 HH
1968, 6¢ Disney, ocher omitted (1355a), lower right plate number single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Scott $375+.
Estimate $150 - 200
4062 HH
1968, 6¢ Waterfowl Conservation, imperf between (1362a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, tremendous well centered example of this eye catching imperf between, Extremely Fine, only 100+ pairs issued; with 2005
A.P.S. certificate. Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150
4063 HH
1968, 6¢ Waterfowl Conservation, red & dark blue omitted (1362b), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary
well centered example of this eye catching missing color, Extremely Fine, only 50 issued; with 2007 P.F. certificate.
Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
4064 HH
1971, 8¢ American Revolution Bicentennial, gray & black omitted (1432a), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, only 100-150 issued. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

4065

4066

4067

4065 H
1975, 10¢ Pioneer-Jupiter, dark blues (engraved) omitted (1556b), dry o.g. (though never hinged),
Very Fine, only 200 issued. Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200
4066 HH
1979, $1 Lamp, brown (engraved) omitted (1610a), o.g., never hinged, eye catching color missing; a
handsome top left corner margin single, Superb. Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
4067 HH
1976, 24¢ Bicentennial souv. sheet, imperf and missing “USA/24c” (1688j), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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4068

4069

4068 HH
1981, 18¢ Frederic Remington, brown omitted (1934b), o.g., never hinged, handsome bottom sheet
margin single with brown omitted; a beauty, Extremely Fine, only 300-400 issued; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott
$225.
Estimate $100 - 150
4069 HH
1983, 20¢ Medal of Honor, red omitted (2045a), o.g., never hinged, desirable bottom sheet margin single with lots of eye appeal, Very Fine, only 320-400 issued. Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150

4070 HH
1984, 20¢ Preserving Wetlands, imperf vertically (2092a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, lovely
pair with wide sheet margin at right; faint vertical crease on right stamp runs through “U” in “USA”, otherwise Fine,
only 95-120 pairs issued; with 2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150

4071

4072

4071 HH
1987, 22¢ C.P.A., black (engraved) omitted (2361a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 300-400 issued. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350
4072 HH
1991, 50¢ Switzerland, imperf horizontally (2532a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to
Superb, only 50 issued; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $1,750 for VF 80.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
4073 P
1992, 29¢ Hummingbirds (2646a), set of 39 progressive color proofs, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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AIRMAIL
4074 HH
1918-33, selection of better issues (CA-C6, C13-C15, C18), includes C1-C6 singles (with extra C6), a
C1 centerline block/4, C13-C15 gorgeous Zeppelins, and C18 Baby Zepp, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh
and choice group of all the better Airmail issues; a sensational group of these popular issues, Very Fine. Scott
$3,140 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 4075

Ex 4076

4075 HH/H 1918-23, First and Second Issues complete (C1-C6), o.g., mostly never hinged, C5 is regummed, attractive set with gorgeous colors; all in pristine mint condition except for the C5, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; C2 with
2005 P.F.C. for block which it came, and C6 with 2005 P.F. certificate. Scott $635.
Estimate $300 - 400
4076 HH/H 1918-23, First and Second Issues complete (C1-C6), o.g., C2 and C5 faintly hinged, others never
hinged, a very fresh set with gorgeous colors, F.-V.F. Scott $570.
Estimate $150 - 200
4077 HHa
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), top margin arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged, good looking multiple with exuberant color; trivial thin spot on top left stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $420 for singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

4078

4080

4078 HHa
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), top plate block of 6, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage only, delightful
example with wonderfully rich color, Very Fine; with 1995 P.F. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600
4079 Ha
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), top plate block of 6, o.g., very lightly hinged (natural gum creases), fresh and affordable example; minor discoloration in selvage above top right stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $700 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
4080 HHa
1918, 16¢ green (C2), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, premium quality example of this popular
plate block, with outstanding rich color, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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4081 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, Fast plane variety (C3 var.), o.g., never hinged, attractive well
margined example showing an impressive vignette shift to the left, Very Fine. Scott $140. Estimate $100 - 150

4082 HHa
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top plate block of 12, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous quality example
in pristine condition, with heavenly rich color, Very Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

4083 HHa
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top plate block of 12, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skip on top left
stamp), alluring rich colors; an eye catching multiple, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 4084

4085

4086

4084 HH/Ha 1923, Second Issue complete (C4-C6), blocks of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, bottom two never hinged on
each, desirable and well centered set of blocks, each handpicked for balanced margins and bold colors, Very Fine.
Scott $930 for singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
4085 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), o.g., never hinged, attractive left margin single with deep color, Extremely Fine;
with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate for irregular block/3, from which it came, top left stamp. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200
4086 m
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), beautiful clear strike of rarely seen “San Juan, P.R., Sep 22, 1922" cancellation,
huge boardwalk margins and ravishing rich color; a fabulous example of this relatively common used stamp in a
very uncommon quality; the quintessential example of this stamp for the most discriminating collector of GEM quality used stamps, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $30.
Estimate $100 - 150
4087 HH
1928, 10¢ Lindbergh (C10a), unexploded booklet, containing two panes of 3, o.g., never hinged, one of
the most impressive top quality examples of this notoriously difficult unexploded booklet; containing two wonderfully centered panes; the modest catalog value doesn’t reflect how scarce this item is in this condition, Extremely
Fine. Scott $230 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

4088 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, the most impressive GEM quality set we
have ever offered; each with P.S.E. graded certificate; a perfectly matched set with balanced margins and splendid
colors; simply amazing, Superb; C13 with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98, C14 with 2008 P.S.E. certificate
graded SUP 98, and C15 with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $1,875. SMQ SUP 98; $9,050.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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4089

4090

4089 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), C14 left margin plate number single, o.g., never hinged (C15
with natural gum bend), gorgeous mint set with extra large margins; ravishing rich colors on all three values, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; C14 with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-80J, and C15 with 2008 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF 90. Scott $1,875.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
4090 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, remarkable Post Office fresh examples,
each with delightful color, Very Fine; each stamp with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,875. SMQ VF
80; $1,875.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

4091

4092

4091 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, marvelous trio with wonderful overall
freshness and lively rich colors, Very Fine; each stamp with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,875.
SMQ VF 80; $1,875.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
4092 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), right margin plate number singles, o.g., never hinged, fresh
and well centered; small perf dimple $2.60, Very Fine. Scott $1,900+.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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4093

4094

4093 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., never hinged, premium quality examples forming a top
quality mint set selected for color and freshness, Very Fine; C15 with 1991 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,875.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
4094 H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), handsome top quality set, with exquisite centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $1,165.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

4095
4095 H

4096

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.($1.30 Very Fine). Scott $1,165.
Estimate $600 - 800

4096 HH/H 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., 65¢ a never hinged plate number single (20080), $1.30
very lightly hinged at top right, $2.60 never hinged; $2.60 with a light vertical crease at center, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750
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4097

4098

4097 H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., hinged, fresh and affordable set of these popular issues;
C15 with minor thin spot, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,165.
Estimate $500 - 750
4098 H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., lightly hinged, “economy” set with radiant colors; C13
with tiny thin, V.G.-Fine. Scott $1,165.
Estimate $500 - 750

4099

4100

4099 H
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), disturbed o.g., well centered set with deep rich colors, Very
Fine. Scott $1,155.
Estimate $400 - 600
4100 m
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), C15 with sheet margin at left, each with neatly struck slogan
cancellation, premium quality set, Very Fine. Scott $1,140.
Estimate $600 - 800
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4101

4102

4101 m

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), a fresh used set, F.-V.F. Scott $1,140.
Estimate $500 - 750

4102 HH

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $275.

4103

Estimate $150 - 200

4104

4103 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, handsome left sheet margins single with ravishing
rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
4104 H
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., hinge remnant, low start for this key value; thin speck at top, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

4105
4105 H
Fine.
4106

4106

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., lightly hinged, low start for this key value; light gum wrinkle, Very
Estimate $100 - 150

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), tied on piece by nicely struck flag cancellation, pleasing example; vivid
rich shade, F.-V.F. Scott $165.
Estimate $100 - 150

s
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4107 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged, marvelous top sheet margin single with large balanced margins and ravishing rich color; simply outstanding, Superb; with 2007 P.F.C. for block/4, from which it
came, top left stamp; plus a 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 98. Scott $625. SMQ SUP 98; $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

4108

4109

4108 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), right plate number single, o.g., never hinged, premium quality example
with extremely wide margins and sterling rich color, Very Fine. Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
4109 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged, premium quality example with deep rich color, a
very choice stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $625. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $700.
Estimate $500 - 750

4110

4111

4110 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged (minor gum creases), choice example with delightful color, F.-V.F. Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400
4111 H
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), right plate number single, o.g., small hinge remnant, intense color and
clear impression; handsome position piece, F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

4112 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, one-in-a-million top quality showpiece with large
balanced margins, and breathtaking rich color; a “Big-Time” stamp for the collector who buys only the very best, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $975. SMQ SUP 98; $4,250. Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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4113

4114

4113 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, remarkable example in immaculate mint condition,
with brightly emblazoned color and steep impression; simply gorgeous, Superb; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded 98. Scott $975. SMQ SUP 98; $4,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
4114 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), right plate number single, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and
choice example with radiant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85. Scott
$975. SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

4115 HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, desirable multiple with extra large top selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

4116

4117

4118

4116 HH
1938, 6¢ Eagle, imperf horizontally (C23a), vertical pair with horizontal line between stamps, o.g.,
never hinged, incredibly fresh and choice example with fully unblemished gum without a single skip or bend, F.-V.F.
Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
4117 HH
1938, 6¢ Eagle, ultramarine & carmine color error (C23c), o.g., never hinged, beautiful bottom left corner margin single with alluring rich colors, F.-V.F.; with 1997 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $160. Estimate $150 - 200
4118 HH
1938, 6¢ Eagle, ultramarine & carmine color error (C23c), o.g., never hinged (guarantee pencil signature on gum), lovely right sheet margin single; an intense deep shade, Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
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4119

4120

4119 HH
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), o.g., never hinged, premium quality mint stamp in a wonderful state of preservation;
with prooflike color and razor sharp impression; a true condition rarity with gleaming fresh gum, F.-V.F.; with 1981
P.F. certificate. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
4120 H

1885, 10¢ blue (E1), o.g., hinged (slight hinge remnant), F.-V.F. Scott $550.

4121
4121 H

Estimate $200 - 300

4122

1888, 10¢ blue (E2), o.g., hinged, attractive example, vivid color, F.-V.F. Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200

4122 H
1888, 10¢ blue (E2), o.g., hinge remnant (minor gum crease), choice example with radiant color and detailed impression, F.-V.F. Scott $475.
Estimate $100 - 150

4123

4124

4123 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), o.g., never hinged, attractive wide margined stamp in pristine condition, with full
and unblemished gum; an extraordinary example, Very Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. cert. and 2008 P.F. certificate
graded VF 80. Scott $675. SMQ VF 80; $675.
Estimate $500 - 750
4124 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), o.g., never hinged, desirable bottom margin imprint single, with incredibly depth
of color; a Post Office fresh example that is impeccably fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400
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A Spectacular Condition Rarity

4125 HH
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), o.g., never hinged, the most remarkable example of this rare
never hinged stamp we’ve ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; a marvelous well centered stamp with immense margins of epic proportions, and captivating color with detailed impression; this amazing stamp is the only
example achieving the grade of 95J, and there is only one other example grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $2,100. SMQ
XF-SUP 95J; $18,300.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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4126

4127

4128

4126 HH
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), single with plate number 77, o.g., never hinged, previously hinged
in selvage only, large balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
4127 HH
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), o.g., never hinged (natural gum creases), impressive example of
this tough stamp, especially hard to find in this wonderful state of preservation, with bold color and detailed impression, Very Fine; with 2000 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
4128 H
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), bottom plate number single, o.g., hinge remnant, rarely offered
plate position example with dazzling color on bright white paper, F.-V.F. Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500

4129

4130

4129 HH
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), o.g., never hinged, extremely handsome bottom sheet margin single with imprint in
selvage; intense color printed on clean white paper, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
4130 HH
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), o.g., never hinged, crisp clear impression and extra wide margins; premium quality
example, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

4131 H
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), bottom margin imprint and plate # strip of 3, o.g., hinged, worthwhile strip with vivid
fresh color, F.-V.F. Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300
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4132 P
1895, 10¢ blue, imperf proof on stamp paper (E5P5), pair, o.g., lightly hinged, awesome example of
this rarely offered imperforate on stamp paper; a gorgeous pair - vertical format as is always the case; with prooflike
deep rich color, Superb; with 1979 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

4133

4134

4135

4133 HH
1895, 10¢ blue, dots in curved frame above messenger (E5a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600
4134 H
1895, 10¢ blue, dots in curved frame above messenger (E5a), o.g., lightly hinged, choice bottom margin single; incredibly fresh stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate for strip/3, from which this stamp was taken, left
stamp from the strip. Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200
4135 HH
1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), top plate number single, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage only,
an extraordinary example of this terribly difficult stamp, rarely found in never hinged condition, especially without
any skips or bends; with beautiful fresh color; among the most pleasing examples obtainable, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600

4136 HH
1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), o.g., never hinged, splendid example with sterling color and unblemished
gum with mirror like impression, Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300
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4137

4138

4139

4137 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), o.g., never hinged, worthwhile example with extraordinary centering and prooflike
color, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200
4138 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), o.g., never hinged, worthwhile example with sensational fresh color printed on lily
white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90 for block/4, from which it came, top left
stamp. Scott $140. SMQ XF 90; $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
4139 H
1911, 10¢ ultramarine, top frame line missing (E8 var.), o.g., barest trace of hinge, huge margined example in the eye catching dark ultramarine shade; remarkably choice, Very Fine; with 2006 A.P.S. and P.F. certificates. Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

4140

4141

4140 Ha
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, extremely fresh multiple with beautiful margins; the right two stamps are strong “VF” examples with wide margins, F.-V.F. Scott $800. Estimate $400 - 600
4141 H
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10),
o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant fresh example of this
tough stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $320.
Estimate $100 - 150

4142 HHa
1925, 15¢ deep orange (E13), left plate
block of 6, o.g., never hinged, appealing example
with robust color; and excellent overall freshness,
Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

4142
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4143 HH
1927, 10¢ gray violet, imperf between (E15c), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, premium quality example of ths popular imperf between; with unusually rich color, Very Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

4144 HHa
1927, 10¢ gray violet, imperf between (E15c), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged, rarely offered
sheet yielding ten imperf between error pairs along the left side of the sheet; among the few remaining complete
sheets; trivial perf separations at upper right far away from the errors, and tiny piece of selvage out at lower left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $6,000 for 10 error pairs.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

4145 Ha
Registry, 1911, 10¢ ultramarine (F1), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged
(each stamp with tiny owner’s handstamp on gum), bright color, choice multiple,
F.-V.F. Scott $375.
Estimate $100 - 150

4145
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4146

4147

4148

4149

4150

4146 HH
1879, 2¢ brown (J2), o.g., never hinged, outstanding example that’s beyond description; a uniquely appealing stamp in a condition rarely encountered; issued 137 years ago and still in it’s immaculate mint state; a true
condition rarity that would please the most quality conscious collector, Very Fine; with 1985 and 2004 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
4147 H
1879, 30¢ brown (J6), o.g., very lightly hinged, desirable example with splendid fresh color, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2012 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which it came, top right stamp. Scott
$350.
Estimate $250 - 350
4148 H

1879, 30¢ brown (J6), o.g., lightly hinged, good looking stamp with rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

4149 HH
1879, 30¢ brown (J6), o.g., never hinged, extremely intense color; a Post Office fresh stamp, V.G.-Fine.
Scott $800.
Estimate $100 - 150
4150 H
1879, 50¢ brown (J7), o.g., lightly hinged, astounding top quality example of this difficult stamp; beautiful
color and clearly etched impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85.
Scott $600. SMQ VF-XF 85; $700.
Estimate $600 - 800

4151 H
1879, 2¢ deep brown, Special Printing (J9), small part o.g., deep vibrant shade; a completely sound example of this rarely offered 1879 Special Printing, F.-V.F., only 1,361 reportedly sold; with 2014 P.F. certificate.
Scott $15,000 for full o.g.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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4153

4154

4155

4156

4157

4152 HH/Ha 1884, 1¢ red brown (J15), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants at top, lower right stamp never hinged, Fine.
Scott $400 as singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
4153 H
1884, 2¢ red brown (J16), o.g., barest trace of hinge, boardwalk margins and vibrant color; an extraordinary example, Very Fine; with 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $80.
Estimate $100 - 150
4154 H
1884, 10¢ red brown (J19), o.g., hinge remnant, deep prooflike color; an extremely elusive example of
this red brown shade, Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
4155 HH
1884, 30¢ red brown (J20), o.g., never hinged, among the most pleasing examples one could imagine; a
handsome high quality stamp with bold color and razor sharp impression; just a great stamp, Very Fine; with 1999
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
4156 HH
1884, 30¢ red brown (J20), o.g., never hinged, most impressive high quality example in a wonderful
state of preservation, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1989 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which it came, top right
stamp. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
4157 HH
1884, 30¢ red brown (J20), o.g., never hinged, lively rich shade; an immaculate fresh stamp with clear
impression, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2011 P.F. certificate for L shaped block/4, from which it came. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

4158

4159

Ex 4160

Ex 4161

4162

4158 H
1884, 30¢ red brown (J20), o.g., lightly hinged, intense color and clearly etched impression, Very Fine.
Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
4159 H
1884, 50¢ red brown (J21), o.g., lightly hinged, completely sound example with mouth watering color,
V.G.-Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $350 - 500
4160 HH/H 1891, 1¢ to 50¢ complete (J22-J28), o.g., hinged, J22, J25, and J28 never hinged, good looking complete set of 7 different values; each stamp with supple color, Fine; J25 with photocopy of 1990 P.F. certificate for
strip/3, from which it came, right stamp from the strip. Scott $2,965.
Estimate $600 - 800
4161 HH
1891, 1¢-5¢ bright claret (J22-J25), o.g., never hinged, particularly choice group of 4 different values
from the 1891 set in the bright claret shades; each stamp selected for it’s wonderful state of preservation and strong
colors, Very Fine. Scott $760.
Estimate $500 - 750
4162 HH
1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), o.g., never hinged, most impressive large margined example with exuberant color and sharp clear impression; among the few choice never hinged examples available to collectors, F.-V.F.;
with 2011 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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4163

4164

4165

4166

4163 H
1894, 1¢ vermilion (J29), o.g., small hinge remnant, great looking example of the rarely offered vermilion
shade; with tremendous color; a flawless stamp, V.G.; with 1986 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
4164 HH
1894, 2¢ vermilion (J30), o.g., never hinged (natural gum skips), impressive right sheet margin single
with vibrant rich color; a very elusive stamp, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
4165 HH
1894, 2¢ vermilion (J30), o.g., never hinged, large margins and finely detailed impression; a beautiful
example in the true vermilion shade, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which it came, bottom left
stamp. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
4166 HH
1894, 2¢ vermilion (J30), o.g., stamp never hinged, hinge remnant in selvage only, extremely rich color;
a handsome right sheet margin single, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 4167

4168

4169

4170

4171

4167 HH
1894, 1¢-2¢ deep claret (J31-J32), o.g., never hinged, splendid examples with ravishing rich colors,
F.-V.F. Scott $490.
Estimate $250 - 350
4168 HH
1895, 3¢ deep claret (J33), o.g., never hinged, impressive mint stamp with the deepest and richest color
imaginable; a wonderful example of this tough stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
4169 HH
1895, 5¢ deep claret (J34), o.g., never hinged, most impressive quality stamp with inviting color and extra large margins; a very appealing mint postage due, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750
4170 H

1895, 5¢ deep claret (J34), o.g., barest trace of hinge, extremely intense color, F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

4171 HH
1894, 10¢ deep claret (J35), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example with radiating color and full unblemished gum; a true condition rarity with crisp clear impression that would please the most quality conscious collector, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2003 P.F.C. and 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $1,000.
SMQ VF-XF 85; $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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4172

4173

Ex 4174

4175

4172 HH
1895, 30¢ pale rose (J36b), o.g., never hinged, wonderful mint example of the elusive pale rose shade;
an immaculate Post Office fresh example in a condition rarely encountered, F.-V.F.; with 1993 and 2009 P.F. certificates. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
4173 H
1895, 50¢ pale rose (J37a), part o.g., fresh and affordable example of this tough color variety; thin spot,
otherwise Fine; with 2006 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $150 - 200
4174 HH/H 1895-97, 1¢ to 10¢ (J38-J42), select group of 5 different values, o.g., all never hinged except J42 which is
very lightly hinged, each picked for deep rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $695.
Estimate $300 - 400
4175 HH
1895, 5¢ deep claret (J41), pair, o.g., never hinged, bold rich shade; immaculate condition, Fine; with
2010 Weiss certificate. Scott $560 for singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

4176

4177

Ex 4178

4179

4180

4176 HH
1896, 50¢ deep claret (J44), o.g., never hinged, outstanding example of this tough stamp; with ravishing
rich color and finely detailed impression; woefully undervalued in our opinion, F.-V.F.; with 2008 A.P.S. certificate.
Scott $925.
Estimate $600 - 800
4177 HH
1896, 50¢ deep claret (J44), o.g., never hinged, stunning rich color; a desirable example of this tough
stamp, especially in never hinged condition, V.G.-Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate for pair, this being the left stamp
from the pair. Scott $925.
Estimate $200 - 300
4178 HH
1910, 1¢-2¢ shades (J45//J46a), select group of color varieties, including J45, J45a, J46, and J46a, o.g.,
never hinged, a great specialist lot for any collector looking to add these varieties to their collection, F.-V.F.; J45 with
1997 P.S.E. certificate, and J45a with 2014 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
4179 HH
1910, 3¢ deep claret (J47), o.g., never hinged, pristine example in a wonderful state of preservation; with
intense color; very scarce postage due, Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800
4180 HH
1910, 5¢ deep claret (J48), o.g., never hinged, wide margins; lovely deep rich color; an immaculate mint
stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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4181

4182

4183

4184

4185

4181 HH
1910, 5¢ rose carmine (J48a), o.g., never hinged, outstanding example of the rose carmine shade, with
huge margins and incredible depth of color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1995 P.F.C. and 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $275. SMQ VF-XF 85; $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
4182 H
1910, 10¢ deep claret (J49), neat black cancellation, immense boardwalk margins; a spectacular World
Class GEM whose equal probably does not exist, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95J. Scott $20. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $75 in grade of 95.
Estimate $350 - 500
4183 HH
1910, 10¢ deep claret (J49), o.g., never hinged, big beautiful margins and supple color; a gorgeous
stamp, Very Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $280.
Estimate $200 - 300
4184 HH
1910, 10¢ rose carmine (J49a), o.g., never hinged, attractive top quality stamp with well balanced margins and sterling color; a premium quality mint example of this difficult issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2010
P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $280. SMQ VF-XF 85; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
4185 HH
1910, 10¢ rose carmine (J49a), o.g., never hinged, outstanding example with huge margins and heart
pounding rich color; simply outstanding, Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $275.
Estimate $300 - 400

4186

4187

4188

4186 HH
1910, 10¢ rose carmine (J49a), o.g., never hinged, lively rose carmine shade; a brilliant fresh stamp,
F.-V.F. Scott $280.
Estimate $200 - 300
4187 HH
1914, 1¢ carmine lake (J52), o.g., never hinged, bold color and clear impression; a sterling example,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate for this stamp when it was a top sheet margin single, which
has subsequently been removed. Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200
4188 HH
1914, 1¢ carmine lake (J52), strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, extremely intense color, F.-V.F. Scott $660 for
singles.
Estimate $250 - 350
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4189

Ex 4190

4191

4192

4189 HHa
1914, 1¢ carmine lake (J52), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, premium quality multiple with bold color, Very
Fine. Scott $880 for singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
4190 HH
1914, 1¢ to 10¢ (J52-J53, J55 -J56), nice selection of the single line watermarked perf 10 issues - all in
immaculate mint condition, o.g., never hinged, very impressive examples, F.-V.F. Scott $730.
Estimate $350 - 500
4191 HH
1914, 1¢ dull rose (J52a), o.g., never hinged (natural gum skip), eye catching top margin imprint single in
the appealing dull rose shade; with nicely balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $230. SMQ VF-XF 85; $290.
Estimate $150 - 200
4192 HH
1914, 2¢ dull rose and 2¢ vermilion (J53a, J53b), o.g., never hinged, impressive examples of both the
listed shade varieties on this issue; wide margined stamps with excellent color on both, Very Fine; both stamps with
2002 P.F. certificates. Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300

4193

4194

4195

4193 H
1914, 3¢ dull rose (J54a), o.g., lightly hinged, immensely rare and undervalued stamp in the highly
sought after dull rose shade; very choice, Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
4194 HH
1914, 5¢ carmine rose (J55 var.), o.g., never hinged, huge margins and scintillating rich color; simply
gorgeous, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2009 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this lovely stamp was taken, top
left stamp. Scott $130.
Estimate $100 - 150
4195 HH
1914, 10¢ dull rose (J56a), o.g., never hinged, impressive example with alluring rich color and unusually
large margins, Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F.C. and 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $210. SMQ XF 90;
$400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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4196

4197

4198

4199

4196 HHa
1914, 30¢ carmine lake (J57), block of 4, o.g., never hinged (top right stamp with natural gum crease),
scarce never hinged multiple of this elusive stamp; with captivating rich color, Fine; with 2010 Weiss certificate.
Scott $2,100 for singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
4197 (H)
1914, 50¢ carmine lake (J58), unused without gum, decent example of this incredibly rare stamp; awesome rich shade; the scarcest regularly issued Postage Due issue; thinning at top, Fine appearance; with 1987 P.F.
certificate. Scott $11,500 for o.g.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
4198 m
1914, 50¢ carmine lake (J58), blue crayon cancellation, flawless example of this stamp - the rarest regularly issued postage due stamp; with intense color, Fine; with 2008 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
4199 HH
1916, 2¢ rose (J60), o.g., never hinged, splendid example of this often misidentified rose shade; remarkably choice mint condition and delightful fresh color, Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90.
Scott $600. SMQ XF 90; $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 4200

4201

4202

4200 HH
1917, 1¢-10¢ shade study (J61-J65), impressive offering of 14 shades, o.g., never hinged, a spectacular color study that took the collector who formed this group many years to assemble; includes J61, J61a, J62, J62a,
J62b with P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup-95J, J63, J63a, J63b, J64 with 1993 P.F. certificate, J64a, J64b, J65
with 1993 P.F. certificate, J65a, and J65b; a tremendous opportunity for any collector looking to buy all the listed
color varieties of the 1-10 cent values all at one time, which eliminates the frustration of trying to purchase them individually; expect plenty of action on this wonderful color study as it would be difficult to duplicate at any price, Very
Fine. Scott $312.
Estimate $200 - 300
4201 HH
1917, 50¢ rose red (J67a), o.g., never hinged, marvelous left margin single with imprint and five point
star in selvage, Very Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate for pair, from which it came, bottom stamp from the pair. Scott
$325.
Estimate $200 - 300
4202 HH
1917, 50¢ deep claret (J67b), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example of the deep claret shade,
Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which it was taken, bottom right stamp. Scott $325.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 4203

Ex 4204

Ex 4205

4203 HH/H 1930, ½¢ to $5 complete (J69-J78), o.g., all never hinged except J69 with hinge remnant, and J74 which
is regummed, lovely set of 11 different values; nice centering throughout, with exceptionally strong colors; these
perf 11 issues are much more difficult to obtain than the Scott catalog value would indicate, F.-V.F.; J76 with photocopy of 1997 P.F. certificate for block/6, from which this stamp was taken, this being bottom center stamp from the
block. Scott $1,004.
Estimate $500 - 750
4204 HH
1930, ½¢ to $5 complete (J69-J78), o.g., never hinged, choice set of 10 different values, all in Post Office fresh condition, Fine. Scott $1,008.
Estimate $300 - 400
4205 HH/H 1930, ½¢ to $5 complete (J69-J78), o.g., all never hinged except J75 lightly hinged, handsome group of
10 different values; extremely fresh, Fine. Scott $857.
Estimate $200 - 300
4206 HHa
1930, 3¢ carmine (J72), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh mint block with strong color; couple trivial gum skips, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $190 for singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

4207

4208

4209

4207 HH
1930, $5 scarlet, dry printing (J78a), o.g., never hinged, awesome GEM quality example with broad
margins and brilliant fresh color; this magnificent showpiece is 1 of 3 examples achieving this impressive grade
from P.S.E., with only 3 others currently grading higher, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $85. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
4208 HH
1931, 30¢ scarlet (J85), o.g., never hinged, large balanced margins all around, which is quite elusive on
rotary issues, this is the only stamp to receive this lofty grade according to the P.S.E. population report, the next
highest grade is XF-Sup 95, there is no current SMQ value for this stamp, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate
graded Gem 100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
4209 HH
1959 (1¢) carmine rose & black, denomination omitted (J89a), o.g., never hinged, attractive top sheet
margin example of this eye catching denomination omitted error, Very Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
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OFFICES IN CHINA
For additional lots with Offices in China (Shanghai) cancellations, please see lots 3572 and 3595.

4210 m
1901-19, cancel collection, 7 pieces or blocks consisting of: 272 with 1901 postmark on piece, 304 block
of 4, and some Washington Franklin and Parcel Post stamps with prominent cancels, some faults made insignificant by the incredible rarity of the cancels, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 4211

Ex 4212

Ex 4213

4211 H/(H)
1919-22, 2¢ to $2 complete (K1-K18), o.g. or regummed, extraordinary high quality set including both
shades on the 8 cent and 12 cent values; many are select never hinged examples including K8a, K11, K11a,
K13-K15, and K17-K18; there are 4 lightly hinged stamps in the set including K1-K2, K4, and K16; unfortunately
several stamps are regummed, including K3, K5, K8, K10, and K12; but the good far outweigh the bad, with a lovely
selection of top quality stamps that took years to assemble by a very particular collector of top quality stamps, Very
Fine; K9 with 1997 P.F.C., K14 with 1990 P.F.C., and K15 with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,239.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
4212 H
1919-22, 2¢ to $2 complete (K1-K18), o.g., bright and fresh appearing set; 30c has straight edge at top,
otherwise condition appears mostly sound, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $2,255.
Estimate $400 - 600
4213 H

1919, 2¢ to $2 complete (K1-K16), o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $2,045.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 4214

Ex 4215

Ex 4216

4214 (H)
1919, 2¢ to 30¢, 6 different (K1, K3-4, K7, K11-12), regummed, all with fresh colors, V.G.-Fine. Scott
$399 for o.g.
Estimate $100 - 150
4215 ma
1919, 2¢ to 24¢ selection (K1//K11), used blocks of 4, consisting of K1 (2), K2 (2 - 1 is a block of 6), K4,
K5, K10 and K11, a couple with well struck Shanghai postmarks; few small faults, F.-V.F. overall, a strong specialized collection of this popular and elusive area, scarce group of blocks. Scott $4,415.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
4216 m
1919-21, 5 different (K2//K17), interesting group that includes K2, K2 used on small piece, K8, K16 on
piece, and K17 with a “Last Day” cancellation; K16 with some minor gum staining in the perforations, V.G.-Fine; K16
with 2012 P.F.C. and K17 with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,255.
Estimate $350 - 500
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A Magnificent Set of "Shanghai" Blocks

Ex 4217
4217 HHa
1919, 2¢ to $2 complete (K1-K16), complete set of blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, the most extraordinary set of 16 different values we have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; a premium quality selection all in immaculate mint condition with full and unblemished gum; finding never hinged Shanghai overprints are extremely difficult; finding a beautiful matched set of blocks is all but impossible; a unique offering with numerous well
centered examples to be found; how this set has survived in this condition for nearly 100 years is hard to imagine;
impossible to duplicate, especially with such wonderfully fresh colors; the ultimate set of Shanghai blocks deserving placement in a collection of distinction, F.-V.F. Scott $19,410 for singles.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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Ex 4218

4219

Ex 4220

4218 H
1919, 8¢ to 40¢, 3 different (K4//K13), includes K4 x (2), K7 and K13, o.g., lightly hinged, particularly
choice group of each with nice margins and terrific colors, F.-V.F. Scott $337.
Estimate $150 - 200
4219 HHa
1919, 10¢ on 5¢ blue (K5), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, absolutely gorgeous example of this
terribly difficult plate block; with fabulous rich color and gleaming fresh gum; rarely found in such wonderful condition, F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
4220 HH
1919, 12¢ to 30¢, 5 different (K6, K10-12, K18), o.g., never hinged, lovely selection of immaculate Post
Office fresh stamps; all selected for crisp clear color and pristine fresh gum; quite elusive when found so choice,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,020.
Estimate $350 - 500

4221

4222

4223

4221 Ha
1919, 12¢ on 6¢ red orange (K6), left plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh example of this elusive
multiple, Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
4222 HHa
1919, 16¢ on 8¢ olive bister (K8), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, balanced well centered block, Very
Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $720.
Estimate $400 - 600
4223 HHa
1919, 16¢ on 8¢ olive bister (K8), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, impressive multiple with sterling color, in
Post Office fresh condition, F.-V.F. Scott $720 for singles.
Estimate $250 - 350
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4224

4225

4226

4227

4224 HH
1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), o.g., never hinged, ultra fresh stamp in immaculate mint condition,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $170.
Estimate $150 - 200
4225 HH
$210.

1919, 30¢ on 15¢ gray (K12), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott
Estimate $300 - 400

4226 HH
1919, 40¢ on 20¢ deep ultramarine (K13), o.g., never hinged, dazzling color printed on clean white paper; a very impressive mint stamp, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
4227 Ha
1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red (K14), left plate block of 6, o.g., very lightly hinged (natural gum wrinkles),
desirable example of this elusive plate, with radiant color, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

4228 HH
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), o.g., never hinged, awesome rich color; a gleamingly fresh stamp
both front and back, with unblemished gum, rare thus, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $500 - 750
4229 HH
1922, 2¢ on 1¢ green and 4¢ on 2¢ carmine (K17-K18), desirable group of K17’s x (8), and K18’s x (2);
the K17’s with natural straight edges at right, and the two K18’s with straight edges at left side, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $2,460 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
4230 HHa
1922, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K17), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, a fabulous full wide top in pristine
mint condition, with breathtaking fresh color; a very elusive plate, Fine. Scott $1,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
4231 HHa
1922, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K17), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, 100 of the freshest and choicest
mint stamps you’ll ever see - all in an intact sheet; could be unique as a sheet, Fine. Scott $25,500 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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4232

4233

4232 HH
1922, 4¢ on 2¢ carmine (K18), o.g., never hinged, broad margins and lively bright color; exceptional example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $230.
Estimate $250 - 350
4233 HHa
1922, 4¢ on 2¢ carmine (K18), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, phenomenal example of this difficult plate block; a gorgeous wide top in an extraordinary state of preservation; an impressive showpiece, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,400.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

OFFICIALS

4234

4235

4236

4237

4234 HH
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 1¢ yellow (O1), o.g., never hinged, premium quality example of this rarely offered never hinged Official; as fresh and choice on the front as it is on the back; these issues are almost never found
like this, Very Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
4235 HH
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 6¢ yellow (O4), o.g., never hinged, exceptional mint stamp with sterling bright
color; a delightful Post Office fresh stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1994 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was
taken, bottom right stamp. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
4236 HH
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 15¢ yellow (O7), o.g., never hinged, pretty stamp with luscious color and sharp
impression; exquisite state of preservation, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.F. certificate for block/6, from which it was taken,
left center stamp from block. Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750
4237 m
Executive Dept., 1873, 2¢ carmine (O11), bright fresh color; slightly nibbed perf at bottom, otherwise
Fine. Scott $240.
Estimate $100 - 150
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4238

4239

4240

4241

4242

4238 HH
Interior Dept., 1873, 2¢ vermilion (O16), o.g., never hinged, extremely large margins and resplendent
color, Very Fine; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
4239 HH
Interior Dept., 1873, 10¢ vermilion (O19), o.g., never hinged, lively fresh color; a desirable mint stamp in
pristine condition, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2004 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which it came, top left stamp.
Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
4240 HH
Justice Dept., 1873, 1¢ purple (O25), o.g., never hinged, impeccably fresh stamp printed on bright white
paper; wonderful overall freshness rarely encountered, F.-V.F.; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $350 - 500
4241 HH
Justice Dept., 1873, 2¢ purple (O26), o.g., never hinged, tremendous mint stamp with astounding color
and unblemished gum with a mirror like impression, F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600
4242 HH
Navy Dept., 1873, 1¢ ultramarine (O35), o.g., never hinged, vivacious rich color; a most impressive example of this tough stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

4243

4244

4245

4246

4247

4243 HH
Navy Dept., 1873, 2¢ ultramarine (O36), o.g., never hinged (natural gum crease), boardwalk margins
and gleaming bright color; simply gorgeous, Very Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
4244 HH
Navy Dept., 1873, 6¢ ultramarine (O38), o.g., never hinged, alluring rich color; a very pleasing fresh example, Fine; with 2011 P.F. certificate for block/8, from which it came, bottom right stamp. Scott $325.
Estimate $100 - 150
4245 H
Navy Dept., 1873, 90¢ ultramarine (O45), o.g., hinged, handsome example of this exceedingly difficult
stamp; with brilliant color, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
4246 S
Post Office Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 6¢ black, overprinted “Specimen” (O50SD), without gum
as issued, revolting example of this rarely offered 1875 Special Printing; quite possibly the worst of the 87 issued;
reperforated at bottom, Fine appearance, only 87 examples sold; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $200 - 300
4247 HH
Treasury Dept., 1873, 2¢ brown (O73), o.g., never hinged, heavenly rich shade; a premium quality mint
stamp with full and unblemished gum, Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate for block/8, from which it was taken, position 6
from the block. Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150
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4248

4249

4250

4251

4252

4248 H
War Dept., 1873, 2¢ rose (O84), o.g., hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded F-VF 75.
Scott Stamp Values O84; $160 F-VF 75.
Estimate $100 - 150
4249 H
War Dept., 1873, 3¢ rose (O85), o.g., hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF
90J. Scott Stamp Values O85; $525 XF 90J.
Estimate $600 - 800
4250 HH
War Dept., 1873, 3¢ rose (O85), o.g., never hinged, outstanding top quality mint stamp in a wonderful
state of preservation; among the freshest and choicest examples we’ve had the pleasure to handle, Very Fine; with
2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
4251 HH
War Dept., 1873, 7¢ rose (O87), o.g., never hinged, outstanding bottom margin imprint single in stately
mint condition; a splendid and eye catching example, F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which it
was taken, bottom right stamp. Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300
4252 HH
War Dept., 1873, 15¢ rose (O90), o.g., never hinged, wonderful soft shade; a pristine fresh stamp, Very
Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

4253

4254

4255

4256

4253 HH
War Dept., 1873, 30¢ rose (O92), o.g., never hinged, nicely centered with wide margins and vivid color; a
pretty stamp, Very Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which it came, bottom left stamp. Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
4254 (H)
Agriculture Dept., 1879, 1¢ yellow (O94), without gum as issued, flawless example of this incredibly
scarce soft paper 1 cent Agriculture; with unusually strong color, Fine; with 1997 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
4255 H
Agriculture Dept., 1879, 3¢ yellow (O95), o.g., lightly hinged, marvelous, intense color; tiny hinge thin,
otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $100 - 150
4256 HH
Interior Dept., 1879, 1¢ vermilion (O96), o.g., never hinged, handsome example of this terribly elusive
soft paper issue; in pristine Post Office fresh condition, Very Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott
$550.
Estimate $400 - 600
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4257

4258

4260

4261

4262

4257 HH
Interior Dept., 18425879, 2¢ vermilion (O97), o.g., never hinged, matchless GEM, with gorgeous centering and awesome rich color printed in bright white paper; although this stamp has a catalog value of only $17, we
expect it to realize many times that price; as it’s the highest graded #O97 according to P.S.E.’s population report,
and is the only example achieving the grade of XF-Sup-95; a true condition rarity destined for the finest collection,
Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $17.
Estimate $200 - 300
4258 HH
Post Office Dept., 1879, 3¢ black (O108), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, the
Top-Of-The-Pop; a GEM quality example featuring enormous JUMBO margins along with outrageous rich color;
this stamp is 1 of 2 examples achieving the impressive grade of XF-Sup-95J, according to P.S.E.’s population report, and is the highest graded example of Scott #O108; a wonderful opportunity to acquire a great stamp before
P.S.E. updates their pricing guide and includes values for never hinged Official stamps, as of this time they do not
place values on these stamps due to their rarity in mint condition, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $70.
Estimate $400 - 600
4259 Ha
Post Office Dept., 1879, 3¢ black (O108), complete sheet of 100, o.g., hinge remnants reinforcing separations, eye catching example of this elusive full sheet, worthy of framing; major perf separations, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $3,110 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
4260 HH
Treasury Dept., 1879, 6¢ brown (O110), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary large margined stamp with
dynamite color; a most impressive top quality example of this notoriously difficult soft paper Official, Very Fine; with
2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
4261 HH
Treasury Dept., 1879, 10¢ brown (O111), o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends not mentioned on accompanying certificate), extremely desirable well centered stamp with brilliant color with lots of vim and vigor; a gorgeous “fresh to market” stamp whose equal may not exist, Very Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
4262 HH
War Dept., 1879, 10¢ rose red (O118), o.g., never hinged, awesome color on this immaculate mint
stamp, in a remarkable mint state, Very Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which it came, bottom left
stamp. Scott $120.
Estimate $100 - 150
4263 HH/H War Dept., 1879, 12¢ rose red (O119), top plate number and imprint strip of 5, o.g., hinged, center stamp
never hinged, gorgeous multiple with choice centering and warm rich color, Very Fine. Scott $350 for singles (photo
on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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4264

4265

4264 HH
War Dept., 1879, 30¢ rose red (O120), o.g., never hinged, unbelievably fresh and choice condition; pristine mint stamp with lively rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
4265 HH
Postal Savings Official, 1911, $1 ultramarine (O123), o.g., never hinged, attractive example with lively
color and razor sharp impression; a lovely Post Office example, Very Fine; with 1996 P.S.E. certificate for block/4,
from which it came, bottom left stamp. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

NEWSPAPER STAMPS

Ex 4266

Ex 4267

4266 (H)
1865, 5¢ to 25¢ complete (PR1-PR4), without gum as issued, impressive group of these elusive newspaper stamps; couple trivial perf flaws, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $2,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
4267 (H)
1865, 5¢-25¢ values (PR1-PR3), without gum as issued, extremely handsome examples of these elusive stamps; trivial faults, including some minor creasing, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,450. Estimate $350 - 500
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Ex 4268

4269

4270

4268 (H)
1865, 10¢ green and 10¢ blue green, pelure paper (PR2a, PR2b), without gum as issued, two choice
examples in differing shades; couple slight creases of little consequence, otherwise F.-V.F., Newspaper, 1865, 10¢
blue green, pelure paper. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
4269 (H)
1865, 25¢ carmine red (PR3a), without gum as issued, well margined example with gorgeous color;
quite scarce when found in such remarkable quality, Extremely Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $400 - 600
4270 (H)
1865, 5¢ light blue (PR4), without gum as issued, extremely fresh example of this; some creasing, otherwise Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 4271

4272

4271 (H)
1875 Reprints, 5¢ to 25¢ complete (PR5-PR7), without gum as issued, handsome group of these popular newspaper stamps; couple trivial flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $775.
Estimate $250 - 350
4272 (H)
1880 Reprint, 5¢ dark blue (PR8), without gum as issued, desirable well centered example with large
margins and vivid color; quite elusive when found so choice, Extremely Fine, only 5,645 sold. Scott $650.
Estimate $600 - 800
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4273

4274

4275

4276

4273 H
1875, 3¢ black (PR10), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values PR10; $400 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $300 - 400
4274 H
1875, 3¢, 8¢-10¢ black, 12¢ rose (PR10, PR13-PR16); PR10 small tear at lower left, PR15 with small
thin and short perf, PR16 with light bends, otherwise Fine. Scott $945.
Estimate $150 - 200
4275 H
1875, 12¢ rose (PR16), large part o.g., dazzling rich color; crisp clean impression; an elusive stamp;
reperforated at bottom, otherwise Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300
4276 m
1875, 48¢ and 84¢ rose (PR19, PR22), manuscript cancels; PR19 small corner crease at lower right, PR
22 with a couple nibbed perfs, V.G.-Fine. Scott $775.
Estimate $100 - 150

4277

4278

4279

4277 H
1875, 84¢ rose (PR22), most o.g., fresh and unusually well centered; couple short perfs at lower right,
otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,850.
Estimate $300 - 400
4278 H
1875, $9 yellow orange (PR27), part o.g., centered to the right, fresh, V.G.-Fine, a scarce stamp as according to Luff approximately 30,000 examples were delivered to postmasters. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
4279 H
1875, $12 blue green (PR28), o.g., hinge remnant, rich shade; small internal wrinkle, otherwise Fine,
scarce stamp as according to Luff approximately 28,500 examples were delivered to postmasters. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
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4280 (H)a
1875 Special Printing, 2¢ gray black (PR33), complete sheet of 50, without gum as issued, extraordinary example of this rarely offered 1875 Special Printing in a completely sound sheet, with incredibly intense color;
an eye catching showpiece, F.-V.F., of the 5,000 examples reportedly sold, this full sheet is probably unique; with
1977 P.F. certificate. Scott $32,500.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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4281

4282

4283

4284

4285

4281 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 3¢ gray black on horizontally ribbed paper (PR34a), without gum as issued;
creases and small tear in left margin, otherwise Fine, only 1,952 examples sold. Scott $500.
Estimate $100 - 150
4282 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 6¢ gray black (PR36), without gum as issued, incredibly rich color and detailed
impression; a handsome example in flawless condition, F.-V.F., quite scarce, only 2,348 examples sold; with 2003
P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800
4283 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 8¢ gray black (PR37), without gum as issued; reperfed at right, otherwise Fine,
only 1,930 examples sold. Scott $975.
Estimate $150 - 200
4284 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 9¢ gray black (PR38), without gum as issued, sharp crisp impression, fresh;
couple of trivial creased corner perforations, otherwise Fine, only 1,795 examples sold. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $200 - 300
4285 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 10¢ gray black (PR39), without gum as issued, attractive and completely sound
example of this incredible scarce 1875 Special Printing; with lively bright color and steep impression, Fine, only
1,499 examples old; with 2000 P.F.C. and 2007 P.F. certificate graded F 70. Scott $1,400. SMQ F 70; $590.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

4286 HHa
1879, 4¢ black (PR59), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged, astounding full sheet in Post Office
fresh condition, with full and unblemished gum without any skips or bends; as PR59 is not listed in Scott in never
hinged condition, the modest catalog value of $4,250 in no way reflects the true value of this magnificent multiple in
this wonderful condition; tiny paper flaw affects position 21 at left center, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $4,250 for a
hinged sheet.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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4287

4288

4289

4290

4291

4287 HH
1879, 10¢ black (PR62), o.g., never hinged, exceedingly difficult never hinged stamp; with sterling rich
color; gleaming unblemished gum with mirror like impression, F.-V.F.; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
4288 HH
1879, $1.92 pale brown (PR71), o.g., never hinged, handsome example with exuberant color; a delightful stamp that’s in a rarely encountered mint, never hinged condition; unlisted in Scott catalog in never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $550 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
4289 H
1879, $9 orange (PR74), o.g., hinge remnants, fresh and attractive stamp with glowing color; a very
pleasing and affordable example; trivial thin spot, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
4290 H
1879, $36 Indian red, Special Printing (PR77 var.), American Bank Note Company privately perforated
Special Printing, o.g., hinge remnant, with outstanding color and sharp impression, F.-V.F.; with 1973 and 2007
P.F. certificates. Scott $800 for normal printing.
Estimate $600 - 800
4291 HH
1885, 1¢ black (PR81), o.g., never hinged, pristine example in wonderfully fresh condition; scarce and
undervalued stamp when found in this remarkable mint state, F.-V.F.; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

4292

4293

4294

4292 HH
1885, 12¢ carmine (PR82), o.g., never hinged, incredible depth of color; the freshest and choicest example obtainable as this stamp must have been hidden away in the dark for many decades; a most impressive stamp,
F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2004 P.F. certificate for block/12, from which it was taken, position 4 from the block. Scott
$450.
Estimate $400 - 600
4293 H
1885, 24¢ carmine, Special Printing (PR83 var.), o.g., lightly hinged, interesting Special Printing, in the
issued carmine shade, privately perforated on all sides; rarely offered, F.-V.F.; with 2002 and 2007 P.F. certificates.
Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
4294 HH
1885, 72¢ carmine (PR87), o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh example with breathtaking color and
clear impression; reperforated at right; small inclusion on reverse, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $550 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
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4295

4296

4297

4298

4299

4295 HH
1894, 1¢ intense black (PR90), o.g., never hinged (minor horizontal gum crease), eye catching example
with magnificent margins of epic proportions; with intense Jet-Black color, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2004 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which it was taken, bottom left stamp. Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
4296 HH
1894, 2¢ intense black (PR91), o.g., never hinged, lovely example with an incredible depth of color; a
rarely offered never hinged stamp with lots of eye appeal; two trivial creases, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,075.
Estimate $400 - 600
4297 HH
1894, 4¢ intense black (PR92), o.g., never hinged, astounding stamp in a fantastic state of preservation;
as fresh and choice as the very first day it was printed back in 1894, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,275.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
4298 H
1894, 4¢ intense black (PR92), o.g., hinged (natural gum wrinkle), rich jet black color and razor sharp impression within abundantly large margins, straight edge at top, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
4299 H
1894, 4¢ intense black (PR92), disturbed o.g.; light vertical crease in the left margin, otherwise Fine.
Scott $600.
Estimate $100 - 150

4300 H
1894, 12¢ pink (PR95), o.g., lightly hinged, among the most amazing examples we have ever offered; a
spectacular example of this terribly elusive stamp with robust color and enormous margins of epic proportions; this
unbelievable stamp is the highest graded example and the sole copy achieving the graded of 95J; the
Top-of-the-Pop destined for the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2001 P.F.C. and 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $2,600. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $9,250.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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4301

4302

4303

4301 HH
1895, 5¢ black (PR104), handsome bottom margin imprint single, o.g., never hinged, with lively rich color
printed on clean white paper, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600
4302 H
1895-97, 1¢ to $100 complete (PR114-PR125), o.g., hinged, impressive set of 12 different valuers;
three of the lower value examples with natural straight edges, F.-V.F. Scott $384.
Estimate $150 - 200
4303 HH
1896, $20 to $100 values (PR123-PR125), o.g., never hinged, incredible trio of pristine mint stamps,
each selected for color and centering, Very Fine. Scott $430.
Estimate $350 - 500
4304 H/m
Postal Note, 1945, 1¢ to 90¢ complete (PN1-P18), complete mint and used sets, 9 different plate blocks
(PN2-3, PN7-10, PN15-16, PN18) and seven United States Postal Notes from PN1-PN14., F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200

PARCEL POST

Ex 4305

4306

4305 HH/H 1913, 1¢ to $1 complete (Q1-Q12), o.g., all never hinged except Q3, Q8, and Q12 which are regummed,
very impressive set of 12 different values; a wonderful group of select top quality examples, Extremely Fine; Q10
with 2000 P.S.E. certificate, and Q11 with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,814.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
4306 HH
1913, 3¢ carmine rose (Q3), left plate number single, o.g., never hinged, immense margins and vivacious color; matchless GEM, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $26.
SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
4307 HHa
1913, 4¢ carmine rose (Q4), right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; tiny tear in top selvage of side plate block, F.-V.F. Scott $1,650 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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4308 HH/Ha 1913, 4¢ carmine rose (Q4), two plate blocks - bottom plate number 6345 and left plate number 6347
and imprint “FOUR” blocks of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (several stamps never hinged), bright and fresh; tiny tear in top
selvage of side plate block, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

4309

Ex 4310

4309 HH
1913, 25¢ carmine rose (Q9), left plate number single, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and choice,
Very Fine. Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
4310 H
1913, 50¢ and 75¢ carmine rose (Q10-Q11), o.g., hinged, gorgeous deep colors, handsome examples,
F.-V.F. Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150

4311

4312

4311 HH
1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary World Class example with large balanced margins and deep color printed on clean white paper; a sterling example of this popular stamp that would
please the most quality conscious collector, Superb; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $600. SMQ
SUP 98; $7,500.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
4312 H
1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), o.g., very lightly hinged, remarkably choice GEM QUALITY stamp with
brightly emblazoned color and precise centering; scarce when found in such beautiful condition, Extremely Fine to
Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $235. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ex 4313

4314

4313 HH
Parcel Post Postage Dues, 1913, 1¢ to 25¢ complete (JQ1-JQ5), o.g., never hinged, fabulous well
centered set in Post Office fresh condition; chosen for color and eye appeal, Very Fine; JQ2 with 1997 P.S.E., JQ4
with 1999 P.F.C., and JQ5 with 1989 P.F. certificate. Scott $696.
Estimate $350 - 500
4314 HH
Special Handling, 1925, 25¢ yellow green (QE4a), o.g., never hinged, outstanding example with broad
margins and rich color, Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $32. SMQ SUP 98; $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
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CARRIERS AND LOCALS

Ex 4315

4316

4317

4315 H/m
Carrier, 1851 issues (LO2//LO8), choice group, including LO2 used, LO3, LO5, LO8 unused, plus LO2
and Scott # 11 used on a small piece, impressive group, F.-V.F. Scott $315.
Estimate $100 - 150
4316 m
Carrier, 1851, 1¢ Eagle (LO2), red oval carrier cancellation, magnificent example clearly showing frame
lines on three sides; a sensational top quality showpiece for the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with
2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $80.
Estimate $150 - 200
4317 (H)
Carrier, 1875, 1¢ Eagle, Special Printing (LO6), without gum as issued, select well centered example,
with remarkable rich color, Very Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
4318 Ha
Adams & Co.’s Express, 1854, 25¢ black (1L2), complete sheet of 40, o.g., appears never hinged except five stamps with missing gum, clear to large margins except touching on five or six stamps; vertical crease
through fourth vertical row from the right, positions 2122 and 39 with toned spots, margins may be reduced, Fine
and rare. Scott $3,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scott Catalog value is for 8 blocks of four and 8 singles, the catalogue lists a complete sheet with a dash.
4319 (H)a
American Letter Mail Co., 1844, 5¢ black, thin paper (2nd printing) (5L1), complete sheet of 20, unused without gum, magnificent full sheet with tremendous eye appeal; minor paper wrinkles, otherwise Extremely
Fine. Scott $225 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

4320

4321

4320 H
City Despatch Post, 1842, 3¢ black on grayish (40L1), o.g., lightly hinged (owner’s purple ink
handstamp on gum), magnificent top sheet margin single with strong color; a marvelous example of this country’s
first adhesive postage stamp, Extremely Fine; with 1993 and 2009 P.F. certificates. Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
4321 H
Metropolitan Errand and Carrier Express Co., 1855, 5¢ red orange (107L2), o.g., lightly hinged (pencil mark on gum), handsome example with outstanding color; a beautiful stamp, Very Fine. Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
4322 Ha
Pomeroy’s Letter Express, 2 full panes of 12, orange on grayish white (with brown occlusions — see
Stimmell article in Penny Post, Aug. 1992) and black on glazed vermilion, scarce remaindered sheets, o.g.; both
have creases and minor faults, Very Fine appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
4323 HH/Ha Swart’s City Dispatch Post, 1849-53, 1¢ blue, reprint (136L14), complete sheet of 30, o.g., mostly
never hinged, impressive reprint sheet with excellent color; tear in left side selvage, creasing in top selvage, otherwise Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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4324

4325

4324 HH
Swart’s City Dispatch Post, 1849-53, 1¢ blue, thin paper (136L14a), o.g., never hinged, matchless
GEM QUALITY example of this elusive 1849 local, with immaculate full original gum in pristine mint condition; enormous “picture frame” margins showing portions of surrounding 8 stamps; World Class GEM destined for the finest
collection, Superb; with photocopy of 2012 P.F. certificate for block/25, from which this spectacular stamp was
taken, this being position #9 from the block of 25. Scott $4.
Estimate $100 - 150
4325 (H)
Wells Fargo & Co., 1862-64, 10¢ brown and 25¢ red (143L7, 143L9), unused without gum, fresh and
desirable examples of these popular issues, Extremely Fine; each with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $80.
Estimate $100 - 150
4326 Ha
Wells Fargo & Co., 1883-88, blue Newspaper stamp (143LP9), top right block of 15, disturbed o.g., seldom seen in a multiple this large, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

BOOKLETS
4327 HH
Booklet, 1986, $1.76 Stamp Collecting - Ameripex ‘86 (BK153A), wholesale accumulation of 39 booklets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $3,510 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
4328 HH
Airmail Booklet, 1963, $2, red on pink cover (BKC13), complete and unexploded, o.g., never hinged,
lovely example of this elusive Slogan 2 unexploded booklet; immaculate condition, Fine. Scott $300 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $100 - 150

POSTAL CARDS
4329 )
Postal Card, 1873, 1¢ brown on buff, simple and compound letter cancels (UX3), watermarked
Small U.S.P.O.D., group of approximately 40 cards, about 70% with a single letter (A, C, D, E, H, K, L, N, P, S, T, and
W), one H and one K in blue, balance in black; compound letters include US, OK, EAH (2), and a possible POD in
magenta from Elmira Ohio (not in Cole)., Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
4330 )
Postal Card, 1873, 1¢ brown on buff, Star fancy cancels (UX3), watermarked Small U.S.P.O.D.,
group of over 25 cards, seven with blue town marks and cancels, the balance in black; includes negative and positive stars, stars in circle; one cover uprated with a 1¢ banknote, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).Estimate $250 - 350
4331 )
Postal Card, 1873, 1¢ brown on buff, pumpkin face cancels (UX3), watermarked Small U.S.P.O.D.,
five cards from NY or MA, each with well struck Pumpkin Face cancel, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
4332 )
Postal Card, 1873, 1¢ brown on buff, blue St. Joseph Mo. Shield cancels (UX3), watermarked Small
U.S.P.O.D., two cards, one with light blue and one with dark blue fancy shield cancel, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
4333 P)
Postal Card, 1873, 1¢ brown on buff, proof study of cards on normal stock (UX3P), watermarked
Small U.S.P.O.D. Selection of 53 cards, forty-three cards identified by previous owner as proofs on normal stock
with small watermark and ten unused cards with printing on reverse also without address; proofs show a range of
hues, many cards identified as to subject plate, Very Fine, an excellent study to build on. UPSS UX3P (photo on
web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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4334 )
Postal Card, 1875, 1¢ black on buff (UX5), unwatermarked, circa 1876 usage, with magenta McIndoes
Falls VT duplex with “RUBBER DIAMOND” killer in diamond plus 3¢ green on white entire (U163) with a weak strike
in black; entire with small flaws, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
4335 H)
Postal Card, 1920, 1¢ canceling machine surcharges on 2¢ red on buff, die 1 or die 2 (UX32//UX33),
39 different mint/unused cards (Cincinnati & New Orleans are printed, the latter on the message side only), missing
Binghamton, Kansas City, Ogden, Omaha & Detroit 2nd die; Des Moines, Little Rock, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
New Orleans, N.Y. (large CENTS), Portland, St. Louis & Salt Lake City are on the 2¢ die 1 card (UX32/S44), the rest
are on the 2¢ die 2; there is also a 2¢ die 2 identified as a Fort Smith overprint, which appears to be San Francisco;
the Cleveland & Salt Lake City cards each have a light crease and all have slightly toned corners from having been
mounted with old black photo corners, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,343. UPSS S44/S45; $1,301 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
4336 H)
Postal Card, 1951, 2¢ carmine rose on buff (UX38), group of three drastic postal cards with various ink
flaws on the face of Franklin, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

4337 H)
Paid Reply Postal Card, 1958, 3¢+3¢ Statue of Liberty, one card blank (UY17a), unsevered, Very
Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
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REVENUES
4338 H/(H)
First Issue Revenues, mint group (R1c//R76c), assembled over many years by a patient collector, consisting of R1c, R3c (3), R11c block of 4, R13c, R24c (2), R43c (single and pair), R46c (2), R48c, R49a pair, R69c,
R73a horizontal strip of 3 and R76c. Occasional faults, some still with original o.g., rare accumulation of these difficult to find stamps, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site). Estimate $200 - 300
4339 m
1862, 1¢ Express, imperf (R1a), three examples on the reverse of a CDV of a gentleman posing next to a
table, ample margins, a scarce item, please review, F.-V.F. Scott $275 (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200

4340 m
1862, 1¢ Playing Cards, imperf (R2a), light manuscript cancellation, one of the finest examples of this
rare revenue stamps we have had the pleasure to offer at public auction; generous margins all around and lively
color; an astounding imperforate Playing Cards stamp deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Extremely
Fine. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

4341

4342

4343

4344

4341 m
1862, 1¢ Playing Cards, imperf (R2a), manuscript cancel, rich color; certificate states creased, tiny tear,
otherwise Fine, a rare stamp in any condition; with 2000 A.P.E.X. certificate. Scott $3,500. Estimate $500 - 750
4342 Ha
1862, 1¢ Proprietary, perf’d (R3c), block of 4, o.g., very rare mint piece; light crease along left of left
stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200
4343 H
1862, 2¢ Proprietary, blue, part perf (R13b), vertical pair, o.g., very rare mint pair; small sealed tear on
left side of bottom stamp, V.G. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
4344 m
1862, 2¢ Proprietary, blue, part perf (R13b), magenta manuscript cancel, huge margins, Very Fine.
Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
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4345

4346

4350

4351

4352

4345 m
1863, 4¢ Playing Cards, perf’d (R21), light manuscript cancellation, fresh and choice example of this
“key” playing card stamp; completely sound in all respects, F.-V.F.; with 2005 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
4346 m
1863, 4¢ Playing Cards, perf’d (R21c), manuscript cancel, well centered and sharp crisp impression;
tiny perf tear at top right, otherwise Very Fine, much been than usually seen. Scott $800. Estimate $300 - 400
4347 H/m
1862, 4¢ Proprietary, perf’d (R22b, R22c), assembled over many years by a patient collector arranged
neatly in a spectrum of shades from gray to red violet, with varying degree of shades between, consisting of 1 block
of 10, vertical and horizontal pairs, 1 unused block of 6 and 6 singles. Occasional faults, rare accumulation of these
difficult to find stamps, o.g. or without gum, generally F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $955 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
4348 m
1862, 5¢ Express, part perf (R25b), Aug 25, 1866 Adams Express Co. handstamp cancels, strong
bright color and scarce multiple; light vertical crease along left side, light horizontal crease through center stamp
and short perfs, V.G. Scott $300 for block of 4 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
4349 HH/Ha 1862, 5¢ Inland Exchange, perf’d (R27c), left margin block of 6, o.g., hinged (top stamps with hinge
remnants) or never hinged, strong bright color and scarce a mint multiple; light selvage creases, top left stamp with
small corner crease, top center stamp has thin, V.G.-Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
4350 m
1871, 6¢ Proprietary, perf’d (R31c), Charles Osgood, Jun 19, 1871 New York handstamp, arguably one
of the two key stamps to any first issue revenue collection; repaired faults, V.G.-Fine; with 1984 A.P.S. certificate.
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
4351 (H)
1862, 10¢ Certificate, imperf (R33a), unused without gum, magnificent top quality example with luscious rich color and sharp impression; listed in Scott catalog only in used condition; a very pleasing example, Extremely Fine. Scott $400 for a used example.
Estimate $200 - 300
4352 m
1862, 10¢ Certificate, imperf (R33a), manuscript cancel, huge attractive margins, Extremely Fine; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $400.
Estimate $500 - 750
Catalog value is normal Scott value. This elusive stamp has yet to be priced in the Stamp Market Quarterly or
recorded in the PSE Population Report.

4353 m
1862, 10¢ Certificate, imperf (R33a), manuscript cancel, huge balanced margins all around; light horizontal crease, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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4354

4356

4357

4363

4364

4354 (H)
1862, 10¢ Power of Attorney, imperf (R37a), unused without gum, Very Fine; with 1981 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
4355 ma
1864, 10¢ Proprietary, perf’d (R38c), bottom margin block of 16 with imprint, manuscript horizontal
lines, crisp and clear impression; light edge creases along right and bottom left stamps, V.G.-Fine (photo on web
site). Scott $440 ++.
Estimate $300 - 400
4356 m
1862, 20¢ Foreign Exchange, imperf (R41a), manuscript cancel, huge margins all around, Extremely
Fine. Scott $95.
Estimate $150 - 200
4357 m
1862, 20¢ Foreign Exchange, imperf (R41a), vertical pair, manuscript cancel, four clear margins with
huge margins at right and bottom, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600
4358 ma
1862, 25¢ Entry of Goods, imperf (R45a), block of 4, manuscript cancel, four clear ample to large margins all around; tiny wrinkle on lower right stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
4359 m
1862, 25¢ Insurance, imperf (R46a), strip of 3, manuscript cancel, four clear ample to large margins all
around; tear at top left of bottom stamp, otherwise Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
4360 m
1862, 25¢ Power of Attorney, perf’d (R48c), horizontal strip of 6, manuscript cancel, very scarce error
with partial capture of bottom stamp; some toning and creasing, V.G. (photo on web site) Estimate $150 - 200
4361 ma
1862, 25¢ Power of Attorney, perf’d (R48c), left margin block of 8 with partial plate number 25 and inverted “A”, manuscript cancel, very difficult to find imprint block with plate number; partial torn off selvage and tear
on bottom left stamp, some light toning and creasing, otherwise Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200
4362 m
1862, 50¢ Conveyance, perf’d (R54c), horizontal strip of 3 with part imprint at left, manuscript cancel,
V.G.-Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
4363 m
1862, 50¢ Surety Bond, imperf (R63a), manuscript cancel, four clear large margins; light crease along
left margin ending in tiny tear, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
4364 m
1862, 70¢ Foreign Exchange, imperf (R65a), light handstamp cancel, four clear large margins; light
horizontal crease at bottom, Extremely Fine centering. Scott $725.
Estimate $400 - 600
4365 ma
1862, $1 Power of Attorney, perf’d (R75c), left margin block of 9 with imprint and plate number 100 V,
manuscript cancel, scarce block with plate number; five stamps have light wrinkles, tiny thin speck in top selvage,
V.G.-Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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4366 ma
1862, $1 Power of Attorney, perf’d (R75c), block of 16 and block of 12, manuscript cancel, full blocks
are mounted on original hand-drawn Joyce pages, according to Joyce, these are the fourth and fifth largest blocks,
it is noted that the block of 16 was originally attached to the block of 24 which formed a massive block of 40; some
creases and wear to stamp edges, V.G.-Fine. Scott $44 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

4367

4368

4369

4370

4367 m
1863, $1.60 Foreign Exchange, imperf (R79a), manuscript cancel, crisp impression and bright color;
light creases and small tear at right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600
4368 (H)
1862, $3 Manifest, imperf (R86a), unused without gum, bold color and impression; small repair at bottom, Very Fine appearance; with 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400
4369 (H)

1862, $5 Manifest, perf’d (R90c), pair, unused without gum, Fine. Scott $300.

Estimate $300 - 400

4370 m
1862, $5 Probate of Will, imperf (R92a), light manuscript cancel, huge attractive margins, Extremely
Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Catalog value is normal Scott value. This elusive stamp has yet to be priced in the Stamp Market Quarterly or
recorded in the PSE Population Report.

4371
4371 m

4372

1862, $10 Charter Party, imperf (R93a), manuscript cancel, Fine. Scott $900.

Estimate $300 - 400

4372 m
1862, $10 Charter Party, imperf (R93a), manuscript cancel, deep rich color; a couple light creases, otherwise Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $150 - 200
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4373

4374

4375

4376

4373 m
1862, $10 Probate of Will, imperf (R96a), bold manuscript cancel, deep rich color, Very Fine; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
4374 m
1862, $20 Probate of Will, perf’d (R99c), manuscript cancel, brilliant and vivid orange color; faults, Fine
appearing. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
4375 m
1863, $25 Mortgage, imperf (R100a), manuscript cancel, brilliant and vivid orange color; inclusion at top
left, Very Fine. Scott $2,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
4376 H
used.

1863, $50 U.S. Internal Revenue, perf’d (R101c), part o.g., vivid green color, Very Fine. Scott $210 for
Estimate $300 - 400

4377 m
1863, $50 U.S. Internal Revenue, perf’d (R101c), horizontal pair, manuscript cancel, brilliant green
color; trivial shorter perf at top left, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
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4378

4379

4378 m
1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, perf’d (R102c), neat manuscript penstroke cancellation, extremely
desirable example of this gorgeous stamp, with bright vivid colors, Fine. Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750
4379 m
1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, perf’d (R102c), extra row of perforations diagonally through center,
faint blue handstamped cancel, bright and fresh; skillfully rejoined along diagonal perfs, light vertical document
crease at right, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $950.
Estimate $150 - 200

4380

4382

4383

4384

4380 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 1¢ blue & black, center inverted (R103a), manuscript cancel, difficult inverted center example; small thin spot, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $300 - 400
4381 Ha
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, 5¢ blue & black (R107), block of 24, o.g., amazingly large multiple
with o.g.; 6 stamps with creases, 5 stamps with shallow thins, some clipped perfs at left, a couple stamps with inclusions, otherwise F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
4382 (H)
Documentary, 1871, Third Issue, 2¢ orange & black, center inverted (R135b), unused without gum,
flawless example of this popular inverted center; with incredibly fresh color; scarce in unused condition, Very Fine;
with 2003 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $475 for a used example.
Estimate $500 - 750
4383 P
Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, 60¢ orange & black, center inverted, plate proof on card
(R142aP4), among the finest known examples of this desirable inverted center card proof; with wide sheet margin
at top; among the most beautiful examples obtainable, Superb. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
4384 m
Documentary, 1953, $10,000 carmine (R653), cut cancel and six staple holes, difficult Documentary
high value; straight edge at bottom (and right as always), tiny corner crease top right, Very Fine centering. Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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4385 m
Proprietary, 1873, $1 green & black, violet paper (RB9a), purple “J.M. Huntington and Co.” handstamp
cancellation, outstanding example with incredibly large margins rarely seen on this issue; brilliant fresh color; a
most impressive showpiece, Very Fine; with 1990 and 2016 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $11,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

4386

4387

4388

4389

4386 m
Proprietary, 1873, $1 green & black, violet paper (RB9a), manuscript cancel, difficult high value; light
horizontal crease and small thin at top, V.G.; with 1966 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
4387 HH

Stock Transfer, 1950, $10 Walker (RD328), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $190 ++.
Estimate $150 - 200

4388 m
Customs Fee, 1887, 90¢ black (RL8), light purple hand stamp cancellation, well centered with intense
color; a handsome top quality example, Extremely Fine; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $90.
Estimate $100 - 150
4389 m
Allen, Thos., 1¢ green, old paper (RO5a), comparable quality may take years to find; a few tiny thin
specks, Fine. Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150
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4390 P
Private Die Match, Bond & Co., 4¢ green, large die proof on India (RO33P1), die-sunk on
150 x 228 mm card; bit of foxing on outer edges of card, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $225 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
4391 m
Kensett & Co., 1¢ green (RP1); faults as always, V.G.-Fine, only 27 are recorded in the Aldrich census.
Scott $2,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

4392 (H)
Campion & Co., 4¢ black, imperf, watermarked USIR (RS47d), unused without gum, crisp jet black
color; small thin, Very Fine appearance. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350

4393

4394

4393 m
Dalley’s Galvanic Horse Salve, 2¢ green, silk paper (RS73b), beautiful example; very light soiling at
top, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
4394 H

Fahnestock, B.A., 1¢ lake, silk paper (RS84b), gorgeous example, Very Fine. Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300

4395 P
Private Die Medicine, Dr. Harter, 1¢ black, large die proof (RS98P1), die-sunk on slightly reduced
6" x 9" card, number 70095 on reverse, Very Fine. Scott $175 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

4396 m

Hartman & Co., 4¢ black, old paper (RS99a), scarce usage; faults, Very Fine centering. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

4397 m
Hartman & Co., 6¢ black, silk paper (RS100b), crisp jet black color and remarkably great condition for
issue, Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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4398

4399

4398 m
Pierce, R.V., 1¢ green, pink paper (RS189c), comparable quality may take years to find; a few pulled
perfs at right and tiny shallow thin, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
4399 m
Ransom, Son & Co., 2¢ black, pink paper (RS197c), tremendous quality, almost never seen this nice,
F.-V.F. Scott $83.
Estimate $100 - 150

4400 m

Tallcot, George, 4¢ black, silk paper (RS240b), quality is outstanding, F.-V.F. Scott $95.
Estimate $100 - 150

4401 H
Dr. Kilmer & Co., small collection, RS311 and RS314 with very small faults, plus overprints on 11 different Battleship proprietary stamps with varying degree of faults, very scarce this nice, generally F.-V.F. appearance
(photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
4402 m
Private Die Proprietary - Perfume Collection, 70+ stamps neatly laid out by issue with only minor duplication, a fantastic collection with the difficult Hoyt large diamond die cut issues and large Laird’s Bloom of Youth issue, some usual faults you typically see with Private Die Proprietary issues, overall a must have if you are looking to
expand your Perfume section of your collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
4403 m
Private Die Proprietary - Playing Cards Collection, 90+ stamps neatly laid out by issue with only minor
duplication, a fantastic collection with a strong level of completion, some usual faults you typically see with Private
Die Proprietary issues, overall a must have if you are looking to expand your Playing Cards section of your collection, generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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4404

4406

4404 (H)
Firearms Transfer Tax, 1934, $1 green (RY1), unused without gum, desirable example with brilliant
color; completely sound and attractive, Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
4405 H/m
Firearms Transfer Tax, 1938-74, small group (RY3 (2), RY5, RY6 (2, 1 on License)), o.g. and used,
lovely group of these popular issues; usual straight edges at top of RY5, right and bottom of RY6 and right of RY6 on
License, F.-V.F. Scott $470 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
4406 m
Firearms Transfer Tax, 1950, $200 dull blue & red, type II (RY4), light purple cancellation, natural
straight edges along right and bottom margins; a wonderfully fresh stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
4407

Firearms Transfer Tax, 1974, application forms (RY6//RY9), three attractive machine gun application
forms for #’s RY6, RY8, and RY9, each on firearms registration application, interesting group for any serious revenue collector, F.-V.F. Scott $450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

s

Ex 4408
4408 HH

Social Security, 1935, Coil Essays, $1, $3 & $4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Estimate $150 - 200

4409 m
Tax Paid Revenues, 38+ Industrial stamps and License and Royalty stamps neatly laid out by issue of
these scarce issues, not listed in Scott, but can be found among the Springer catalogs, plus 7 distilled spirits excise
tax stamps and a complete set of Rectification Tax stamps RZ1-18, fantastic grouping, some usual faults you typically see with these issues, overall a must have if you are looking to expand your Perfume section of your collection,
generally F.-V.F. appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
4410 m
Internal Revenue Lock Seals, collection of 25 stamps, some faults from normal lock use, scarce to see
this many lock seals in one place, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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DUCK STAMPS
Singles
4411 HH
1934-2012 Hunting Permits complete (RW1-RW79), o.g., never hinged, the finest set of duck hunting
permit stamps we have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; a remarkable mint set that was hand picked
for color, centering and freshness by a collector with a keep eye for quality, as he selected only perfect stamps;
housed in two Sterns and Fink, which cost $205.00 themselves, this impressive collection includes 9 certificates of
authenticity, including a Superb #RW1 with 2008 P.F. certificate; RW2 and RW3 with 2005 PSE certs., RW8 with
2008 PSE cert. graded XF-90; RW34 with 2007 PSE cert. graded XF-90; RW55 and RW56 with 2005 PSE certs.
graded XF-Sup-95; RW58 plate # single, with 2005 PSE cert. graded XF-90; and RW61 with 2007 PSE cert. graded
XF-Sup-95; the finest set imaginable and a perfect lot for the collector wanting to buy the entire set of these beautiful
duck stamps in one fell swoop; a rare opportunity, Extremely Fine. Scott $5,483 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
4412 H/m
1934-83, 11 different (RW1//RW50), an eclectic selection of Duck Hunting permit stamps, 11 gorgeous
examples including RW4, RW15, RW18, RW26, RW27 x (3), RW36, RW38, RW46, and RW50, these are the most
beautiful pieces of artwork imaginable and would enhance any great collection; just a beautiful group, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

4413

4414

4413 HH
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), o.g., never hinged, lively color and sharp clearly etched impression; simply
gorgeous, Very Fine; with 1998 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which it came, bottom right stamp. Scott $725.
Estimate $500 - 750
4414 HH
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), o.g., never hinged, tremendous top left corner margin single with captivating
color; astounding example, Very Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $725.
Estimate $500 - 750

4415 HH
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), bottom plate number single, o.g.,
never hinged, wonderful example with deeply saturated color, Very Fine.
Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750

4415
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4416

4418

4419

4416 H
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), bottom plate number single, o.g., very lightly hinged, a lovely example
with captivating color, Extremely Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
4417 m
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), on State of South Dakota, Resident Hunter’s License, No. 34027, with
typical file folds and embossed by the County Treasurer seal, socked-on-the-nose Custer, S. Dak. Oct 25, 1935
M.O.B. postmark; stamp has straight edge at bottom, F.-V.F. Scott $160 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
4418 HH
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), o.g., never hinged, a perfect little GEM with extra large margins and
breathtaking rich color; simply incredible, Superb. Scott $325.
Estimate $500 - 750
4419 HH
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, outstanding top quality example with ravishing rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $325. SMQ XF 90;
$475.
Estimate $300 - 400

4420 HH
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged (tiny gum skips), remarkably
fresh top quality example with intense color, Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. and 2015 P.F. certificates. Scott
$325.
Estimate $250 - 350
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4421

4422

4423

4421 HH
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips), large, equally balanced margins
and delightful color; a great stamp, Superb. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
4422 HH
1937, $1 Scaup Ducks (RW4), o.g., never hinged, appealing example with brilliant color; a handsome
top quality duck stamp, Very Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $275. SMQ VF 80; $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
4423 HH
1937, $1 Scaup Ducks (RW4), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged (light natural gum bend), unbelievably fresh stamp with tremendous color and clear impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012
P.S.A.G. and 2015 P.F. certificates. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

4424

4425

4426

4424 HH
1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5), o.g., never hinged, splendid example of this tough stamp; handsome
centering and vibrant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
4425 HH
1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5), o.g., never hinged, deep sumptuous color, a well margined example,
F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
4426 HH
1939-42, 4 different (RW6-RW9), plate number singles, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends), a select
group, quite attractive, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
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4427

4428

4431

4427 HH
$225.

1940, $1 Black Mallards (RW7), o.g., never hinged, wide margins and lively fresh color, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

4428 HH
$225.

1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), o.g., never hinged, intense color and clear impression, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

4429 HH
1943-50, 8 different (RW10-RW17), select group of 8 different plate number singles, including an extra
RW14 (tiny surface scuffs on the front of the stamp) with the plate number printed on the reverse selvage on the
stamp, o.g., never hinged, outstanding quality throughout, Extremely Fine; both RW14’s with 2005 P.S.E. cert.
graded XF-90 and 2009 P.F. certificates. Scott $675 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
4430 HH
1951-58, 8 different (RW18-RW25), o.g., never hinged, an outstanding GEM quality group of plate # singles; handpicked for quality and freshness by a collector with a keen eye for condition; a great group of these beautiful duck stamps, Extremely Fine. Scott $695 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
4431 (H)
1954, $2 Ring-Necked Ducks, misperfed (RW21 var.), bottom plate number single, unused without
gum, most impressive freak perf example for the duck specialist, V.G. Scott $85 for o.g.
Estimate $100 - 150
4432 HH
1959-71, 13 different (RW26-RW38), plate number singles, 13 different top quality ducks consisting of
all the $3 multicolored examples issued during the ‘60’s, o.g., never hinged, fantastic centering throughout, assembled by a very particular collector who only choose magnificent stamps for his collection; a wonderful opportunity,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; RW28 with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded Sup-98, and RW31 with 2005 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF 90. Scott $1,150 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

4433

4434

4433 HH
1984, $7.50 Widgeons, Special Printing (RW51x), o.g., never hinged (pencil mark on gum indicating
plate position from the sheet of 120, along with ink handstamp “Special Comm. issue” on gum), pretty example of
this 1984 Special Printing, which is indistinguishable from the common regularly issued stamp, but for the pencil
plate position “IX-4-7" and ink stamp on the gum; not often offered at public auction, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 1988 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $100 - 150
4434 HH
1990, $12.50 Whistling Duck, back printing omitted (RW57a), an uncommon printing variety without
the black inscription on the reverse side, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150
4435 HH
1993 & 1999, 2 different (RW60, RW66), o.g., never hinged, GEM quality plate number singles with precise centering on both stamps, Superb; each stamp with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $67. SMQ
SUP 98; $275 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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Blocks

4436

4437

4436 HHa
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), top left corner margin block of 4 with plate number 129199, o.g., never hinged,
fresh color; usual gum crease across left stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
4437 HHa
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), top left corner margin block of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged,
fresh color; vertical gum skip and diagonal gum crease across left stamps, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

4438

4439

4438 HHa
1937, 1939 and 1940, 3 different (RW4, RW6, RW7), blocks of 4 with plate numbers, o.g., never hinged;
usual gum bends and skips, F.-V.F. Scott $2,940.
Estimate $600 - 800
4439 HHa
1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5), top block of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright;
light gum creases in selvage, Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Plate Blocks

4440 HHa
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor gum bends), the most impressive example of this rarely offered plate block we have ever had the pleasure to offer; a handsome well centered multiple with gleaming fresh color printed on clean white paper; a gorgeous showpiece for the plate block
collector who’s been patiently waiting for a magnificent example of this terribly difficult multiple, Very Fine. Scott
$16,500.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

4441 HHa
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor gum bend of little consequence), spectacular full top of this eye catching and rarely offered plate block; Post Office fresh example in a
wonderful state of preservation; a “Big-Time” example that would please the most quality conscious collector, Very
Fine. Scott $11,500.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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4442

4443

4442 HHa
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), bottom left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, extremely well centered
plate that, if broken up, would yield magnificent GEM quality singles; among the nicest centered multiples obtainable; light gum toning, mostly on the top three stamps, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
4443 HHa
1937, $1 Scaup Ducks (RW4), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, spectacular wide top with
prooflike color and clear impression; wonderful overall freshness, F.-V.F. Scott $3,250. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

4444

4445

4444 HHa
1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5), bottom left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, awesome top quality plate
block in Post Office fresh condition; rarely seen so choice, F.-V.F.; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
4445 HHa
1939, $1 Green-Winged Teals (RW6), top
right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, immaculate
mint condition; a remarkable showpiece showing an
enormous top selvage - rare thus, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
4446 HHa
1940, $1 Black Mallards (RW7), bottom
left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, extremely attractive, with lively color; a few perf separations along
vertical perforations, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
4446
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4447

4448

4447 HHa
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, stunning example of this difficult
plate block; beautiful centering, gleaming fresh color, and a large sheet margin at top, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
4448 HHa
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), bottom right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, impressive example with
dazzling color, F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

4449

4450

4449 HHa
1943, $1 Wood Ducks (RW10), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, vibrant color on clean white
paper; a beautiful example of this, Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600
4450 HHa
1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese (RW11), bottom right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, tremendous
top quality multiple with glowing rich color; rarely found as a high quality graded plate, Extremely Fine; with 2009
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $750.
Estimate $600 - 800

4451 HHa
1945, $1 Shoveller Ducks (RW12), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips), handsome example with wonderful overall freshness, Very Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
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4452

4453

4452 HHa
1945, $1 Shoveller Ducks (RW12), bottom right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum skips
and bends), attractive color and centering; a very pleasing example, Very Fine. Scott $600. Estimate $200 - 300
4453 HHa
1946, $1 Redhead Ducks (RW13), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, delightful example in immaculate mint condition, Very Fine. Scott $310.
Estimate $150 - 200

4454

4455

4454 HHa
1947, $1 Snow Geese (RW14), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum creases), beautiful rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $340.
Estimate $100 - 150
4455 HHa
1948, $1 Buffleheads (RW15), bottom left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, premium quality example
with extra wide bottom selvage, and breathtaking fresh color, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

4456 HHa
1949, $2 Goldeneye Ducks (RW16), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum crease),
vibrant color; a handsome multiple, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
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4457

4458

4457 HHa
1950, $2 Trumpeter Swans (RW17), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends), brilliant fresh color; pristine example, Very Fine. Scott $50.
Estimate $200 - 300
4458 HHa
1951, $2 Gadwall Ducks (RW18), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and
choice with particularly strong color, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

4459

4460

4459 HHa
1952, $2 Harlequin Ducks (RW19), bottom left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum skips),
tremendous example of this extremely difficult plate block, which along with RW20 tends to be the toughest duck
stamps to find in choice quality, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
4460 HHa
1953, $2 Blue-Winged Teals (RW20), bottom right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, exceptional top
quality example with lively color, in a condition rarely encountered on this issue, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

4461

4462

4461 Ha
1954, $2 Ring-Necked Ducks (RW21), bottom left plate block of 6, disturbed o.g., nice appearing example, available at an affordable price, F.-V.F. Scott $550 for never hinged.
Estimate $100 - 150
4462 HHa
1955, $2 Blue Geese (RW22), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bend), brilliant
color; a delightful well centered multiple, F.-V.F. Scott $575.
Estimate $150 - 200
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4463

4464

4463 HHa
1956, $2 American Merganser (RW23), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and
appealing top quality example, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350
4464 HHa
1957, $2 American Eider (RW24), bottom right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, good looking example, with lively color; pristine condition, F.-V.F. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400

4465

4466

4465 HHa
1958, $2 Canada Geese (RW25), bottom left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, spectacular top quality
example in immaculate condition; stunning example, Extremely Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $350 - 500
4466 Ha
1961, $3 Mallards (RW28), bottom right plate block of 4, disturbed o.g. from gum glazing, excellent centering and impressive rich colors, Very Fine. Scott $450 for never hinged.
Estimate $150 - 200

4467

4468

4467 HHa
1965, $3 Canvasback Drakes (RW32), bottom right plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, outstanding
quality, with delightful colors and superb centering; a fabulous plate, Extremely Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
4468 HHa
1967, $3 Old Squaw Ducks (RW34), top right plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, lovely multiple with tantalizing colors, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Souvenir Sheets

4469 HH
2005, $15 Hooded Mergansers, souvenir sheet (RW72b), without signature error, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

4470

4471

4470 HH
2005, $15 Hooded Mergansers, souvenir sheet (RW72b), black signature, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine. Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
4471 HH
2005, $15 Hooded Mergansers, souvenir sheet (RW72b), o.g., never hinged, magnificent example of
this rarely offered sheet; with stamp’s artist signature “Mark Anderson” in black, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 1,000
issued, 750 signed by the artist in black. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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4472

4473

4472 HH
2006, $15 Ross’s Goose, souvenir sheet (RW73b), artist and engraver signed, o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ Superb 98; $575.
Estimate $350 - 500
4473 HH
2006, $15 Ross’s Goose, souvenir sheet (RW73b), artist and engraver signed, o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ Superb 98; $575.
Estimate $300 - 400

4474

4475

4474 HH
2006, $15 Ross’s Goose, souvenir sheet (RW73b), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with
2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ RW73b; $245 XF-Sup 95.
Estimate $150 - 200
4475 HH
2007, $15 Ring-necked Ducks, souvenir sheet (RW74b), o.g., never hinged, tremendous top quality
example with unusually choice centering, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP
95. Scott $140. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
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SAVINGS STAMPS AND OTHER BACK-OF-THE-BOOK

Ex 4476

4477

4478

4479

4476 HH
Postal Savings, 1940, 10¢-$1 complete (PS7-PS10), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and choice
set with outstanding colors, Extremely Fine; PS8 with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $365.
Estimate $200 - 300
4477 HH
War Savings, 1917, $5 deep green (WS2), o.g., never hinged, extremely large margins; a beautiful
stamp with ravishing color, Very Fine. Scott $230.
Estimate $150 - 200
4478 HH
War Savings, 1919, $5 carmine (WS5), o.g., never hinged, fresh and appealing example of this popular
War Savings stamp; in perfect mint condition with full unblemished gum; quite elusive when found in this condition,
Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
4479 H
War Savings, 1919, $5 carmine (WS5), disturbed o.g., natural straight edge at left; a very nice “looker”;
sealed tear at right; small faults at bottom, Very Fine appearance; with 2009 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200

4480

4481

4480 H
Encased Postage, Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, 1¢, medium “AYER’S” (EP13), some wear and light cracking
of mica, silvering is partially intact, Fine. Scott $500. Hodders & Bowers 28.
Estimate $250 - 350
4481 H
Encased Postage, Drake’s Plantation Bitters, 3¢ (EP71), mica is intact and uncracked, silvering is
gone, Fine. Scott $500. Hodders & Bowers 28.
Estimate $250 - 350
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CONFEDERATE STATES

4482

4483

4482 )
Memphis, Tenn., 1861, 5¢ red (56X2), marvelous example, neatly tied on cover to Natchez, Miss. by
black “Memphis, Tenn, Nov. 6, 1861" town cancellation; a very attractive usage of this extremely scarce Memphis,
Tenn. Confederate provisional, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
4483 )
1861, 10¢ light blue (2a), tied to cover Columbia, S.C. Aug. 17" postmark on cover, addressed to Madison, GA., stamp has four large margins all around, a lovely XF appearing single, an F.-V.F. cover; with 2016 P.F.
certificate. Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400

4484 )
1863, 10¢ blue (11), enormous 10¢ from lower left corner, tied by Aberdeen MS c.d.s. to front, addressed
to Columbus MS, with #11 on reverse addressed to Assessor Tax in Kind Stonewall MS, with manuscript O(fficial)
B(usiness), scarce marking on a beautiful front, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

4485

4486

4485 H
1861, 10¢ blue (2), o.g., hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp
Values 2; $600 XF 90.
Estimate $400 - 600
4486 m
1861, 10¢ blue (2), Corpus Christi, Texas postmark, scarce Texas postmark, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F.
certificate. Scott $180.
Estimate $300 - 400
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4487 Ha
1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), block of 20, o.g., hinged, the most remarkable exhibition quality showpiece
block imaginable; the largest known multiple of this key Confederate States “T-E-N” issue with breathtaking color
and fresh gum; the small faults which are present don’t affect the eye catching appearance of this incredibly rare
multiple; vertical and horizontal creases between stamps, causing a few small holes; small thin spot bottom right
stamp, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 1970 P.F. certificate. Scott $24,800 as blocks & singles.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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4488 HH
1863, 10¢ greenish blue (11c), o.g., never hinged, eye popping JUMBO showing portions of 8 surrounding stamps; a magnificent little GEM for the finest collection, Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J.
Scott $30 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750

4489 HHa
1863, 10¢ blue (12), bottom plate block of 6 with Keatinge & Ball plate number 3 and imprint, o.g., never
hinged; some light gum wrinkles on 4 stamps and crease on left two stamps, light toning and short gumming at bottom, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200

4490 HH/Ha 1863, 20¢ green (13), block of 12, o.g., hinged on top left stamp, other 11 stamps never hinged (natural
gum bend in top right stamp), fantastic multiple in a quality rarely encountered; if one had a sharp pair of scissors,
you could cut out the pair at the center of the block resulting in the finest obtainable mint pair that would be a tremendous showpiece, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $600 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. Possessions and U.N.
CANAL ZONE

4491 H

1904, 5c blue (2), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally bright and fresh, Very Fine. Scott $300. Estimate
$150 - 200

CUBA

4492

1898-99, 5c on 8m blue green (220), tied on small piece by Puerto Principe c.d.s., 22 Jan 1899, F.-V.F.;
signed Sismondo, with his 2013 certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

s

GUAM

4493 HHa
1899, $1 black, type I (12), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh block with deep rich color, just touching at
left, pristine gum, a superior block, about Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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HAWAII

4494 H
1853, 13¢ dark red, thick white paper (6), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. SMQ 6; $850 VF 80.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

4495

4496

4495 HHa
1868, 5¢ blue, re-issue (10), complete sheet of 20, o.g., stamps never hinged (lightly hinged at top & bottom), Very Fine. Scott $925 as hinged components.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
4496 SHH
1868, 13¢ orange red, re-issue, overprinted “Specimen” (11SA), complete sheet of 20, o.g., never
hinged; bit of light toning, small natural paper crease at lower left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $620 as hinged components.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
4497 Sa
1868, 13¢ Re-issue “Specimen” & 1889, 2¢ Reprint “Reprint” (11SA, 51SC), the 13¢ a block of 6, the
2¢ a block of 15; 13¢ lightly toned, 2¢ creased horizontal between 2nd & 3rd rows and vertically between 2nd & 3rd
columns, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $775 as hinged components (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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4498 Ha
1865, 5¢ blue on blue (22), plate 12-A, full pane of 10, types I-X, o.g., large margins except a bit close at
the bottom; small thin upper right stamp, horizontal crease between second & third rows, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$6,350 as 2 blocks & 2 singles.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

4499 (H)
1865, 2¢ dark blue (26), unused without gum, huge margins and fantastic rich color; an extraordinary top
quality showpiece, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $350.
Estimate $600 - 800
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4500

4501

4500 HHa
1869, 2¢ red, re-issue (29), upper left sheet margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, bottom margin cut just to frame line, F.-V.F. Scott $240 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
4501 ma
1886, 2¢ orange vermilion, reproduction (50), block of 6, without gum, each stamp favor-canceled with
a neat 4-ring target/grid unlike any recorded Hawaiian cancelling device, four good margins, Very Fine. Scott
$1,165 for unused.
Estimate $500 - 750

4502

4503

4502 HH/Ha 1889, 2¢ carmine, reprint (51), complete sheet of 15 showing partial papermaker’s watermark
“Standa…” in sheet, o.g., all but one stamp never hinged (hinged in margins); several small thins in margins, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $735 as singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
4503 (H)a
1889, 2¢ carmine, reprint (51), complete sheet of 15, unused without gum; creases and a small pinhole,
otherwise Very Fine; with 1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $525 as o.g. singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
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4504

4505

4504 HHa
1893, 2¢ brown, red overprint (56), block of 20 (5 x 4) with imprint in left sheet margin, o.g., never
hinged, fresh and extraordinarily well centered; natural straight edge at right, Extremely Fine. Scott $550 as NH
singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
An icredible high-quality multiple, whose individual stamps merit high individual grades.
4505 HHa
1893, 10¢ black, red overprint (61), bottom margin block of 15 with American Bank Note Co. imprint at
bottom, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $450 as singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
4506 Ha
1893, 2¢ rose vermilion, black overprint (65), a bright, fresh sheet of 50 separated into three large
blocks, a strip of 3 and a badly damaged single with position 7 lacking the period after “GOVT”, o.g. (actually never
hinged, but most with gum at least somewhat disturbed), centering ranges from Fine to Extremely Fine, mostly
F.-V.F. Scott $4,465 as hinged singles (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

4507 HH
1893, 12¢ red lilac, black overprint (69), o.g., never hinged, magnificent top margin single with huge
margins and ravishing color, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2016 P.S.E. certificate for block/6, from which it
came, top center stamp from block. Scott $575.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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4508 Ha
1893, 18¢ dull rose, black overprint (71), block of 15, o.g.; reinforced separation, F.-V.F. Scott $563 as
singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
4509 HH/Ha 1899, 1¢ dark green & 2¢ rose (80-81), full panes of 50 with American Bank Note Co. imprints at top &
bottom, o.g., hinged in the selvage and on one 1¢, otherwise never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $397 as singles (photo on
web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 4510

Ex 4511

4510 H
Officials, 1896, 2¢-25¢ complete (O1-O6), o.g. (10¢ slightly disturbed), a bright, fresh set, Very Fine.
Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
4511 m
Officials, 1896, 2¢-25¢ complete (O1-O6), neat cancellations, handsome set in choice used condition,
uniformly choice; 10¢ has a small thin, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150
4512 H/m
Small Mint & Used Accumulation, 1864-99. About 100 stamps on three black stocksheets; includes
(mint unless noted) #24 (3 margins, no gum), 29 (2, one with o.g.), 48 (one disturbed gum, two used), 49 (one part
o.g.), 51 corner block of 4 (o.g.), 60 block of 4 (NH), 69 (disturbed gum, toned), 79 block of 4 (3 NH) & 81a (used);
condition is mixed and most of the unused 1864-93 issues are without gum; nonetheless, should be quite a useful
lot, generally F.-V.F. Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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PHILIPPINES

4513 HH/Ha 1904, 6¢ brownish lake (231), block of 15, o.g., all never hinged except bottom right stamp, lightly
hinged, awesome top quality multiple with incredible centering and glowing color; small crease top right stamp, otherwise Extremely Fine, only 11,500 reportedly sold. Scott $2,745.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

4514 H
1904, $5 dark green (239), o.g., lightly hinged, awesome example; perfectly centered amid balanced
margins, with captivating rich color and detailed impression; the finest known example of this stamp, Superb, only
746 examples reportedly sold; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $800. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

4515

4516

4515 H
1904, $5 dark green (239), o.g., previously hinged, large balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2008
P.F. certificate and 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
4516 H
1904, $5 dark green (239), o.g., very lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F., only 746 issued; with
1990 P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500
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RYUKYUS

4517 HHa
Airmail, 1960, Regular Issue surcharged, 9¢ on 4y brown, surcharge transposed (C19c, C19d), top
left corner margin block of 4, top stamps missing 9¢ surcharge and only showing legend, bottom stamps surcharge
transposed, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $10,000 as singles. J.S.C.A. A19vc. Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Unique position piece-the key to any Ryukyu Exhibition collection.
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UNITED NATIONS

4518

4519

4518 E
1976, 30¢ Definitive, Artist’s drawing of a proposed (unaccepted) design (270E), acrylic on acetate,
design about 6½" x 9", matted to 10½" x 13", signed by the artist on reverse with details “No. 52, Date: 10/3/75, Issue: Defin Series”; corners of matboard “dinged”, otherwise Very Fine, a marvelous and unique collateral item.
Estimate $500 - 750
4519 E
1976, 13¢ Airmail, Artist’s drawing of a proposed (unaccepted) design (C19/UC11E), mixed media,
design about 6½" x 9", matted to 10½" x 13", signed by the artist on reverse with details “No. 52, Date: 10/3/75, Issue: Defin Series”; corners of matboard “dinged”, otherwise Very Fine, a marvelous and unique collateral item.
Estimate $500 - 750

4520
4520 H)
Fine.

4521

Airmail Postal Card, 1953, 3¢ + 1¢ blue (U1a), scarce Scott unlisted surcharge to 1958 4¢ rate, Very
Estimate $500 - 750

4521 H
Airmail Postal Card, 1959, 4¢ + 1¢ maroon on buff (UXC2b-UXC2c), three postal card varieties: double surcharge with one inverted, inverted surcharge and inverted surcharge in normal position, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

End of Sale - Thank You
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